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ABSTR<\CT

This dissertation considers the relation between culture and communication with respect to the
development of aboriginal media in Canada. It introduces and elaborates a concept of cultural
politics with which to interpret the history of contact between aboriginal and non-aboriginal
people. This concept is further applied to an analysis of Canadian cultural and communications
policy and the intervention of native broadcasters in policy procedures and discourses. The
dissertation undertakes a critical review ofexisting research on aboriginal media. It assesses the
usefulness ofinterpretive tools drawn l'rom poststructuralist philosophy, ethnography and
postcolonial theory in understanding the relation between cultural politics and communication
practices. These tools are then implemented in the presentation of a case study of Wawatay Native
Communications Society, a regional native broadcasting organization based in Northwestem
Ontario.

RESUME

Cette dissertation considére le rapport entre la culture et la communication en ce qui concerne le
développement des médias autochtone au Canada. Elle introduit et élabore un concept de la
politique culturelle à fin d'interpréter l'histoire de la contact entre les sociétés autochtone et non
autochtone. Le concept est utilisé dans une analyse des politiques de la communication et de la
culture au Canada et ensuite est appliqué aux interventions des radiodiffuseurs autochtones dans
des discours et des procédures politiques. La dissertation fait une critique des récherches qui
existent au sujet des médias autochtone. Elle évalue l'utilité de quelques outils interprètatifs qui
viennent de la philosophie poststructuraliste, l'ethnographie et la théorie postcoloniale avec le but
d'aider la compréhension de la rapport entre la politique culturelle et les pratiques de la
communication. Ces outils sont utilisés dans la présentation d'un étude de Wawatay Native
Communications Society, une société régionale de la communication autochtone opérante de
l'Ontario Nord-ouest.
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INTRODl1CTION

This dissertation explores the relation between culture and modes of

communication with reference to the emergence and development of aboriginal media in

Canada. Il introduces and elaborates a notion of 'cultural politics' that combines an

analysis ofhistorical factors ofconlact and change, political aspects ofaboriginal rights

to territory and selt~govemment and cultural elements of collective identities, codes and

practices. The scope of the dissertation is broad. The first three chapters out1ine the

historical contexts ofrelations between aboriginaI and non-aboriginal societies in Canada

and the political contexts of native communications policy. The breadth and

interdisciplinarity of the dissertation are necessary in order to avoid the acontextual and

ahistorical tendencies that often weaken studies of aboriginal and indigenous media in

Canada and elsewhere. Existing studies lack critical edge because they fail to view the

imposition, appropriation and innovation of communications media in relation to

hislorical patterns of colonialism. The most insighlful work in this field situates the

economic, cultural, social and technological elements ofmedia use within broader

economic, cultural, social and technological systems -- precisely by historicizing modes

and media of communication. This dissertation will show, for instance, how satellite

technology and the importation of southem television form and content to northem

native communities follows historieally upon the economic and technological

imperatives and interests ofresource development -- from the fur trade to gas pipelines.
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Both resource development and extension of mass media are structured around the same

networks of power and modes of domination and resistance. Similarly. the reference to

native broadcasting in the 1991 HroadcasllI1,!!. AC! can be viewed in the context of the

entrenchment of aboriginal rights in the Canadian Constitution, and both these

inscriptions of'rights' deriving l'rom cultural specificity have their origins in the historieal

recognition and construction of 'aboriginal ity' l'rom the earliest period of contact.

Individual and collective responses to introduced media can also be seen as soeially and

psychologically prefigured by responses to residential education or missionization. In

each ofthese three instances, the relations. response and appropriations inspired by

introduced media are not entirely new, but are part of a wider historical and social

pattern of cultural relations, dynamic identities and political struggles.

A contextual reading of colonial and post-colonial historical narratives permits

the recognition and representation of native cultures and communication practices as

contemporary and 'coeval' (Fabian 1983). By considering broadcr historical and politieal

formations the dissertation avoids the use of the 'ethnographie present' eommon 10

anthropological analyses of aboriginal media use, and thus enables a foc us on 'discoursc'

without the assumption that a universal historical subjcet or singular narrative truth necd

be locatcd. This approach has been chosen with the conviction that the most insightful,

usefuI and critical analyses of culture, power and knowiedgc -- by thinkers as unlike as

Innis, Foucault and Spivak -- are rigorously historical. Such an approach also raises many

of the most illuminating and exciting questions about communication as social

interaction: how did existing relations come to bc, what underlying patterns are evident,

JI
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how can specific voices, discourses, technologies and interests be traced through time

and space? The dissertation is somewhat ambitious in its range, but the comprehensive

historical dctail and political analysis of the first three chapters are brought to bear upon

a critical review of existing studies of aboriginal media and upon field research at

Wawatay Native Communications Society in the last two ehapters.

Before outlining the ~"ntral themes that emerge in the dissertation and suggesting

the ways in which it makes a contribution to existing knowledge in the field, a discussion

of the question of'voice' is essential. While the interpretive and analytic voice in the

body of the work is of course my own, 1have made a concerted etlort throughout to retèr

to native \,>,riters and critics and to engage aboriginaJ voices through direct citations and

documentation of interviews. This is partly a matter of including an aboriginal

perspective on Canadian history and politics, one that has been conspicuously absent

from traditional historicaI and sociological studies. It is also a question of'self·

representation' _. the dissertation does not claim to represent native cultures in any

objective or transparent way, but rather seeks to record aboriginal people's own accounts

of cultural identity and communicative practices and juxtapose these \\~th other

theoretical models of culture and communication. While there is often a tendency to 'add

on' native experience or aboriginaI perspectives to existing analytic approaches in the

field of communication and cultural studies, this dissertation traces the ways in which

native people are engaged in the production and expression of a unique critical paradigm.

1 have endeavoured, at least within the conventions of the genre, to establish a dialogue

between academie and aboriginal voices. In this respect 1 hope the dissertation \\~\l find

ltl
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an audience beyond the confines of academia.

My 'self-reflexive' attention to voice in writing this thesis follows l'rom il< primaI")'

concern with discourse and power. The assumption that ways ofthinking, understood as

'monopolies ofknowledge' (lnnis) or 'regimes oftruth' (Foucault), are embedded within

networks of power and relations of domination and resistance, fonns the ground upon

which present uses ofbroadcast media by aboriginal peoples are considered. The

dissertation seeks to fill a gap in existing research by situating CUITent native

communication strategies within these larger discursive formations and networks of

power. The historical readings, policy analyses and field research presented here are

meant to illuminate the historical and geopolitical 'conditions ofpossibility' for the

existence ofnative-controlled broadcasting. Histories of contact, colonial policy, federal

legislation and bureaucracy, local resistance and national aboriginal politics establish the

parameters within which native broadcasting poliey and practice emerge. The thesis

traces these conditions ofpossibility through time (diachronieally), outlini!1g the history

of discourses of difference and constructions of native identity. But it also locates them

in space(synchronically) by examining the tensions between national agendas and

politics and local needs and community aspirations. The choice of a regional native

communications society for a case study reflects the emergence ofthese organizations as

the culmination of several decades of aboriginal interventions in policy processes, as

weil as the societies' key mIe in mediating between the communication needs of local

communities and the demands of national broadcasting policy. Th" ~:lse study reveals

that the articulation of 'macro' systems and 'micro' practices is incomplete -- networks of

IV
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power transform, but are also transformed by, local knowledge and marginal discourses.

This dissertation makes a significant contribution to studies of aboriginal media

through its application and elaboration of the term 'cultural politics' to define these

multiple intersections of discourse and power in the Canadian context. The term is

borrowed partially from the work of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (to which 1refer

throughout) and in part from current public debate in Canada over a wide range of issues

ranging from aboriginal rights to multiculturalism policy. In this respect, the term is used

in both a narrow and a larger sense to describe the political nature of relations between

groups detined in terms of cultural ditlèrences. The notion of cultural 'politics' is more

appropriate to the study of aborigiïlal media use than related concepts of cultural

'resistance' or 'empowerment' because it is more sensitive to historical shifts in discursive

formations, to the strategie occupation of cultural identities and to the perception of

power not simply as an inert substance, but as itself a productive force. A more specifie

definition of the term is proposed in the first two chapters in reference to the interrelated

aspects of aboriginal identity, ideologies of difference and strategies of political change.

Here it is used as a form of shorthand for historical processes of cultural persistence and

resistance, contestation of definitions of aboriginality, struggles for self-determination

and the negotiation of new terms for thl~ rellltionship between aboriginal and non·

aboriginal people in Canada.

The dissertation is also centrally concemed with the convergence of aboriginal

politics, cultural identities and communication strategies in the contemporary period. Il

builds on the definition of cultural politics established for the purposes of historical

v
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readings to conduct a comprehensive analysis ofCanadian cultural and communications

policy in the past three decades. The third chapter shows how policies emerging from

post-War liberal agendas drew upon models of 'cultural poverty' or 'cultural

development.' The assumptions about dominant and aboriginal culture and about national

and regional identities that underlay these models motivated a series of policies in the

Departments of lndian Affairs, Secretary of State and Communications that were

intended to solve the social and economic problems confronting marginal and minority

groups through direct government intervention at the locallevel. The lirst three chapters

present evidence that an element of systemic ambiguity pervaded both 'Indian policy' and

cultural and communications policy in Canada such that several programs designed

during the 1960s and '70s had a number ofunintended consequences. Rather than

enabling 'development' according to Iiberal discourses of 'equal rights' or promoting

national identity and unity, these programs in fact contributed to the politicization of

culture. This politics of culture came into play as aboriginal people and other marginal

and minority groups appropriated and subverted dominant discourses and practices of

communication and communication policy to their own ends.

In undertaking a cornparative examination ofaspects of public broadcasting,

community ïnedia and native broadcasting in Canada, the dissertation explores the

dialectal tension between policy and practice, and the effects and traces ofcultural

politics in both spheres. The last three chapters compile evidence that while engaged in

the immediate and practical appropriation ofcommunication technologies, aboriginal

people have also contested and restructured policy procedures and categories. Y\~t

VI
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through their incorporation within policy discourses, native communicative and political

strategies have been further transforrned. For example, federal and provincial programs

that support aboriginal broadcasting, such as NNBAP and CROP, exist because

aboriginal groups lobbied for their right to publicly-funded media to support native

languages and cultures. Yet these programs simultaneously constrain the ways in which

local languages and cultures are expressed through media. This tension between policy

and practice, the strategic means by which aboriginal broadcasters have intervened in

policy procedures and the effects of policy and politics on local practices may also be

observed at the organizationallevel. However research on the practical everyday

operations ofaboriginal media organizations, from which substantive comparisons and

assessments of their emergence and development in Canada might be made, is generally

lacking.

The case study, conducted at a regional native communications society based in

Sioux Lookout, Ontario, helps to fill this gap. It contributes to, but also diverges from,

existing research in the field by virtue ofits application of the concept ofcultural politics

to the internaI philosophies, structures and activities ofan aboriginal media organization.

Employed as an interpretivel~ol along with other theoretical and methodological

principles drawn from social theory and critical ethnography, this concept was used to

generate a series of research questions from which the case study was initially

approached. On the basis of unstructured interviews, observation and documentary

analysis, the previously proposed definition ofcultural politics was juxtap;;.sed with local

practices and individual interpretations, and revised and redefined accordingly. The

vii
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characteristics ofWawatay as a 'site' of cultural politics include expressions of cultural

identity, institutional ideologies and philosophies and program production methods and

content that are premised upon the futurity of Cœe and Ojibway cultures in Nishnawbe

Aski and derived from the historical persistence oftraditional cultural values. The case

study shows that communication strategies at Wawatay are a function of cultural

knowledge produced in the transaction between past and present and of the intersection

of dominant discourses and practices with local language and culture.

Secondary to the dissertation's focus on cultural politics is its exploration of the

role of communications technology in cross-cultural contexts. Throughout the

dissertation 1have argued that while communications media are both a vehicle for

oppositional discourses and themselves a site of practical political struggles, the strategie

use of communications technologies must be viewed as part of wider processes of

cultural persistence and political change. The appropriation ofmeans of communication

may be situated within but not substituted for other forms ofresistance and negotiation.

Models of'participatory' or 'democratic' media sometimes fail to account for the

constraints acting upon alternative communication practices, primarily because these

practices can neither be maintained nor understood apart from their location within

shifting relations of power. Communications media, including broadcast technologies,

have been treated here as 'technologies of power' on the assumption that technological

change is neither inevitable nor external to other social and political processes. Thus the

extension of satellite television distribution to northern native communities must be

viewed in light of colonial histories. while the appropriation of communications media

VIII
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economic and educational institutions were designed to contain them while creating and

maintaining relations of dependency. The residues of colonial mentalities in

contemporary policy and popular attitudes toward First Nations are expressed in the

seemingly contradictory impulses to marginalize aboriginal people and yet objectify and

appropriate desirabJe aspects of aboriginaJ cultures. Discourses of difference are shaped

by a history of genocide and exclusion, a history that is displaced in the current refusai to

recognize aboriginal rights. The emergence of oppositional discourses in the

contemporary period is also part of a history of aboriginal resistance to colonialism and

to modes of marginalization. The first chapter explores the tenns in which aboriginal

groups have asserted their own identity in the face ofracist and exclusionary practices. Il

locates the historical origins of contemporary rhetorics ofnationalism and sovereignty

and suggests the means by which affirmation of tradition has permitted the viable

transformation of aboriginal cultures.

The second chapter takes an explicitly chronological perspective on culture and

power. It outlines key events in the contact between indigenous cultures and immigrant

cultures in North America that fOfln the context of present relations between these

groups. Texts such as the Roya! Proclamation, the treaties and the Indian AC!, as

inscriptions of the rights and responsibilities of each group in the colonial period,

underpin much of the current effort to negotiate new relationships between aboriginal

and non-aboriginal people in Canada. This chapter traces the movement of First Nations

from an original state of cultural and political autonomy through a period of 'internaI

colonialism,' the creation of reserves and the imposition of federa] tutelage, to the post-

•
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economic and educational institutions were designed to contain them while crcating and

maintaining relations ofdependency. The residues of colonial mentalities in

contemporary policy and popular attitudes toward First Nations are expressed in thc

seemingly contradictory impulses to marginalize aboriginal people and yet objectify and

appropriate desirable aspects ofaboriginal cultures. Discourses ofdifference are shaped

by a history of genocide and exc1usion., a history that is displaced in the current refusaI to

recognize aboriginal rights. The emergence of oppositional discourses in the

contemporary period is also part of a history ofaboriginal resistance to colonialism and

to modes of marginalization. The tirst chapter explores the terms in which aboriginal

groups have asserted their own identity in the face of racist and exc1usionary practices. It

locates the historical origins ofcontemporary rhetorics of nationalisrn and sovereignty

and suggests the means by which affirmation of tradition has perrnitted the viablc

transformation ofaboriginal cultures.

The second chapter takes an explicitly chronological perspective on culture and

power. It outlines key events in the contact between indigenous cultures and immigrant

cultures in North America that form the context of present relations between these

groups. Texts such as the Royal Proclamation. the treaties and the InoUan Act, as

inscriptions ofthe rights and responsibilities ofeach group in the colonial period,

underpin much ofthe current effort to negotiate new relationships between aboriginal

and non-aboriginal people in Canada. This chapter traces the movement of First Nations

from an original state ofcultural and political autonomy through a period of 'internai

colonialism,' the creation of reserves and the imposition offederal tutelage, to the post-

x
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War emergence of aboriginal groups through public fora on land daims, aboriginal and

treaty rights and self-government. The current status of the relationship between

aboriginal peoples and the Canadian state is in question. While modes of domination and

coercion have been formally rejected, traces of colonial attitudes and institutions can not

so simply be effaced. Recent confrontations suggest that the reordering ofthis

relationship has only just begun and that negotiations will be long and complex. The

historical readings of'lndian policy' and aboriginal politics presented in this chapter forro

the subtext upon which aLJoriginal peoples' appropriation of communications

technologies can be understood.

The third chapter moves l'rom a focus on the historical and discursive parameters

of the relations between cultures to examine the expression ofthese discourses in

conjunction with those of communications policy in Canada. Il considers the need to

analyze both the explicit content of communications policy and the procedures according

to which it is produced. Attention to who speaks and upon what authority reveals that

policies which purport to promote greater public participation through communications

technologies are often produced according to highly exclusive discursive procedures.

This chapter examines three key terms in Canadian communications policy discourse -

'public interest,' 'cultural industries' and 'technological imperatives' -- in this light. An

analysis of the emergence and development of community media in Canada is made as a

point of comparison from which to discuss aboriginal media. Chapter Three then

continues with a thorough review of policy and practice in this area, treating the

extension and appropriation of broadcasting technologies in the North, the effects of
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govemment-sponsored communication 'projects' on the development ofaboriginal media,

the involvement of aboriginal groups in policy interventions, and the prese;nt character

and status of native broadcasting undertakings at the local, regional and nationallevel.

This discussion sets the stage for the case study ofWawatay Native Communications

Society.

Chapter Four reviews existing research on aboriginal media in Canada in order to

critically evaluate the models of communication and culture put forth. Since much ofthis

research has been conducted on Inuit broadcasting, a brier sketch of the emergence of Ihe

Inuit Broadcasting Corporation is presented to provide a comparative perspective on the

study of Wawatay. This chapter also moves beyond existing research in the field of

communication studies to link the conception of cultural politics employed in the

previous chapters to other areas of theory and research. Three such theoretical fields arc

explored for useful analytic and interpretive tools to bring to the case study; post

structuralist philosophy provides an analytic of power, critical or postmodem

ethnography contributes an understanding ofculture and postcolonial theory suggests a

perspective on identity. The critical concepts borrowed from these fields, combined with

the understanding ofcullural poiilics developed in the earlier chapters, are used 10

generate a set of categories and a series of specifie research questions with which to

present and organize the material from the case study.

Interpretations of interviews, observations and readings undertaken at Wawatay

are compiled in the final chapter. The case study includ"s a disc~ssion of the historical

contexts ofcommunication in Nishnawbe-Aski, and a review oftwo other related
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research undertakings. Specifie communication strategies are described in relation to

particular media at Wawatay. The chapter then goes on to discuss the Society's formai

structures and principles and informai organization and values. The practical aspects of

program production are also outlined and the influence oftechnical constraints, size of

staff, availability of skills, traditional models of communication and cultural values on

production methods is traced. The case study also examines expressions of cultural

identity embodied in the ideal and actual roies ofWawatay staff and the relation between

Wawatay and ils community audiences. This study portrays Wawatay as an organization

in transition, one that is coming to terms with rapid changes in the communications

environment in Northwestem Ontario, the external imposition of funding constraints and

internaI demands for professionalization and efficiency. At the same time the role of

native communications societies is changing as the communities they serve initiate

various forms ofself-government while multichannel satellite television and video

outlets become universal throughout the North. Native-language radio and television

have a strategie political and cultural function in this changing environment, but one that

is increasingly undermined by funding cuts and the resulting inability to compete with

the rapid proliferation of new technologies. Wawatay finds itselffaced with these

changing conditions and challenges and is seeking new directions for future

development. The case study is meant to ground the concept ofcultural politics

developed throughout tr.e dissertation, both by testing it against the collective and

individual interpretations of communication needs and strategies documented at

Wawatay and by examining the activities ofone regional native communications society
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in broader historical and political context. The dissertation concludes with a review of

key themes and a restatement of the concept of cultural politics. Possibilities for future

research in this field are suggested.

The production of this thesis benefitted inestimably from the support and

direction ofmy supervisor Ron Bumett and committee members David Crowley, Roger

Keesing and Gail Valaskakis. The research experience was enriched by the thoughtful

engagement and patient response ofindividuals at Wawatay from whom 1leamed much.

While the field work was a small component of the research conducted for the

dissertation, the opportunity to exchange ideas with individuals involved in and

committed to strenghtening the future of native broadcasting gave me a much greater

appreciation of the importance oftheir work for their people and for all Canadians. 1

hope this dissertation might also make a small contribution toward ensuring that future.

Finally, 1want to thank my mother Ruth Bredin and my partner Mark Adams for

believing in me on the difficult days and celebrating with me on the good ones. This

project sometimes assumed its 0 ....11 identity and 1know the two of us were not always

very easy to live with.
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CHAPTERONE

Discourses of Difference and Identity:
Colonialism and Cultural Politics in Canada.

INTRODUCTION:

The emergence and development ofCanadian aboriginal media must be situated

in its unique historical context. Cultures, cultural identities, and communication practice$

can best be understood as embedded \vithin a particular historical, social and political

configuration. ln establishing that context this chapter investigates the fonnation of

cultural identities and practices, and the relations between cultures in Canada. The

conjuncture ofdiscursive modes ofdomination and resistance \vith the historical

oppression and struggle of native people is traced in general outline in the first chapter,

while the second examines specifie events with reference to both discourse and practice.

This analysis draws on several sources: secondary historical works primarily by

non-aboriginal historians, key revisions by aboriginaJ activists and academics, and

sociological and anthropological studies of CUITent aspects of aboriginal/non-aboriginal

relations in Canada. ln examining this material, 1consider not only what it says about

native identity and culture, but also what it reveals about non·aboriginal history and

identity in relation to native cultures. 1have tried to comprehend the main discursive

fonnations ofcultural diffewnce and their production \vithin practicaJ political

relationships and networks of power.
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While hoping to avoid sterile dichotomies and artificial oppositions, this chapter

traces two conflicting discourses of cultural difference. Both work to define and contain

aboriginal culture, the first by positing an excluded and inferior 'other', the second by

affirming inclusion within culturally-defined boundaries and locating a collective

subjectivity. The first is linked to practical modes of domination and a history of

colonialism, while the second emerges from modes ofresistance and is part of a

movement toward aboriginal self-determination. Clearly, 'speakers' or 'subjects' of these

discourses are not confined to any particular racial or cultural category. lt is

characteristic of the contradictions and unintended consequences of structural relations

of power that individuals may take up positions within either discourse and that elements

of each may be deployed in conflicting strategies. The tension between these two

discourses and their corresponding practical modes is at the root of what has been

variously called 'cultural politics' or 'identity politics.'

The two parts ofthis chapter unpack the key elements ofthese discourses of

difference, show the contradictions within each and the tension between them. without

assuming that subjective positions of consciousness or false consciousness, authenticity

or alienation can be assigned to one or the other. The components of each discursive

field and the subject positions that are occupied within it have been necessarily

condensed for the purpose of this reading. The approach used here is a form of 'discourse

analysis', influenced by Michel Foucault's conceptions of power and knowledge··

although in the fourth chapter 1 wiII discuss Foucault's critics and consider the limits of
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this method especially in respect to tracing a 'subaltem voice' and locating strategies of

resistance.

ln this chapter and throughout the dissertation, 1 use the term 'discourse' to refer

to the distillation oftruths about cultural difference, identity and 'aboriginality.' 1 look for

the production of these truths both diachronically and synchronically and try to locate the

residues of earlier discursive regimes in contemporary attitudes, policies and practices.

At the same time, 1consider the possibility that oppositional or subversive discourses can

be produced using and refashioning elements of dominant discourses as weil as

recovering elements oi occulted discourses. This chapter undertakes an 'archaeology' of

knowledge about culture and accepted truths about cultural difference on Foucault's

terms, but it is also engaged in a 'genealogy' of iIlegitimate and 'subjugated' knowledges

which make claims against a unified body oftheory and ideas (Foucault 1980b:83). 1 will

retum to the question of genealogy and the 'historical knowledge of struggle' in more

detail in the fourth chapter.

Part 1begins with a consideration of the question of cultural genocide as a way of

grounding the treatment of colonial history and discourse. Il then goes on to discuss

dominant discourses of cultural difference, including academic and juridicallanguage

and practice, which define and contain aboriginal people as 'other' to and outside ofthose

discourses. At this point 1consider the effects of colonial relationships and attitudes on a

number of different levels, while suggesting that colonialism is itself a contradictory

complex of ideas and practices. What gives colonial discourse its coherence is its

organization around a primarily unequal relationship in which members of one cultural
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or racial group are subordinate te another. Colonial struct;ues that impinge on the lives

of First Nations people were shaped by the ideas of scientific racism which 1also discuss

in relation to increasingly exploitative economic forces. 1 look brieflv at how the

colonization of aboriginal communities through educational institutions and

administrative practices has cumulated in pervasive forros of dependency as weil as

creating and sustaining divisions within and between those communities.

Treatments of aboriginal issues often move from an historical critique of colonial

institutions and relations toward the imposition ofnew discursive categories upon

aboriginal experience. Expressions such as 'disenfranchised victim of poverty', 'mcmber

of visible ethnie minority' or 'resident of underdeveloped region' work to subsume

aboriginal concerns under the existing fonnulae of class politics, ethnopolitics or

geopolitics. The specificity of native history and culture is marginalized within these

categories, while the discursive modes themselves cast aboriginal people even fl,nher to

the periphery ofCanadian society. As 1argue in the first part, this is reflected in a

popular discourse that reveals a limited knowledge of First Nations cultures and history

among Canadians, and by studies that show contradictory public attitudes to current

issues in aboriginal politics. This section concludes with a discussion ofhow dominant

discourses have objectified and appropriated elements of native cultures while practicing

a kind of'historical displacement' that represses the experience of genocide and

colonialisl11. It ends by looking at the profound ambiguity of the relation between

cultures on this continent and considers arguments that this relation is at the centre, not

at the man:dns, of North American identity in the New World. Here, 1locate my own- .
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position in broaching the ethical/political questions of responsibility and solidarity in

theory and research.

Part \1 shifts to the terrain of resistance and looks at the lived experience of

difference as 'identity' and the struggle for collective political rights protected by

constitutional status. The strategies ofcultural politics are outlined in reference to

emerging articulations ofaboriginal identity. The discourse ofcultural difference that is

drawn upon in this process includes sorne components of dominant discourses, but

recodes these elements, recombining them in a discursive fraee that is both oppositional

to and occulted by colonial discourses. In this context 1discuss expressions of native

nationalism, sovereignty and the stated principles of self-determination. The various

factors which come into play in the formation of aboriginal identities inc1uding race,

sense of place, community, and reciprocity, are also considered. Native identity is formed

both in moments of active resistance to colonial institutions and in the continuity and

persistence ofcultural collectivity through periods of cultural contact and change. 1

examine the meaning of 'tradition' in this light and suggest that aboriginal people claim

both tradition and transformation as important grounds in the construction of identity.

Finally, the second section retums to the question ofthe relation between First

Nations and non-aboriginal Canadians, as weil as to the relation between the two

discourses being considered. The negotiation ofnew relationships and new positions

requires new historical narratives. It demands a recognition of the ways in which

aboriginal people make their own histories and entails new approaches to historical

method. 1examine one such approach in discussing Georges Sioui's concept of
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'autohistory.' Sioui's analysis can be related to the development of'indigenous theories'

which build upon the subjugated knowledge, oral history and cultural tradition of

aboriginal peoples. Ultimately, new relations depend on a process ofrecovery and of

healing, a position in which many First Nations communities and individuals find

themselves at the end of the twentieth century.

PART 1: DISCOURSES OF DIFFERENCE; MODES OF DOMINATION

1. History, violence and genocide.

Historical perspectives on cultural contact and change in North America and in

Canada must be grounded in a recognition that the aboriginal populations of this

continent have experienced extensive violence; through outright extermination, epidemic

and coercive forms of assimilation. That the former kind of violence does not lie within

living memory does not lessen its significance nor climinish the fact that the latter two

types are still part of everyday life in many First Nations communities. The attitudes that

allow non-aboriginal people to dismiss the effects ofthis violence because it lies in the

past, or because native North Americans are no longer subject to overt aggression or

coercion (here a comparison \'ilth the situation of indigenous populations under military

regimes in Latin America, Asia or Africa is often made) reveal a disturbing degree of

both arrogance and ignorance.

Even ifthe 'facts' about what has happened to aboriginal peoples -- the degrees of

violence, the extent of population decline due to disease, the effects of assimilationist

institutions such as residential schools -- may be subject to conflicting interpretations; the
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realities ofgenocide and cultural genocide must be acknowledged. Whether the intent is

the 'extinction of Indians' or the 'extinction of Indians as Indians' (Ponting and Gibbins

1980:18) the colonial imperative and ?.ssimilation policies have relied upon not only

discursive strategies but very practical ones. The use ofa term like 'genocide' by

aboriginal writers and activists is not merely rhetorical device, but a reference to the

kinds ofviolence they and their ancestors have experienced (Churchill 1991:41) and to

historical events that non-aboriginal people are oruy too ready to repress or deny.

Aboriginal identity is irrevocably shaped by this past and by daily encounters with racial

violence in Canadian towns and cities (Cardinal 1969:18). The passion and anger which

infuse the discussion of issues in aboriginal cultural politics is rooted in these historical

residues ofgenocide. 1

2. Academie discourse and representation of 'the Other'.

ln less passionate and more abstract terms, academics and researchers are

confronting their own complicity in histories ofgenocide and in the mediation and

production ofdiscourses of domination. Aboriginal critics have made it clear that they

resent the 'academic patemalism' that pervades the literature on native cultures in ail

disciplines (Little Bear 1984:ix). Whether rejecting anthropology and linguistics as

objectifying aboriginal cultures (Young Man 1992:89) or conventional historiography as

1Ward Churchill in Indians Are Us?: Culture and Genocide in Native North America
provides an exhaustive account of some of the historical, legal and moral implications of
North American indigenous people's experience of genocide for current political and
cultural strategies.
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"the handmaiden ofconquest and assimilation" (Sioui 1992b:59); these critics are

unanimous in condemning the scholarly appropriation oftheir culture and history. This is

not only because these 'expert' representations are racist or distorted, but because they

dominate discourse to the exclusion ofaboriginal peoples' own interpretation oftheir

experience (HiIlI992:13). In the case ofanthropology, Rayna Green (1988:37) suggests

that it has been built on the assumption that Indians' own store ofknowledge oftheir

culture has become "impoverished and increasingly bankrupt" and that the scholar's

knowledge is necessarily superior. A nurnber of disciplines -- history, anthropology,

sociology, art history -- which manage and produce 'the native,' at the same time block

the expression ofaboriginal people's own subjectivities and experience and function to

silence native voices (Todd 1992:77).

Though it is important to account for instances of resistance to academic

exploitation, such as the controlled 'release' of information in native communities,

exacting offees by informants and translators and obliging the researcher to participate

in gift-giving and feasting (de Montigny 1970:106), most communities have had little or

no control over the kinds of research to which they have been subject or the use to which

it is put. In the case of publicly funded research on aboriginal issues, in the past Iittle of il

has been conducted according to native peoples' own needs and priorities (Cardinal

1969: lIS; 1970:80). These are the kinds ofcriticism which researchers must be prepared

to address and 1will explore sorne possible responses to them at the end ofthis section.

But first, a more careful analysis of how discourses of 'the native' as 'other' have been
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produced and how the tenn has come to be "inscribed with meaning from without" (Todd

1992:77) is required.

3. Inscribing 'the Indian.'

Robert Berkhofer (1978:41) argues that the European Erlightenment produced an

image of 'the Indian' that was based on the Christian beliefin the universality ofail

human souls and the ascription ofcultural differences to environmental detenninants.

The indigenous people ofthe New World came to be seen as products oftheir social and

physical environments, different from and inferior to European cultures. The misnomer

'Indian' was applied to ail the peoples the colonizers encountered, regardless ofenonnous

differences in language, custom and economy, and despite the fact that these various

groups likely never conceived ofthemselves as a single people (Berkhofer 1978:3).

The discursive designation of 'Indian' as a single category and the de-emphasis of

differences amongst indigenous groups, while establisiling legal distinctions between

lndians and Europeans, has contributed to a contemporary 'pan-Indian' identity that is

layered upon linguistic, geographic and tribal identities. The historical irony ofthis

development is that this same 'pan-Indian,' 'Native American' or 'aboriginal' unity is what

govemments oflen find most politically threatening and have tried to prevent. Leroy"

Little Bear (1 984:xviii) demonstrates that: "Such unity would have been immeasurably

more difficult, if not impossible, had the Canadian govemment not undennined or

destroyed many of :the traditional political and social institutions, thereby facilitating new

intertribal relationships. Then too, compulsory education of Indians provided a shared
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language and the skills to utilize modem means ofcommunication." ln this way, an

inscription ofaboriginal identity from without has shaped its ongoing construction from

within. This is a telling example of the unintended consequences of discourses and

practices of domination.

4. Juridical discourse and legal status.

As c"lonial powers were consolidated in North America, the necessity of a legal

recogniüon and containment of indigenous populations became ~.pparent. In Canada the

key pre-Confederation juridical reference to Indian!> and Indian lands is the Royal

Proclamation of 1763. A series oftreaties wtween colonial govemments and later, the

federal governrnf;nt, referred to specifie bands by name and location and the British

North America Act (section 91, subsection 24) gave the federal govemmentjurisdiction

over 'lndians and Lands Reserved for Indians'. Although there were several carly

legislative moves to 'proteet and eivilize' aboriginal people, the Mackenzie govemment

introduced the first Canadian Indian Act and made the first attempt to restriet those

defined as Indian under its terrns. As Manuel and Posluns (1974:21) point out: "Il was no

longer a question of a person being 'reputed to be an Indian,' a phrase that eould be taken

to mean aceepted by the band as a member rather than a strict tracmg of male blood line,

an English way of tracing lineage not aeeepted by very many Indian societies." As

legislation was passed and amended over the next eentury, new legal distinctions were

ereated within the originally eonstructed category. While Parliament, under the BNA Act,

assumed the power to legislate for ail native people, it ehose to make laws for only sorne
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(Ponting and Gibbins 1980:9). Aborigina! j)<'ople who were designated 'non-status

Indians', (a woman who married a non-lndian, and her children from that marriage, for

instance) fell outsid.: the purview ofthe lndian Act and its administration even ifthey

were in no other way distinguishable from other members of their community (Ponting

and Gibbins 1980:9; Frid€"res 1988:7). A 1985 amendment to the lndian Act was directed

at removing the clauses that discriminate against lnlian women while distinguishing

carefully between status under the Act and band membership. This amendment allowed

for a 'band membership code', not subject to any ministerial veto, that returns sorne

control over legal status to the bands themselves (Cassidy 1989:61).

The kinds of conflicts that these imposed definitions have engendered will be

taken up shortly. The key point to be made here is that the legal categories have had

certain currency in relation to access to resources and rights under the Act, while also

imposing powerful constraints on th" everyday lives of First Nations people. Secondly,

these legal configurations of identity have beco!l1e inextricably linked with broader

cultural and psyc;lOlogical components in the historical processes ofaboriginal self

definition.

5. Exclusion and assimilation; the Iiberal contradiction.

One ofthe inherent contradictions of nineteenth and twentieth century Indian

policy was between the practical creation oflegal, territorial and administrative enclaves

for aboriginal people and a liberal ideology that sought their integration into the larger

society as 'civilized' individuals. The legislative and administrative regulation ofFirst
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Nations was designed to introduce them to European political and social institutions that

were expressions of a philosophy of possessive individualism. Policies moiivated by a

desire for 'detribalization' worked to undermine indigenous kinship systems, consensus

based political practices, communal land ownership and li sense of collective rights

(MamIe 1984:36; Little Bear 1984:ix). The very discourses that set aboriginal people up

as 'other' and encoded that otherness in law also contained the urge to abolish

differences, to eliminate the physical and juridical separateness of ilative people by

incorporating them into the polity as individual citizens (Berkhofer 1978:192). We will

look more c10sely in the second chapter at the policy instruments such as

enfranchisement, allotment, and elective band councils that had these forms of

individualism as their primary motivation.

A more recent, but equally powerful expression ofliberal discourse can be seen

in the terms of the Trudeau government's White Paper on Indian Poliey. Sally Weaver

(1',81: 117) suggests that its draftsmen saw Indian identity as "a negative concept, the

result of Indian reaction to exclusion, not a positive feature in its own right." They

inconectly assumed that Indians would trade this negative identity for policies and

programs that would help rno~ve them toward incorporation into the 'mainstream' of

Canadian society. There are also aspects of the current political resistance to the concepts

ofaboriginal rights and self-government that, derived from a liberal notion of individual

rights under existing laws, rejects the principles ofcollective rights from which these

concepts are derived (Ponting and Gibbins 1984:133).
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6. Scientif: .. racism and colonialism.

Liberal ideologies of equal rights generated serious conflicts with the racist

assumptions and practices of colonialism. Nineteenth century social anthropology

extended the seatch for naturallaws ofhuman cultural development first shaped by

Enlightenment thought. It developed a model of cultural evolution that placed Aryan and

Semitic peoples at the apex and put North American indigenous cultures in the lower

rt1ks (Berkhofer 1978:52). This kind ofscientific raClSm underpins a beliefin the

cultural superiority of Europeans and "underlies the policies of c1assical or contemporary

colonialism" (Bouchard 1981:3). The tenacity ofthis evolutionary scheme prevents even

an avowedly liberal and pluralistic society from perceiving indigenous cultures as

anything more than i'olkk,ric remnants. Relations with First Nations, from the nineteenth

century 5êttlement of the Canadian West to twentieth century resource development in

the North (Berger 1988:22), have been characterized by this refusaI to recognize native

cultures on equal tenns as socially coherent and historically coeval.

7. Colonial economies and the appropriation of native lands.

~acist discourses and color.ial strategies were overdetennined by the economic

imperatives oftrade, settlement and territorial expansion into aboriginallands. Political

economists and historians have traced a number of conjunctures between economic

forces and colonial imperatives. Drawing on Harold Innis' 'staples approach,' Mel

Watkins (! 978:85) notes the historical patterns of resource development that took

exports from the frontier region (in turn fish, fur, timber, wheat, pulp and paper,
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mineraIs, and oil and gas) to serve the needs of a distant metropolis. The impact upon

native peoples as residel;,s of the frontier is largely determined, according to this model,

by metropolitan markets. These same economic imperatives contributed to the

segregation ofaboriginal people as a compliant 'reserve army oflabour' (Adams 1975:8),

whether as trappers in the fur trade or meniallabour in the oil industry.

The strongest link between the economic needs of the settlers and the colonial

instruments they created was the use oftreaties, the reserve system and the Indian Act to

remove indigenous people from the active use and control oftheir lands and destroy the

subsistence economies and communal structures based on that form ofland use (Manuel

1974:55). The correlation between the suppression of collective identities and commur.âl

practices and the need to extinguish aboriginal title is worthy of careful attention. Oren

Lyons (1984:6) argues, "as long as we native people, who are indigenous to the land,

exist, we have daim to the land." This identity and the daim that arises from it was at

stake when the tirst treaties were signed and is at the heart of confrontations today

between aboriginal groups and the economic interests ofnon-aboriginal resource

'development' from Oka, to Barriere Lake, to the Queen Charlotte Islands.

8. Education for assÎmil2tion.

Colonial discourses were also instrumental in shaping the kind of educational

methods and institutions imposed on native people. FormaI education for aboriginal

people in Canada has been consistently grounded in the assumption that 'knowledge' can

only be acquired through the study of non-aboriginallanguages, history, technology and
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culture. Dominant discourses n' cultural difference which cast native history and cultural

practices as inferior are mos! apparent in this field. Initially schools were operated by

religious orders with a program to 'Christianize and civilize' indigenous peoples and,

until recently, federally-operated residential schools had explicit assimilationist goals.

Religious day schools on reserves often suffered irregular attendance, as children were

removed to go hunting and trapping with their parents (Cuthand 1991 :386). The

persistence of the traditional economy and the migratory patterns that it required were

regarded as a impediment to the civilization ofaboriginal people as weil as to the

agricultural development of reserves and surrounding areas. Boarding schools were

established in order to remove Indian children from a traditional environment and

assimilate them more effectively (Tobias 1983:48).

While the explicit policy ofresidential schools included the suppression oftribal

languages and religious practices, this coincided with increased activity among

anthropologists who were 'salvaging' the languages and customs that were disappearing

in First Nations communities (Vizenor 1978: 116). There was a profound contradiction

within colonial discourse that perrnitted one set of educational and administrative

practices to actively inhibit cultural forrns and languages, while another set was

concerned almost exclusively with collecting and recording them. The co-existence of

these contmdictory impulses was obscured by the relations ofdomination within which

they were acted upon. In either case, the languages and practices in question were

regarded as part ofa vanishing culture, one which wouldinevitably succumb to the

superior influences of European culture and technology.
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The more recent educational experience of aboriginal children and youth has

been limited by the same kind of colonial and racist mentality. After most of the

residential schools were c10sed in the 1960s and '70s, aboriginal children were

'inteb'fated' into the provincial sehool systems, with whom the Federal govemment madc

tuition agreements for each status Indian student. Harold Cardinal (1977: 194) was one of

the first aboriginal critics to point to the disastrous effects ofthis poliey. Aboriginal

students were generally a minority in white schools, b'lssed From their reserves or

boarded in to\ms and cities. They faced racist attitudes on the part of both students and

teachers, a curriculum that failed to take any account oftheir unique cultural and

linguistic background, and vocational paths for which there were virtually no models

From \vithin their 0\\11 communities. In many instances, the students who were successful

under such conditions were those that weI<: able to suppress key elements ofthcir Indian

identity and adopt non-Indian values and aspirations (Castellano 1970:46). For these

reasons, and in recognition of the fact that this legaey ofmiseducation could only be

improved upon, one of the tirst and consistently central struggles of native political

organizations over the last twenty-five years has been for control over education.

9. Creating and maintaining dependency.

Colonial discourse structures both practical relations between groups and

produces subjective positions. Initially, the colonization of aboriginal communities

introduced economic and educational institutions that frab'1Tlenled existing

socioeconomi<: practices and collective identities. These institutions in tum crealed a
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dependency in First Nations communities on external bureaucracies and resources. ln

this instance, colonial discourse and practice meshed with racist conceptions of cultural

difference to generate subject positions of superiority and inferiority for colonial agents

and their wards (Puxley 1978:103; MamIe 1984:43). For aboriginal people, a century of

colonial relationships have cumulated in the intemalization of negative stereotypes and

the acceptance of a 'white-ideal' (Adams 1975:43) that defines success and competence in

the dominant society's terms. Discourses of domination have produced corresponding

modes of subjectification. In creating and maintaining relations of dependency the

colonial institutions of state, church and the economy establish their own definition of

the 'problems' that face aboriginal communities and propose their own solutions. One of

the most disruptive ofthese solutions has been 'welfare colonialism' (Tanner 1983:2); the

widespread dependency on govemment support that feeds on a long history of

bureaucratie regulation and control.

Subject to a persistent discursive 'renaming' oftheir world and their experience by

educators and administrators (Erasmus 1978:178) and having lost the ability to act

autonomously, many First Nations communities have experienced a collective crisis of

confidence. This crisis has manifested itself in the search for new political models. On

the question of self-government, Marie Smallface MamIe (1984:44) advocates a return to

internally generated principles:

1believe we are uncritically adopting European-Western institutional approaches
because of a sense of inferiority. We are doing it because we do not have
confidence in our ability to build something that will be more workable, more
appropriate to our needs, and more effective. 1am convinced that Indians can find
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in their traditional philosophies and ideologies better and more meaningful
approaches than those ofTered by the Canadian government.

Thus, one of the key efTects of a discourse ofcultural difTerence that positions aboriginal

experience and practice as outside ofand inferior to the 'nonn' is to reproduce that

position subjectively. In the construction ofoppositional discourses and the appeal to

occulted knowledge, aboriginal people are actively refusing to occupY the marginal and

inferior sites designated by dominant discourses.

10. Differences within; conflicts and coalitions.

The renaming and redd'inition of aboriginal experience has also engendered a

number of divisions amongst aboriginal people. 1have already referred to the legal

distinctions created by the lndian Ac/, but colonization has also produced socioeconomic

distinctions by fostering the emergence of an elite group of native organizers and

administrators. The 'red bureaucrat', according to Howard Adams (1975: 185), has been

co-opted by a liberal ideology and the capitalist system. Adams argues that the

advancement cf a few aboriginal people to positions of relative authority allows the

dominant society to absolve itselfof responsibility for racist institutions, when in fact the

conditions of the majority of native people have not improved at ail. At the same time,

the exploitation oflndian Affairs bureaucracy and band council governments for

personal gain by sorne aboriginalleaders has createj seriGus divisions in communities.

These divisions inhibit local struggles for autonomy and self-government and foster

suspicions about the motives ofelected chiefs among those aboriginal people excluded
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from this elite (Marule 1984:41; Hall 1993a:9).ln this manner, grass-roots change and

local leadership has been hindered by a colonial heritage of elitism.

It is clear that aboriginal people today do not, in many respects, constitute a

homogeneous group, but it is important to understand how internai divisions are often

exacerbated by a bureaucratic and political strategy of'divide and conquer.' The cultural

and linguistic diversity of aboriginal people in Canada has not significantly diminished

since the period of initial contact. Native speakers ofabout fifty dialects coming from ten

different linguistic groups (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:37) can be found in communities

in every part ofCanada. Linguistic, tribal and geographic factors have persisted as the

primary basis for individual aboriginal identities. ln the West, distinctions between

Treaty and non-Treaty Indians and between Indians and Métis have important historical

origins, and further contribute to collective and personal identities. In the Arctic, the

Inuit have had a much shorter and less invasive experience ofcontact with non

aboriginal society and are in a different political and social position from native people

in southern regions. Finally, the increasing proportion of aboriginal people who live in

cities have quite separate needs from those in reserve communities, but are no longer

eligible for many federal programs and services [hat exist on reserves (Ponting and

Gibbins 1980: 182). They too constitute a unique group.

Cultural, historical and political differences have made the quest for a national

coalition of aboriginal interests difficult to achieve and sustain. The federal government

has, in its negotiations with these groups often pitted them against one .another. The

distinctions between them have been emphasized or ignored, according to the purposes
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ofgovernment policy (Frideres 1988:17). Groups with 'modemtc' demands are given

credibility as legitimate representatives n1' aboriginiil interests while the more 'militant'

are discursively marginalized as a 'self-interested troublemakers'. The criminalizatiofl of

aboriginal protesters, like the Warriors at Kahnawake, is part ofthis divisive strategy.

On the local level, political factions exist on reserves as in many small

communities, and are often organizt:d around family and clan membership or religious

beliefand practice, whether traditional or Christian (Tanner 1983: II). These local

tensions, combined with the economic instability of most reserves, have made it easy for

Indian Affairs bureaucracy io deal with individual and isolated chiefs, pitting factions

wiihin comm\lnities, leaders from neighbouring reserves, and local chiefs and provincial

organizations against one another in competition for scarce resources. (See Adams

1975:179; Cardinal 1977:34 and Larsen 1983:130 for specifie illustrations ofthese kind

oftactics). Given the long history ofpolitical and bureaucratie attempts to undermine

aborigfnal unity and the diversity of aboriginaJ groups and their interests, the criticism

often made by politicians and journalists that 'Indians cannot get their act together' is

especially hypocritical (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:245). Aboriginal people may not find

it any easier to reach a political consensus than do other Canadians, but given the

obstacles presented, the fact that they have done so on many local and national issues

indicates the effectiveness of aboriginalleadership in seeking out common ground.
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Il. Models of social stratification and c1ass.

The practical politics of relations between governments, bureaucracies and

aboriginal groups has very c1early been shaped by colonial discourses ofdifference.

Administrative discourse produces a comprehensive category of 'the native', while

exacerbating the differences within that category in reproducing relations ofdomination.

Academic discourse reveals a similar shift when 'natives' are added on as an analytic

category to theories of class conflict and social stratification. In this case, the historical

and political differences between 'natives', 'workers' and 'minorities' are theoretically

obscured.

In research and teaching on native culture and history, academic disciplines

rejected many of the racist assumptions of early anthropology, as the colonial institutions

and attitudes that govemed aboriginal communities themselves came under attack.

Explicit descriptions of racial and cultural difference as evolutionary 'inferiority' have

been supplanted in political and social analysis by discourses which instead construct

difference in terms of stratification, economic disadvantage, poiitical marginality and

minority status. In Canada, the emergence of native people from geographical isolation

and political irrelevance in the post-war period provided the impetus for academics and

policy-makers to more actively theorize and manage the 'Indian problem.' In the 19605

and '70s, this theorization often depended on a concept of social stratification or c1ass

that took Iittle account ofquestions of ethnicity or cultural identity.

The liberal or pluralist version ofthis approach posited that past injustices visited

upon native people could be redressed by ending their exclusion from "normal sC'cial
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relations and economic benefits in white society" (Weaver 1981:117) and integrating

aboriginal individuals into that society. Neo-Marxist analyses of c1ass conflict were also

employed in interpreting the historical oppression ofaboriginal people. Users ofthis

model often elided the positions of race and c1ass in the construction ofaboriginal people

as a dispossessed and exploited minority. In Howard Adams' (1975:5, 205) reading of

Indian and Métis history, for instance, colonial hierarchies and racist attitudes are viewed

primarily as an instrumental expression of the ideology of the ruling c1ass in the service

ofi3uropean capital. Adams does not always account for the contradictions between c1ass

struggle and a cultural politics that engages a much broader range of issues in addition to

economic exploitation.

Any one·dimensional stratification or c1ass-based mode! will be of limited use in

explaining the very antithetical interests of, for example, the James Bay Cree and the

construction unions in relation to hydroelectric development or in showing how the

interests of the Cree as a 'c1ass' are unique. In this respect, Harold Cardinal (1977:14)

sounds an important note of caution when he questions the usefulness of the 'intrusion of

left-wing thinking'2 to the political and cultural goals of the Dene. Although an

understanding of the imperatives ofcapitalism and the econol1lic constraints under which

most aboriginal communit. :.. find themselves is vital, the tendency to 'explain' cultural

conflict as an effect of economic determinants limits the understanding ofboth. A more

productive method would examine the relationship between cultural politics and

2 Cardinal is likely making an indirect reference to the arguments for economic
nationalism put forward by Mel Watkins and others during the Berger Inquiry.
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economic imperatives (Larsen 1983:45) within a particular discursive field at a specifie

historical moment.

12. Modes of marginalization.

There exists a recurrent tension in public and political discourse in Canada about

the nature ofaboriginal interests and their relative significance to the rest ofCanadian

society. ln this debate, First Nations have occupied an ambiguous position as a marginal

minority group. Native people are viewed as economically marginal, and the statistical

indicators ofeconomic marginality -- poverty, unemployment, welfare dependency,

family and community breakdown -- are deployed with aIl their horrifie significance to

demonstrate this (Elias 1976:55; Watkins 1978:92). These contemporary indicators of

poverty in aboriginal communities are often displayed without any analysis oftheir

historical origins in colonialism.

First Nations are also deemed m~rginal bv virtue oftheir location in the most

remote, inaccessible and 'underdeveloped' regions of the country. Unlike the urban poor,

their po\erty is out ofview of the dominant society. Reserves and northem settlements

are isolated and segregated trom the non-aboriginal population; a geopolitical

marginality that is reinforced by social barriers to ",obility. While sorne aboriginal

people have moved to major centres (this migration has stabilized at about one-third off

reserve to two thirds on reserve (Tanner 1983:9» most Canadians will never even visit an

aboriginal community and their knowledge of Iife on a reserve is often limited to the
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negative reports ofviolence, epidemic or suicide that surface in the news media from

time to time.

Aboriginal people are also members of a racial minority and are often aligned on

the margins with members of other racial and ethnic minorities. Dnder the purview of

policies to promote cultural pluralism and multiwlturalism, the specific needs ofFirst

Nations are often neglected. (Bouchard 1981 :7). Prograrns designed for 'cultural

minorities' usually employa very narrow conception ofculture as ethnicity. By occluding

any reference to cultural difference as the basis for sub~iailtial political or social change,

the discursive categorization ofaboriginal people along with other ethnic minorities

negates their colonial history and their present struggle for cultural and political

autonomy

The process of economic, geopolitical, social and cultural 'marginalization' is

both discursive and practical. Academic or joumalistic 'explanations' of aboriginal

marginality often serve to reproduce and reinforce this position. At the same time, the

policie, and practices of the state and ils bureaucracy work to keep aboriginal people at

the margins of power

Several interpretations of and responses to the positioning of aboriginal people on

the margins of Canadian social and political life are possible. First Nations share their

marginal status with a number ofother groups and therefore coalitions are both possible

and necessary if any structural change is to be made (Elias 1976:55). But again, as

Phoebe Nahanni (1978:23) points out; "While common experiences tie us to certain

groups within Canadian society at large, many of our major problems stem directly from
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white peoples' ignorance of our differences." These differences form the foundations of a

cultural politics that takes place on the margins of power and discourse, but at the same

time struggles to move those margins inward, to the centre of Canadian political

consciousness. Aboriginal people have been pushed to the margins, historically,

geographically and social1y while discourses ofdomination encode their 'differences' as

negative, inferior, marginal, unknown and yet threatening. In the second part ofthis

chapter, 1will look at the persistence of First Nations on the margins, the recoding of

'difference' as a positive force and marginal movements that are çhanging the face of

Canadian culture and politics.

13. Popular discourse, public opinion and aboriginal issues.

The general tendency ofacademics, politicians, bureaucrats and journalists to

marginalize aboriginal interests and to construct First Nations as 'outside' the mainstream

of the larger society is reflected in popular discourses that occlude several key facets of

aboriginal reality while objectifying, appropriating and valorizing other aspects. Studies

indicate that in 1980 the Canadian public was "general1y sympathetic to Indian issues,

rights, and c\aims, though not general1y wel1·informed" (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:192),

but liltle had changed by the end ofthe decade despite a much stronger presence of

aboriginal issues in political debate and in the news media. In 1989 Ponting (SSHRC

1989:Il) found that more than half the respondents in his survey had never heard of the

Indian Act, were unaware that aboriginal rights are in the Constitution, did not know the

difference between status and non-status Indians and had no familiarity with the
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Assembly of First Nations. He felt that; "The low priority given to native issues and the

lack ofknowledge (or instability ofopinion) about natives, on the part ofCanadians. is

appalling ... Those surveyed sometimes showed a surprising inconsistency in their views,

when their responses to one question were compared to those given for another" (SSHRC

1989:11). Much ofthe knowledge that non-aboriginal people have of First Nations is

produced in crisis-driven situations such as the protests and litigation that develop from

conflict over land and resources (the Mackenzie Valley and James Bay hearings.

Temagami or Oka protests), or the eruption ofviolent crime, suicide or severe substance

abuse in remote communities (Davis Inlet being the most recent case). Representations

ofeveryday life in contemporary First Nations communities and the voices ofordinary

aboriginal people have not been a part ofa popular discourse, (CBC's prime time drama

'North of60' is a notable exception). In light ofthis, the lack of information and the

inconsistencies ofopinion that Ponting finds are not surprising.

14. Objectifying and appropriating cultures.

If knowledge ofthe history of native/non-native relations or ofcontemporary

aboriginal issues and ways of life is not extensive, a popular construction of native

culture drawn from museum displays, school textbooks and Hollywood Westems seems

to be pervasive. Children still eagerly don beads and feathers to 'play Indian' at summer

camps and New Age gurus espouse their packaged brands of 'Native American

spirituality'. These performances are utterly dissociated from the contexts ofcolonial

domination within which the practices and beliefs being imitated were dismantled and
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suppressed. Museumized versions of aboriginal culture (like the contested exhibition at

the G1enbow Museum in 1986; "The Spirit Sings") collect material objects from sorne

unspecified point in the period of initial contact and codify them as 'art' or 'artifact'. This

promotes the perception that native culture is "dead, wrapped up, over and collected"

(Cardinal-Schubert 1989:23) and marginalizes contemporary native artists and their

work. Other cultural fonns persisting from the same period -- land-holding patterns,

hunting and fishing practices, hereditary modes of leadership -- which aboriginal people

might be struggling to sustain or revitalize, are neither recognized nor validated by

dominant discourses (Berger 1988: 13; Valaskakis 1989:12; Bouchard 1981:37). Aspects

of 'c,ulture' which are acceptable to governments for official recognition and funding

confonn to a fairly limited definition that does not include traditional political or

economic practices (Elias 1976:56). Popular conceptions of native culture are driven by

a curiosity about Indians in their 'savage' state, and the fonns of clothing, decoration,

music, dance and ritual associated with that state (Green 1988:33). The desire to collect,

possess and consume these cultural fonns as objects or symbols of a romantic past

requires that they be divorced from the contexts of colonialism and genocide within

which they were first encountered and from real-life present-day Indians as the rightful

heirs of the object and its meanings.

The cUITent debate about 'cultural appropriation' of objects, images, stories and

voices needs careful critical attention because it crystallizes many of the key elements of

cultural politics. Several points need to be reiterated here. The kinds of appropriation to

which aboriginal people most often object include museum displays, television, film and
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visual arts that make reference to or borrow images from native cultures, fictional

representations of native people or cultures by non·aboriginals, or fashion and consumer

items with a referent in aboriginal cultures. Their objections are based on the recognition

of the power structures within which the 'borrowing' takes place, the profits which have

been made in the process and often at their expense, and the history of dispossession and

genocide of which this most recent form of appropriation is part. The response of many

non-aboriginal writers, artists and academics to these objections has been to dismiss

them as demands for censorship or political correctness (Valaskakis 1992:4). This

response effectively deflects focus away from the other aspects ofthe question, which is

not only about the content of the stories and images, but about the right to use and profit

from this content, about its origins and its originators, and about the assumption that it is

or should be in the public domain.

Questions about the 'right to represent' and the 'appropriation ofvoice' need to be

situated in their colonial context. As Harman Lutz (1990: 168) argues, the appropriation

that takes place is one "in which aspects of the colonized culture are appropriated by the

dominant one, while at the same time ail traces of origin are neglected and displaced. It

is a kind of appropriation that is selective, that disowns origin or authorship, and that is

ahistorical." Many non-aboriginals who CO ..~ engaged in what Rayna Green (1988:31)

calls the 'living performance of playing Indian' often know little about the cultures and

histories they play al. Further, she <'.rgues, this performance depends on the physical and

psychological removal of real Indians, and is in that sense the obverse of the terror of

genocide.
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The notion of cultural appropriation also raises questions about the ethics of

image-making and voice in the context of consumer capitalism. Aborigina1 critics

compare the profits made from the expropriation of native lands to the economic gains to

be had from imitating, copying and stealing aboriginal art, iconography or ceremonial

reliquae (Cardinal-Schubert 1989:20). In the same way, abù~jginal title to the land can be

compared to cultural autonomy over stories, images and objects (Todd 1990:26). The

contributors to this debate are arguing for a notion ofrights and ownership that is linked

to an understanding of origins and histories. As Loretta Todd (1990:30) points out:

... the valorization of peripheral cultures is frequently undertaken through acts of
cultural appropriation. In an extension of the concept of property and colonial
conquest, the artists do not value or respect cultural difference, but instead seek to
own difference, and with this ownership to increase their worth. They become
image barons, story conquistadors and merchants of the exotic.

Todd exposes the colonial subtexts upon which a postmodem refusai ofhistorical claims

to authenticity or autonomy is based. In the postmodem global village, the aesthetic

experience of tribal cultures is e'1lptied of its cultural specificity and historical origin and

becomes another commodity in the 'cultural shopping spree' (Todd 1992:74). In the

process the appropriators profit personally, professionally or commercially, while the

originators of aboriginal images and stories live with the 1egacy of colonial conquest,

poverty and racism (Hill 1992:21; Maracle 1989:31).

When aboriginal critics have pointed out the imbalance of power within which

non-aboriginal artists and writers have borrowed images and stories the response is

curiously defensive. The appeal to 'freedom of expression' against 'censorship' seems

particularly misplaced in this instance. Richard Hill (1992:17) suggests that those who
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have this response should ask themselves "by what means First Nations people, the most

disempowered and impoverished group in Canada, would enforce this censorship? We

can't, and wouldn't force Whites not to appropriate. The only power we have to keep

Whites from using our culture as they please is our ability to convince them on moral

grounds that they shouldn'\." 1 would agree that the key issue in the cultural appropriation

debate is not one of censorship or freedom of expression, but rather the 'moral grounds'

and po!itical premises upon which non-aboriginals assume the right to objectify,

appropriate or otherwise 'use' elements of other cultures for their own gain.

15. Historical displacement and the return of the repressed.

The ethical and politlcal grounds upon which research in and representation of

other cuhures is undertaken are being contested, and projects such as this thesis must

engage these questions in a self-critical manner. The desire to appropriate is part of a

racist and colonial discourse of domination. It depends upon a "collective displacement

ofhistorical processes" (Lutz 1990:169) in which the dominant society resists ilS own

implication in the suffering and oppression of its 'others'. To borrow indiscriminately

from the imagery of aboriginal cultures, as is the trend among sorne visual artists who

might identitY themselves as 'postmodern primitive', while denying their own formation

within Western culture and history is illustrative ofhowthis process of'displacement'

works. Richard Hill (1992:14) accuses artists like the Toronto group 'Fastwurms' of

engaging in an 'escapist fantasy'; playing Indian while refusing to acknowledge their own

inscription within histories ofracism. Loretta Todd (1990:30) refers to novelist Anne
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Cameron's appropriation of aboriginal women's stories in her own healing process as the

"fetishizing ofdifference." As fetish and as Other native people are reduced to objects of

desire; named according to the needs and yeamings ofthe appropriator. Jean Morrisset

(1983:282) suggests that Canadian writers like Margaret Laurence, John Newlove and

Northrop Frye have participated in a kind of "spiritual abduction" in their work. There

the reader will "find the Indian's long shadow haunting the soul ofthe conqueror, who is

desperately searching for his own identity, again through us'lrpation and appropriation."

The urge to 'play Indian,' to take imaginative possession of aboriginal experiel.ce, must

be recognized as central to non-aboriginal identity in North America, as is the need to

repress the parts of that experience that are painful or shameful. This is not simply a

question ofliberal guilt as Rayna Green (1988:48) indicates, but of 'cultural validation',

of re-shaping and repossessing the past in a way that makes the present relationship

between cultures more palatable.

The repossession of aboriginal culture in order to provide meanings and identities

in the dominant culture is a contradictory process, one that works in several directions at

once. In the North American and Canadian case, the encounter with aboriginal

populatiohè historically and presently has been a transformative one. What gave the New

World its singularity was the irrevocable convergence ofthe cultures of newcomer and

native (Green 1988:32; Morrisset 1983:284). European cultures were not reproduced in

their entirety in North America and the initial dependence ofthe first settlers on

aboriginal knowledge and practice left its mark. Despite the colonial will to contain,

overcome and consume First Nations, the process of convergence continues. Today
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Canadians find the political demands ofaboriginal people less amenable to the pressures

ofcoercion and assimilation. As a group, native people refuse to relinquish their lands,

they reject the token mie that has been assigned to them by superficial forms of

multkulturalism and are reclaiming the imaginative space that has been colonized by

non-aboriginal academics, writers and artists.

Cultural politics, as the tension between modes ofdomination and resistance

played out in the field of cultural identities and practices, has precipitated a series of

strategic discursive shifts. As a non-aboriginal researcher and writer, 1am required to

acknowledge my own position ofacademic privilege in the context of a history of

domination. My ability to represent other cultures, those at the margins ofnetworks of

intellectual and political power, depends on my location within an exclusive and highly

normative institution and my acquiesence to its disciplinary demands. Nor can 1deny my

complicity in the urge to appropriate aboriginal experience as an icon of resistance, a

moment of cultural authenticity or expressive subjectivity in contrast to the commodified

and derivative forms that overwhelm much of what 1consider to be my 'own' Anglo

American cultural context. But beyond. the confessional and the self-criticallies a

renewed political and intellectual practice and an explicit ethic ofresponsibility and

solidarity. This thesis engages sorne ofthe theoretical and methodological implications

of such a political and ethical position. An easy gesture toward self-critique or passing

reference to colonial contexts must be substantiated by a very real challenge to the

discursive modes and theoretical tools at hand.
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PART Il: DISCOURSES OF IDENTITY; STRATEGIES OF RESISTANCE

1. Oppositional discourses and cultural politics.

The colonial and racist discourses that structure relations of domination encode

cultural differences in terms ofinferiority, uncertainty and threat, and yet work to absorb

those differences as a romantic validation ofthe European presence in the New World.

An opposing discourse, originating in pre-contact aboriginal cultures, anti-colonial

resistance and contemporary movements toward self-determination, effectively SUbVf:rtS

dominant definitions ofdifference. This oppositional discourse preserves the boundaries

between cultures and encodes 'difference' in positive and desirable terms of'identity.'

Collective and personal identity is constructed at specifie historical, social and spatial

conjunctures and may be expressed in terms of race, links to the land and to a tribal

community. Self-conscious discursive and practical strategies are shaped in response to

intemally generated world views and in reaction to extemally imposed distinctions and

discriminations. In effect, modes ofdomination produce an oppositional and subversive

discourse which reconstructs categories of difference and marginality.

The manifestations of native identity are not fixed in sorne pre-contact essence.

The coherence ofaboriginal groups and their collective sense ofself is no longer

necessarily indicated by visibly distinct lifestyles, housing, dress, or physiognomy

(Larsen 1983:61). Nor ùu );ïrst Nations restrict their boundaries to the geographic

confines of the reserves that have been assigned to them (Little Bear 1984:xvi). Other

elements in the configuration ofcultural identity include differences in world view,
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assumptions, values and beliefs; aspects ofwhat Raymond Williams (1980) refers to a~.

'structures offeeling.' On the grounds of this multiply detennined and historically

transfonned identity, First Nations claim for themselves a special status within Canada's

juridical and political structure and specifie rights inherent to that status.

The persistence and transfonnation of identity has entailed the elaboration of an

ideology of cultural difference and of political strategies which link cultural difference to

an agenda for social change. 1have used the tenn 'cultural politics' to describe this

congruence ofidentity, ideology and strategy. Cultural politics thus refers to the practical

means by which a colonial discourse of difference is subverted. While dominant

discourses can also be said to generate a corresponding cultural politics (that outlined in

the previous section) 1have restricted the use ofthis tenn to the oppositional tactics of

aboriginal groups. 'Cultural politics', then, is used here as shorthand for a diversely

detennined historical process of cultural persistence and resistance, the contestation of

definitions of difference and the struggle for self·detennination within fields of discourse

and practice.

For anal)1ic purposes three aspects of native cultural politics can be considered

separately. It is founded on a unique historical, social and personal identity, it draws on a

corresponding ideology of cultural difference and cultural nationalism, and these in turn

motivate specific political strategies. 1 will present a general outline ofthese three

aspects, recognizing however, that the distinction between cultural identity and the

ideology and politics which it engenders is analytic and that these elements are intricately

interrelated in practice and experience. 1 will also consider these three elements in
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reference to the historical contilluity ofaboriginal identities and the negotiation of

relations between aboriginal and non-aboriginal groups.

2. Configurations of identity.

A key feature ofaboriginal identity is its simultaneous internai construction and

external regulation. Individuals within a group recognize and reproduc e the qualities of

their 'sameness' while incorporating such externally imposed characteristics as legal

status, bureaucratie distinctions or anthropological definitions. Many aboriginal groups

would insist that only they themselves - Dene, Métis or Mohawk - can ultimately

determine the boundaries and membership ofthe group (Bruyere 1984:3; Puxley,

1978: III). This internai, tribal and local self-definition is on the one hand relatively

complete. There is little reason to contest the nominal identity of individuals who know

they are Mohawk or Blackfoot or Cree (Delisle 1984:147) and have links to a specifie

community and region. But on the other hand, those individuals who are secure in this

aspect of personal identity can be undermined by the historical experience of dislocation

visited upon thei: "Iwn and other native groups (Pelletier 1971 :5). A specifie tribal

identity depends on a complex web ofother aboriginal identities as weil as the possibility

ofoccupying a position of difference in relation to the larger North Arnerican society. If

aboriginallinguistic and cultural diversity declines due to a general trend of migration

and assimilation then individual and collective identities are subject to pressures of

change. While a particular aboriginal group might have a coherent sense of historical,
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social and cultural collectivity and can detennine membership \vithin that collectivity,

these internaI definitions are never independent or absolute.

The dynamics of including or excluding individuals from the group and an

individual's desire or refusaI to be counted a member are influenced by a combination of

historical, social, economic, political and psychological factors in each case. 1am not so

much concerned \VÎth these dynamics as 1am \VÎth the primary indices ofcultural identity

which emerge from the Iiterature in this field and recur in public statements and

representations by native people. Among the most central ofthese indicators, 1discuss in

turn biological race, relation to the land, community and kinship, spirituality and bodily

subjugation.

Articulations ofaboriginal identity sometimes refer to the physical racial

differences between aboriginal and non-aboriginal people and, in so doing, introduce an

strain ofbiological essentialism into conceptions of culture. When arguing that 'nations

are races' (Caibaiosai 1970:131) and are shaped by similar processes of evolution and

adaptation, or making a parallel between cultural differences and natural diversity

(Cardinal 1969:79), the 'biological metaphor' is invoked in an effort to resist the

hierarchical and discriminatory meanings of 'race'. The concept is recoded and affinned

as the 'natural' basis for cultural differences. However the reference to race remains

ambiguous in its appeal to the genetic or biological components ofaboriginal identity

since these cannot easily be factored out from historical, social and cultural constituents.
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'Race,' as a discursive categoI)' upon which racist exclusions are founded,3 is certainly an

issue in cultural politics and in the creation ofanti-racist practices which benefit

aboriginal people. But identity is more explicitly fonnulated in tenns ofits historical and

cultural components than in tenns of biological differences.

Accounts ofaboriginal identity consistently refer to the unique relationship

between individuals and cornmunities and the land upon which they live. This

relationship is characterized as a spiritual one, part ofa cosmology that places

individuals in the role of stewards of the earth's resources as weil as beneficiaries of the

Creator's bounty. In contrast, the relationship of European settlers and developers to the

land is typified as an exploitative one, based on the commercial exchange of property and

commodities (Penner 1983:105; Berger 1988:127). These conflicting conceptions of the

meaning and value of the land and its resources can be found at the heart ofland c1aims

protests and negotiations examined in the next chapter. In many cases, where aboriginal

people are still actively engaged in hunting economies, the link to the land may be both

spiritual and practical. A group's histoI)', patterns of social organization and daily

community life often flow directly from the land (Lamothe 1978:11) and from

dependence upon a particular ecosystem. Identity then becomes inextricably linked to an

intimate knowledge ofthe land and a sense of place.

3 Goldberg (1993) develops a discursive analysis of racial constructs and expressions as
concomitants of modemity. Racialized discourses produce preconceptual distinctions,
ethical choices and institutional regulations as "manifestations of power relations
between historically located subjects" (p.48). Without eliding the two concepts, 1would
suggest that in the Canadian context discourses ofdifference are more frequently
articulated in tenns ofculture than race.
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A non-destructive relationship to the land has enabled the survival ofhunting

cultures in North America for thousands of years prior to European contact (Blake

1978:8; Brody 1988:97). In the colonial period, most tribes agreed to sign treaties as a

means of ensuring that this relationship would be secured for future generations

(Sanderson 1984:153) and that reserves or access to crown lands would continue to

provide a livelihood. Expressions ofcultural identity thus refer frequently to the length

and extent of the aboriginal occupation ofNorth America. The constitutional and

juridical recognition ofaboriginal title affirms that First Nations are, as Little Bear

(1984:xv) points out, "significantly unlike any other Canadian ethnic groups. Theyalone

have an inalienable land base ... Aiso unlike ail others living in the Americas, they are

not immigrants. They are the original people; they have no other homeland." This prior

claim, the referent of such terms as 'aboriginal,' 'original people' or 'Fhst Nations', has

profound personal and political significance for most native people. In this respect,

aboriginal groups insist upon their difference from other minority groups in Canada

(Karim 1993:207) and their special relationship to the state.

A reading of key texts in .his area reveals the extent to which aboriginal identity

is formed by community ties. This is true of native people who come from small close

knit settlements or reserve communities, but it is also true ofurban residents when local

ties are carried over to city life (Guillemin 1975). The extent to which reciproca! modes

of production still structure native societies is the subject ofmuch anthropological

debate. It is often argued that an obligation to share personal income and property with

kin and community still prevails in many instances (Little Bear 1984:xix; Tanner
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1983:13). The economic, social and emotional security to be derived from the extended

family network in aboriginal communities plays a central role in the maintenance of

tribal and personal identities.

The three components ofaboriginal identity 1have examined here are embedded

in a configuration ofothers which may have equal salience for individuals, tribes and

nations, but for various reasons are less coherently expressed. One ofthe more

contradictory elements of identity is spiritual beliefand religious practice. It has become

more common in the last ten years to begin public events with a prayer or pipe ceremony

offered by an eIder, but the open discussion and reference to the role of spirituality in

daily life is often constrained. This could be because of the predominantly secular tone of

political culture in Canada in general. It may also be that a history ofactive religious

suppression and anthropological misrepresentation have made practitioners oftraditional

religions naturally wary of public disclosure. Finally, aboriginal communities are often

divided between adherents to various denominations ofChristianity (although this

adherence does not automatically exclude non-Christian elements) and those who have

continued or retumed to traditional beliefs and rituals. These divisions (what one

Wawatay staffmember referred to as 'religious wars') lead to a contestation ofidentity

within a community, whereas other aspects of collective identity are more widely shared.

Another constituent ofaboriginal identity bearing mention, although not usually

c1aimed as a positive expression of selfor group, is the common emotional and physical

experience of violence. Aboriginal people, whose lives are indelibly marked by social

subordination, racism and exclusion, have ample knowledge of iIIness, poverty, violent
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crime, addiction or abuse. The investments of power in the body is a recv;ring theme in

Foucault's work, and he might suggest that these fonns ofviolence are examples of

'subjectification' by dominant discourses. This is not a subjective mode that can easily be

incorporated into strategies ofresistance, except perhaps through autobiography or

autobiographical fiction (cf. Beatrice Culleton, Maria Campbell) or by accounts of native

addiction and recovery such as Brian Maracle's (1993). But the experience ofpoverty,

violence, abuse or addiction may have a transfonnative value in the development of

aboriginal identity. Recognizing and refusing the position ofvictim prcduced by modes

of domination and fonns of violence becomes a cathartic moment in the expression of

private and personal identities. More recently, these experiences have triggered processes

ofhealing and recovery, channelled through a number ofinnovative native·run health

programs. and treatment centres.

Ultimately, aboriginal identities are self.consciously dynamic. They are both

cognizant ofa specifie cultural history as weIl as oriented toward the future development

ofthat culture (Berger 1988:128). ln this respect, identity as an intemally generated and

dynamic process of group definition is itself a political concept; "in as much as that it is

imposed, defended and modified within an historical context by a weIl·defined social

group" (Bouchard 1981:18). An understanding of identity that recognizes the need to

continually 'defend and modify' pennits us to make the link between identity and

ideology.
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3. Genealogies of resistante, ideologies of difference.

In the remainder of this section, 1want to look more closely at the correlation

between culture, identity and pO'Ner, 1first examine several historical instances of active

resistance to colonial institutions by First Nations, Sociological analyses ofaboriginal

resistance and emergent nationalism often neglect to trace their origins in the colonial

period. A critical examination ofthe colonial relationsUp does not support the

assumption that aboriginal people were completely subjugated under colonial rule. Early

examples of resistance to colonialism can be used to situate the native nationalism that

developed between 1965 and 1985. This was a formative period in which much of the

ic,,,,,lob'Y ofdifference that seems commonplace today was first elaborated in the media

and in federal politics. 1examine the emergence of 'cultural nationalism', the rhetoric of

aboriginal sovereignty and the initial arguments for self-determination. This section

concludes by looking at how an oppositional discourse of difference is grounded in the

persistence of traditional values and practices. The lived experience ofcultural traditions

forms the basis for the transformation of identity, the negotiation of new rel<ltionships

with the non-aboriginal majority and the revision ofhistorica1 narratives.

Cultural nationalism and claims to sovereignty in the contemporary period have

their discursive and practical antecedents in a long history of resistance to colonialism. A

reading ofcolonial histories reveals not only modes ofdomination, relations of

dependency and positions of marginality, but contradictions in colonial discourse and

gaps and fissures in networks of power where aboriginal groups find ways of reproducing

their own meanings and practices. Persistence and resistance can perhaps best be
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understood at the locallevel in an investigation of micro events. In a discussion of the

1884 amendment to the lndian Act prohibiting the potlatch among West Coast tribes,

Tina Loo provides such a close reading ofthe local events surrounding a potlatch held in

contravention of the law. Employing Foucault's metaphor of power as a net, Loo

(1992:165) suggests that the community of Village Island's response to the anti-potlatch

law ilIustrates both the constraining and permeable a<oects ofcolonial power. Individuals

are able to resist the power of the law by 'exploiting the holes' in the net:

Resistance -- the exploitation of the holes -- stretches and strains the net, so that
over time the fabric of power changes. At the same time, however, resistance also
trailsfmms the resisters. Finding the holes and manipulating and getting through
them necessitates entangling oneself somewhat in power's net... Only in discrete
incidents like Dan Cranmer's potlatch does the ambiguity of power -- its
decentered, intentional, yet non-subjective transforrning and transforrnative
nature become apparent. From the shores of Village Island, its repressive effect
recedes somewhat and its creative and strategic potential comes into focus. At the
same time the boundary and meaning of distinctions we previously made so easily
-- distinctions between the powerful and the powerless, for instance - are blurred.

.Loo provides an insightful analysis of the penetration ofjuridical discourse and

legal repression into aboriginal communities and the productive ways in which that

discm;r~e is at the sllme time resisted, subverted and transforrned. Occupying the margins

of power, aboriginal people both refuse the moral authority of the state and are excluded

from it (Tanner 1983:9). The array of colonial instruments used to try and contain and

assimilate them have never had the effects intended by their designers, but have

produced the kinds of creative and strategie responses that Loo refers to. While resisting

assimilationist policies, First Nations have not so much resisted cultural change as sought

to mediate it and control its direction (Marule 1984:37; Miller 1989:276). Thus, a reading
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of colonial histories reveals the productivity and the penneability ofpower in the

transfonnation and the persistence of cultural identities.

R~sistance to colonial institutions and attitudes has entailed both evasion and

overt challenge. Guillemin (1975:8) suggests that Micmacs in Boston had to develop

defensive ways of presenting themselves to bureaucrats and authority figures that did not

undennine their cultural integrity. These kind of evasive strategies are similar to those

that MacKenzie (1971: 155) mentions in reference to the pressures to confonn facing

native people who leave their own communities. He suggests that the response is often

one ofwithdrawal or refusaI to adapt to a system that classifies them according to non

aboriginal nonns, functions and status. Withdrawal is manifested in such acts as

dropping out of school or quittingjobs. But Hugh Brody (1988:98) points out that while

the tribes of northeastem British Columbia have responded to confrontation with colonial

institutions and neocolonial development by withdrawing, this mode of resistance has

limits. So long as they were able to "slip away from confrontation into the sanctuaries of

their own domains, into themselves and the privacy oftheir own lives, the Indian system

remained strong. But this, their own fonn ofresistance to restriction and dispossession,

can continue only so long as there are places, domains and selves that are large and

secure, and into which they can still retreat."

Strategies of evasion work alongside more direct challenges to the dominant

society, through individual speech acts, public exchanges or outright rejection of colonial

institutions. As early as 1860, na~ive groups took explicit positions on aspects of

European cultures they were willing to accept and those they were not. John Milloy
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(1983:60) contends that Indian tribes throughout the colcny al that time were 'pro

development,' but very strongly anti-assimilation. The Oneida, for example, welcomed

European edu-;:ation, agriculture and resource developmenl, but nol at the expense of

submitting to assimilationist policies that would fragment their sense of tribal ideniity.

Brody (1988:52) also argues that hunting groups have historically been indifferent to the

alleged benefits of European i.nstitutions and a cash economy and have successfully

resisted outsiders' attempts to interfere in their social and economic organization.

Nineteenth century legislative efforts to prohibit traditional religious practices or

assimilate children through residential schooling had limited success. Miller

(1991c:325ff) provides several examples of instances in which these laws and policies

were either unworkable, inconsistent or otherwise circumvented by the aboriginal groups

at whom they were directed.

From this kind of evidence it is possible to view native resistance as an historical

phenomena, not only as the product of the last two or three decades. George Manuel

insists that the cultural and political resistance of the 1960s and '70s must he situated in

the context of a long history of resistance to the forces of the state, the church and

capital. Strategies of resistance only appe:':r to be 'new' because dominant discourses have

effectively silenced dissenting voices. As Manuel (1974:69) puts it, "Now that we are

occasionally allowed to speak for ourselves, the listener or reader is made aware that the

last words he heard directly from an Indian were the speeches of Tecumseh, Red Jacket,

Sitting Bull, or Chief Joseph." First Nation's activism of the contemporary period can

thus be seen as an extension of the pre-colonial and colonial defense of sovereignty and
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rights to the land (Young Man 1992:85). The difference between contemporary cultural

politics and earlier modes ofresistance lies partly in the diminishing ability ofthe state to

employ military coercion or overt forms ofrepression against aboriginal people, so that

conflicts must now be resolved by discursive and political means. In the next chapter 1

will explore the shift from coercion to negotiation in relations between the state and

aboriginal groups.

Contemporary modes of resistance involve the public enunciation of a unique

aboriginal identity and an explicit ideology ofcultural difference. Since the mid 1960s,

local and national aboriginalleaders have devoted a certain amount ofenergy to

"creating, discussing and communicating a distinct Indian reality, both to each other as

weil as to non-Indians" (Tanner 1983:34). Tanner refers to this process as 'ideological

production.' In the 1970s, leaders of the native political organization in Tanner's study

were concerned as much with promoting an ideology ofcultural difference as they were

in achieving specifie political objectives. Tanner and Larsen (1983:39), drawing on

speech act theory, suggest that identity takes on an ideological component through the

use of'repetitive justifications, c!aims and accusations' in public fora and interactions

with non-aboriginals. In the same way, the authors argue that traditional cultural

elements (artifacts, rituals and practices) are imbued with new meanings in the context of

aboriginal political aspirations.

Referring to the experiences of the same period, Harold Cardinal (1969:43)

makes a more direct Iink between native identity and political ideologies and strategies.

ln Cardinal's view, Indian identity is bound up with treaty and aboriginal rights. He
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rejects the White Paper's minimal conception of 'cultural heritage as a source of personal

strength' in favour of a more comprehensive definition of culture in relation to power. [n

the two decades since Cardinal's initial statement of aboriginal identity politics, various

positions have been taken up along a spectrum of possible political expressions of

collective identity. These range from specific demands for more direct control over

lands, resources and social services, to radical statements of sovereignty and rejection of

the jurisdiction of Canadian govemments (Bouchard 1981 :57).

The assertion ofpolitical rights derived from cultural identity has made many

Canadians uneasy, especially in contexts where dominant perceptions ofpolitical and

economic deve!opment are being challenged, as in the North (Berger ;988:236). Again it

can be noted th::.! while a folkloric conception of culture is not threatening, a more

comprehensive idea of culture that includes a unique political or economic rationality

(Bouchard 1981 :47) generates considerable conflict in public and popul~,r spheres. As

Bouchard conclude, in his analysis oftht: Manitou College experimem (an lndian

operated residential college for aboriginal students) in the 1970s: "Amid notions of

autonomy and sovereignty was the unexpressed realization that if lndian cultural identity

were to be considered as anything more than a stereotype it had to depend upon the

exercise of power at sorne level of society." The specific strategies by which aboriginal

people have come to exercise power at local, regional, and nationallevels, are explored

in greater detail in the next chapter.
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4. Rhetorics of nationalism and sovereignty.

Expressions of aboriginal identity form the foundation upon which a political

rhetoric of 'cultural nationalism' is built. The choice in 1980 of the name 'Assembly of

First Nations' for the restructured Nationallndian Brotherhood marks the most recent

historical permutation of this appeal to nationhood. The deliberate shift to an

unambiguous statement of native nationalism is related to other contemporary strategies,

but has antecedents in the colonial period. Notions ofaboriginal nationhood have several

sources. Little Bear (1984:xv) locates one origin in British colonial policy, and argues

that nationalism "was fostered by the signing of treaties and the British tendency to

segregate their colonial wards legally, administratively and socially." The Penner Report

(1983: Il ) also points out that native groups are referred to as 'nations' in the Royal

Proclamation, in treaties and in major legal decisions and have appropriated the term to

identiry themselves as groups with a common language, culture and history and

belonging to a common political entity.

Both Penner and Berger (1988:232) played down the separatist connotationsof

aboriginal nationalism, especially in comparison to Québec nationalism. Theyargued

that aboriginal groups envisioned a future within Canada, their rights protected by

Parliament and the federal government. The separatist content of nationalist rhetoric

varies from group to group, but Ponting and Gibbins (1980:322) see several key parallels

between the aspirations ofnative people and the aspirations ofQuébec. Both:

seek a transfer of federal government powers to their own control. Both challenge
the right of the ferlerai govemment to speak for their interests, and by implication
challenge the Canadian 'political community'... Both seek to protect traditional
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rights, and to expand the applicability ofthose rights in the modern world. Both
feel that the most important political changes are those that come from within and
both espouse an increasingly assertive ethnic nationalism.

Jean Morrisset (1983:280) draws a comparison between Québec nationalism and native

nationalism in his view of Louis Riel as the embodiment ofboth 'la nationalité

canadienne' and 'la nationalité autochtone'. He suggests that Riel was the victim ofa

persistent 'British North American' desire to eliminate both Quebécois and aboriginal

nationalities from the Canadian political and social matrix. The parallel between cultural

nationalism in Québec and among First Nations has taken on new complexity with the

tension between the government ofQuébec and the Iv.:ohawk and James Bay Cree. While

Québec and native cultural nationalism may have similar motivati-:ms, they nonetheless

generate conflicting interests.

Flanagan (1983:248) also uses the example of Riel to situate the contemporary

em':lgence of aboriginal nationalism. Riel resisted the paternalistic assumptions and

coercive authority ofhis time and developed a theory of the "rights ofIndians and Métis

as nations existing alongside the English, French or Spanish under the law of nations."

Flanagan contrasts Riel's desire to see the Métis and Plains Cree accorded recognition

among the 'community of nations in Western society' with more recent forms of native

nationalism. Writers like George Manuel, he suggests, undertake a thorough critique of

wntemporary Western society and posit the need for aboriginal groups to construct a

fundamentally separate and different way of life (Flanagan 1983:260.) Riel's notion of

native cultural nationalism was informed by European political discourse, whereas
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Flanagan argu~s that contemporal)' cultural nationalism seeks expression through

occulted knowledge oftraditional native values and the search for new political models

derived from these values.

Cultural nationalism now draws on the re-interpretation of native histories by

activists, educators and politicians. In southem Canada, Indian nationalism is defined by

historical experience of the treaty-making process. In the north, cultural nationalism

coincides with the concept of aboriginal rights. It is motivated by the desire to establish

an adequate territorial base for the future through land c1aims negotiations. Beyond these

historical and territorial dimensions, Cardinal (1977:142) argues that native cultural

national ism has a spiritual element derived from the "relationship between a people and

the Creator" and the rights and responsibilities inherent to that relationship. While

aboriginal groups have begun to identify themselves explicitly as 'nations,' the content of

that nationalist sentiment varies according to historical, political and territorial factors.

Since 1969, assertions of cultural nationalism have occurred alongside

dec1arations ofpolitical sovereignty. In 1971 the principle ofaboriginal sovereignty was

delineated in a NIB position paper. According to this statement, native people's

'uncontested dominion over their tribal territol)" before European contact was the basis of

an original political sovereignty and ofaboriginal tide to the land (Cardinal 1977:137).

Both were recognized by the colonial powers who entered into treaties with the tribes. By

the mid-1980s, the principle of sovereignty had been expanded to inc1ude a right to self

govemment, autonomous legislative bodies and political institutions and a land base

(Little Bear 1984:xiv).
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The daim to sovereignty obviously has not coincided with its exercise, and the

principle is somewhat restricted in practice in aboriginal communities. As will be

iIIustrated in the next chapter, the imposition of colonial mie effectively abrogated native

sovereignty while pre-existing political institutions were dismantled under the lndian Act

(Frideres 1988:357). The assertion of sovereignty is a problematic one, since most

aboriginal communities are only beginning to assemble the necessary tools for self

govemment. They do so within a very restrictive bureaucratie and political environment

and are heavily dependent on govemment-controlled funds. Rhetorics of nationalism and

sovereignty underpin much of the practical movement toward self-determination, but

both principle and practice are constrained by political and economic realities of post

colonial relations between aboriginal people and the state in Canada. The following

chapter will explore these 'realities' in more specifie detail.

5. Tradition; persistence and transformation.

Like the ideologies and strategies that follow from them, identities are contested

and re-constituted in periods of cultural change. The process of building individual and

collective identities is dynamic, emerging from the encounter between past and present

(Valaskakis 1989:14; 1992:6; Brody 1988:xiv). First Nations have repossessed the

category of'other' assigned them by dominant discourses and have re-inscribed the image

of the 'lndian' (Berkhofer 1978:190). Employing elements from their own heritage, from

the history of their relations with non-aboriginal groups and from colonial discourses that
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define, contain and marginalize them, native people assume the role of cultural and

political 'bricoleurs'.

ln producing an oppositional discourse, aboriginal subjects "give new import to

old facts, juxtapose ideas that have not been related previously and endow forgotten

events with new significance" (Larsen 1983:39). At the same time, new meanings are

layered upon older ones when ceremonies and rituals, material objects, customs and

stories are re-enacted, displayed or performed. Using the example of a Micmac cultural

festival from which a video was made, Larsen (1983:37,116) argues that the public

contexts within which 'traditional' forms of aboriginal culture are reconstituted give these

forms, objects and practices political value in opposing colonial relationships. 'Tradition'

is strategically employed in the negotiation of new relations within aboriginal groups and

to non-aboriginal society.

ln this sense, 'resistance' must be understood not only as 'reaction' or as a desire

for stasis, but as an expression of cultural continuity and the persistence of identities and

practices: "First Nations' resistance is cultural persistence; the social memory and lived

experience of traditionalism continually negotiated in the discourse and practice of

everyday life" (Valaskakis 1992:19). Aborigina! people insist that their culture is not 'old'

or 'Iost', but rather is vital and growing, and will thrive into the future (Sioui 1992a:32;

Blake 1978:8; T'Selie 1978:13).

The period of European contact can thus be viewed in terms of cultural

persistence and adaptation. Tradition can be understood as situating everyday practice,
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and identity as forged in both continuity and transfonnation. As Jean Guillemin

(1975:66) points out:

Culture !oss is a theme which frequently arises in discussions of contemporary
American Indians, as if, after being museumized, tribal groups began to suffer an
inevitable decay of custom. Every deviation From tradition can be seen as
breakdown or loss, but greater credit is given to living Indians when the
possibility of cultural adaptation and cultural gain is admitted as an explanation
for social change. No group is capable of a perfect functionalism, yet when a
people survives over generations, the first questions asked should be about
continuity, not discontinuity.

For native groups, cultural continuity has depended on a high degree of economic and

social flexibility in response to new technologies, economic changes and large-scale

immigration. Several historical illustrations ofthis flexibility can be found; the general

use of European goods such as coins, beads, medallions, plumes and ribbo::s to adorn

hide clothing in the period of initial contact (Green 1988:33), the Athapaskan

incorporation of guns and horses into existing hunting practices (Brody 1988:26), or the

Cree integration of summer wage-employment into traditional bush life and family-based

hunting groups (Richardson 1977:249). In many instances this adaptability strengthened

the aboriginal economy and maintained social integration in the face of rapid changes.

Manuel (1974:53) argues that in western Canada, only the aggressive assimilation

policies of the church and state after the turn of the century disrupted this adaptive

process and created economic dependency in native communities. Today these

communities regard traditional practices and values as the source offuture direction; "It

is not nostalgia, or sentimentality, when the Indians affinn their own identity and special

interests; they are not paying their respects to an idealized or fossilized pas\. They do not
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say that they have not changed, but -- a little paradoxically -- they insist ... that their way

ofchanging is what will guarantee survival" (Brody 1988:86).

Tradition, then, is not only to be found in objects, artifacts or observable

behaviours, or in the realm ofwhat Giddens (1984:374-75) refers to as 'discursive

consciousness', but is very much an aspect of'practical consciousness,' of social memory

and of everyday habits. For many adult Indians living on reserves, to consider themselves

'traditional' is, as Brody (1988:210) argues, "no more or less than to consider themselves

Indian." 'Tradition' can signify a preference for wild food, engagement in hunting or

trapping, possession ofbush ski Ils, an ability to speak a native language, or a willingness

to share with kin and community, but it also makes a much deeper reference to a

collective experience ofhistory and heritage (Valaskakis 1988:291). Tradition is the

frarn.; within which current meaning is made; the past "remembered, imagined,

represented, reproduced" in everyday aboriginal experience (Valaskakis 1989:13). Rather

than standing in opposition to the 'modem' or 'progressive', tradition is the field within

which contemporary aboriginal identities are forrned and transforrned. Paradoxically,

tradition becomes a radical notion, not only in the sense of returning to the roots of

cultural difference, but also in the sense offundamental divergence from Western and

European conventions and histories implied by the futurity of aboriginal cultures.

6. Cultural relations and historie:]1 re-visions.

From its grounding in tradition, aboriginaI cultural politics rnoves outward to

engage dominant discourses of difference and to challenge raeist and colonial attitudes
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and institutions. In this sense cultural politics is 'relational'; its component identities,

ideologies and strategies are formed in the hi3torical encounter between local and

internaI micro-processes, and the macro-processes of the Canadian state and Canadian

society. Despite the means by which dominant discourses work to marginalize First

Nations, individual aboriginal people cannot help but be aware of the extent to which

they are "carried along willy-nilly in the mainstream ofC'anadian life" (Castellano

1970:50). The emergence ofnew forms ofpolitical organization and leadership have

seized upon ruptures within 'mainstream' society, exposed the penetration of colonial and

bureaucratic institutions to the locallevel, and struggled to redefine the relationship

between local communities and the larger society.

In developing an ideology ofcultural difference and challenging colonial

structures over the last twenty-five years, native people have rejected dominant

definitions oftheir ...3tory and experience. Larsen, again referring to the Micmac, argues

that the production of'counter-symbols' and 'counter-definitions' is meant:

to generate consequences for relations between lndians and whites, not to exist
simply as an abstract world view, divorced from practical politics. The Micmac
do turn inward when they build their own educational institutions, reactivate
forgotten torms of sociability and emphasize the importance of learning the
native language, but the main thrust oftheir ideological offensive is geared
towards redefining Indian/white relations. And the rationale for this redefinition
is found in historical events and present realities (1983:43).

Noel Dyck, in his ethnography ofa western Canadian Indian organization, likewise

points out that in resisting government intervention and regulation aboriginal leaders find

themselves in opposition to politicians and bureaucrats. The two parties have conflicting
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interpretations of the history and purpose oftheir relationship (Dyck 1983:265). Much of

their interaction is focussed on negotiating that conflict and establishing its implications

both for the immediate relationship and for the encompassing relation between cultures.

These processes of opposition and negotiation are central to the production of a

subversive discourse of cultural difference. They represent a conscious and critical

engagement with domi,lant discourses and an active effort to redefine essential terms,

categories and relationships. The three elements that 1suggest are constitutive of

aboriginaJ cultural politics in Canada can be recast in this light. The first element is the

expression of a collective identity, or definition of self, the second includes the

articulation of an ideoloh'Y of cultural difference, or the definition of self in distinction

from the other, and the third element Involves the elucidation ofpolitical strategies that

re-order the relation between self and other. The 'practical politics' of restructuring the

position ofaboriginal groups within Canadian society is the subject of the next chapter.

ln closing, 1want to address the historiographie questions raised by native

cultural politics. The critique made by aboriginaJ authors of colonial histories demands

considerable methodological and ethical reflection by historians. This is partly a question

of writing more inclusive histories of the contact between natives and newcomers. 1t is

clear tha!; "versions of Canadian history that have dominated the popular imagination

and educational texts, \Vith few exceptions have neglected and negated the view that

Aboriginal people have ofthemselves and their world" (Chamberlin and Castellano

1993:7). ln rejecting representations oftheir past that they find degrading, distorted, or

simply incomplete, aboriginal people seek 10 re-examine the existing historical record as
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weil as uncover new sources in oral tradition and archivaI material. This reinterpretation

and revision is weil underway in the fields ofCanadian history and North American

'ethnohistory.'

But the question is not only one of improved methodologies, the use ofa wider

range of'evidence' or the fine-tuning ofhistory as usual. Native critics are making a more

fundamental challenge to the means by which knowledge is produced and the way

history has been made and written in Canada. George Manuel (1974:8) suggests that we

"look at North American history as the trunk and the roots, not as the borrowed branch.

When we do this we see that the culture ofNorth America is that of the Indian nations."

He argues that there has been no substantial change in three hundred years in relations

between aboriginal and European cultures in Canada. This is not simply due to the 'racial

myths' perpetrated by 'school book histories'. Rather, aboriginal and non-aboriginal

cultures have been divided by the failure of either to agree upon what Manuel (1974:8)

calls 'terrns of union.' The history of contact between aboriginai and European cultures is

characterized by a refusai to accept a relationship of colonial domination by one 'side,'

and the rejection of the possibility ofmutuai political and cultural autonomy by the other.

But in order for real change to occur, a entirely new mode ofthinking and writing

histories may be required.

Georges Sioui has coined the terrn 'autohistory' for the kind of reconstructive

history that is in keeping with the objectives ofaboriginai 6elf-deterrnination. He rejects

the underlying premise of North American history as the narrative ofcolonization and

subjugation of the continent's original peoples. For Sioui, 'autohistory' diverges from
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conventional history in several key ways. Methodologically it involves "questioning and

reinterpreting accredited colonial documentary sources from a native viewpoint" (Sioui

1992b:59). Autohistory also demonstrates the validity of native historical sources

(written, oral, pictographie, or mnemonic), their convergence with non-native documents

and their importance as testimonies oÏ aboriginal self-perception and philosophy

(1 992b:60)

Above ail, Sioui's notion of Amerindian autohistory includes an ethical and moral

componen!. Amerindian history, because it is inseparable from the experience of

invasion and genocide, requires an ethical perspective in order to reveal "the profound

spiritual vision of America conveyed by its Native thought systems" (I992b:64). By

extension, Sioui argues, such an approach to history must demonstrate the extent of

Amerindian influence on the formation of Euroamerican character -- a process of 'reverse

assimilation' that he refers to as 'Americity' (1992a:xxii, 21). Here, Sioui seems to be

undertaking a kind of 'strategie essentialism' (Spivak 1990:11,59-60) in his quest for

aboriginal 'essential values,' 'persisting ideological traits' and a 'universal Native

American philosophical system' (Sioui 1992b:60). The persistence of cultural differences

is pivotai to Sioui's reading ofNorth American history and he regards a revitalized

Amerindian spirituality as central to the meaning of the 'new world' (l992b:64). In

tracing the continuity of an 'essential' Amerindian identity and ideology Sioui seeks a

practical means of giving voice to Europe's other. Thus, he insists that "the Aboriginal

Amerindian inspired and produced the metamorphosis of a decadent feudal European
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society into a so-called 'American' society, infinitely more humane and alive" (Sioui

1992b:65).

The critical challenge that Sioui makes to dominant modes ofv.'rÎting history

coincides with Foucault's notion of'subjugated knowledges.' Sioui appeals to an entirely

unrecognized body of indigenous theory and knowledge of historical st:uggle. At the

same time, he implies that historiography, ethnography and social theory as practiet:d by

non-aboriginal 'experts' • re complicit in the suppression of native interpretations and

understandings. This link between the will to knowledge of Western theoreticians and

the marginalization of'other' philosophical traditions and modes ofrepresentation has

also been made outside the human sciences. Biologists and ecologists, for instance, have

belatedly recognized that indigenous hunting and gathering cultures ofNorth and South

America contain extensive knowledge ofbiological diversity and environmental balance.

This knowledge has effectively been subordinated to that of Western science, although

both rely upon similar kinds of empirical data (Elias 1976:56). The existence of sllch a

body of knowledge has only recently been accepted and codified under the rubric of

'ethnoecology.'

More relevant to the subject of this dissertation is the debate surrounding the

possibility of an aboriginal aesthetic or 'native art history' which refuses the discnrsive

categories of Western art and anthropology (Young Man 1992:83; Hill 1992:22). As an

element of aboriginal cultural politics, an indigenous theory of culture and cultural

production would expose and counter the practice of cultural appropriation discussed in

the previous section. As Loretta Todd (1992:76) argues, paradigms ofmodernism and
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postmodemism, art and anthropology, impose a foreign language upon aboriginal

experience and serve the dominant culture's theoretical and political purposes. Looking

for other ways to narrate aboriginal history, to understand indigenous ecologies or to

interpret native art, are means ofcritically engaging dominant discourses of difference

and resisting the forrns of marginalization and subjugation that they produce.

CONCLUSION:

ln this chapter 1have traced the main elements oftwC' discourses ofdifference;

opposing domains of knowledge about culture. The dominant discourse, Western and

European in origin, colonial and Canadian in the derivation considered here, establishes

a regime of truth in which cultural difference signifies as 'different from,' below the

norrn, or beyond the pale. Expressed diachronically, 'savagery,' 'Indianness,' or

'aboriginality' are each categories ofdifference which are hierarchically ordered as

subordinate and marginal. Discursive taxonomies ofdifference coincide with modes of

domination -- colonialism is motivated by contradictory desires to exclude, annihilate

and appropriate the 'other.' Colonial historical narratives repress the violence and

genocide at their core, compelling the subaltern, contained on the margins, to be silent.

ln the tirst section, 1examined the ideas and instruments ofcolonialism and located sorne

oftheir residues in contemporary relations between aboriginal groups, the state and

society.

The second section took up the possibility of an oppositional discourse and

cultural politics which refuse dominant constructions of difference. Such a discourse
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generates an explication of difference as identity, a subjective experience of culture,

nation and tradition tha! can be empowering. 1have tried to make clear the correlation

between identity, culture und power, by showing how power, as practice, is productive.

Modes of domination have unintended consequences, producing strategies of resistance

that themselves are transformative. 1also suggested that colonial histories can be

reinscribed in terrns of a universal Amerindian identity, using the example of Sioui's

strategie essentialism. The recovery of subjugated knowledge relocates margins at the

centre ofthis understanding of the 'ne\\' world,'

The next chapter re-examines the encounter between cultures, cultural contlic!

and change in Canada. Il is an account of the practical politics of colonization and

resistance, with reference to the discourses of difference outlined here. The analysis of

specifie his!oricalmoments of discursive articulation and rupture situates the el11ergencc

ofnative cultural politics and the development ofaboriginalmedia as one ofits

elements.
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CHAPTERTWO

Indian Poliey and Aboriginal PoIities;
Historieal Perspectives on Culture and Power

INTRODUCTION:

The purpose of this chapter is to historicize the present relationship between

aboriginal and European cultures in Canada, seeking moments ofarticulation and rupture

in discourses ofdifference, and gaps and fissures in networks of power. It traces the shift

from a situation in which Europeans were economically and technologicaliy dependent

on aboriginal populations, to a period ofmutual autonomy and economic interaction, to

the stage of colonization and coercive assimilation ofaboriginal groups. It concludes in

an examination of the present rejection of relations ofdependency and aboriginal

people's struggle for political autonomy and self-sufficiency.

Specifie historical events are analyzed in terms of the two opposing discourses

outlined in the previous chapter. Drawing from both aboriginal and non-aboriginal

sources in an account of the transition from Indian policy to First Nations politics, 1

undertake a reflexive historiography. The events considered embody significant shifts

and crises in modes of domination and strategies of resistance. Where the first chapter

provided a overview of discourses ofdifference and identity, this chapter proceeds

chronologicaIly, focussing on historical conjunctures ofdiscourse, practice and socio-

cultural relations. The first chapter concentrated on generaJ processes, painting a broad

picture of structures of colonialism and strategies of resistance. The second pin-points
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particular moments at which these processes, structures and strategies are most evident in

practical politics. The examination of multiple sites of culture and power such as treaties,

the lndian Acl, lndian Affairs bureaucracy, aboriginal political organizations, public

policy instruments like the White Paper, the Berger lnquiry, the James Bay Agreement,

constitutional conferences, and the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, will help

situate the analysis of aboriginal media in Canada.

ln the discussion that fol1ows 1 have identified three historical periods in

aboriginal/non-aboriginal relations in Canada. The tirst encompasses the period of initial

contact, early trade relations and military alliances, the signing of treaties, the Northwest

Rebellion and nineteenth century policy that created reserves administered under the

lndian Acl. ln this era the original economic advantage and political autonomy of

indigenous people were steadily eroded by colonial rule, but there is consistent

documentary and oral evidence for the persistence of aboriginaJ social and cultural

practices. 1demarcate a second phase of historical relations that includes the twentieth

century growth of the welfare state, the extensive bureaucratie control of aboriginal

communities and the creation of dependency upon govemments. The conceptions of

culture, political ideas and practical modes of this pnase were expressed in documents

like the Hawthorn Report and the White Paper on lndian Policy. The same period also

witnessed the emergence of Indian political organizations and increasing public

expressions of native identity.

The third phase in relations between cultures began in the North, with legal and

political challenges to southem-based energy development through land claims. The
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Berger lnquiry in the Mackenzie Valley, and the court injunction won against Hydro

Québec by the James Bay Cree focused attention on native people in an unprecedented

manner. While the conflict between southem 'development' interests and northern

communities and economies repeated patterns ofearlier settlement, the recourse to

military tactics and coercive colonialism that characterized nineteenth century policy was

no longer acceptable. The land c1aims process marks a significant, iffragile, shift from

relations of coercion to those of negotiation. As a result of the entrenchment of structures

of negotiation, First Nations are able to more effectively establish their own agendas for

social and political change.

Emerging from land c1aims protests and negotiation in the North and frorn active

resistance to bureaucratic control on reserves, aboriginal organizations and leaders are

now key players in national politics. This chapter eonc1udes with an analysis of the

development and current status of the Indian Affairs bureaucraey and federal policy, and

the ehanging role of national organizations Iike the Assembly of First Nations. It also

takes up, in a summary way, the issues surrounding constitutional entrenchrnent of

aboriginal rights and self-government as indicators of the evolution ofpolitieal strategies

and discourses. In the afterrnath of the confrontation at Oka and the failure of the Meech

Lake and Charlottetown Constitutional Accords and in the miàst of the country's first

Royal Commission devoted solely to aboriginal concerns, the terrain is eonsiderably

altered, though not unrecognizable. Discourses of differenee are in flux. The politieal and

cultural ascendancy of First Nations in the posteolonial period reflects changes in modes

ofdomination and resistance. A review ofhow these changes have oceurred and how
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current cultural relations are defined contributes to an understanding the place of

aboriginal media in the process.

1. Into history: contact and colonization.

The account that fol1ows must of necessity remain silent on the tens of thousands

ofyears of'prehistory' ofNorth American cultures and on the accounts ofthe past that

indigenous groups themselves have kept. Archaeological evidence suggests that the first

North American populations crossed the Bering Strait sorne thirty thousand years ago

(Brody 1988:59). Ojibway eiders teach that Gitche Manito took four parts ofMother

Earth and blew into them through the sacred Megis shell to create the first member of the

Anishinabe (Benton-Banai 1981:3). These narratives are not necessarily mutually

exclusive nor without their respective forrns of evidence and etTect in the lives of

aboriginal North Americans today. While recognizing that, this chapter leaves the

question oforigins and evolution of cultures in North America unexplored, and treats

only the period of intensive contact between indigenous people and Europeans.

The risk that 'history' itself assumes a position _. a point ofview that coincides

with the panoptie gaze of the colonizing European -- must be addressed. That position

and the narratives which it produces do not adequately account for the experiences and

realities ofindigenous peoples. lnstead it casts them as outside ofhistory, included only

when they pose obstacles to colonial conques!. While 'history' cannot be uncritically

employed as a transparent and neutral instrument for understanding contemporary

cultur::5, 1try, following Sioui and others, to interrogate the colonial historical record
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where it marginalizes aboriginal perspectives and to understand how historical narratives

are produced in the contact and conflict between cultures.

At the point of initial contact, the technological and social development oflndian

and European societies was on some levels quite comparable. In terrns of social relations,

economic practices and technolob'Y that provided most effectively for the health and

well-being of group members, aboriginal societies may on many counts have come out

ahead. Manuel (1974: 14) points out that in the case of food distribution and quality of

diet, one in ten Europeans suffered l'rom nutritional deficiency at the time of Columbus.

Amongst indigenous groups however, animal protein (hunted or herded) wa,; in plentiful

supply, was equitably distributed and "conserved both in the harvesting and the storing."

Certainly. in tenns of possessing the tools for long terrn survival in the c1imate and

geography of America, the aboriginal populations had many advantages over Europeans.

The European newcomers based their assumption of the right to colonize the New

World on the beliefthat the nomadic habits ofindigenous groups did not constitute a

'truc and legal possession' of the territory. This represented the realization of Roman,

Christian and feudal principles ofcolonization as the seulement ofterritory and the

creation of a European society in the New World (Jaenen 1991 :26). But the numerical

and technical strengths of indigenous groups, combined with the emphasis on reciprocity

within native cultures and previous experience of inter-tribal trade, a11 contributed to a

relatively cooperative and mutually beneficial commercial exchange between the two

groups (Miller 1991 a:viii).
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ln this early period -- the mid-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century in central

Canada·· Indian and imperial interests coincided. From before the Royal J'roclamatioll

of1ï63 until after the War of 1812, Indians were sought as military allies by French,

English and American govemments and a form of 'nation-to-nation' diplomacy was the

norm (Milloy 1983:57). At the same time the participation of native groups in the fur

trade allowed for their relative economic independence. Whi1e lùr gatherers were

vulnerable to fluctuations in supplYand demand, they were independent of the wage

economy and secure in their ownership of the land (Berger 1988:167). European relations

with aboriginal b'TOUPS during the period of French colonization have been characterized

as ones ofpeaceful coexistence (Miller 1989:270). The French did not have a policy of

extensive or coercive colonization and early settlements were on lands not active1y used

by aboriginal b'TOUPS (Frideres 1988: 18: Jaenen 1991:21). While the European notion of

sovereignty and the aboriginal conception of their own nationhood did not occupy the

some ideological or institutional plane, this did not preclude the recognition ofaboriginal

autonomy and self-determination. As Jaenen (1991 :30) argues, the French:

... distinguished between nationhood as understood in the international làmily of
nations where states were organized under sovereign governments possessing
coercive powers to maintain order in their communities, and nationhood as
understood locally, where collectivities organized as bands and tribes could
conclude agreements, enter into alliances and wage wars. Thus while the French
claimed sovereib'llty in tenns of internationallaw, they conceded self
determination to native 'nations'. Native 'nations' were seen as independent in the
sense ofretaining their own fonns of social and political organization, customs
and practices.
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Thus, under French colonial mie a kind ofdual system emerged in which native

rights and political autonomy were accepted within the colony, but French sovereignty

was recognized by other European nation-states. At the same time, missionaries and

traders began to live in Amerindian communities and sorne aboriginal groups settled in

the seigneuries. A degree of intermarriage between the two groups took place, but for the

most part the French stayed in the lower St. Lawrence, venturing into the 'pays d'en haut'

only to establish trade relations, missions and military alliances. As Morrisset (\983:282)

argues, this harmonious and non-interventionist relationship between French and

Amerindian groups was essential to the continued existence of the French colonies

throughout the eighteenth century. In this period the geopolitical importance of

indigenous groups was uncontested.

If conceptions ofcultural difference and political relations between indigenous

and colonizing groups can be characterised as non-hierarchical and relatively cooperative

in eighteenth century New France, the same cannot be said of the period of English

colonization. The tirst major statement of the British crown regarding its policy toward

aboriginal groups in North America came in 1763. This Royal Proclamation was

primarily an act of political expediency designed to alleviate the unrest created by

unscrupulous traders and settlers in the previously uncolonized areas ofIndian territory

and to secure the Indians as military allies in the emerging conflict with the American

colonies. British Indian policy follo\\~ngfrom the Royal Proclamation was motivated by

the need to centralize dealings with aboriginal groups within the colonial government, to

peacefully remove Indians from land that was to be opened up for settlement and to
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protect and Christianize groups in newly-ereated reserves. The Royal Proclamation

remains significant historically as the basis upon which British and Canadian treaties

with aboriginal groups were undertaken and because of ils recognition of aboriginal

rights to the land, however much those rights were later limited and constrained (Ponting

and Gibbins 1980:4).

2. Treaties as social and political contracts.

As British North America expanded westward first through trade and then

settlement, the treaty-making process was elaborated as a rneans of establishing political

relations with Indian groups. The need to maintain Indians as military allies persisted

until the early nineteenth century in Upper Canada. In the Northwest the competition

amongst British trade companies for Indian furs provided a brief economic 'golden age'

for Indian and Métis trappers (Miller 1989:272). But by the mid-1800s demOh'Taphic,

political and economic changes in North America contributed to a more coercive

relationship between colonizers and indigenous groups.

The transfer in 1870 of the vast territory under charter to the Hudson's Bay

Company to the British Crown and then to Canada was, on one level, merely a complex

property transaction (Flanagan 1983:248). But the new Canadian federation suddenly

'ound itselfresponsible for "tens ofthousands ofmigratory Indians" (Miller 199Ia:xiii)

at a moment when traditional economies based upon the buffalo hunt and the fur trade

had collapsed. The Plains Cree and other western tribeo were experiencing the effects of

hunger and epidemic and were aware of the military aggression and deliberate
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extermination being inflicted upon the Sioux on the American side of the border. There

is no doubt that lndian leaders were swayed by these events into a desire for peace and a

willingness to turn to other means of ensuring the survival oftheir people (Stonechild

1991 :262). The Canadian government, on the other hand, clearly benefitted from the

American use of military assault in its own effort to open up the West to settlement in a

'peaceful and orderly' manner (Manuel 1974:20).

At this particular historical juncture -. between 1871 and 1923 -- the 'numbered

treaties' between the Dominion of Canada and individual Indian bands were concluded

across northwestern Ont~rio, the Prairies, the foothilis of the Rockies and north to the

Mackenzie Valley. As texts which purport to define the relationship between aboriginaI

people and a colonizing state and the status of each in regard to teITitory, the treaties are

invested with multiple meanings and possible interpretations. The treaties are significant

to aboriginal cultural politics in Canada because they give historical depth to the struggle

for political autonomy. Contemporary aboriginal groups insist on rights originating in

their ancestors' participation in treaties but argue further that the very fact of the treaties

indicates a pre-existing aboriginal right or title, which lne agreements proposed to

recognize and/or extinguish. This, of course, is the ground upon which those groups

whose ancestors' never took part in treaties base their CUITent claims to the land.

The definition of'rights' now used in discussion oftreaties was not, however, an

element of colonial discourse. The nature and extent of aboriginal rights were never

delimited at the time of the negotiations (Frideres 1988:103). The treaty documents dealt

primarily with land cession and the benefits accr.iing to the lndians from ceding their
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territory, including the reservation of sorne areas for their own exclusive occupation and

the assurance that they would be able to hunt, trap and fish on lands held by the Crown.

The treaties were intended both to prevent confrontations with incoming settlers and to

obtain formai surrender ofaboriginallands for exploitation by non-Indians. In this

respect, recent land claim settlements in Alaska, James Bay and the Yukon follow the

pattern of nineteenth century treaties (Berger 1988:219).

It was a forgone conclusion that Indians would particlpate in the signing of the

treaties, given the economic and demographic forces mentioned above and the fact that

the federal government produced no other peaceable means of dealing with aboriginal

concerns. Furthermore, the govemment revealed its willingness to use police and military

force when the Plains tribes and Métis initially rejected its terms for the political and

economic development of the Northwest. Louis Riel's provisional government at Red

River, and Big Bear's c· ,npaign for a large contiguous and autonomous reserve for the

Cree in the Cypress Hills were efforts to modify the federal agenda. But facing military

coercion, starvation and disease, native people found themselves with very little choice

but to 'take treaty'.

At the level of the text itself, Canadian treaties are unique expressions of colonial

and racist discourses of the time. But in political and historical context, they have been

variously interpreted as agreements between sovereign nations, legal contracts, or de

facto pieces ofJegislation .- although none of the treaties were ever ratified by

Parliament (Frideres 1988:100, 108). Today it is argued that even if the treaties are

literally interpreted as land cession agreements, the intention~ cf ::olonial agents can only
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be considered legally and morally fraudulent. The Indian signatories did not share the

treaty commissioners' knowledg.e of the u!timate value to the Crown ofthe land.

Confronted with linguistic and cultural barriers to communication and without legal

counsel the Indians were influenced by the paternalism and authority ofthe

commissioners. It is possible that they never fully understood the juridical implications

of the treaties nor the concept ofbinding their heirs to its terms (Cardinal 1969:36).

Indian leaders envisioned a different relationship with the colonists and thought

their cultural and political autonomy was guaranteed by the treaties. Taylor (1991:207)

argues that the Indians' foremost concern for economic survival led to the inc1l!sion of

provisions for schools, farm animais, implements and supplies in freaties One and Two

and thereafter, although these provisions were not part of the govemment's initial offer.

The right to hunt, fish and trap over the 'ceded territory' was also added to the treaty text.

From the native perspective, and now according to severallegal interpretations, this right

was not to be subject to later legislative limitations but assured the ability to pursue

traditional livelihoods.

The historical and political significance oftreaties for Indians today should not be

underestimated. The tribes who signed the numbered Canadian treaties acquiesced to

encroaching settlement, but not to the final extinguishment ofaboriginal title and

acceptance ofassimilation implied by colonial historical narratives. Indians now regard

the tendency (made most explicit by Trudeau and Chretien in 1969) to dismiss treaties as

'outdated' or 'irrelevant' as hypocritical. Treaties can be interpreted as documentary

evidence ofaboriginal rights and affirmation of First Nations' sovereignty in the same
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way that origins of Canadian political culture and parliamentary tradition are traced lo

the Magna Carta. Present relations betvieen natives and non-natives have been shaped by

the historical ambiguity oftreaties,just as CUITent conflicts between Québec and Canada

originate in nineteenth century military and constitutional history (Penner 1983:12;

Cardinal 1969:35).

One of the key strategies of contemporary aboriginal cultural politics is to

redefine the meaning of treaties and treaty rights. Drawing upon neglected oral and

archivai evidence in this reconstruction, treaties are viewed not as a final act of

sUITender, but as ensuring the mutual sovereignty of each party and the political

autonomy of First Nations (Valaskakis 1992:16). Nor must treaties necessarily signify the

complete extinction of aboriginal title. Cassidy (1989:37) points out that: "As rightfu!

owners of the land, the Prairie Indian Nations perceive themselves to be the signatories

ofvarious treaties by which they agreed to share the land with Canada in return for clear

and certain rights to be recognized by Canada." The emphasis is placed on sharing

territory on the basis of a trust relationship, in which present transfer payments to

aboriginal people represent their share of Canada's territorial and natura! resource wealth

(Cassidy 1989:36). According to this interpretation, benefits such as primary, secondary

and post-secondary education, health services, social, economic and cultural

developrnent programs on reserves, etc. are 'prepaid' by virtue of land cessions under the

treaties (Indian Chiefs of Alberta 1970:9).

Far from being outdated, iITelevant documents of capitulation, treaties, from the

native perspective, are the basis upon which the contemporary relationship between First
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Nations and the Canadian state is founded. Treaties constitute an ongoing legal and

moral obligation for Cailadians. The fndian Act and lndian Affairs bureaucracy as the

administrative and legislative instruments that fo1!owed from them, stand as a

historically unique 'experiment' in the formaI recognition and bureaucratic management

of human societies (Manitoba Indian Brotherhood cited in Bouchard 1981 :48). What was

viewed by one party as securing a trust relationship was conceived by the other as an

opportunity for 'coereive tutelage' (Dyck 1991 :2); but in both cases the treaties marked a

moment ofrupture, a break with earlier military and trade relations and the articulation

of a new social and political contract.

Popularly understood as bringing Indians into a formai relationship with

governments, the treaties precipitated the passage of the fndian Act and the installation of

Indian Agents in many aboriginal communities. For this reason the presence of a colonial

bureaucracy and the power assumed by local agents was not at first challenged (Cardinal

1977:92). In the minds ofmany native people, treaties became inextricably entwined

with bureaucratic definitions and reguJations. As a result, contemporary aboriginal

identities are formed by the ambivalent historical experience of the treaties and the

persona; and political significance oftreaty and aboriginal rights (Cardinal 1969:24;

!alaskakis 1988:287).

3. Coereive tutetage and the [ndian Act.

As the nineteenth eentury drew to a close, the federal g()vernment explored means

of putting a general policy of protection, civilization and assimilation of Canada's
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aboriginal population inlo practice These policies were implemented in the face of

forms of active and passive resistance discussed earlier, and more than once provoked

hostile confrontations. In the West, the uprisings led by Louis Riel at Red River in 1870,

and at Baloche in 1885 were mOlivaled by the failure of the federal govemment and

Eastern commercial interests to address i~cal political and economic needs (Frideres

1988:71 ). The Cree had been subject to increasing pressure to settle on isolated northem

reserves and the rations promised to them at the treaties were withheld until they

submitled (Miller 1991 b:244). Although lndian involvement in the armed resistanee at

Baloche was limiled and the incidents at Fmg Lake and Baltleford were localized and

unpremeditated attacks on a few white settlers, the federal govemment used Ihese events

to juslify a series of aggressive regulatory and assimi1ative measures against alllndians

(Miller 1991 a:xv).

From the carly nineteenth century, lndian policy derived l'rom a discourse of

coercive colonialism and had three main objectives. 11 was intended to 'protee!'

indigellous groups l'rom the negative influences of Europeans, and from themselves, by

isolatillg them on federally administered reserves, it then sought their 'civilization' by

mealls olreligious missions and formaI education and pursued their gradual 'assimilation'

through political enfranchisement and aIlotment to individuals oflands held in trust

(Tobias 1983:40). These three purposes can be seen as succeeding one another

chronologically as key colonial and federal policy goals. But despite their often

eontradietory demands, aIl three objectives motivated nineteenth and early twentieth

century Indian administration.
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While 'protection' was an element of colonial policy from the very early period of

contact, the move to more actively 'civilize' and assimilate Indians dates from the mid

nineteenth century. Milloy (1983:59) argues that the previously cooperative and

"generally progressive partnership in development" between First Nations and Indian

agents and missionaries rapidly deteriorated after 1830. What progrcss had been made

toward the development of an infrastructure for economic self-sufficiency in Indian

communities was disrupted by the new measures imposed by Indian AITairs and by the

passage of increasingly restrictive legislation.

The tutelary and interventionist role of the state can now be seen as essentially

counter-productive in achieving its own goal of assimilation. Assuming that allotment of

reserve land and enfranchisement of individuals would culminate in detribalization and

civilization, the Indian department began to suppress existing practices that might inhibit

this process: "If the various systems of development were ever to produce the civilized

Indian amenable to enfranchisement, then native self-government had to be abolished. It

had to be shouldered aside and replaced by new institutions allowing unchallengeable

departmental control" (Milloy 1983:61). Measures such as pass regulations were

designed to restrict lndian mobility, to disable traditional tribal governments and prevent

the organization of new political and economic structures. The pass system was legally

questionable, but had the desired eITect of isolating Indians on reserves and leaving them

more vulnerable to government "manipulation and mismanagement" (Stonechild

1991 :275). Combined with other tutelary practices and the imposition of federally

controlled band councils, the long term effect was the maintenance of lndians as wards
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of the state in economically and politically dependent enclaves (Tanner 1983:16). This in

fact frustrated the objectives of assimilation policies.

Noel Dyck refers to the under1ying premise of federal po1icies and practices as

'coercive tutelage'. He argues that the Indian Act, its precursors and later amendments all

rested on the assumption that as 'captive clients' 1ndians were incapable of identifying

and acting upon their own interests, thus justifying the arbitrary exercise of restraint and

guardianship on their behaif(Dyck 1991:2). Tute1age has specifie material, ideologica1

and bureaucratie manifestations including the appropriation of aboriginallands and

resources, the suppression ofreligious and social practices and the "predictable

bureaucratie predisposition to disempower clients who refused to accept the basic

operating assumption of the institution that had been constructed to manage them" (Dyck

1991 :75). Laws and policies designed to contain, regulate and assimilate aborigina1

groups generated such tutelary instruments as individualized property tenure,

enfranchisement, skill training, resource development and conversion to Christianity

(Millov 1983:58).

The passage of the 1876 Indian Act consolidated and codified existing practices

and c1arified the political strategies ofthe federal govemment. The Act was a discursive

expression of colonialism that still dominates Indian Affairs and 1ndians' lives (Ponting

and Gibbins 1980:8). Its implementation fostered the growth of a 'tutelage industry,' a

network oflocal agents and regional and national bureaucracies, all ofwhich were

dedicated to the production and management of an 'Indian problem' (Dyck 1991:29). The

Act and its agents impinged on every aspect of daily life; from the regu1ation ofhunting,
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trapping, fishing and farming activities, the sale, lease and management of reserve lands.

the education of children, the dispensation of medical care and the administration of

welfare. While the Indiad Acl must clearly be recognized as a colonial instrument of

social control, it occupies an ambiguous position for aboriginal people. While rejecting

its racist and repressive terms, they regard it as a legislative recognition of their treaty

rights and unique constitutional status (Waubageshig 1970:76, Cardinal 1969:43, 134).

The legacy of nineteent~, century lndian policy can be seen in the lack of political

autonomy and the degree of economic dependency that aboriginal communities

experience today. The Indian Acl created a system of elected 'band councils' to perform

delegated administrative functions. Agents used these to diver! authority away from

traditionalleaders and consensual political structures. Initially, the electoral provisions of

the Indian Acl were offered by the government as means by which Indians could increase

their powers of self-government (Little Bear 1984:xiii). There was, however, broad

resistance to these provisions in the ACI, especial1y to the supervisol)' and veto powers of

the superintendent general over band council decisions. lndians interpreted this as an

obvious move to undermine tribal governments and substitute federal control (Tobias

1983:45). Later Indian Acl amendments dealt with this resistance by further increasing

ministerial authority over elected councils. lndian agents exercised their local power to

prop up cooperative counciJ members who merely approved and implemented federal

policies (Little Bear 1984:xiii).

Today, the terms of the Indian Acl under which band councils are elected create

and sustain a serious contradiction for their members. On the one hand, chiefs and
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councillors are elected by and committed to the needs of the band, on the other hand they

are responsible for implementing Indian Affairs policy and financialIy accountable to the

government (Penner 1983: 17) Where the two lines ofaccountability do not coincide, the

Crown has always made it c1ear that ultimate governing authority rests with its agents in

the Department ofIndian Affairs and other federal ministries (Cassidy 1989:6). These

constfaints and compromises obstruct First Nations in their pursuit oflocal control and

accountable forms of self-government (HalI 1993a:8).

Govemment management of Indian lands and resources on reserves or of Crown

lands ln the North, has also contributed to economic dependency among First Nations.

Dyck (1991 :71) marshals extensive evidence linking the failure of the reserve

agricultural pro&'fam in the West with the bureaucratie intervention ofIndian agents. He

argues that the regulation of activities on reserves and the deliberate restriction ofIndians

to smalI scale subsistence farming, while band lands were leased to local non-lndian

farmers, effectively undermined any opportunities for economic independence that might

have developed.

The Department oflndian Afîairs and Northem Development, in its various

permutations, has a long history ofpermitting mineraI, forestry, energy and recreational

development on reserves and adjacent crown lands by outside interests. Local native

&'fOUPS have rarely realized substantial compensation, lease income or employment

opportumties. In the case offlooding from hydro-electric projects, or polIution and

erosion from mining, forestry and pulp industries, entire native communities have been

uprooted and traditional hunting economies destroyed. The federal bureaucracy charged
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with advocating aboriginal interests has in fact often worked actively against them.

Ignoring the extent to which large-scale resource exploitation undermines existing native

economies, the federal govemment then promotes economic development programs for

reserves with emphases on individual entrepreneurship and business practices !hat often

conflict with local needs and aspirations (Frideres 1988:36,404; Asch 1988:237). Under

the auspices of the Indian Act. a federal bureaucracy has assumed extensive control over

the political and economic structures on reserves in a manner unparalleled in other

Canadian communities.

4. InternaI colonies and the welfare state.

ln the early twentieth century, First Nations found themselves relegated to the

margins of Canadian society and under the tutelage ofthe federal government. Their

demographic insignificance and lack of political franchise, along with racist attitudes and

institutions, contributed to perceptions of native people and native issues as irrelevant to

Canadian politics. As Milloy points out;

For lndians a unique and unenviable position in Confederation was reserved. For
the original people there was to be no partnership, no degree of home rule to
protect and encourage the development of a valued and variant culture as was the
case with French Canada. Not only were the Indians not a necessary element in
the creation of Confederation as French Canadians were, but their cultural
aspirations, their desire to create a new Indian culture on the reserves was
rejected (1983:62).

The legislative containment and bureaucratie maintenance of isolated and

dependent populations on reserves has been characterised as 'internaI colonialism.' ln a
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review ofthis concept, Lange (1988:8) defines it as; "a situation in which a fonnerly

autonomous population finds itselfincorporated within a nation state, losing control of

both the means of production and local govemment." The cumulative effect of explicit

policies of assimilation and implicit strategies of ecollomic marginalization and political

suppression created internaI colonies out of fonnerly self-sufficient and autonomous

aboriginal communiti'~s across the country. The thrust of governrnent policy was to

separate abofiginal people from their land base and to undennine traditional economies

(Manuel 1974:33). The fndion Acl created 'encapsulated' societies, characterized by a

lack of political checks and balances fundamental to democratic principles. Decisions

affecting the we!fare of entire communities are made within the internaI systems of

government bureaucracies over which the individuals affected have minimal political

influence (Tanner 1983:20).

Despite the spatial isolation and bureaucratic regulation of native populations,

assimilation policies, as suggested earlier, were not particularly successful. First Nations

remained culturally, linguistically and racially distinct throughout this period. Few

individuals pennanently left reserves in search of education or employment in towns and

cities, and fewer relinquished their Indian status by opting for enfranchisement under the

fndian Acl. The 'protection' ofIndians on remote reserves clearly mitigated against thcir

rapid assimilation into European immigrant populations through intennarriage and

urbanization. At the same time, the barriers created by structural racisms in Euro

Canadian society prevented the economic and political integration of indigenous peoples.

Apart from these external factors, the internaI coherence of aboriginal societies pennitted
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the ongoing construction of collective identities derived from a unique cultural history, a

sense of community and links to the land. This identity persisted on the margins of

power despite nearly a century of political and bureaucratic attempts to undermine it.

The post,var era heralded several major changes in the way aboriginal people

conceived of and r<:sponded to the position ofracial inferiority, economic marginality

and colonial repression established for them over the previous century. The

proporticnally high number ofIndians who served in the Canadian forces during World

War Il returned to a country in which they could not vote, legally consume alcohol or

travel freely. The experience of veterans, increasing contacts with other native people

through the residential schools, the use of English as a cornmon language and the

extension ofradio and newspapers to the more remote reserves brought wider

perspectives to bear upon local concerns. At the same time, independence struggles in

former colonies in Asia, Africa and South America, the civil rights movement in the

United States and the florescence of a neo-liberal ideology in Canadian political and

intellectual circles was also altering the discursive construction of'lndians' as a racial and

cultural minority.

In the post-war decades two major federal policy directions reflected and

responded to these political and discursive shifts. The first was articulated in the 1966

Hawthorn Report, an internaI study which recommended that the Department of Indian

Affairs act as a more forceful advocate ofIndian interests. The second somewhat

contradictory direction was expressed in the 1969 White Paper on /ndian Policy. It called

for the termination of special status for Indians and transfer to the provinces of
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responsibility for aboriginal people. These policy statements engaged core elements of a

liberal discourse of equal rights. They emerged in a political context of expanding social

programs for native people and public pressure on governments to deal with the extremes

of poverty and racism in Canada. In 1951, the Indian Act was amended and several of its

more repressive sections were repealed, in.::luding those prohiblting the Potlatch and the

public consumption of liquor, the provisions for 'involuntary' enfranchisement, and the

ban on fund-raising for the purpc,se of pursuing a native land claim. In 1960, status

Indians and Inuit were permitted to vote in federal elections. The federal govemment's

general postwar program to modemize the administration oflndian affairs included

increased educational access, extension to reserves ofwelfare and social assistance

programs and the implementation of a system of local 'self-govenunent' that included the

sponsorship of 'progressive' leadership at the band level (Dyck 1983:208).

H. B. Hawthom's 1966 Survey ofContemporary Indians afCanada was part of a

general bureaucratie recognition of the colonial and racist principles underlying the

administration oflndian affairs. ln his review, Hawthom (1983:165) remarked on the

expanding role of the state in the welfare of citizens, a growing sense of social

responsibility and "the enhancement of the administrative capacity of government."

Noting the long term isolation and exclusion of Indians from the Canadian political

system, he characterised them as 'a seriously disadvantaged group' for whom a major

govemment-sponsored administrative fix would be necessary (1983:181,186). Hawthom

implies that the development ofa separate system of administration was associated with

native peoples' sense of alienation from Canadian political processes and emphasis on
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their own special status (1983:168). He argued that addressing the 'Indian problem' \\ith

political and economic development programs would diminish that sense of alienation

and hasten assimilation.

Using the 'culture of poverty' model CUITent at the time, the Hawthorn researchers

suggested that poverty and marginalization generate a 'culture' which inhibits

development. Constructed in this way, 'culture' could also be seen as a remedial device

through which the 'cure' for the problems could he introduced (Bouchard 1981 :23). Thus,

the demonstrable benefits of adopting aspects of the dominant culture would induce

lndians and Inuit to give up the elements of their traditional culture allegedly

contributing to their poverty. This analysis failed, however, to account for the 'cultural

division of labour;' the concurrence of cultural or racial differences with class divisions.

Native people are confronted with this double barrier to acquisition of the skills

necessary for 'modernization', while non-aboriginal people continue to occupy key

political and economic positions and to pass these positions on to members of their own

group (Chartrand 1988:248). Hawthorn's uncritical use of this model of culture located

the causes ofpoverty in native culture itselfand sought to eliminate poverty by

manipulating elements ofthat culture. This was simply the latest variant in a series of

assimilationist policies and did Iittle to challenge the hierarchical and paternalistic nature

of the relationship between First Nations and the Canadian state or racist elements of

Canadian society. lt also sidestepped substantial historical evidence that poverty and

dependency amongst First Nations had 1:leen created and sustained by earlier actions of

the state itself.
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The 1969 White Paper on Indian Pohcy was a second attempt to radically

transform the administration oflndian affairs in Canada. Il was produced in response to

growing public criticism of the reserve system and the Indian Act as forms oflegislated

discrimination on the basis of race (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:27). The White Paper

proposed that these legal distinctions be abolished, that social services be rendered

through the same agencies for 'ail Canadians' (ie. provincially), that lawful obligations be

recognized and that control of lndian lands be transferred to Indian people. The abolition

orthe Indial1 Act, provincial takeover of services and phasing out of the Department of

Indian Affairs were sorne of the explicit recommendations made in the policy paper

(Dvck 1983:217).

The ideological and discursive modes of the White Paper were in keeping with

the federalism and Iiberalism of the Trudeau govemment. The policy was rationalized in

terms of 'helping' Indians to participate in Canadian society, while suggesting that they

had Iittle choice in their encounter with the modem industrial world. The premises that

'modemization' on the terms of the dominant society was inevitable, that a retum to the

pasl was impossible, and that as a thing of the past aboriginal culture could no longer be

'protected,' permeate the IYhile Paper (Weaver 1981:132). As Sally Weaver (1981 :168)

argues;

... the rf/hile Paper mirrored Trudeau's own ahistorical approach to policy
making, and his strong views on the danger and futility of special legislation for
cultural groups such as the French Canadians ... Furthermore, speciallegislation
was no guarantee for cultural survival.
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The notion that outright termination of special constitutionai status for aboriginal people

would somehow also eliminate racist structures and relations of dependency \Vas at best

facile, at \Vorst wilfully ignorant. In presuming that native identity \Vas a 'negative

identity,' the architects of the While Paper \Vere blind to the positive value placed on

constitutional status, the treaties and the Indian Acl as confirmation ofhistorical rights.

Native groups rejected the govemment's unilateral move to deny those rights, insisting

that; "Justice requires that the special history, rights and circumstances of Inàian People

be recognized" (lndian Chiefs of Alberta 1970:7).

The framing of the fVhile Paper marks a moment of confrontation between the

colonial discourse and practice informing the production of 'Indian policy', and the

emerging discourses, strategies and relations of'aboriginal politics.' The federal

govemment's attempt to displace a history of genocide, dispossession and coercivc

tutelage by unilaterally removing the constitutional reference to 'Indians' andjuridically

tuming them into 'Canadians' like ail 'other Canadians', met with immediate and vocal

resistance l'rom aboriginal people. The number and unanimity of the voices raised in

opposition to the White Paper on the basis of its ahistoricity, its ignorance of aboriginal

concems and the unilateral manner ofits production, took politicians, bureaucrats,

joumalists and the general public by surprise. Indians were the foc us of national attention

for the first lime since the treaties, and the White Paper engaged newly-formed

aboriginal political organizations in comprehensive lobbying and public awareness

campalgns.
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5. From coercion to negotiation; aboriginal rights and land daims.

Indian, Inuit and Métis organizations have their ovm specific histories whose

analysis is beyond the scope ofthis dissertation, but through which the development of

aboriginal cultural politics can also be traced. This section briefly examines the origins

of a widespread movement for native rights which emerged after the White Paper and

d~'''G:oped in concert with land daims negotiations. The creation and maintenapçe of

associations devoted to improving conditions for aboriginal people, pursuing land claims

or promoting native rights was sporadic and uneven until the mid-twentieth century.

Indeed, an amendment to the fndian Acl in 1927 made it illegal to l'aise funds for the

purpose of pressing a native land daim. This effectively prevented Indians from

organizing against abrogation of aboriginal title, violations of treaties, the sale or

expropriation of reserve lands or the uncü'cumscribed powers ofIndian Aflairs and its

agents. But as the liberal ideals of a pluralistic democracy began to pervade Canadian

political culture and the more repressive terms of the fndian Acl were revoked, Indian

organizations began to flourish. Prairie tribes first organized during the interwar period,

employing the skills oflndian veterans retuming from Europe (Cuthand 1991 :391). The

lndian Association of Alberta and the Federation of Saskatchewan lndians were formed

in 1939 and 1944, respectively. For the most part these organizations were sustained

entirely by donations and volunteer labour of individuals. During the early 19605,

community development programs established by lndian Affairs also began to work

toward more effective forms of self-government and community organization at the band
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level, although these initiatives soon created conflicts \\ith 'old-guard' bureaucrats and

were discontinued (Cassidy 1989: Il).

While it is not entirely accurate to vicw the emergence of aboriginal

organizations solely as a response to the White Paper, they certainly came to the national

fore in the late 1960s during the Indian Act consultation meetings he1d prior to release of

the policy statement. By 1968 the need for a coherent Indian movemcnt, clearly

representative of constituencies across the country, was recognized by both native leaders

and government officiaIs (Weaver 198]:41). In that year, the Nationallndian

Brotherhood (NIB) and the Canadian Métis Society were created from the National

Indian Council, to represent status Indian concerns separately from those of non-status

Indians and Métis.

For the first time, federal funds from other than Indian Affairs viere made

available for a native political body, allowing the NIB to overcome sorne 0fthe

considerable obstacles to mobilizing native people. Nonetheless, the cost and time

involved in contacting widely dispersed communities, cultural, tribal and linguistic

differences, poverty and lack of formaI education, ail prevented Indian organizations

from functioning without frequent disruption and internaI tensions (Weaver 1981 :42). As

Harold Cardinal points out, the internaI divisions and hostilities that often characterized

Indian organizations are related to a lack of experience in organizationai behaviour and

professional relationships. These, he argues, "are exactly the problems of allY group of

poor badly organized people" (Cardinaè 1977:] 58). Emerging from an era of

disenfranchisement and internaI colonization, aboriginal ofganizations had to learn how
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to make political demands, to exercise influence over the policies that affected them and

to insist on a voice in the political structures that dominated their lives (Frideres

1988:369).

The policy directions outlined in the White Paper, which referred to none of

these issues, were not what native people had been led to expect. In a series ûf

'consultative' conferences on the Indian Act during 1968-69, Indian leaders arrived at

lheir own statement ofpriorities, including federal recognitioH of the obligations entailed

by the trealies, affirmation of aboriginal rights, the end to restrictions on Indian hunting

created by the ratification of international conventions and domestic legislation, and the

creation of a daims commission (Weaver 1981:147). Anticipating sorne

acknowledgement ofthese priorities, native leaders categorically rejected the White

Paper as antithetical to their interests. It was interpreted as a govemment ploy to "wash

ils hands ofindians enlirely" (Cardinal 1969:1) instead ofhonouring existing obligations

and redressing pasl injustices. Native participants felt the consultative process had been

fraudulent and the proposed policy gave the NIB and regional associations concrete

reasons to organize against the government.

Several specific criticisms arose in the ensuing debate. Status Indians had no

reason to believ.: that nominal inclusion \\ith 'other Canadians' would improve their lot.

ln the absence of federal programs, Indians' marginal position and lack ofparty

affiliation would seriously underrnine their ability to compete for provincial resources

and leave them in an administrative and political vacuum such as that faced by Métis and

non-slatus Indians (Weaver 1981:159). The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood rejected the
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liberal notion of'equality' upon which the White Paper was founded, pointing out that the

elimination of constitutional distinctions would not necessarily bring about equality for

Indians. The Manitoba association argued that rejection of the racist and colonial aspects

of the lndian Act did not require denial of the historical persistence oflndian cultures

(Weaver 1981:175).

Regional and national political organizations and individual native critics made

these points forcefully and publicly. Their vehement reaction was a novelty to a

Canadian public accustomed to seeing Indians in westerns or at the Calgary Stampede

(Dyck 1983:219), not at the centre ofpolitical debate. The complexity of the issues and

incomprehension of the Indian position warranted extensive coverage by the news media.

Native representatives used the opportunity to introduce a number ofnew interpretations

and discursive constructions. Amongst these were the view of Indians as victims of

government exploitation and as second-class citizens, but also as a group entilled to

legitimate treaty and aboriginal rights (Dyck 1983:221). Sally Weaver (1981:171) insists

on the importance of the Indian response to the White Paper as a catalyst for a fu1l

fledged cultural nationalism and "the reaffirrnation of a unique cultural heritage and

identity. "

The White Paper also marked the initiation of a new political process, whereby

aboriginal organizations used the media to channel demands from the local level to

provincial and federal governments. In this way, the power oflocal administrators was

constrained by the focus of national attention on local and regional issues (Dyck

1983:225). In the same period, the juridical discourse of aroriginal tille and aboriginal
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rights evolved as a series ofland claims cases made their way through provincial and

federal courts. These cases also attracted media attention and the legal concepts and

political issues surfaced on news agendas. The government's hasty retreat from the White

Paper could not inhibit the convergence of a renewed cultural nationalism with

increasingly sophisticated expressions of aboriginal identity, political demands and legal

rights.

The immediate post-White Paper era in aboriginal politics was characterized by

the consolidation of Indian, Inuit and Métis political organizations, the elaboration of

principles ofaboriginal title and aboriginal rights and the undertaking of major land

claim negotiations. The question of aboriginal title was raised in regard to the parts of

Canada where treaties were never made with indigenous groups. Ifthe aboriginal title

upon which treaties were based existed in one part of Canada it should exist in evel)' part

(Frideres 1988:80). Case law has been inconsistent on the question of aboriginal title, but

enough court decisions affirm the concept that native groups have successfully pursued

claims in severa! non-treaty areas.

Confronted in 1969 with the demand for a Claims Commission to investigate

"ative grievances over land rights, the federal govemment discounted the historical basis

of treaty and aboriginal rights and insisted on dealing only with future needs for social

deve10pment (Weaver 1981: 105,133). Land claims policy underwent a major shift in

1974 when the Supreme Court decision in the Nishga case affirmed the existence of

aboriginal title. In creating the Office of Native Claims, the government agreed to review

and negotiate both 'comprehensive' claims based on aboriginal title and 'specifie' claims
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dealing with treaty violations, Métis scrip and band c1aims (Frideres 1988:95). The new

policy had several weaknesses, foremost being the expressed intention of extinguishing

aboriginal title through settlements, which most aboriginal groups reject. Under the

policy, c1aims are negotiated between native claimants dependent on government funds,

the federal government itself, and provincial or territorial governments concerned; not

forrnally arbitrated by a neutral third party as is the case with the American Land Claims

Commission (Tanner 1983:26). Forthese reasons and others, the c1aims addressed so far

by the Office ofNative Claims have been under negotiation for more than a decade.

Aboriginal groups have pursued land c1aims for a variety of reasons. Their unique

relationship to the land upon which they have lived for generations motivates them to

protect it from rapid and destructive resource development and control its future use.

Native people are also aware that Canadian prosperity originates from the land and its

resources. As Frideres (1988:92) points out, they "seek not only a role in deterrnining the

way in which the land and other resources are used, but also ajust portion of the benefits

derived from their exploitation." Finally, the link between control over the management

and development ofland and resources and self-deterrnination is a crucial one (Cassidy

1989: 15). Land c1aims negotiations and the issues of self-government are organically

connected in Indian and Inuit efforts to establishjurisdiction over territory.

The discussion ofland c1aims and the debate about aboriginal rights and self

deterrnination took place in the courts, the media, amongst policy makers and in public

fora throughout the 1970s and early 1980s. The changing terrns of the discourse reflected

the shift from coercion to negotiation in the relationship between the state and aboriginal
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peoples. Native groups were not only making 'claims' against colonial institutions, but

were 'proclaiming' their rights publicly (Watkins 1978:95). 'Self·detennination'·· the

collective assertion of cultural, political and economic autonomy •• was advanced as the

means of overcoming relations of dependency and residual colonialism. In refusing the

liberal agenda put forward in the White Paper and undertaking land claims in the North,

aboriginal h'TOUPS linked a collective historical and cultural identity to inherent political

rights.

Tne govemment found it could no longer unilaterally impose assimilationist

policies nor coerce northem natives into signing treaties and relinquishing land for

development. New structures of negotiation WCïe created and modes of 'public

bargaining over symbolic provisions' (Frideres 1988:127) established. While overt fonns

of coercion were abandoned, negotiations did not take place between two equally

powerful parties. The ability to negotiate was constrained by bureaucratie practices and

discourses as weil as unequal access to funds and to legal and historical research.

ln the initial phase ofland claim negotiations, the govemment sought to conclude

modem versions of the treaties; a final settlement with fixed amount of compensation

and reserved land, in which aboriginal title was entirely extinguished. In the Territories,

political devolution was projected along the standard provincial model. After a decade of

negotiations, when it became clear that aboriginal groups were not willing to accept

these tenns, the 1985 DIAND Taskforce on Comprehensive Claims recommended more

flexible agreements that would recognize and affinn aboriginal rights, allow for

aboriginal self-government and settle immediate issues while defining the context for
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concerns that rnight arise later (Frideres 1988:128). These recommendations came ten

years after Thomas Berger (1988:214) had made the same argument based on the

hearings of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry;

The settlement ofdaims is not a mere transaction. It would be wrang, therefore,
to think that signing a piece of paper would put the whole question behind us.
One of the mistakes of the past has been to see such settlements as final solutions.
The definition and redefinition of the relationship with the native people and their
place in confederation will go on for a generation or more. This is because the
relationship has never been properly worked out.
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6. Northern development and native cultures; national focus on aboriginal issues.

Berger had the foresight to know that the renegotiation of native/non-native

relations through the daims process and constitutional renewal was not simply a matter

of administrative fine-tuning. The public hearings he chaired in native communities

throughout the Northwest Territories, like the testimony of the James Bay Cree before

the Québec courts, produced a major rupture in the discourses of domination which had

shaped lndian policy and popular conceptions of native cultures. This rupture was

apparent because the conflict between northern native cultures and economies and the

imperatives of southern Canadian energy needs followed the familiar historical pattern of

colonial expansion into previously unsettled territories. But the Berger Inquiry and the

James Bay court hearings disrupted the paradigm of unilateral imposition of

'development' infrastructures upon the aboriginal inhabitants of the region. In this

instance, native groups seized upon elements ofthe oppositional discourses of civil

rights, cultural pluralism and environmentalism to make their case to Canadian public

through the means oflegal challenge, judicial inquiry and media exposure available to

them.

The existence ofthese public fora and greater academic, joumalistic and

bureaucratic sensitivity to aboriginal cultures, in conjunction with the rapid growth of

aboriginal political organizations, marked a pivotaI departure from discourses of colonial

domination. ln two key spheres, fundamental critiques ofunfettered energy development

in the Northwest Territories and in Northern Québec were mounted by both native and

non-natives. ln the first case, northern development was linked to a history of cultural
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genocide. The intrusion of a wage economy and the institutions of the welfare state ..

would, it was argued, destabil.ize aboriginal economies, social practices and cultural

values. Both the Dene and the James Bay Cree and Inuit had relatively little contact with

outsiders beyond the few representatives of the fur trade, Christian missions and

govemment bureaucracies. The Dene had signed Treaty II, but \Vere never allocated

reserves, while the Cree lived on unceded territory, moving from winter bush camps to

summer settlements. Both groups stilllived off the land and had only recently

experienced the encroachments of'development'. Canadians were made aware of the

persistence of aboriginal cultures, lanl,'yuages and traditîonal economic and social

organization in these remote areas. In public hearings these groups presented themselves,

and were presented by their advocates, not as exotic curiosities, nor as poverty-stricken

and deprived, but as members of a cultural minority who wanted to ensure the future of

their way oflife (T'Selie 1978: 16; Berger 1988:8). This mode ofrepresentation depart.s:;'

substantially from the tutelary assumptions and assimilationist pressures that informed

the treaties and directed Indian policy until the White Paper.

The second important discursive shift in thîs period concemed the viability orthe

native economy in contrast to the destructive impact of enerb'Y development on northern

ecosystems. In the Mackenzie Valley and James Bay hearings native groups and their

consultants produced considerable evidence for the adverse impact of a pipeline or

hydroelectric dams on ecological balance and therefore on traditional hunting practices.

The native ability to 'live within the means afforded them by their environrnent' was

compared to the destructive, wasteful and shortsighted nature of southern 'megaprojects'
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(McCulJum ]975:27). This respect for and dependence upon the iand were put forward as

the basis for pursuing land daims and demanding future consultation with native people

on issues of land use and resource management.

Non-renewable resource development in the North would, it was argued, only

contribute to the underdevelopment of the region. The 'rents' and benefits generated from

exploitation of northem energy would flow primarily to the South, while the costs were

borne by northem people and environments (Watkins ]978:90), The Dene and the Cree

might be employed as unskilJed labour on energy projects, but this would disrupt hunting

economies without creating any lasting benefit for local communities (Berger ]988:]64).

The application of dependency models to the Canadian North and the characterization of

Northem natives as colonized members of 'the Fourth WorId' was part ofa discursive

strategy designed to reveal how poverty and social dislocation were in fact being

produced, not alleviated, by the standard formulas of'development', A number of non

aboriginal economists, historians and anthropologists (Watkins, Asch, Feit, Berger and

Brody) argued instead that the maintenance ofhunting economies and the introduction of

renewable resource activities managed by native people were the route to enduring

prosperity and growth in North, They supported the compelling testimony of Cree and

Dene who insisted upon the right to determine the direction of development on their

traditlOnal lands,

The rejection by the Dene and the Cree of dominant fOlmulas for economic

development and political devolution in the Mackenzie Valley and James Bay captured

and held public attention. The Berger Inquiry was initially intendcd to have neither the
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scope nor the clout that il ultimately attained under media scrutiny and \\ith public

support (McCullum 1975:51). When Berger took the 1nquiry apparatus into every

community that \Vould be affected by the pipeline, he tumed substantial control of the

timing, setting and conduct of the hearings over to the residents who spoke in their o\l'n

languages to the issues that concerned them (Berger 1988: 139). ln striving to minimize

the institutional constraints upon aboriginal voices, Berger contributed to the articulation

of an emerging cultural nationalism. Using the Inquiry as a forum for a public declaration

oftheir rights, the Dene found that the process developed their sense of collective sell~

awareness and shaped an agenda for future struggles (Erasmus 1978: 181). Berger \Vas

ieft \Vith the task of convincing legislators to "do more than a qllick and dirty

compromise" in the North (1988:3) and to ensure that historical patterns of development

and underdevelopment \l'ere not reproduced. ln his 1977 report he recommended a ten

year moratorium on oil Rnd g9S pipelines in the Mackenzie region untilland cIaims could

be settled, allowing the Dene time to resolve their daims ..nd respond to social change

\Vithout the pressures of immediate development.

The case in James Bay \Vas reversed. The Cree had to reach an agreement wilh

the Québec government while major diversions of the rivers flowing into the east side of

James Bay were already under construction. The Cree and Inuit in Northern Québec w~rc

in a legally ambigllous position. They received federal services, despite nol having signed

treaties, and resisted Québec's attempts to establish a provincial administration in the

North (Richardson 1977:114). On its part, Québec refused to recognize aboriginal tit:e 10
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title to the area affected by the proposed hydroelectric project and initially insisted that

the diversion plans were not subject to discussion or negotiation (Richardson 1977:122).

The Cree's only recourse was to obtain a court injunction against the James Bay

Development Corporation, preventing further construction until the question oftheir

rights had been settled (O'Reilly 1988:30). The injunction was granted at the end of 1973

after Justice Malouf heard LCstimony from almost one hundred Cree and Inuit hunters

and several consultants conceming the deleteriou:; effects of the project on the

environment and on the aboriginal inhabitants. In reaching his decision, Malouf found

that the Cree and Inuit were culturally and historically distinct people with rights to the

land, that hunting and trapping constituted a viable way oflife upon which hunters and

their families were dependent, and that they \vished to continue that way oflife

(Richardson 1977:298).

This conclusion presaged many of the findings of the Berger Inquiry and likewise

emphasized the credibility of native witnesses. Although the injunction was overtumed,

Maloufs decision remained the principal judicial statement on aboriginal rights in

Québec. Because il would certainly influence a Supreme Court consideration of

aboriginal title in Northern Québec, it strengthened the Cree's bargaining position with

the provincial govemment (O'Reilly 1988:37). The proceedings brought national media

exp.·~ure to the Cree, while the hunters who testified helped shape response to the

!:j'droelectric project in their own communities (LaRusic 1979:9). The court case allowed

the Cree and Inuit to express their aspirations in a public forum as weil as focus

internally generated discourses of cultural identity and political rights.
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Knowing they had neither the time nor the resources to effectively pursue their

legal case further, the Cree agreed to negotiate a settlement with the govemment of

Québec. The Grand Council of the Cree \Vas formed in 1974 and funded by the federal

govemment, permitting the Cree to negotiate directly with Québec. LaRusic (1979:2)

argues that the court case set a technical and confrontational tone both for the negotiation

of the James Bay and Northem Québec Agreemenr (JBNQA) and for the Cree

organizations which emerged from il. Clearly the context in whieh the settlement was

made constrained the kinds of structures whieh grew out of il. But the Cree embarked on

negotiations with two major aspirations whieh were at least partially aehieved in the

Agreemenl. The primary goal at the village level was to strengthen the hunting eeonomy

and enable young people to live as hunters by reducing pressures generated by the eash

economy. Secondly, the Cree hoped "to establish a new relationship with Québec and

Canada, a relationship ofmutual respect and ofmutual responsibility, one that would

include respect by and for ail resource users and for the conservation of the resources

themselves" (Feit 1988:74).

ln reaching the November 1974 Agreement-in-Principle and the Final Agreement

one year later, Cree negotiators sought tll make the best possible deal and to create the

wnditions for cultural autonomy despite overwhelming politieal and bureaucratie

constraints. They were successful in addressing specifie needs expressed at the

community level. The Incorne Security Program developed under the Agreement, for

instance, increased Cree participation in hunting by about one third (Feit J988:74). Other
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structures created by the JBNQA were meant to enable the Cree and Inuit to provide

social services and promote economic development according to their own priorities.

Since its conclusion, however, the Agreement has been incompletely

implemented and heavily criticized as a model for contemporary claims settIement. The

federal and provincial parties to the Agreement failed to anticipate the costs of enacting

many of its provisions and the expense of providing basic infrastructure -- sanitation,

electricity and housing -- for Cree and Inuit communities. In 1982, the federal

govemment granted additional funds to address these problems and in compensation for

'prior violations' of the Agreement. As Cassidy (1989:152) points out, legisIated

agreements like the JBNQA must be as expIicit as possible to avoid the ensuing conflict

and frustration that characterize the relationship between aboriginal and govemment

signatories in this case.

The James Bay Agreement is criticized for its failure to guarantee substantial

political autonomy for the Cree and Inuit or to contest the paternalistic role of the state. Il

is not clear whether the various agencies created under the auspices of the Agreement are

part of a 'grass roots' participatory democracy, or if in fact they are relatively rigid and

not entirely rational administrative structures (La Rusic 1979:82). This confusion of

administrative capacity with political control springs from the constraints under which

the Agreement was reached. The Cree and Inuit were not in a position to challenge

existing political structures nor to create a comprehensive regional governrnent. As a

result, the Agreement reproduces relations of dependency, its provisions for consultation

between native communities, governments and developers are ineffective, and major
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political decisions in the regi·cm are still made at the provincial and federallevel. Because

a new division of powers and responsibilities was not made, the JBNQA has not

promoted effective self-government in the region (Vincent 1988:16). In fact the

Agreement has been accused of fostering a "crisis of responsibility" among the Cree and

Inuit. Heavy reliance on outside funds by burgeoning northern bureaucracies obscures the

fact that the local population neither determines spending priorities nor is democratically

accountable for decisions taken (Tulugak 1988:195).

Finally, the James Bay Agreement leaves key questions ahout the nature of

aboriginal rights and the relationship between First Nations and Canadian governments

unanswered. Questions which more recent agreements in the Northwest Territories and

the Yukon still have not entirely resolved. The wording ofthe Agreement followed the

classic treaty formula, in which the native signatories agreed to cede the land to the

province, except for categories set aside for resfrves and hunting and trapping territories.

It seemed clear that the ISO million dollar compensation was in return for the

extinguishment of aboriginal tide to the land (Richardson 1977:319,320). The Cree now

argue that although they may have given up the right to exclusive use of the territory the

Agreement did not extinguish their aboriginal rights, it in fact affirmed them. As Philip

Awashish (1988:45) points out, the federal government still has "constitutional

responsibilities" for Indians and Inuit in James Bay, reserve lands designated by the

Agreement fall under the terms of the Indian Act, and federal bureaucracies continue to

provide services to native people in the region.
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The maintenance of special status and the continuing re;ponsibility of the federal

govemment is 1inked to the constitutional entrenchment of aboriginal rights -- rights

which extend beyond those located specifically in territory. The JBNQA and other native

c1aim settlements being negotiated in Canada are not 'termination plans' Unlike the 1971

Alaska Native Cfaims Sel/lement Act, Canadian settlements do not specitY the end of

federal responsibility for native people nor the final termination of ail aboriginal rights.

Rather, JBNQA and other settlements put permanent structures in place that affirm the

unique legal and political status o;First Nations and form the basis upon which self

government and self-determination might be pursued.

While the JBNQA is flawed because it does not shift the locus ofpolitical control

to the regionallevel and fails to explicitly recognize the aboriginal rights of Cree and

Inuit, it is not therefore unworkable. Il is a flexible and dynamic instrument, but one

inhibited in its implementation by a lack of political will and perhaps more profoundly

constrained by the relations of dependency which it produces and reproduces (Vincent

1988: 15). As the first comprehensive c1aim settlement in Canada the James Bay

Agreement was not a product of federal govemment policy. Il can more accurately be

characterized as an "out of court settlement" (Cassidy 1989: 14). Although aspects of the

JBNQA have been incorporated into other agreements, it has generally been rejected as a

model for a restructured relationship between First Nations and the state because of its

weaknesses.

1 have dwelt at length on the Berger Inquiry and the James Bay negotiations

because of the manner in which they moved aboriginal issues to the fore of public debate
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in Canada and because J think they represent a c1ear point of departure l'rom colonial

discourse and practice. The variety oftexts -- reports, agreements, testimony, interviews

and news coverage -- produced around these two events brought a new language of

culture and power to the analysis of the relaticnship between aboriginal people and the

state. This particular historical conjuncture engendered public and political assessment of

concepts such as race and racism, assimilation and pluralism, and development and

underdevelopment, as tools for understanding aboriginal culture and society in Canada.

The possibilities of the participation in and negotiation ofnew political relations between

native people and the non-native majority were contrasted to the coercive practices orthe

pas!.

Throughout this period both natives and non-natives recognized the centrality of

mass media in the production and reproduction of discourse. In documenting the public

expressions of cultural idcntity and political aspirations by the Dene, the Cree and the

Inuit, mainstream Canadian print and broadcast media played a principal role in

conveying new ideas to non-aboriginal audiences. An extensive qualitative analysis of

press, radio and television coverage ofthis period would show, more decisively than is

possible here, how discourses of difference shifted, coalesced and produced new

contradictions. The mainstream media introduced new notions of a historically and

cultur~lIv coherent aboriginal identity Iinked to specifie rights, but still contributed to the

marginalization and objectification of native cultures.

Aboriginal groups used extemal media to communicate emerging ideologies of

difference and initiated the circulation of intemally generated narratives, histories,
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accounts and explanations through regional newspapers and community radio. ln the

mid-70s the first communications societies were formed and the native press gained in

size and sophistication with support from the Native Communications Pragram of the

Secretary of State. There was a general recognition among native leaders that the

articulation and affirmation of cultural identities and the impetus for social and political

change depended on access to mainstream media and control oflocal media.

Communication amongst First Nations and between aboriginal and non-aboriginal

Canadians became a key stratel,'Y in the resistance to modes of domination. The

discursive and practical field of aboriginal politics forms the subtext upon which native

communications practice and policy have been formulated. Both fields have been shaped

by the identities, ideologies and strategies of aboriginal players. Both have been

constrained by the relations of dependency and marginalizing tactics that often

characterize bureaucratie and political responses to aboriginal cultural politics in

Canada.

7. Aboriginal politics; federal policy and Firsl Nations.

ln the remainder ofthis chapter, 1 will summarize the CUITent features of

aboriginal politics while tracing the discourses of difference and identity which inform

them. 1will look briefly at the tensions generated \vithin federal policy on aboriginal

issues by residual colonial and tutelary attitudes, the imperatives of rational management

and fiscal restraint, and by politica! and moral pressure from First Nations and their

advocates. ] will examine the raie of nationallndian organizations and the debate
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surrounding the constitutional entrenchment of aboriginal rights. Finally, 1will consider

emerging positions on self·government from the perspective of aboriginalleaders and

federal and provincial governments.

Since the establishment of aboriginal organizations as key players at the national

level, analyses of relations benveen aboriginal groups and other Canadians have often

focused on federal politics, Indian Affairs bureaucracy, and national aboriginal

associations (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:xii). While this approach provides an important

perspective on the production and management of discourses of difference through

national policy directives and research, public statements, press releases and news

coverage, it runs the risk of neglecting local, community-based, grassroots elements of

cultural politics. Tanner (1983:30) contends that since national consensus among

aboriginal groups is often fragile, studies of regional aboriginal organizations and local

communities bener reveal strategies that derive from immediate experience ".nd

conditions, less constrained by the abstract principles of nationallevel politics. But

national leaders and organizations cannot so neatly be occluded from a local perspective,

as individuals move between different levels and among regions depending upon the

demand for their skills. Federal politics also have an immediate impact in local

communities. The Iink between Ottawa and remote communities is often direct, since

most programs for aboriginal people are administered federally. The emphasis on current

federal policy, here and in the next chapter is warranted for these reasons, while the final

chapter provides a locally situated study of specifie practices in a regional native

communications society.
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Presently, federal policy on aboriginal affairs is remarkable in the extent to which

little radical change has occurred in the lndian Affairs bureaucracy. 1 Due partly to its role

in developing, funding and delivering services that are provided at the provincia11evel

for other Canadians, the apparent stability of Indian Affairs can also be traced to the

'systemic ambiguity' of the rehtionship between aboriginal ~eople and the government.

Bouchard (1981 :49) suggests that lndian Affairs bureaucrats depend on the national

visibility and significance oftheir clients for their own legitimacy, while lndians

continue 10 depend on lndian Affairs for basic services and as a guarantor of their special

sIalus.

A wider configuration of relalionships is layered upon this mutually dependent

but often anlagonistic one. Equally influential on policy issues are party politics,

aboriginal-government relations, federal-provincial relations, intra-aborigina1 politics,

and inter-departmental conflicls (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:315). Since no Jne set of

discursive elements extends across this complex terrain, key terms in the debate on

aboriginal righls, treaties, land c1aims, and self-government continue to be contested at

aIllevels. FormaI slalements, strategie responses and informaI debate are employed by

aIl actors in lhe resolulion of exisling conflicts and the articulation ofnew ones (Weaver

1981 :x). This degree ofcomplexity and contestation <i!~'J contributes to the entrenchment

of the lndian Aftàirs bureaucracy.

1am using 'lndian Affairs' as shorthand for the various postwar permutations of the
federal ministry, including Department of lndian Affairs and Northern Development,
Departmenl of lndian and Northern Affairs and presently lndian and Northern Affairs
Canada.
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At the end of the 1960s, Indian Affairs was subject to serious public criticism for

the paternalistic approach of'old guard' civil servants and their tendency to further their

own interests at the expense of aboriginal clients (Weaver 1981 :44). Even after the White

Paper, the practice of 'socio-fiscal control' oflndian and Inuit communities, through

unilaterally determined policy directives and funding priorities, continued unchallenged

(Ponting and Gibbins 1980:103). This form ofcontainment and control is also evident in

the recent ascendancy of technocratie rnethods which require 'quantifiable performance

indicators,' computerization and feedback loops, in response to demands for

accountability, efficiency, demonstration of effective!"ess and national standardization

(Ponting and Glbbins 1980:132). The technocratie emphasis on rational management

obscures a neo-patemalistic relationship. Ponting and Gibbins argue that the

administrators' conviction that they know what is best for their clients, while no longer

grounded in an explicit belief in 'moral, cultural and intellectual superiority', is justified

instead by reference to social scientific principles.

In the! 9705 the federal govemment renounced the global policy direct;ons put

forth in the White Paper in favour of more flexible policies and joint planning with

native groups at the national, provincial and band levels (Weaver 1981:202). The White

Paper policy process had been cGmpletely isolated within the upper echelons of the

bureaucracy and Cabinet (Weaver 1981 :109). The tension between intemally generated

policy initiatives and grassroots demands characterized Indian Affairs throughout this

period. As early as 1964, the Department's community development program, designed to

promote self-determination and diminish bureaucratie involvement in aboriginal
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communities, created internaI conflicts between new support for local autonomy and

entrenched modes of social control (Weaver 1981:28; Ponting and Gibbins 1980:137).

The White Paper engendered a \\~despread mistrust of Indian Af'fairs and of the

federal government amongst native leaders who felt that the rhetoric of 'participatory

democracy' a:l~' 'consultation' was used manipulatively (Weaver 1981:5). The suspicion

with which governm;:::;t actions had historically been regarded was heightened by the

While Paper and Indian Affairs suffered a major crisis oflegitimacy in the aftermath

(Ponting and Gibbins 1980: 175). ln an attempt to re-establish the Department's

credibility, two policy papers were produced proclaiming a new era ofIndian

Government relations and redefining the role of public servants as 'advisers' engaged in

'joint-decision making' with native people. But as one former Assistant Deputy Minister

categorically points out, "the process of policy development Mthin the department never

confonned to the joint decision-making mode]" (Nicholson 1984:63). Despite its

mandate for joint policy and program planning, Indian Affairs continued to be affiicted

by the lack of financial and political commitment to their implementation.

When lndian policy proj:'.3als were accepted, as for instance was the NIB 1973

position paper Indian COll/roI ofIndian Educalion, the Department did not produce the

funds necessary for effective implementati" Instead bureaucratic guidelines were

imposed and bands found themselves with rigid agreements effectively limiting them to

running education programs for Indian Affairs (Cardinal 1977:87). In part, the

Department was being forced by broader government policy to impose stringent terms

and conditions on how program funds should be spent and accounted for (Nicholson
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1984:63). This undennined its ability to support autonomous Indian govemment and

further diminished its credibility \vith native groups, politicians and other departments.

lt seems clear that any real 'partnership' in policy development requires both

meaningful consultation wit~ aboriginal people as well as effective respon',e to their

priorities (Miller 1989:278). Ifprograms developed by and fOr aboriginal people are to be

in keeping with cultural traditions and local aspirations, the pitaicipation of eIders and

community representatives is also necessary (Cardinal 1977:46). It has been argued,

however, that many aboriginal communities are fundamentally cautious in their

orientation toward government policy and social change. As one of Ponting's and

Gibbins' bureaucratie infonnants put it; "1 think ifs reasonable to say that the Indians

have so often seen the status quo altered to their disadvantage over the past 100 to 150

years that they're very circumspect about any proposaI to alter the status quo" (1980: 166).

While the struggle for constitutional entrenchment of aboriginal rights and the right to

self-government preoccupies national aboriginal organizations, individuals at the band

level may be uncertain about the effect ofthese changes. In any case, Indian Affairs

policy is above ail government policy and so reflects responsibilities not only toward

Indians, but toward Parliament, ta:<payers and party supporters. The influence of native

communities and political organizations over federal policy is thereby limited, at least

until new mechanisms of political and fiscal responsibility in keeping with genuine self

government are put in place (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:276). This puts First Nations into

a c1assic double bind situation, unable to adequately direct federal policy, and yet

inhibited by federal policy from assessing and addressing their own priorities.
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ln the effort to secure a voice in federal policy decisions, national aboriginal

organizations risk accusations of being co-opted by the government. The government has

exerted sorne control over the developrnent ofthese organizations, not through direct

censure, but by privileging the rnoderate factions within the national Indian rnovement

(Tanner 1983:23). Govemments and bureaucracies also regulate access to information

and funds that nation,,1 and regional organizations need for effective planning and

operations (Frideres 1988:286). Nonetheless, after 1970 national and provincial

organizations began to play a central role in articulating the interests oftheir political1y

inexperienced constituents. Indian Affairs, struggling to regain legitimacy, became

dependent on the NIB to represent the conC('I11S of the wider Indian population and to

help formulate a policy agenda (Ponting and Gibbins 1980: 181).

Il does not necessarily fol1ow from this that national and provincial aboriginal

organizations are like other interest groups Ihat exert influence and extract concessions

from politicians and bureaucrats. Ponting and Gibbins (1980: 195, 257) argue that the

national organizations are more properiy rights groups. They are engaged in the

enhancement and entrenchment of aboriginai rights, in establishing the authority and

securipg the resources to implement and enjoy thase rights. In this respect aboriginal

groups are less wil1ing or able to bargain and compromise. The discourse of rights is one

which imposes certain limits on the ability to negotiate and the language of

'entrenchment' or 'extinguishment' indicates that moral, leg:J and political absolutes are

at stake. A discourse of rights is, in this case, coextensive with a discourse of difference.

The national organizations' strategy includes the elaboration ofhow a range ofrights-
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treaty rights, territori2! rights, aboriginal rights and the right to self-government - flow

from the cultural and historical specificity of aboriginal people. By the late 1970s, the

NIB had become more explicit in this elaboration and was characterized by one insider

as holding a "carefully considered ideology ofIndian self-determination" (Ponting and

Gibbins 1980:275). Ponting and Gibbins Enk this emerging ideology to the involvement

ofyounger, more militant individuals \Vith a clearer agenda, able to function in a less

reactive and more proactive manner.

The national organizations had established a secure niche for themselves by 1980,

but the NIB in particular suffered structural weaknesses. Made up of elected

representatives from the provincial and territorial organizations, the NIB was nol directly

responsible to the grass roots and had no mechanism of accountability to chiefs and band

councils (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:241). The transformation of the NIB into the

Assembly of First Nations in 1980 was a move to address that problem and to more

adequately represent the diverse interests of the Canadian Indian population.

In its charter, the AFN is defined strictly as a 'delegated forum' for the

undertaking of collective measures and advancing the aspirations of First Nations. As an

'instrument of member nations' AFN decisions are 10 be based either on the consensual

delegation of authority by the approximately six hundred elected chiefs or a positive vote

of sixty percent (AFN 1990:3). But the definition of a 'First Nation' and the mandate and

future role of the AFN remain somewhat vague. Tony Hall raises several key questions

about the function of the national organization:
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Is the AFN the heir apparent to the federal Ministry ofIndian Affairs? Is the
AFN's central office in Ottawa the steering body for a confederacy ofFirst
Nations? Is the AFN an emerging instrument ofAboriginal government with the
full authority to negotiate on behalf ofail Indian First Nations? Or is the AFN an
Ottawa-based lobby maintained by various Indian groups who retain the ultimate
authority to determine their own relationship with Canada? Is the AFN essentially
an extension of the federal government which funds it,just as band councils
elected according to the provisions of the federallndian Act are administratively
structured as extensions of the federal Ministry ofIndian Affairs? Is the AFN
essentially an instrument offederal expedience, designed to perpetuate the fiction
that ail the diverse Indian nations across Canada can be grouped together and
dealt with as ifthey constituted a single political community (l993a:7).

lt can be argued that these various potential functions of the AFN are not mutually

exclusive. Certainly for sorne purposes Indian nations can be dealt with as a single

political entity without insisting that global political solutions exist for ail ofthem, nor

that consensus be reached on ail the issues that face them. The political instruments

through which self-government is and will be practiced are under constructior..

Organizations like the AFN, the ITC, provincial and territorial organizations, regional

and tribal councils are in constant transition. The dynamic nature ofaboriginal politics in

Canada is concomitant with emerging discourses ofidentity, community, nation and

rights.

8. Constitutional entrenchment of aboriginal rigbts.

The politicaJ andjuridical eJaboration ofaborigina! rights after 1975 involved the

articulation of 'aboriginality' on another level. Aboriginal groups and the federal

government implicitly agreed to deliberate upon the meaning ofaboriginal rights and to

formally negotiate land claims instead of pursuing legal challenges. This permitted a
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more flexible approach to textual 'evidence' (oral histories, ethnographies, archaeologi~u!

data) supporting aboriginal title (Frideres 1988:126). The political mediation of

aboriginal title thus extends the limits of possible interpretations without undermining

the unique significance of the concept. Legal d~finitions tend to reduce the scope ofthese

rights to contractual, property or usufructuary rights comparable to those of other interest

groups: "As symbols of the special relationship oflndians to the land, they disappear"

(Tanner 1983:24). The ~ampaign for the constitutional entrenchment ofaboriginal rights

and the inherent right to self-government is an effort to inscribe this special relationship

to the land upon Canadian political structures and public consciousness.

Native groups' initial involvement in the constitutional patriation process that

started in 1979 mainly consisted of reactions to govemment proposais. Once the debate

was under way however, the national organizations decided on complete participation

and began to press their position on aboriginal rights (Frideres 1988:327,332). Del Riley

(1984:161), NIB president at the time, points out that this engagement forced aboriginal

groups to deal with the Canadian govemment largely on its own terms, but that they had

far more to lose by boycotting the process. The national organizations launched a public

education campaign and a parliamentary lobby for the entrenchment of aboriginal rights

and the NIB sponsored the journey of several band ~hiefs to Britain to generate

international pressure. The constitutional debates were successfully appropriated as a

public forum for issues ofwhich politicians could no longer remain ib'l1orant (Riley

1984:160; Frideres 1988"327).
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Public pressure and media support for the inclusion of aboriginal rights in the

Constitution increased after the November 1982 Accord was produced without an

aboriginal rights clause. At the eleventh hour, the premiers agreed to reinstate the clause

but it referred not to 'rights,' but to 'existing rights'. Whether this qualifier has any

juridical substance is a moot point, it represented a last minute attempt to discursively

contain an idea that provincial leaders found threatening. Nonetheless, the 1982

COl1slilWIIJn Acl "has more to say about aboriginal issues than it has to say about Québec,

intergovernmental relations or Western alienation" (Cassidy 1989:16). Most important,

the Ccr.stitution called for a First Ministers conference, in which the actual rights to be

protected would be defined. This, as George Erasmus (1988:24) indicates, was; "an

occasion of immense syrnbolic significance for our people. Almost 450 years after the

arrivai of the first Europeans, we at last had the opportunity to disc/lsS our future face to

face with them, nation to nation."

9. Self-government in practice and in principle.

Concurrent with the 'Constitutional Conference of First Ministers on the Rights of

Aboriginal Peoples' in 1983, (three more were adjourned between 1984 and 1987) were

the hearings of the Parliamentary Special Committee on Indian Self-Government. Known

as the Penner Committee, it had considerable influence on the constitutional debates and

\Vas instrumental in its support for the 'inherent right of self-government.' Its final report

represented a significant departure from federal policy on band governments (Cas~idy

1989:16). Penner developed the idea of First Nations governments as a "dist:nct order of
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government within the Canadian federation" (Penner 1983:133). Identifying three areas

of critical concern -- education, child welfare and health care -- the report went on to

make recommendations in several areas including the constitutional emrenchment of

self-government, recognition ofthe right ofFirst Nations to detennine their o\vn

membership, funding of First Nation governments by a system of direct grants, and a new

claims policy not based on extinguishment (Cassidy 1989:16).

Penner responded to the unfolding agenda \\~thin the AFN for the constitutional

reco§, !ition ofIndian governments. The lexicon of political demands had shifted from

the principled rhetoric of self-detennination and sovereignty to a practical focus on a

distinct order of government within Canadian federalism. As Little Bear (1984: 173)

suggests: "In essence, these concepts have been used by Indian peoples to express a

fundamental claim against the rest of Canada for the recognition of their cultural

uniqueness and their inherent right to control their own destiny." The idea ofan 'inhere",

right' of self-government is drawn from the paradigm of political sovereignty. Indian

governments derive their authority and legitimacy not from Parliament, legislation or

from the Constitution but through a pre-existing right (Frideres 1988:350). According to

this position, the right to selt:government is an aboriginal right. Where those rights

remain unqualified or unlimited by treaty or legislation they comprise ail the powers of

other sovereign governments, including the right to determine the form of governments,

the conditions ofnationality, the power to administer justice and enforce laws, to tax and

to regulate property use (Kickingbird 1984:49). Much ofthis authority andjurisdiction is

being accrued gradually and practically by First Nation govemments as a result of daily
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pressures on existing systems of regulation, taxation and service delivery (Cassidy

1989:vi). Where such powers are not being assumed in practice, First Nations daim

jurisdiction in these areas in principle.

ln the early discussions of self-government, differences between and within First

Nations and the conflicts which these might generate were de-emphasized. Native

proponeni~ of self-government stressed the need for a united position or a political

coalition amongst First Nations (Marule 1984:42; Little Bear 1984:xvii). Non-native

critics, however, wondered if self-government organized on a national or regional oasis

would result in heightened tribal conflict~, (Ponting and Gibbins 1984:127). Weaver

(1984:65) asked if self-government was a genuine political priority for regional and

national organizations, or if perhaps leaders at this level were not completely committed

to local autonomy. In speculating on the forrn that self-government might uitimately

ass'.me, Ponting and Gibbins (1984:127) argue that a purely local forrn of self

government would tend to benefit existing elites and accentuate prior divisions within

communities. They emphasize the need for checks and balances between band-level and

regional and national level governments.

ln the last decade self-government has been instituted primarily at the locallevel,

supported in sorne instances by band-specifie legislation. In practice self-government

builds upon grass roots initiatives and contributes to local controL The potential for

autonomous band governments is considerable because small-scale administrative

structures are more responsive to community needs and remain under local control

(Marule 1984:41). Communily influence over decision-making and accountability of
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leaders to local electorates also ensures the recognition of the diverse needs, cultural

contexts, economic situations and legal status of different communities (Frideres

1988:348; Little Bear 1984:xix). In his comprehensive study of Indian govemment in

practice, Cassidy points out that aboriginal communities established local decision

making structures in order to meet the pressing need for services while national

organizations encountered frequent frustrations in federal constitutional negotiations. He

argues that this grass roots practice is essential because; "... there can be no solution

based on waiting for the emergence of a dominant central structure able to sit at the table

to express 'what Indians want'" (l989:v). This is another facet of aboriginal cultural

politics in Canada, one that is locally motivated and less concerned \Vith idcological

elaboration than with finding strategies for solving Immediate social and political

problems in a culturally responsive manne!.

There is no legal or po!itical consensus about the jurisdictional powers of First

Nation governl11ents in relation to the range of actions possible, the citizens and subjects

affected, or the intergovernmental relations necessary (Cassidy 1989:29). Despite this,

Cassidy (1989:xix) lists the key elements of Indian selt:government in practice as 1.)

redefinition of First Nations citizenship, 2.) development of goveming institutions in

response to traditional dimensions of Indian govemment, 3.) emphasis on consensus

decision-l11aking. participation of eIders and others who bring traditional perspec:ives to

policy processcs, 4.) fulfilment of multiple functions inc1uding those normally borne by

provincial and federal governl11ents, 5.) extension ofrelationships with provincial and

municipal govemments and 6.) diversification offinanci~1 bases including pursuit of
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more appropriate forms of intergovernmental transfer payments and comn::unity-based

economic development. Cassidy gives several examples ofhow First Nations have

assumed authority in these areas. While extending their jurisdictions in practice and

implicitly rejer:ting the Indian Act definition ofband council jurisdiction, Indian

govemments make pragmatic use of the powers available to the under them Act and in

sorne cases insist on federal responsibility for certain services (Cassidy 1989:42).

1ndian govemments need legislative and constitutional affirmation oftheir

authority but in the meantime are developing their own policies and cooperating with

other govemments in their implementation. The diversity of structures developed by First

Nations govemments; from band·run schools to tribal education councils, from regional

resource management agreements to community economic development programs, from

child welfare servi.ces to housing projects, reflect the disparate social and economic

conditions ofaboriginal communities. Cassidy (1989:113) argues that: "Diversity in

practice needs to be accommodated along with recognition in principle." He makes a

very strong case for the recognition of the autonomy and interdependence ofFirst

Nations governments as a separatc order of government within the Canadian federal

system, based on the understanding that "individuals can be citizens of different

governments for different purposes" (1989:166). Cassidy reworks the tenets offederalism

and Iiberalism to promote a radical notion of political rights derived from cultural

specificity.

Aboriginal self-government cannot, however, be 50 easily accommodated by

Can~.dian political, legal andjudicial discourses. In 1984, the prevailing federal
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conception ofindian self-government was that "lndians will exercise the powers that the

minister now exercises for lndians" (Nicholson 1984:64). Self-determination for Indians

would be a delegated and limited privilege, not a third order ·.,f govemment incorporating

separate judicial and educational systems or control over territory (Little Bear 1984:xiv).

Legal decisions have upheld this view ofindian govemments as Junior govemments' and

agents of the federal govemment (Cassidy 1989:40). Federal policy continues to

emphasize federal jurisdiction over lndians through an emphasis on 'ministerial

responsibility.' Indian governments are thus constrained by the requirement that a

responsible minister determine their mandates, apportion fUllds and collect information

in order to account to Parliament conceming the "economy, efficiency and effectiveness"

oftheir activities (Cassidy 1989:131). This patemalistic relationship prevents Indian

govemments from assuming fiscal responsibility for their programs and services. The

federal govemment has also used band-specifie legislation such as the Sechell Acl to

establish Indian government quite apart from the structures ofJndiaii Acl band

government, land claim settlements, and constitutional change. The Sec/wlt Acl has been

criticized as creating a local govemment with "enhanced municipal-style powers" while

sidestepping the issue of the inherent powers ofindian govemments and their

"Iationship to federal and provincial govemments (Cassidy 1989: 140).

The political economy of self-government is characterised in many cases by

inadequate fiscal control and an insufficient land base for development (this is not

necessarily true of the governments which will emerge from comprehensive claims

currently being settled). Aboriginal groups again argue that the financing of self-
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government should be unconditional, in exchange for the historical appropriation oftheir

lands and resources by the Canadian government (Cassidy 1989: 169). The practical

politics of self-government are complicated by a lack of political commitment on the part

of federal and provincial governments and a lack of consensus amongst aboriginal

groups, at least concerning constitutional entrenchment.

Although the 1992 Charlolletown Constitutional Agreement included a sweeping

statement on the inherent right of self-government and the recognition of Aboriginal

governments as one of the three orders of government in Canada, it was hemmed about

with limitations anà qualifiers. Expressions Iike 'delayed justiciability' and 'commitment

to negotiate' and the requirement for 'poiitical accords,' seemed to condemn the practical

exercise of the right of self·government to an interminable period offurther discursive

definition. Despite AFN National Chief Ovide Mercredi's part in the production of the

Agreement and his campaign for the support of Indians in the referendum, over sixty per

cent ofvotPTs on Indian reserves rejected it (Hall 1993a:6) although a majority ofInuit

voted yeso Sorne may have felt the Agreement was not strong enough. Others may have

been fearful that under the constitutional regime, self-government would lose its grass

mots character and become another form of external bureaucratic control. As Hall

(1993a:10) puts it; "thp inherent right to determine their own collec,iYé destiny belongs

to First Nations people. Hence the inherent right is the basis of a human liberation

movement, not a slogan to justiJY the replacement of one system of colonial domination

with another." Hall suggests that an idea and process central to aboriginal cultural

politics can be discursively appropriated by bureaucrats and politicians, its potential to
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reorder existing reJationships between aboriginal people and the state thus diverted. So a

'movement' can become a 'slogan', oppositional practice can be discursively contained.

10. Confrontation and a Royal Commission; reordering relationships.

On the constitution~.i front, the 1981 aboriginal rights clause still remains subject

to more precise definition. The Meech Lake Accord had nothing to say about aboriginal

rights or self-govemment, and Ojibway MLA Elijah Harper expressed the dissatisfaction

ofmany aboriginal people in his refusaI to allow the Manitoba legislature to ratify il. The

C/wr/ottetm1'l1 Agreement perhaps had too much to say, too soon, in a context which

Canadians rejected. Apart l'rom the ongoing negotiation ofland daims, the d;scursive

conflicts over constitution-making and the everydal' practice of local governments,

aboriginal people have moved to a more confrontational mode of protest and direct

action, especially over land rights. The Haida in the Queen Charlotte Islands, the Cree in

southern Saskatchewan, Teme'Augama Anishnabai at Bear Island, the Algonquin at

Barriere Lake and the Mohawk at Kanehsatake have launched various fonns of publ ic

protest in order to bring immediate attention to their concerns and to force federal and

provincial governments to act upon them.

The confrontation at Oka between Mohawks and the Sureté Québec, over land

which the Mohawks c1aimed and the town wanted to deveJop, degenerated into an armed

standoffinvolving the Canadian Armed Forces. The use of police and military aggression

might never have been necessary if the dispute over the land (which included a Mohawk

burial site) had been effectively dealt with bl' the federal government. At the same time,
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Kanehsatake was experiencing internai conflict over the authority oflndian Acl elected

councils in opposition to traditionally appointed leaders (Hall 1993a:8). In reaction to the

protest politicians criminalized the Mohawk Warriors, portraying them as isolated

troublemakers, without responding to the substantive issue of land rights. In resorting to

military intervention the federal govemment actually contributed to a growing solidarity

with the Mohawk amongst both natives and non-natives (Roth 1993:325; Lutz 1990:175).

After the standoff ended the political question ofland rights was again displaced and the

issue was obscured by ajuridical discourse ofcriminality.

ln the wake of Meech Lake, Oka and other confrontations, the Manitoba

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry and the Marshall Inquiry in Nova Scotia, it was possible to

characterize relations between aboriginal people, the state and society as in crisis (Miller

1991 e:461). Endemic racism in the judicial system, outstanding land claims, pervasive

poverty in aboriginal communities; these long term conditions suddenly became

newsworthy. In the midst of the media focus on Elijah Harper and the Mohawk Warriors

.- apt representatives of the new kinds oftactics aboriginal people were willing and able

to employ -- Brian Mulroney announced the creation of a Royal Commission on

Aboriginai People.

The Commission was an expedient response to the frustrations expressed by

aboriginal people and to unresolved questions about their place in Canadian history and

society. The terms of reference of the RCAP were sweeping; it should examine the

evolution of the relationship among aboriginal people, govemment and society and

should propose specific solutions to the problems which plague those relations. The
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seven Commissioners2 (four ofwhom are aboriginal people) were given the mandat.: to

'investigate and make concrete recommendations' in a number of areas: the history of the

relationship, the recognition of aboriginal self-government, the land base of aboriginal

people and the claims process, constitutional interpretation and application, the legal

status oftreaties and agreements, the position of Métis and off-reserve Indians, the

special concerns ofNorthern natives, the lndian Act and Indian Affairs, social, economic

and cultural issues, the rok of aboriginal women, youth and eIders, educational issues

andjustice issues (RCAP 1991:1). ln examination of aIl these areas, the Commission was

to focus not on 'problems' but to identifY and articulate solutions; not to contribute to a

'condescending' marginalization of aboriginal people, but to emphasize successful

strategies for achieving their cultural, social and political aspirations (RCAP 1991 :26).

With constitutional debate on hold, at least for the present, the Commission

stands as "the principal national forum in which to measure the assertions of

Aboriginality against the flexibility of Canada's legal, political and economic systems"

(Hall 1993b:27). It represents a forum in which aboriginal strategies of cultural

persistence and social change can be publicly expressed as the basis upon which

relationships might be fundamentally re-ordered. If the RCAP public hearings and final

recommendations carry any weight with the present government, that re-ordering might

be pursued more coherently and effectively than it has been until now.

Of the three original non-aboriginal Commissioners, Alan Blakeney resigned in the
spring of 1993 in protest against what he felt was the RCAP's inability to launch
substantive policy changes.
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CONCLUSION:

Discourses of difference and identity are in rransition. No clearly defined

postmodern, postcolonial modes of domination have replaced nineteenth century

instruments ofeconomic and social control and cultural assimilation (Miller 1989:274).

Earlier colonial discourses and practices coexist in residual form alongside

contemporary tactics of marginalization and appropriation. 1have argued here that

structures of negotiation and consultation are becoming established elements of

aboriginal cultural politicsn Canada. Aboriginal people are now a force with which

industry and governments must reckon (Ponting and Gibbins 1980:313) and Canadians

are accepting the moral imperative of a re-ordered relationship. Constitutional debates

and public inquiries like the RCAP are indicators that Harold Cardinal's 1969 (11) call

for 'real and purposeful dialogue' with government and non-Indians is finally being

heeded. But good intentions, fine rhetoric and acts of expediency must be cautiously

considered in the light of political and economic realities ranging from the military

presence at Kanehsatake to massive funding cuts to the Native Communications

Program. Any serious commitment to a new relationship between natives and non

natives is going to require the re-allocation of resources to aboriginal people. The

political economy of self-government and cultural autonomy still remains to be worked

out.

From an historical perspective on the discourses and practices of cultural politics,

this chapter has tried to determine how contemporary relations between cultures have

been established. While it has made passing reference to the strategic use ofbroadcast
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media in this relationship and in the affirmation of aborigina! identity, the third chapter

will focus more specifically on the development of aboriginal media in Canada and on

the policy context within which communications practices and technolog;~s are being

developed.
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CHAPTER THREE
Communication Policy, Cultural Politics

and Aborigina~ Media

INTRODlicnON:

This chapter will elaboni!e the notion of cultural politics introduced in the

previous two by relating it to the emergence of aboriginal media in the context of

Canadian communication policy and practice. It will examine the conjuncture of

aboriginal media use with the dominant discourses of communication policy and the

central discursive categories of public interests, market forces and technological

imperatives. Aboriginal communication strategies and practices will be situated amongst

those of other 'fragments' of the public for and by whom broadcasting and mass media

are constituted. The chapter will explore the multiple constructions ofthis public by

analyzing the central categories and formative ideas ofCanadian communication policy

such as national unity, cultural sovereignty, Québec nationalism, community

development multiculturalism and aboriginal identity. At the same time, the analysis

undertakcn here is not limited to the content of policy, but considers also its context and

treats policy-making as discursive procedure and political process. Communications

policy is important not only for what it says, but for how its internaI meanings are

generated. It is necessary to understand how the language of policy statements often

occludes or obscures the social and historical conditions oftheir possibility. Which

social groups participate in policy debates, their relative positions within networks of
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power and their differing abilities to mobilize economic, political and technological

i",,50tiïCC~ can be revealed by a reading of public policy as discourse.

The chapter opens with the identification ofkey ideas, interests and instruments

in an analysis of policy content and then applies methods of discourse analysis in order to

clarify the contexts of policy production. Having established the need to consider both

content and context, the first part proceeds to examine the political terrain of culture and

communicatlon policy and the conflicting conceptions and multiple locations of the

'public interest' in Canadian broadcasting. 1tum then to a ::onsideration of the

conjuncture of ideas of culture and communication with those of markets, industries and

commodities in a treatment of the economics ofculture. Part 1concludes with an

examination Gftht: social construction of technologies of communication and

information. The 'technological imperative' in communication policy is located within

historical relations of domination, and social and economic processes of centralization

and globalization.

Before embarking on a discussion of communication policy as it relates to

aboriginal media, the second part of the chapter briefly surveys the emergence of

community media - especially community radio -- in Canada during the 1970s. The

rhetoric ofparticipatory democracy of the early Trudeau years encompassed a philosophy

of'community development.' This was a period of extensive state support for local

initiatives in the area of social animation and cultural expression, perrnitting

experimentation with a number of low-tech and non-professional uses of audio and

video. 'Experiments' were often inforrned by an expiicit theoretical position which
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Community media initiatives in remote, urban, native and non-native communities were

successful to varying degrees, often in proportion to their responsiveness to locally

defined and articulated communication needs and the extent of genuine local control and

accountability.

By the late 'seventies and early 'eighties, the experimenta! moment in community

media was subject to a fonn of'regulatory capture' through whieh the CRTC and federal

and provincial departments of communication established specitie policies and

categories for community media. Presently, distinct regulatory and policy environments

exist for cable community channel s, community radio including campus radio, ethnie

radio. minority official language radio and, most recentiy, native undertakings. 1will

examine these brietly in tum, arguing throughout that the community sector in Canadian

hroadcasting. while un;que in its size, extent and varie!)', is large!y underdeveloped.

Community media practices are located in the interstices between public and private

sectors. caught between local and non-profit mandates, commercial pressures and the

curre11l withdrawal of state support for cultural and social prob'Tams.

Community media are one example of the politicization of culture in Canada in

the last three decades. They emerged l'rom the fragmentation of national consensus

about the constitution of Canadian culture and the location of the public interest in

communication. They also evolved in conjunction with the growing politicization of

aboriginal groups and the affirmation of cultural identity and collective rights. In native

commllnities, commllnity radio became a key means of challenging dominant
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monopolies ofknowledge. Through local and regional programming in native languages

and direct control of local stations and regional networks, native people became more

aware of and able to engage in the larger social and political processes impinging upon

their lives. This was no simple cause and effect relationship, but rather a multiply

determined concurrence of cultural transformations with political organization.

The formation of national and provincial native organizations and local

governments correspond in both time frame and motivation to the creation of regional

native communications societies and the development of community radio. In this

period, as aboriginal affairs broke free of colonial modes of control exercised by the

Departrnent ofIndian Affairs, Indian and Inuit communication societies lobbied for

operating funds from the federal departments of Secretary of State and Communications,

and the Québec Ministry of Communication. At the same time, resistance to the

exploitation of unceded land in the North was accompanied by rejection of the federal

plans for exiension of southern broadcasting into the North by satellite. The J969

Telesal Canada Acl was part of a federal agenda designed to extend communication

services to 'ail Canadians' and to integrate the North into the national broadcasting

system without any real consideration of the needs and priorities of native Northerners.

This can be linked to the liberal ideology behind the White Paper on fndian Polky

introduced the same year. Indians and Inuit were to be accorded the same treatment as

other Canadians; cultural and historical differences Iimited to the level of personal or

'folkloric' expressions. In the following decade, the discourses of cultural identity and

political rights that shaped such political debates as the Penner Committee, the
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Constitutional Conferences and the Charlottetown Accord also surfaced in

communication policy forums such as the CRTC Therrien Committee, the planning of

the Northern Native Broadcast Access Program and the hearings of the Task Force on

Broadcasting. And now, aboriginal engagement in and control oflocal and regional

broadcasting must be seen in the relation to self-government in other areas such as

education, chi Id welfare and health care. The same structures oflocal control,

community accountability and cultural relevance are being put into place in media

organizations.

1have sketched these parallels between Indian policy and communication policy

as a subtext to a more detailed discussion ofthe latter. In both cases we can trace the

same patterns of an elite administrative group using state regulation and control on

behalf of a passive client or public. There exists a similar degree ofsystemic ambiguity,

or unintended consequences, creating tension between local actions and central

administration in which definitions of culture are highly contested. In both cases, a

politics of culture cornes into play as aboriginal people and other social groups

appropriate and subvert dominant discourses and practices of communication and

communication policy to their own ends.

The third part of the chapter examines the specifie case ofaboriginal cultural

politics and communication policy. The local origins of native broadcasting prior to 1980

are discussed in the context of northern communication extension and experimentation.

The DOC Northern Pilot Project (NPP) in 1974 warrants special attention, in pa"

because it became a model for other northern communication projects and also because
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the project was instrumental in the foundation ofWawatay Native Communications

Society. The NPP fonnula for native involvement in communications planning and

experimentation in the Canadian North is compared to a similar concurrent project in

Alaska. While the Canadian approach was demonstrably more participatory, the

'experimental' approach fostered several contradictions that are still evident in northem

native broadcasting.

1980 was a transition point in communications policy in Canada, and for

aboriginal broadcasters that year marked the tirst significant policy statement

recognizing native communication priorities _. the report of the CRTC Committee on

Extension of Service to Northem and Remote Communities (Therrien Committee) which

held northem hearings and included Inuk member John Amagoalik. This decade marked

the florescence of native community radio and the entrenchment of regional radio and

television networks under the auspices of the NNBAP. 1will briefly survey developments

in these areas and then go on to consider the active involvemem of native groups in

communications policy fora and the key issues being debated there. This section will

examine several thernes common to the policy debates of the 1980s including the need

for native language programming and skilled aboriginal radio and television producers,

the role of the cac, the problem of 'access' and distribution, the need for public funding,

participation in the regulatory process. and absence ofsupport for southem and urban

native communication requirements. Many ofthese concerns were first voiced during

the Therrien Committee hear ngs and became more complex as policies and prograrns

developed. This section will follow the negotiation ofthese issues by aboriginal
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broadcasters and policy makers from Therrien, through the con~ultaticils surrounding the

creation of the NNBAP and the Northem Broadcasting Policy, to tht: hearings of the Task

Force on Broadcasting and the House ofCommons Standing Committee on

Communication and Culture, and culminating in the CRTC's 1990 Native Broadcasting

Policy and the 1991 Broadcasting Act.

Finally, this chapter makes a preliminary assessment of the cultural and political

implications ofnative-controlled media in the Canadian context and attempts to ascertain

the specifie characteristics of aboriginal mt,dia use. In general l have tried to discover

how the internai organization oftelevision·.md radio production is unique, how

successfully the media technologies themselves have been appropriated and/or

transformed, the extent to which aboriginal media promote cultural autonomy in keeping

with the prin<:iples and practices of self-determination, whether the 'right to

communicate' can be counted as an aboriginal right and what are the implications of

aboriginal expressions of identity and modes of self-representation for research and

critique.

PART 1: CANADIAN COMMUNICATlONS POLlCY; PUBLIC INTERESTS,
MARKET FORCES AND TECHNOLOGICAL IMPERATIVES.

I. Policy content: identifying ideas, interests and instruments.

This chapter is concemed with public policy for communication as the expres~·on

of dominant ideas about culture, the creation of normative structures for the fOTm and

content of mass media, and the mediation of conflicting social interests in
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communication through state persuasion and coercion. Where 1ndian policy produced

and reproduced the moral imperatives and political hierarchies of nineteenth century

colonialism, broadcasting and communication policy is a product oftwentieth century

liberal ideologies and rationalized bureaucracies. Ostensibly, it protects and promotes

the public interest by ensuring the equal access of individuals to the distribution of

informative, educational and entertaining programs on public airwaves. Yet on doser

examination it becomes apparent that a liberal discourse of equal rights obscures

practices of exclusion and elitism not unlike those traced earlier in Indian policy.

Because communications policy in Canada is a complex and contradictory field,

it can be helpful to use methods of'policy studies' as a preliminary means of assessment.

As Doern and Phidd (1983:37) and Lindblom (1980:13) suggest, public policy can be

seen in terms of 'input' and 'output'. The former may come from institutions and

individuals like political parties, interest groups, bureaucrats, jo!!malists and

professional consultants, while 'output' denotes implementation ofpolicies by means of

various possible instruments. These might include the re-allocation of state resources

through taxes, grants or loans, the rationalization and regulation ofindustry, the

development of trade policies, tariffs and foreign investment, or the manipulation of

labour markets and direction of skills training (Serafini 1980:93). The various agencies

of the state -- bureaucracy, legislature, executive, andjudiciary -- deploy these

instruments in order to ensure compliance with policy objectives. The choice and

combination of instruments depends on several factors; the political agendas and relative
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positions of goveming parties, the economic resources available, the degree of state

coercion acceptable and prevailing political ideologies and values.

This latter point ilIustrates an~,(her important aspect ofpolicy-making and allows

it to be viewed as a process of defining ends, choosing means, carrying out decisions and

evaluating results (TFB 1986: 171 J. This highlights the normative intent ofpolicy making

and indicates that it requires the "exercise and structuring of power, iilfluence and

legitimate coercion..." (Doern and Phidd 1983:351). The objectives ofpolicy are not

al ways easily determined, cJearly expressed, nor intemally consistent. The purposes of

particular policies must be made explicit, conflicts arbitrated and compromises achieved

in order for these stated o~iectives to be implemented. Ideally, this is the point at which

institutions and interest groups make their positions and priorities known in order that

processes of consultation and negotiation may take place. More recently, sorne ofthis

debate has been carried on in public hearings held by federal or provincial bureaucracies,

reg~latory agencies or legislative committees. But it also invoives private lobbying of

Icgislators, cJosed consultation with 'experts' and a certain amount of'backroom' politics.

The concept of'interest group' engagement in the policy-making process

presupposes that individuals are organized according to their cornmon interest. This

notion has sorne limitations: tirst, while sorne members of society may have pressing

common inte:ests, they are not necessarily able to organize around these interests nor

direct attention to them. Examples incJude the urban poor, welfare recipients, recent

immigrants, abused women, children and the elderly, among others. A second, related,

weakness in thi, concept is its more ready application to groups whose interests are
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economic -- business, agricuîtural, industrial and professional organizations. Groups that

represent more broadly social interests -- ethnic, environmental, -:onsumer, women's,

students' or tenants' groups, for example -- are less stable, less coherent and less able to

recover the costs of political otganization from their members (Doem and Phidd

1983:77,82). The third limitation ofthe idea is that sorne groups may he organized

around common interests, but those interests are not such that they are easily negotiated.

Here, the idea of'rights groups' is a more useful one, a category into which aboriginal

people dearly faB since land rights or rights to cultural autonomy are not perceived as

subject to compromise. For many purposes, interest groups can be seen to represent

either public or private interests, to pursue social or economic ends. While cleariy this

distinction is not always valid for every group, it is a useful means of distinguishing

between the general objectives ofpolicj and ofpolicy actors (without precluding the

possibility that social goals can sometimes have economic benefits and vice versa) .

ln the case of communication policy -- more specificaBy, broadcasting policy-

interest groups include public (federal, provincial, community and native) and private

bWâdcasters (radio and television stations, networks, speciality channels, cable operators

and independent producers),labour unions, professional and performers' associations,

aboriginal groups, ethnic and linguistic minorities, women's groups, educational

institutions and other of the public interest groups mentioned earlier. The key federal

institutions contributing to communications policy include Departments of

Communication and Secretary of State, The House of Commons Standing Committee on

Communication and Culture (SCCC), the CRTC, the CBC, NFB and Telefilm Canada.
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Provincial 'educational' broadcasters and departments of communication also play a role.

It is immediately apparent from the length and diversity of such a list how many

contradictory interests and ideologies must emerge in the policy making process. In

combination with economic constraints and technological changes, the communications

policy environment is a dynamic one.

Two other factors that are reflected in the content of policy must be discussed

before attending to the epistemoJogical, social and historical conditions of its production.

Firsl, we need 10 consider the use ofregulation as a policy instrument and second, the

limitations ofprocesses of consultation and participation in policy production, especially

as applied to aboriginal people in Canada.

The creation, under the 1968 Broadcasting Act, of the Canadian Radio-Television

Commission (now the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications

Commission) marked a shift from a more direct engagement by the state in promoting

the objectives of broadcasting policy through the national public broadcaster to the

"imposition ofbroadcasting standards and the regulation ofbroadcasters" (Peers

1979:411). The decision to use regulation as a means of advancing cultural goals has left

its indelible mark on the development of communications in Canada. The choice of

regulation is problematic for several reasons. Regulation tends generally to favour

commercial interests while appearing to be in the public interest. This is so because in

responding to regulation business and industry; "can marshall the resources (Iawyers,

accountants, experts) to protect its interest in a regulatory forum much more efTectively

than can those whose interests are nominally being served by the r<:gulation. From a
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politician's point ofview this is the best ofb{)th worlds: credit is obtained for acting 'in

the public interest' while, at the sarne time, not greatly hurting the interest that is

ostensibly being damaged" (Doern and Phidd 1983:79). Secondly, regulation often

involves sanctions against the private sector as a form of pressure. It does little to further

the objectives of public sector institutions that fall under the same regulations. As SaIter

(1988:235) suggests, in the case of the CRIC, when the same criteria are imposed on

both public and private sectors; "public broadcasters often fail ta identifY their 0,,'1l

particular mandate, and the CRIC fails to develop specifie standards that are appropriate

only for public broadcasting." Finally, broadcasting and communications regulations are

not always consistently enforced. As CapIan and Sauvageau point out, this can be self

defeating and tends to discredit the objectives being supported (IFB 1986:186). As a

policy instrument then, regulation needs to be subject 10 critical evaJuation and its

weaknesses more tharoughly assessed. Later, 1will consider more pro-active approaches

to the cultural goals of communication policy and the politics of public broadcasting.

Just as regulation appears to be in the public interest but in fact favours the

private sectar, the notions of 'participation' and 'consultation' of public interest groups in

policy-making are equally contradictory. As already iIlustrated in regard to aboriginal

affairs, federal policy is also government policy and thus reflects the political priorities

of goveming parties before it can be accountable to local concems or 'special interests.'

For marginalized groups, participation in the policy process does not easily translate into

control over its direction. As Doern and Phidd (1983:87) suggest, formaI consultation

does engage sorne fundamental democratic principles, but can also be used to delay
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action, co-opt interests, facilitate compliance or as a symbolic gesture in substitution for

substantial change. Consultative processes can also generate a certain degree of conflict

amongst interest groups as they struggle for position and the attention ofbureaucrats and

politicians (Aucoin 1971: 125). The competitive nature ofthis positioning process can

often distract from the more immediate goals of the group, especially when resources

are limited.

For aboriginal groups, parti;;ipation in policy processes, aside from those

surrounding land claims negotiations and local self-government, is constrained by these

factors and by several others. In her studies of native involvement in policy-making,

MarIene Brant Castellano explores the internaI and external conditions that enable and

inhibit the assertion of native priorities in public policy. Because of the diversity of

aboriginal needs and contexts across the country, she suggests that policy initiatives

should not be limited to the areas where national consensus can be achieved, but can be

undertaken on a regional basis and will f(;'quire ongoing revision. This would effectively

help resist the centralizing and professionalising tendencies of bureaucracies and develop

locally accountable alternative structures (Castellano 1982:120, 122). Drawing on

examples from two case studies -- health worker training in Ontario and the Inuit

Broadcasting Corporation, Castellano (1988:22) argues that mainstream institutions are

incompatible with or inadequately responsive to local native needs. Linguistic

differences, cultural traditions and social and physical isolation ail contribute to the

creation of se1f-determined structures. This process is hindered by the mainstream

institution's monopoly of resources and by the general state of economic dependence in
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many native communities. Thus, the internai conditions for successfuJ involvement in

policy decisions include a degree of cultural vitality, organizational development and

access to economic resources and the external conditions include prevailing definitions

of public interest, advocacy for change within dominant institutions and the extent of the

monopoly exercised by mainstream institutions (Castellano 1988:27). Given these

impinging factors, Castellar,:) 0988:6) points out that there is a significant discrepancy

between the "ideal of participation and the reality of exclusion."

For a marginalized minority group, the social and economic costs of engaging in

public policy debates can be high. Presentation ofbriefs, participation in hearings,

conducting research, negotiation of positions -- ail require funds and human resources

that are in limited supply. Hearings are often based on pre-determined issues or 'caBs for

comments' which may not address native priorities directly and require a challenge to

underlying assumptions. And while aboriginal groups have often made concerted efforts

to press their priorities in policy fora in communications and other areas, the legislative

rewlts do not always show evidence ofthis input (Finlay 1983:40; SCCC 1988-57:140).

The constraints upon aboriginal participation must be kept in mind throughout the

remainder ofthis chapter and the success of groups like the Inuit Broadcasting

Corporation in intervening in the policy process (see Roth 1983a:59) needs to be

considered in light of the particular limitations faced by native groups and other barriers

to democratic participation in the policy process.
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2. Poliey eontexts: discursive procedures of policy-making.

The difficulties encountered by native people in asserting their own priorities in

policy debates must be situated in the social and historical contexts of colonialism and

relations of dependency. Thus we need to look beyond the content ofpolicy, its 'objects'

and 'instruments,' to its discursive procedures and processes. If policy is viewed as

discourse -- employing Foucault's definition of discourse as the social production of

knowledge and the 'practice of speaking' -- then it can be understood as a mode of

communication and interaction (Finlay 1987: 12). Detennining the historical and social

conditions ofpossibility of specifie enunciations or economies oftruth reveals "which

discursive presuppositions are necessary for a certain speaker to command authority for

himself over and above other voices " (Finlay 1983:7). The discursive presuppositions of

communications policy eonstruct such ideas as 'national unity', 'public interest' 'new

technologies' or 'cultural industries' in ways that impose closure on interpretations of the

ideas themselves as weil as on the possibility of introducing new or radically

heterogeneous concepts and meanings.

This perspective on policy also allows us sec contradictions between its content

and its discursive procedures. Finlay (1987: 15) illustrates this in the case of discourse on

new communications technolq,')'. Where these discourses overtly claim that new

communications technology will encourage democratic social participation, the same

discourses follow the "procedure of hierarchically excluding certain speakers, ofrefusing

them the right to speak or at least, though they may be allowed to speak, of claiming any

scientitic truth for the form and content oftheir statements. Often in current debate on
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new communicatio!!s technology, engineers and burcaucrats enjoy such hierarchical

exclusivity..." This contradiction was especial1y apparent when television broadcasting

was to be extended to the North by satel1ite. While Telesat policy was explicitly

formulated with the objective of meeting northem ::ommunication needs, native

Northemers were never asked to define or prioritize their needs prior to the introduction

oftelevision to their communities. The procedure of exclusivity works to silence

oppositional voices which contradict dominant definitions and presuppositions in

communications policy.

ln a related assessment of Canadian cultural and communications policy

discourse, Biggs (1985:147) argues that its discursive procedures are acontextual and

ahistorical. The cultural policy statements she analyzes ignore the socio-economic

conditions of cultural production and technological innovation, locate democracy in the

multiplication of goods and services, cast the 'public' as consumers and dehistoricize

"technology and ideas ofprogress in terms of the technologieal fix." Many ofthese

criticisms \vill be confirmed shortly in a discussion ofhow the public and locations of the

public interest in culture and communication have traditional1y been constructed and

recently b~en chal1enged.

Policy-making viewed as a "dynamic, interacti{\Oal system ... ofinter-relating

institutions or structures, processes and ideas" (McNulty 1988:184) has both discursive

and practical political elements. The practical politics of communication policy is, in

Raboy's view, the predominant politics of the public sphere. As he says (1990: x):
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In modem society, media are the central institutions of the public sphere -- a
battleground in which conflicting interpretations ofreality compete with each
other for the right to be taken as representative of public opinion and the public
interest. The debates surrounding media -- and in the framework of contemporary
Western political culture these debates focus on policy -- are thus crucial to the
democratic quality ofpublic life.

In the Canadian context, this politics revolves around a central conflict .- whether the

purposes of communications policy should be social and cultural, or economic, and what

ultimate impact choices in this area will have on the structure and content of

communications media available to Canadians (Audley 1983: xxviii; Raboy 1990:289;

DOC 1987a:8). From wiihin ihls tension, 'culture' can be variously defined as 'vehicle of

national hegemony'; 'high culture' and the arts; popular culture produced and distributed

by mass media; (Ferguson 1986:58) or, in Canada, local, regional or minority cultures.

But this tension is also generated by competing loci of control over the expressive,

productive and distributive elements of culture. It has been very strongly argued that

communication needs are social needs, that economic decisions about cultural

production have social consequences and that communications policy should be therefore

be considered social rather than industrial policy (Serafini 1980:92; Ferguson 1986:52).

If the goals of communication policy are social goals, then the important questions do not

concern what culture is, or how it should be measured, distributed or consuined, but WQ

should be creators, actors and agents and what skills and competencies and rights they

require (Finlay 1983:16). This perspective most clearly recognizes the social and

interactive nature of communication and the situation of communication policies within

networks of power.
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The social and political grounds of communication policy in Canada are perhaps

best iIIustrated by the conflict between the policy goals of 'national unity' and '~I.lItural

sovereignty,' and the existence of multiple local and regional identities and cultaral

diversities. The homogenizing and unifying categories of communication policy are

often ·;onfounded by processes of audience fragmentation and engagement ofdiverse and

critical publics. Canadian nationalism is contested from within; regional and local

cultures persistently undermine any search for a unified national self-concept (Laba

1988:82). As Roth and Valaskakis (1989:229) point out, sorne of the most interesting

developments in broadcasting have occurred beyond the scope of nationalist discourses,

"regionally and locally among non-AngloJ.'~one,non-Francophone populations, almost

completely outside of 'official' national conversations." At the same time, the 'national'

interest has been equated with the public interest, 50 that these marginal innovations have

only recently been reeognized as forms of public broadcasting .

Another dimension of the equation between national unity and public

broadcasting has been the emphasis on communication as a means of achieving cultural

sovereignty against the threat of American cultural imports. Historically, broadcasting

legislation has compelled the CBC and the CRTC to follow the "federal govemment's

definitions of Canadian interest and identity which in tum tend to he those of the most

populous region: Central Canada" (Collins 1986:156). But, according to Raboy (1990:8),

this state-directed, centralized location of the public interest has been obscured by an

appeal to cultural sovereignty, an appeal which also acts as a foil for the economic

protection of private broadcasters and the concomitant withdrawal of the state from
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support ofpublic broadcasting (Raboy 1990:301). In a succinct summary ofhis critique

of constructions of 'national unity' and 'cultural sovereignty,' Raboy (1990:339) argues

that it actually results in the promotion of American interests:

The emphasis on national considerations has only been maintained at the cost of
subsuming the other major tensions in Canadian broadcasting: between public
and private ownership, between different jurisdictional models, between differe··.t
structural approaches. By persistently camouflaging these issues, the cultural
sovereignty argument has prevented the extension ofthe public dimension of
broadcasting in Canada. [n fact, if one were inclined to see things this way, one
could argue that the thwarting of the democratic potential of media in Canada in
the name of national interest actually serves American interests in the long run.
Perhaps that was what Innis was getting al.

The 'national purpose' in broadcasting policy suppresses criticisns of the public

broadcaster and definitions of the public outside of state or market structures (Raboy

1990:335). The development of community media and native broadcasting in Canada

has been inhibited by dominance of the 'national' purposes ofbroadcasting and the

discursive construction of 'cultural sovereignty' is one of the presuppositions ofpolicy·

making that invokes closure upon other voices within and potential expressions of

Canadian identity.

ln this section 1have illustrated how policy·making, viewed as a set of discursive

procedures, has historically permitted the exclusion of certain actors and the occultation

of certain ideas. This perspective is maintained throughout the following dIscussion of

what 1have taken as three central discursive categories in Canadian communications

policy. With ~the phrase 'discursive categories' 1want to suggest that three key terms ..

'the public,' 'markets' and 'technologies' have attained a hegemonic force; they are

discursively constructed as naturalized, dehistoricized imperatives whose social and
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political human interests are obscured. But this process ofreification has not been

uncontested and the following discussion also traces resistances to the authority of

certain ideas and interpretations.

3. Locating the 'public' in communication policies.

The 'public' element ofbroadcasting in Canada has been founded on the

assumption that radh frequencies -- the 'medium' ofradio and television -- are public

property, not subject to unrestrained private or commercial exploitation. From this basic

assumption emerges the notion ofa 'single' broadcasting system composed ofpublic and

private sectors. WitllÎn this single system the state itselfhas certain interests, many of

which have bee;; projected onto the CBe. ln tum, the CBC has becorne the primaI}' locus

of the public interest in broadcasting, the dominant member of the public sector and

major beneficiary of public funds. But the definition of public interest is a transitory one.

lt has, as already suggested, been associated with the political and economic strategies of

the state through its mandate offostering 'national unity' and 'cultural sovereignty'.

More recently 'public interest' has come to signi(y the 'special interests' ofthose

audiences and members of social groups whose needs for expression, information and

entertainment are not met by imported American network prob'Tamming or national

public broadcasting. This equation of public interest with special interests raises the

question of'access' and promotes the use ofpublic broadcasting as a channel through

which mernbers ofthese groups communicate largely with one anothcr. On the one hand,

this has encouraged a diversification of the public sector and the proliferation of non-
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commercial uses of public airwaves that are 'not the CBC.' On the other hand 'access,'

either via the national broadcaster or by means of multiplying speciality or community

channels, potentially ghettoizes and further marginalizes these interests and voices.

Similar forces are evident in the underdevelopment ofregional (anywhere that is 'not

Toronto') production in public broadcasting.

The tension between centre and margin in Canada has social, cultural and

geographical manifestations. This section wiII explore these issues in more detail and

conclude with an assessment ofmodels of decentralization, democratization and

participation that are advanced for public broadcasting, in order to determine whether the

public interest might be more effectively expressed and addressed therein. The

contestation of definitions of the public interest in broadcasting is a mode of cultural

politics. Unifying and homogenizing discourses ofCanadian cultural identity are

subverted by diverse cultural and territorial locations of publics and interests.

The assertion that the airwaves are a public resource subject to regulation, the use

ofwhich entails social obligations, dates back to the earliest period ofCanaàian

broadcasting. Articulated through a series ofpolicy statements from the 1929 Aird

Reporl, the Massey-Lévesque Commission in 1951, to the Fowler Committee in 1955

(DOC 1987b: 61: Audley 1983:186), the declaration that 'radio frequencies are public

property' opens both the 1968 and the 1991 Broadcasling AcIs. That they are public

property is one thing, but whether they are also a scarce resource is another question.

Their 'publicness' may be a function oftheir scarcity and iftechnological changes allow

the multiplication of forms of mass or public communication, then are arguments for the
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reguJation and social responsibilities of commercial users weakened? The Task Force on

Broadcasting supplies a partial answer to this question by arguing that broadcast

frequencies are not unlimited and that the availability of more channels does not

guarantee greater access - hence the use of airwaves still entails commitments to the

'dissemination ofCanadian culture' as part of the engagement in a 'public trust on hehalf

ofCanadians' (TFB 1986:146). Upon this initial assumption, broadcasting in Canada has

been constituted as a 'single system' structured around the common use ofpublic

frequencies but divided into public and private sectors. This particular policy

presupposition is perhaps the most problematic for the development and support of the

public half of the system and the location of the public interest within il. ln his

comprehensive historical review of communications policy, Raboy (1990:9) argues that

the private sector has, without exception, floUfished within the single system while the

public sector has "depended on the particular importance attached to broadcasting by the

party in power." ln either case, no governrnent has moved to limit the profitabitity of

private broadcasting.

The choice of regulation as a policy instrument has furthered the

underdevelopment ofpublicbroadcasting. The CRTC protects the interests of the

industry with a light hand in applying regulations and a blind eye to contraventions

(Raboy 1990:236). As Salter (1988:235) argues, regulation does little to encourage

unique objectives and standards for the public sector:

Whatever public broadcasting is, it is more than a 'higher quotas' and a 'better
balanced' version of private broadcasting. Different methods of ensuring
accountability are appropriate; di fferent standards should he used in the
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evaluation of its perfonnance; different approaches should be taken to control its
management and ensure the fulfilment of its objectives. The problem for public
sector and regulators alike is that, in meeting the same criteria as private
broadcasters do, public broadcasters often tàil to identifY their own parti"ûlar
mandate, and the CRTC fails to develop specifie standards that are appropriate
only for public broadcasting.

While it is perhaps not only the role of the CRTC to develop different standards for

public broadcasting, that initiative was not taken up by anybody else in the recent policy

debates surrounding the new Broadcasting Act. The public sector suffi~rs from lack of

coherent long tenn olJJectives. In an ad hoc manner, a native broadcasting policy is

tacked on in one area, specialty news channels added in another, provincial funding

exists for community broadcasting in sorne provinces, the cable channels are operated by

citizens groups in others. The Task Force on Broadcasting made several

recommendations in support of a diversified public sphere and the development of

community and native broadcasting, but these were not part ofan overall

reconceptualization of public broadcasting (Raboy 1990:307).

Although it might seem obvious that the state should have a direct hand in

detennining the nature and function of public broadcasting, in Canada govemments and

bureaucracies have found themselves in the position of mediating and promoting several

conflicting interests. Historically, state intervention has ensured the Canadian ownership

and operation ofthe mass media and has facilitated the growth ofdomestic cultural

production and the technological systems of its distribution. But, as Raboy (1990:336)

points out, this function of the state in protecting private interests, and in furthering its

own internai political and bureaucratie interests, is made less explicit. The agenda for
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public broadcasting is undermined by these competing interests and, of course, by the

CUITent constraints ofdeficit financing.

As the national public broadcaster, the CBC was not always the sole repository

and guarantor of the public interest in broadcasting, just as its position is now shifting.

Peers (1979) argues that until the 1950s, a number of national organizations including the

Canadian Radio League, the Canadian Association for Adult Education, the Canadian

Congress of Labour and the Canadian Federation of Labour expressed the need for and

supported public broadcasting. After the Canadian Radio League went out ofexistence

and the other organizations found their energies absorbed by their more specific interests;

"The burden of speaking for the interests of the system fell more and more on the CBC

itself, with the result that at times it acted and was seen to act as an institutional pressure

group." As the CBC became isolated from a network of supporting and contributing

groups it was perceived either to serve its own interests or those of the govemment of the

day (Raboy 1990: II). This perception was compounded by the absence of any real

structures of public accountability for the objectives and practices of the Corporation.

Criticisms directed at the CBC conceming its elitism, lack of responsiveness to

popular tastes and sometimes spendthrift and inefficient administrative practices are

common to other 'arrns-length' public cultural institutions. In Collins (1990:95) view:

"How public-sector institutions (which owe their existence to the need for institutions

outside the reach ofgovemment and the capitalist market) are to be govemed and their

performance assessed remains a central, and unanswered, policy question." Though the

CBC is meant to represent the public interest, there are few concrete means of addressing
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that interest directly through the broadcaster's programs and practices. CapIan and

Sauvageau (TFB 1986:263) suggest that management of the tension between creative

autonomy and public accountability requires "much vigilance and democratic goodwill",

but make few specifie recommendations as to how vigilance might operate in bringing

the CBC to account for possible misrepresentations ofthe public interest, nor how

democratic goodwiII is to aid in evaluating the CBC's perform3.nce and ifnecessary

redirecting its mandate.

One pervasive element of the spate of public hearings leading up to the

introduction of new broadcasting legislation in 1988 and 1990 was the emergence of

conflicting conceptions of the public interest. Various institutions and agencies claimed

to be speaking for the public in these hearings. The CRTC, the provinces, public

advocacy and community groups each put forth their version of the public interest, while

the definition of the public as "audience, consumer and even stock market investor" also

held a certain currency (Raboy 1990:227). Both Collins (1990:335) and Melody

(1990:32) suggest that the public interest can be defined both as a collection of minority

interests and as the interests of a majority in society. Collins identifies the majority

interest with the 'nationalist' purposes ofpublic broadcasting and the minority interest

with its 'public-service' aspects and sees the two as contradictory forces. Melody likewise

sees the public interest as resting in part with minority groups whose social and cultural

needs may not ,orrespond with 'vested financial interests.' But he also locates the public

interest in the needsof'society as whole' and argues that policy decisions must account

for "the overall structure ofbenefits, costs and consequences for society." Although
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Melody does not present these two aspects of the public interest in communication

policies as being in conflict, he does not give any specifie outline ofhow the needs of

'society as a whole' might be detennined nor how the success of policies in addressing

those needs might be measured.

While organized special interest groups are able to articulate their priorities and

engage in policy process, the twdency in attempts to locate and address a more broadly

defined public interest is eilher to resort to easily quantifiable economic indicators like

market research and consumer demographics or to rely on the stereotype of an 'average

audience member' (Joe Public) w~o lacks the knowledge and reflective capacity to make

infonned assessments of programming. Economie indicators of the 'public interest'

support a one-dimensional approach to "giving the audience what it wants," ultimately

translated into giving the public more ofwhat it consumes most in a universe of limited

choices. Stereotyped notions of a naive and ignorant public, unable to think critically

about their own communication needs and priorities encourage regulators, broadcasters

and cultural institutions to make unilateral decisions about what is good for audiences,

based on internaI standards oftaste and relevance (Finlay 1983:38). Neither ofthese

modes of locating a broad public interest is satisfactory and could help explain the

malaise that has seized national public broadcasting in Canada in the past decade. The

inability to define the kinds offar-reaching social objectives for public broadcasting that

Melody hints at is exacerbated by the lack of structures of accountability in public sector

institutions. Creative policy directions are needed in this area to enable the restructuring

of the public sector, the renewal of the CBC's national service mandate and the
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diversification oflocal and regional public broadcasting. This can oruy take place by

building in systems of genuine consultation, local control and direct accountability at aIl

levels of the public sector.

The definition of public interest as a collection of special interests can be linked

to the ascendancy of the notion of'access' in debates on public broadcasting. Access is

another fairly elastic term that is used for different purposes in different contexts. In its

most limited and passivt: sense, 'access' is synonym for 'choice,' or the ability to receive a

balanced and varied range of media content (Hudson 1974a:200). In an institutional

context, 'access' can also be used loosely, along with 'participation,' to express the need

for the accommodation of diverse points ofviews in broadcasting. This kind of access

may be effected either through alterations in hiring practices and supporting the

employment of more women and minorities (although there may not be any evidence that

this has a direct relation to the points ofview expressed), or through adjustments in

program content to 'reflect' the regional, cultural, social and political diversity of

Canadians (TFB 1986:143, 152). In none ofthese instances does the definition ofaccess

have any substantial implications for changing the structure ofmass media production

and distribution.

As Salter (1988: 240) argues, 'access broadcasting' permits "accommodation of

new or special interest services within the public system, programming for 'special needs'

of 'target groups' with')ut altering mass audience programming." She sees access

broadcasting as the means by which non-professional, non-profit groups communicate

views of interest to themselves (though arguably of potential interest to others) and
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inc1udes community cable, student radio, multilingual and native broadcasting in this

category (1988:234). Salter suggests that ifthe CBC, as the public 'state-supported

service' is used for 'access programming,' it risks being perceived as a service for

minority interests and therefore less deserving of public support. While arguing against

the confusion of 'public broadcasting' with 'access broadcasting' Salter fails to show why

the communication needs of'access broadcasters' should not be public1y supported nor

what kind of national public interests the CBC should otherwise address. The use of the

CBC may not be the best means of meeting the communication needs of 'special interest'

and minority groups. But in the absence of a fully developed public broadcasting sector,

one that inc1udes national, regional and local distribution systems responsive to the needs

of diverse social and cultural groups and accountable to them, 'access broadcasting'

remains an important interim measure. Perhaps the creation of Television Northern

Canada (TYNC) has gone sorne way toward addressing the criticisms that Salter feels

were being unfairly directed at the CBC for its failure to provide acces~ to its northern

television production and distribution facilities. We will return to the question of access

in the northern context in the final part of the chapter.

Another perspective <m the conjunction of notions of'access' with those of the

public interest cornes from the realm of community or 'alternative' media. Here, access

has more active and critical connotations. Early conceptions of community media were

meant precisely to allow mor,_ people a greater role in programming, decision-making

and development oflocal radio and television stations (CRTC 1976:54). The emergencc

of community media represented another model for meeting the social objectives of
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broadcasting not associated with the CBC's centralized, state-owned structure (Raboy

1990:12). [n this caôe, access meant not just limited provision of air-time on a state or

privately O\vned channel, but access to, and more importantly control of, both content

and form ofJocal media. Whether the radical potential ofthis definition ofaccess has

been realized will be considered shortly.

One final point in the contested terrain of'public interest' that must be considered

is its often unspoken location in central Canada. Public communii;ation in the periphery

is not only underdeveloped, but links amongst peripheral producers are almost

nonexistent. Alison Beale (1988:42) argues that transportation is the model upon which

communication links between centre and hinterland are bui[t, and th~.t communication

has taken up "the centralizing mission" in Canada. Hindley, Martin and McNulty (,;ited in

Raboy 1990:340) argue that communication, in policy and in practice, establishes the

'regiol1s' as "spokes ofa wheel ofwhich Ottawa, Toronto or Montreal is the hub." The

organization of space by both transportation and communication is paralleled by the

organization ofspace by networks of power (Beale 1988; Lorimer and Wilson 1988:5).

Policy proposais to develop regional production and to improve the flow of programming

from the periphery to the centre and between points on the periphery, such as The Task

Force on Broadcasting's proposaI for a second public television channel (Collins 1990:

90) so far remain unimplemented. The NNBAP and the creation ofTVNC are partial

exceptions to this centralizing tendency, but represent a very smal! percentage of the

public funds spent on communication and do not inc1ude any provisions for the flow of
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northem and native productions to channels in southem Canada (CRTC 1985c:14)'. It

can be argued that a more effective way of promoting national unity is to strengthen links

between the regions, rather than to entrust the task of 'reflecting Canada to Canadians' to

a public broadcaster whose major technical and human resources are concentrated in

Toronto. Although an analysis of the role provincial broadcasters might play in

strengthening regional production and distribution is beyond the scope of the present

discussion, they could dearly forrn the basis of a less central ized public broadcasting

network (Raboy 1990:248).

The contestation oflocations of the public interest in communications policy

debate prefigures the discursive and practical resistance to dominant forrns of mass

communication in Canada. Critiques of dominant communication structures and

practices are linked to the negotiation of power relations through such notions as

'emancipation,' 'democratization,' , decentralization,' , empowerrnent,' and 'participation'

through media. The connection between modes of communication and modes of

domination and resistance is important, but not unproblematic. It is too often uncritically

assumed that access to, or even control of communication structures, will generate

political change. As has been consistently argued to this point, in regard to aboriginal

groups, the appropriation of means of communication must be viewed as part of wider

processes ofpolitical change, situated within (but not substituted f;>r) other forrns of

resistance to modes of domination and negotiation of cultural and political relations. It is

lReferences to CRTC Public Notices and Broadcasting Decisions are to the CD-ROM
versions and page numbers given may not correspond to hard copy texts .
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not simply that media -- mass media or alternative media -- are 'instruments of power' or

play a 'hegemonic role in the production of ideology' (Lewis 1990: 189) but that they are

themselves sites of power and resistance (Raboy 1990:3531. ModeJs of'participatory' or

'democratic' media often fail to account for the constraints and displacements that act

upon alternative communic<ltion practices, partly because these practices cannot be

sustained nor understood apart from their situation within and location as sites of shifting

forses of domination and resistance.

The origins of local, partici;>atory and democratically accountable models of

public media in Canada lie in the social and political movements orthe 1960s and 1970s

and the fragmentation oftraditional models of public broadcasting. Mitchell (1988:167)

suggests that the 'cultural development' approach taken by the Secretary of State under

Gerard Pellel;"r during this era was based on a UNESCO mode! using a highly

politicized conception of culture and stressing community-based projects. The

simuitaneous creation of the Native Citizens Oirectorate and the Native Communications

Program under the SecretaI)' of State lends weight to this suggestion. While 'cultural

development' was ultimatel)' meant to foster national unit)', the unintended consequences

of some of the osas programs was their contribution to nascent cultural nationalism in

Québec and amongst aboriginal groups (Mitchell 1988: 166). The locally directed

'cultural development' approach in culture and communications policy was also

accompanied by the fragmentation oftraditional structures ofbroadcasting. The

devclopmcnt of provincial educational broadcasters, cable systems and satellites, as weil

as the creation offederal and provincial departments of communication and agencies like
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the CRIC and Telesat, brought new perspectives to bear on the social and poliiicai

potential of communication beyond over-the-air programming of the public broadcaster

(Raboy 1990:198).

In the Canadian context, the possibilities of technological and infrastructural

change in communications were taken up through national and local initiatives like the

NFB Challenge for Change program, the deve10pment of community radio and the early

cable telcvision community channels, and in a different way, by aboriginal

communication projects and community radio. Ihese structures will be examined in

greater detail shortly, but for now 1want to establish their relationship to the notions of

public interest and cultural politics being considered here. These 'participatory' models of

media use were not at first associated with public broadcasting although they shared

common cultural objectives and non-profit mandates. Because these practices were

highly decentralized and largely non-professional, thev were categorizcd as 'community'

and 'alternative' media.

Without uncritically valorizing (as 1think Mitchell (1988: 160) does) th~

'authentic' properties of geographically or culturally defined 'community' audiences over

those of 'mass' audiences, it seems safe to argue that the local use of media technologies

in non-professional milieux is more likely to encourage the participation of previousiy

'passive' audience members. But, two provisos are necessary. This participation is

dependent upon the communicative needs and expressive desires of community members

-- if such needs do not exist or have not been articulated, the simple existence of

community or alternative media will not generate participation. Secondly, engagement in
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community media practice cannot ensure any degree ofpolitical 'emancipation.' There is

nothing inherent, for instance, in a democratically structured and locally accountable

community radio station that prevents the perpetuation of racist or sexist discourses and

practices. That such discourses and practices may be challenged in this context depends

on the position of participants within much broader political and social movements.

These same movements may impinge equally (and perhaps more effectively) upon

centralized public broadcasters. The Iimits of such constructs as 'democratized' and

'emancipatory' media must be recognized without dismissing their critical or practical

implications.

The insertion of these constructs into public policy debates has been tentative and

inconsistent. In order to arrive at a more adequate assessment of the public interest in

communication and for critical communication theorists and practitioners to engage

more effectively in the 'politics of the public sphere,' fundamental concepts need to be

comprehensively revised. Severa! conclusions may be drawn from the preceding

discussion. To address the public interest through communication policy, policy actors

need to begin with c1ear objectives for the different elements of the public sector. In the

first place, ifthere is a majority interest to be served by the national public service, it

needs to be explicitly articulated and the means of serving il evaluated. One of the ways

of approaching such a question might be in terms of'citizenship' and the corresponding

fùnction ofmass media in providing people with the necessary information for "full and

equal participation in the social order" (Golding 1990:98). The internaI obstacles (such as

structures of media o\\l1ership and control or public and private sector conflicts) and
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external barriers (like socio-economic inequalities and cultural and politicalmarginality)

to the provision of and access to this information might then be recognized and overC0111e

by specific strategies.

The definition ofpolicy objectives for the rest of the public sector and

formulation of a more diversified and democratic public sphere could be undertaken on

two fronts. On the one hand, with an understanding of policy-making as discursive

procedure its acontextuality and ahistoricity can be exposed in an e[filrt to

'operationalize' some of the rhetorica! claims made for communications technology.

Finlay (1983:43) puts forwards this proposition:

First one has to recognize the relationship of the procedures of discourse to social
relations of power and control. Then one has to dare to suggest constraints and
rules of communication which would give substance to the tenns of'democracy,'
'participation,' 'emancipation' and 'interaction.' If one can discover what the
discursive or communications configurations of participatory democracy imply,
then one might be able to push them a step further in policy-making for new
communications technolob'Y-

This might be practically addressed by opening up the communication polIcy pr0cess to

groups who are nonnally excluded and making the ability to intervene Iess dependent on

access 10 financial and political resources. Bringing CRTC hearings to remote native

communities and holding them in nati'"" languages might be one demonstration of

Finlay's proposition.

A second possibility is that the 'communications configuration' of participation

and interaction are in fact already in place, that the discursive procedures of poiicy and of

theory are being contested from these positions and these existing contigurations could
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serve as models for communications policy, practice and critique. Roth and Valaskakis

suggest, for instance, that aboriginal broadcasters have creative!y exploited the spaces

(the 'holes in the net,' in terms of Foucault's metaphor) within Cali8'.>ian policy discourse

to establish their own communication practices. Scholars, theorists and policy-makers

can refer to these cases in their revising long-held policy presuppositions and theoretical

constructs; "Critical theorists are recognizing that the communications experiences of

minorities in Canada constitute a body ofwork rich in criticism ofdominant

communication practices" (Roth and Valaskakis 1989:232). The reference to the internai

structures and decision-making processes of the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation as a

model for the regulation ofnorthern television or for challenging a priori policy

assumptions about Canadian culture might demonstrate this proposition. These two

approaches to the reconstitution ofpolicy processes are not mutually exclusive. The first

is concerned with the movement from epistemological critiques of discourse and

discursive procedures of communication policy to democratic practice. The second

moves l'rom practice -- 10cally and culturally situated communication strategies -- to

critiques ofdiscourses oftheory and policy.

4. Economies and technologies of culture; 'cultural industries' and 'technological
imperatives' in communications policy.

The other two central discursive categories that inform the communications

policy-making process are those of 'markets' and 'technology'. These are often

n:presented as 'forces' or 'imperatives,' beyond human construction and control, natural

elements upon which poliey is contingent. In the previous section it \Vas argued that the
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definition of a 'public interest' in communication was constrained in part by an apparent

conflict between policy objectives that respond to social and cultural needs and those

which support l'conomic goals and centralized technological infrastructures. 1will

develop that idea further, but first want to suggest that the 'conflict' is engendered by the

tendency in policy discourses to obscure the historical traces and human interests in

economies and technologies of culture. The conflict might be resolved ifpolicy-makers

were more insistent upon establishing the social and cultural objectives of

communication policy as the basis upon which economic and technological decisions are

made and Jess willing to represent economies and technologies as something outside and

apart from historical and social agency. As Raboy (1990:300) puts it, the cultural

industries (private sector, public sector, creators and producers) could be enabled to fulfil

the needs of the cultural cOnImunities (national and regional groups, ethnic and social

minorities) ifthese priorities were ciearly in place. The ciaim of the new broadcasting

legislation to be 'technology neutral' is a further illustration ofthis dilemma. On one

level, the technological 'neutrality' of the Broadcasting Act implies that the cultural

objectives for broadcasting hold for ail communications distribution technologies, even

those not yet deve1oped. But on another level, the legislation abdicates any responsibility

for determining the context in which technologica! developments are to supported, and

for whom and what purposes communication technologies should be designed.

Policy support for the profitability of private broadcasting became more apparent

in the 1980s. Prior to that point the govemment had concemed itself mainly with national

and political goals for the public sector, but in 1980 the transfer ofjurisdiction over
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cultural agencies from the Secretary of State to the newly created Department of

Communication marked the merging of goals for broadcasting with those for industrial

development. Mitchell (1988: 169) argues that this was in part a response to the

unintended political consequences of the earlier 'cultural development' models. This

conjuncture was further reinfon:ed by the findings of the 1982 Federal Cultural Policy

Review Committee (Applebaum-Hebert) which mounted a substantial critique of public

sector cultural institutions. Under Francis Fox, DOC followed this up with a series of

policy papers in 1983 that advocated the market as a more effective means of achiev;ng

public policy goals for communication (Collin~. 1986:93; DOC 1983a). Collins

(1986: 155) summarizes this new position as a belief that "state intervention and public

sector institutions are to assist Canadian entrepreneurs in seizing a commanding

comparative advantage over foreign competitors for Canada in the international race to

adapt and lead the way in new technologies." The distinction that needs to be made is

that the new policy position did not call for the imposition of economic objectives

through such instruments as privltization of public sector institutions, but announced the

redirection of state intervention toward 'industrial development' and protection of

Canadian markets.

The rationale for state intervention in cultural production was grounded in the

idea of 'market failure.' Because cultural expression was seen to have intrinsic merit,

Canadian industrit:s engaged in its production and distribution should be protected

becaus~ dumestic markets were too small to supp"rt them otherwise. The incentives for

state suppo.:-( of cultural industries are the potential 'multiplier effect' on labour markets
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and tax revenues, their long term development potential and eventual independence of

state protection (Mitchell 1988:162). The assumption underpinning these rationales is

that profitable cultural industries are synonymous with a healthy and diverse culture, and

that economic indicators can be used to measure the 'success' of Canadian cultural

production (DOC 1987b:77).

The idea that culture is produced and consumed in markets -- whether mass

culture for global market5 or local culture for local markets -- inscribes the properties of

an object or a commodity onto the human and social processes of culture. Emphasis is

placed on international supply and demand and technological modes of distribution of

cultural artifacts. A text that is representative of the application of the discourse of

market forces to the processes of culture is Lyman's 1983 analysis ofCanada's 'Video

Revolution'. Though Lyman insists that the purpose of communication policy should be

'fundamentally cultural' the means of achieving this purpose is through the effective

'marketing and distribution' and 'competitiveness' of cultural products. Canada as a

'regional producer' in a global market can 'amortize' the production costs of cultural

commodities by exporting them (Lyman 1983:24-32). Lyman's market strategies are

meant to counteract the historical underdevelopment of Canadian cultural industries.

This underdevelopment has come about because of the ready access to Canadian markets

by American mass media. Canadian communications systems have been organized

around the supply of imported programming a.nd "in every sector it is far cheaper and far

less risky to import foreih'll material than to produce Canadian material" (Aur'·.ey

1983:321; Collins 1986:152). Canadians consume a disproportionate amount of cultural
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commodities produced elsewhere so that profits from those products leave the country

(DOC 1987b:21). The govemment has moved to 'Canadianize' the cultural industries, not

by restructuring and diversifYing the public sector, but by regulating and protecting the

private sector, especially the cable and pay television industries.

This formula has not been entirely successful, and as Collins (1990:86) points

out:

It is clear that there are continuing contradictions between the aspirations of the
Canadian state to Canadianize broadcasting, the actions and interest of the
Canadians who own and operate the private sector of the broadcasting system,
and, increasingly, the interests ofCanadian viewers who are both denied access to
U.S. channels in order to protect Canadian enterprises and compelled to purchase
a bundle of services rather than select desired individual services.

Despite the contradictions that Collins outlines and the inability of the govemment's

regulatory strategies to keep pace with changes in the technologies of distribution, the

discursive construction of 'market forces' continues to justify the use of economic criteria

to assess the vitality of Canadian culture. The language of markets, industries, products

and consumers also underlies the recent retreat of the state from support of public sector

institutions and the trend toward privatization. While privatization is a 'multidimensiona1

movement' including de-nationalization, commercia!ization, deregulation and

Iiberalization (Murdock 1990:10) and the extent ofits influence on Canadian

communications policy would need to be explored in far !;ïeater depth than is possible

here, a few points are important to the present discussion. If audiences are viewed as

consumers (rather than as participants or publics), their engagement in cultural processes

is Iimited 10 'choice' and their choices are further constrained by their individual ability to
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pay. This is especially true of access to new communications technology, where those

who cannot afford the costs of new cable or pay television services are "disadvantaged

twice over. They are priced out of the market for the newly commercialized services and

dependent on public institutions which are themselves increasingly impoverished and

unable to fulfil either their clients' demands or needs" (Golding and Murdock 1986:76).

This analysis applies most directly to aboriginal people and other marginalized groups in

Canada who have few resources within their communities to support television

production, let alone sophisticated use of new communications technologies and yet they

are the tirst to feel the effects of shrinking federal funds. As policy presuppositions,

'market forces' and 'privatization' not only sustain unequal access to commodities in the

'information economy,' but reinforce existing economic disadvantages and elitist social

processes (Golding 1990:90).

Il should be apparent from the preceding discussion of the public interest in

communications policy that culture and communication can not be considered primarily

as objects of exchange, but must be understood as historically situated social

interactions. From this point ofview, culture has intrinsic value which market categories

cannot help illuminate for policy purposes. Rothstein (1988: 153) argues quite forcefu\ly

that the discourse of 'cultural economics' has this flaw at its core and that the very idea of

'market failure' applied to culture should indicate that perhaps the market is an unhelpful

and artificial starting point for the formulations of cultural pol icy. There is a practical

limit to which market forces can be seen to direct Canadian communications and cultural

polie)', since state intervention has ensured Canadian ownership and operation of
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broadcasting systems in the face of American economic advantages in the first place

(Collins 1986:159). This is not to proffer the existing organization of public sect:>r as the

only alternative, but to suggest that social and cultural goals can best be met through a

strengthened public sector and a more accountable private sector.

One of the risks entailed in the uncritical adoption of market principles for

communication policy is that groups whose only substantia1 claims to public support for

cultural activity and communication structures are based on social necessity and intrinsic

value must compromise their commitment to those needs and values in order to qualify

for support under the rubric of 'cultural industries development' (Mitchell 1988: 161).

Akriginal cultural producers and broadcasters fall into this category and may risk

weakening their claim to entitlement to a place in the public sector by appealing to the

economic spin-offs of 'aboriginal cultural industries.' Campbell and MacPherson's 1992

proposai for an aboriginal film and video development fund takes that risk by relying on

notions such as competitiveness and marketability to support a proposai for a publicly

funded film development fund. The proposaI avoids the less compromising language of

rights to cultural autonomy and self-representation and concentrates on the development

of aboriginal film and video as 'an economic strate!,'y.' In fact there is little about the

proposaI that marks il as culturally specific and its basic arguments could be applied

equally to the creation of a casino in a native community or to the establishment of a film

development fund for any ethnie minority.

The campaign for publicly-funded native-controlled media cannot be based on

their potential econlJlr.....: benefits alone as these are likely to be small in comparison to
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other economic development projects and in relation to the cultural and political

importance of aboriginal media. At the same time, a profitable aborib>inal film and video

industry or native broadcasting neiwork can not be taken as substitute for vital, 10cal1y

responsive and social1y grounded aboriginal cultural expression. Australian aboriginal

experience with commercial satellite television (ImpaIja) is illustrative ofthis point. 1am

not s'~,~gesting that native communications undertakings could not be selt:sutTicient or

operate with funding from diverse sources nor that commercially viable native media are

either impossible or somehow unauthentic. But arguments for the allocation of public

funds for film and video development solely as an 'economic strate!,')" risk compromising

the grassroots cultural goals of native broadcasting for those of employment opportunity

or competitiveness. As will be shown in Part Ill, native groups have successfully argued

that their right to access to and control ofpublic broadcasting funds and infrastructures is

an aspect of aboriginal rights, apart from whatever economic benefit may accrue from

media use.

Discursive constructions of 'market forces' in communication policy and their

emphasis on global competitiveness and profitability obscure the socio-historical

contexts within which market transactions take place. Without wanting to take an overly

mechanistic view ofthis process, a few summary points need to be made. The first is that

the view of communication and cultural production as object/commodity negates its

interactive and productive engagement within networks of power and its historical

emergence within modes of domination and resistance. Second, the construction of

audiences as 'consumers' and creators as 'producers' limits the potential ofboth as agents
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and participants In communication as socio-historically situated interaction. This is

anc'her means by which the participatory and public possibilities ofmass media and

community media are contained. The primacy of the 'market' as reified determining force

in communication policy decisions eclipses the view ofinterests at stake -- those of

domestic and foreign private and corporate media owners, those of the state, ruling

parties and elite bureaucrats and those of marginal and minority groups, public interest

groups and the c1usive interests of society-as-a-whole and its citizens. 'Market forces'

c1early !àvour sorne interests over others, and these 'relations of production' need to be

made apparent in the policy domain.

The tension created by the ascendancy of the 'technological imperative' in

communication policy-making must be similarly understood. The discursive

constructions of new communications technoloh'Y must be historically and socially

contextualized and the interests at stake made c1ear. The discourses of technological

imperatives and market forces intersect in communication policy debates when Canada's

'global competitiveness' is viewed as dependent upon the ability of its cultural industries

to develop and apply new technologies. In this respect the interests entailed are also

interdependent (Lorimer and Wilson 1988:6). Discursive constructions oftechnology

work to obscure the political nature of choices being made in communications policy by

displacing those choices into the realm oftechnological necessity. The disembodied

technique or naturalized object is abstracted from ils insertion \vithin prior social and

political formations. Ferguson (1986:53) remarks on the ability of'neo-technological

detemlinism' in policy debates to redefine categories ofmeaning and experience such as
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'infonnation'. This procedure of'redefinition' offers an important clue to the discursive

construction of technologies and the generation ofnew categories ofmeaning that

relocate and conceal historical traces of domination and exclusion. As Finlay (1987:5)

argues: "Any machine is the embodiment of social interests and forces. It contains and

reproduces certaif! procedures. It lends credence and Jegitimacy to certain discourses. lt

is not just an empirical object but also a discursive object."

The discourses ofnew communications technology inevitably associate

technological change with 'progress,' although particular changes may not bring about

actual improvements in the quality of everyday Iife. This fonn of'futurology' justifies the

abdication of responsibility for immediate policy decisions on the basis of always

imminent change. Technologies are also multiply constructed as inherently 'good' or

'evi\', in each case displacing onto the object values which more properly adhere to the

contexts and conditions \vithin which technologies are deployed (Finlay 1983:23).

Communications technologies are designed to meet certain prior needs defined within

historically specific configurations of interests. Satellites, for instance have no inherent

positive or negative qualities, but can best be understood in the context of concentration

of commercial interests in communications distribution technology and of state interests

in administrative integration of remote terri tories. Satellites are not pertinent to the needs

of small isolated native communities (in contrast, for example, to low-cost low-power

FM transmitters or two-way HF radio) and require these communities to redefine their

communication needs in order to intervene in the process of commercial and

bureaucratic centralization. Technological change is neither inevitable nor extemaJ to
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other social and political processes. Logics oftechnological design. application and

appropriation can be located within networks of power. Further, technologies of

communication are coterminous with technologies of power, both organized around and

\vithin modes of domination and resistance. Beale (1988:51) and Babe (1988: 160) make

thoughtful analyses of Canadian communication practice and policy that attempt to

historicize communications technologies and situate them in relation to commercial and

politicaJ stakeholders. Finally, while technologies may originate in a desire for control

and be deployed within relations of domination; gaps, fissures and discontinuities can

always be mobilized by strategies of resistance. This has been the case in northern

broadcasting and the response of native communities to impingement of communications

technologies, as technologies of power, on their lives.

As suggested earlier, much of the discourse on new communications technolob'Y

mystifies its origir.ation within an exclusive and hierarchical social order by appeal to its

democratic and participatory potential (Finlay 1983:3). Thus, policy statements on the

'interactive potential' of satellites or cable networks never refer to the narrow and

exclusive interests being served by the initial design of the technology nor to the

,,:nrarchical constraints upon the production of policy. In his critique of the 'techno

Utopians,' Golding (1990:92) views the presumption that, "a new political order ofa

majestic and, indeed, Athenian perfection can be borne by new communication

technologies" as resting on a very limited sense ofpolitical process, defined largely in

terms ofvoting behaviour. Where communications technologies do have a measurabJe

effect on levels of social interaction and political participation it is often the case -- as
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with '.orthem native communication projects -- that these objectives have been

incorporated into the initial introduction of the technology according to the priorities of

the users. These uses are not necessarily those to which the technology is ultimately put.

ln the case of interactive satellite use, once initial 'experiments' were completed, the

interactive capabilities of satellites were downgraded in favour of their distributive

capacities, very much as a function of costs. In the decade between the creation of the

IBC and that of TYNC, satellites serving the North were almost exclusively devoted to

the distribution of southern radio and television and turned over tu southem based public

and private broadcasters and telecommunications carriers for commercial and

administrative purposes. Northem and native originated content carried by satellite, let

alone interactive, intercommunity uses, were a relatively minor element of the post

experimental phase of satellite communication in the North.

This serves as an illustration of the tendencies ofwhat Innis would refer to as

'space-bound' technologies of communication and information toward centralization,

globalization and concentration. When speaking of centralizing tendencies of

communications technoIOb'Y, it is necessary to distinguish between the decentralization of

production according to wage and labour economies and the centralization of control and

decision making. This division oflabour corresponds to the direction of profits and

occurs on a global scale so that a few corporations in key urban centres determine much

ofwhat Canadians, North Americans and the rest of the world see on television. While

consumptioo ofthis programming is highly decentralized and locally, culturally and

socially mediated, much of the middle ground in cultural production for mass
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distribution -- ie. national, regional and communit)' production -- has been absorbed by

multinational interests or remains underdeveloped.

ln Canada communication technologies have been structured around distribution

from a central point, so that local and regional programs are rarely distributed beyond the

area of origin and are deemed irrelevant to national audiences (Lorimer and McNulty

1985:34;. When programs for mass markets an: produced locally, fonn and content are

deterrnined elsewhere. The obvious examples are the Hollywood films made in Toronto,

or American prime-time dramas shot in BC; there is little sense iu which these could be

considered local productions, although the)' may employ Canadians and use local goods

and services. This only begins to suggest the complex overlay of technological

imperatives upon market forces, but gives a sense of how the discursive constructions 01'

economies and technologies of culture are grounded in practical politics.

While the notion of public interest has been actively contested and appropriated

by marginal groups in policy debates, the discourses of markets and technologies seems

more readil)' to invoke closure. This is perhaps because the idea of 'the public' makes

recognizable reference to human engagement and interaction, even in its more elitist and

nationalist extremes. Technological and market forces are perceived as less amenable to

challenge. Procedures of naturalization and dehistoricization that enable their

representation as instruments and objects rather than relations and interactions seem

more thoroughly entrenched. But when locally controlled and culturally situated

communication practices are examined, ongoing interventions in the economies and

technologies of media may be traced. Community and native media are organized around
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what might loosely be tenned peripheral publics, local economies and appropriate(d)

technologies. Exploiting the contradictions and discontinuities within dominant

communication practices, these media organizations contest centralizing, hierarchical

and exclusive discursive procedures. The next two parts ofthis chapter map out this

terrain in order to then chart the possible intersections of practice, policy, politics and

theory.
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PAlU ll: COMMUNITY MEDIA; PERIPltER-\L PUBLICS, LOCAL
ECONOMIES AND APPROPRL-\TE TECHNOLOGIES.

1. Community media, community development and cultural identity.

This part of the chapter will examine the origins and development of community

media in Canada, from which aboriginal media emerged as a distinct set of practices

with specifie policies and funding programs. In the early period oflocal, low-cost, low-

tech, non-professional media use, native, non-native, urban and remote community radio

and television were treated alike as experimental and transitory, dra\\~ng on a variety of

funding sources and subject to minimal regulation. Indications that aboriginal media

would develop separatdy carne as early as 1974 with the NPP, but independent federal

policies and programs for native broadcasting did not crystallize until 1983. Although

native communities have unique communication needs there is much about native

community radio that is common to other small-scale local uses ofradio on university

campuses, in small towns, among urban 'communities of interest' and ethnie and

linguistic communities. Sorne of the original motivations for the creation of community

media eut across these different contexts. Additionally, CUITent practices in non-native

community media can be used as a comparative base from which to examine the

distinctive features of aboriginal media. This section begins with an overview of the

development of community media in Canada and considers the models of community

and of media as a means of social animation employed in these early projects. Since the

period of initial growth, several distinct categories of community media have solidified.

CUITent policy and practice will be examined in several areas, inc1uding community
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radio in Canada and in Québec, ethnie community broadcasting and cable community

television. Because these categories are treated separately by regulators and funding

agencies, and because they are situated differently within public and private sectors and

engage public interests, market forces and technological imperatives in varying

combinations, it is difficult to speak of a homogeneous 'community sector' in Canadian

broadcasting. The fragmentation of community, alternative, ethnie, minority and native

community media practice and policy has prevented the affirmation of a national

mandate for a 'third sector' and contributed to the pervasive underdeve10pment ofthis

element of public broadcasting.

Chapter Two exarnined how extensions of the welfare state into aboriginal

communities, liberal policies of assimilation embodied in documents like the White

/'ul'er, and modernization strategies that relied on 'culture of poverty' models such as

those put forward in the Hawthom Report, had the unforeseen and unintended

consequences of contributing to the political organization of native people and the

articulation of cultural nationalism. This chapter shows how similar patterns of state

intervention in local culture through funding programs that promoted 'community

development' and operated with explicit objectives of social change under the general

rubric of national unity also had the unintended consequences of politicizing culture,

reinforcing local, regional and cultural differences, and encouraging critiques of existing

constructions of Canadian culture and national identity.

The possibility of affordable, community-based and volunteer-operated media

was tirst recognized in the 1960's in conjunction with technological innovations like
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portable video and audio recorders, low-power FM transmission, and unused channd

capacity on local cable networks. Small, decernralized communication structures \Vere

linked to the expressive needs of a 'pluralistic society,' prompting CRTC Chairman Pierre

Juneau to borrow an image l'rom the Chinese revolution in contrasting the potential of

these 'barefoot media' to the rigid and centralized fonns of mass media (Goldberg

1990: 10). Before 1973, community radio stations were being operated in several remote

communities \Vith and without the benefit ofCRTC sanction (Hudson 1974a:122 1T.).

The Commission's 1973 policy for FM effectively legalized community radio and in that

year, community stations were started in Baker Lake, NWT and Big Trout Lake, Ontario

under the auspices of the NPP. Licence applications \Vere made by non-native groups in

Vancouver, Chicoutimi, Kitchener and Montreal. These early projects were able to take

advantage offunds and support l'rom federal programs like Opportunities for Youth,

Local Initiatives Program and Company of Young Canadians whose terrns ofreference

were very broadly defined within the context of'participatory democracy' (Wilkinson

1988:7). Even under the new FM policy the various forms of community radio \Vere

considered 'experimental' and subject to ongoing evaluation in order to "provide the

material on which to base a solid rationale for a l'ully deveiopcd policy... " (CRTC

1976:2). No further regulatory definition ofcommunity radio took place until 1985, but

in the interim, stations were licensed in native communities, on university and coliege

campuses and in small towns and cities throughout Québec. Vancouver, Kitchener and

Campbellford, Ontario are the only instances ornon-native community radio outside

Québec and Francophone communities in Ontario. From its early characterization as'

•
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barefoot media, community cable television developed in a different direction from

community radio, partly because of its distinct technological and economic situation. It

warrants separate treatment as an illustration ofhow the critical potential of community

media has been constrained by commercial imperatives and the absence of processes of

accountability.

Community media in Québec emerged under the particular influence of the Quiet

Revolution and nationalist politics (Raboy 1990:202). Provincial support for community

media was organized in 1973 under the Programme d'aide au développement des médias

communautaire. The first projects funded involved the use of video in 'social animation'

and about half of the first year's budget went to the Montreal production group

Vidéof,'Taphe (Stiles 1988: 13). Community media projects in Québec were based on the

principle that media could generate solutions to social problems while encouraging a

sense of collective cultural identity amongst Quebecers. The fit between nationalist

ideologies and community priorities was not always a smooth one. As Ogilvie (1983)

demonstrates in her study of community radio in Québec, external definitions and

proposed solutions ofproblems were sometimes counterproductive.

Community media initiatives in Québec were concurrent with the organization of

what Raboy (1981:4) refers to as 'alternative communication practices,' among which

were the collectively operated and edited Québec Presse dedicated to serving 'national'

and 'popular' interests and l'Agence de Presse Libre du Québec which collected and

distributed information from and to various alternative media, social activists and labour

organizations. In this case, the distinction needs to be made between community media --
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audio or video technologies introduced to, or appropriated by relatively unorganized

groups for loosely-defined social and cultural purposes -- and the strategic use of media

by activists and labour groups, previously organized around specific political and

economic objectives. While both might be included on the nationalist agenda in Québec

and both represent a critique of dominant media practices, community media initiatives

specifically targeted groups who were geographically or socially marginal with the

objective of promoting a national cultural identity. The goals of the organizations that

Raboy refers to were more explicitly political and formed around a direct challenge to

dominant modes of social organization and distribution of economic and political

resources. Funding for community media was consolidated under the Parti Québecois

after 1976 with the express intent that it should "reflect the cultural objectives of Québec,

including its language priorities" (Stiles 1988:15). Because of the early impetus provided

by Québec's community media policy and financial support, community radio and

television are especially extensive and well-organized in the province.

2. Challenge for Change; media as 'catalyst.'

A key influence on the initial philosophy and organization of community media

in Québec and Canada was the beliefthat media could be used in the process of social

animation, as a 'catalyst' for social change. This was the idea upon which the acclaimed

NFB 'Challenge for Change' program was grounded. Because oftheir explicit and

implicit effects on many ensuing community and aboriginal media experiments, the

development of the central concepts and practices of Challenge for Change merit a brief
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summary here. The Challenge for Change 1966 pilot project involved the production of

a documentary about a poor family living on welfare in Montreal. The film focussed on

the family's own interpretations of the problems they faced and set these within an

analysis of the social and economic origins of poverty. But the producers did not

relinquish conventional modes of documentary representation and authority, and the film

was edited and released without any further consultation with its subjects. The family

encountered ridicule and ostracism and the pilot film did little to improve the conditions

of their everyday lives (Goldberg 1990:12). The idea that the process of filmmaking was

as, or more, significant in effecting social change than the final producl was derived from

this experience and was instrumental in shaping later Challenge for Change projects.

It may now seem facile to suggest that media production processes are a potential

site ofpolitical engagement and that the isolated text, no matter its critical perspective

and radical intentions, can not alone alter relations of power. But in the context of the

highly centralized and exclusive film and television production methods of the period,

the involvement of non·professionals in decisions about content, point of view, editing

and later distribution and discussion of a film or video, was an entirely new possibility

(Goldberg 1990:13). Challenge for Change re-oriented its approach to focus on the

relationship between portable media, community organization and specifie social

problems. The medium _. film or video·· was deemed to be transparent, filmmakers

relinquished their authorial role to act as technicians, and community members

themselves were meant to be the productive force. The idea of filmmakers as 'social

animators' who \Vere merely using film or video as an 'organizing tool' to "facilitate the
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diffusion ofconflict, the resolution ofproblems and the assurance ofpromised action"

(Roth 1983b:113) took hold.

This fonnula was put into operation in a Challenge for Change project under

Colin Low in the outport communities on Fogo Island. The villagers were facing the

possibility of administrative centralization and resettlement being imposed by the

Newfoundland government on remote communities during the 'sixties. Using these

techniques of animation, Challenge for Change workers encouraged individuals to

discuss their response to the issue on film. The individual then viewed the segment,

decided how it should be used or edited, and if they consented, it was shown to other

community members. The screenings generated discussion of means of changing the

situation and possible actions. The edited film was shown to provincial officiais who, in

response, agreed to abandon resettlement plans and oITer an assistance program instead.

This animation and organizational strategy came to be known as the 'Fogo process.' It

depended upon the ability offilm, as an expressive medium, to foc us the issues and

generate internaI dialogue and, as means ofrepresentation, to present positions to

outsiders and bring about change (Hudson 1974a:274J.

Aspects of the 'Fogo process' were adapted by the Northern Pilot Project ln

Northern Ontario Cree and Ojibway communities and Keewatin Inuit communities. The

emphasis on animation was reflected in the NPP's unconventional use of

communications fieldworkers (Hudson 1974a:151). The NPP was designed to involve

people in the participating communities in assessing regional communication priorities,

making decisions about technological infrastructures and learning how to install,
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maintain and operate new communications technologies. The role of the field worker

was to support local involvement and to develop communications strategies in a manner

sensitive to the unique cultural and political el1vironments of the communities (Hudson

]974a: 150). The insistence on establishing local priorities and decision-making

structures meant that the project goals had to be flexible and subject to reformulation as

time went on. This was in the spirit of the Challenge for Change model, although the

NP? made minimal use of film and video and was not directed at solving any specific

social problems. li focussed on meeting the region's needs for inter-community and intra

community communication in the absence of any public communication systems other

than infrequent mail service and shortwave radio. In Northern Ontario, the involvement

of local people in ascertaining and addressing communication needs reinforced

development initiatives already being undertaken by the band chiefs in the region.

The Challenge for Change projects and the NPP were limited in duration and

desi~,'l1ed primarily to clarify issues and priorities and begin the process oflocally

controlled, self-detennined development and change. This approach emphasized short

tern1 mediated interventions in order to generate local solutions to social problems. Il

encouraged experimental and innovative practices and projects with definite end points

at which they were "evaluated, changed, tenninated or recycled" (Roth] 983b: 114). The

key strengths of the projects lay in both the novelty of portable film and video media and

their innovative use in animation and organization. Challenge for Change was a product

of the presumption that state intervention in local culture could promote community

development. The moment has passed in which this kind of outside intervention in
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Canadian communities \Vas possible or desirable. Duc perhaps ta the widespread

penetration of concepts and strategies of community organization honed during this

period. successful social and cultural development projects are more likely to be locally

initiated and sustained. At the same time the state has retreated l'rom an ideologieal

commitment ta 'participatory democracy' and politicized interpretations of'cu!lural

development' and is more likely to Iimit its interventions to support of cultural industries.

What use the Challenge for Change model would have today under these altered practical

.and discursive conditions is difficult to determine, although Elayne Harris' 1992 study of

video use in community animation in a dying mining town in Ne\Vloundland suggests

that it may sti!l be an etlèctive means of articulating issues and prioritics in certain

circumstances.

Formulaic conceptions of 'media as catalyst lor social change' and 'proccss over

product' derived from the Challenge for Change projects were taken out of the spccilic

context of participatory production of documentary film and video and appl ied gcncrally

to community media practice. But a model of 'media as catalyst' in expcrimental

community animation is limited in its ability to relate media use to ongoing developmcnt

processes or the creation ofnew structures ofaccountability and control for community

broadcasting. Short-tenn outside interventions risk disrupting existing relations within a

community or region, failing to establish new modes of organization and communication

and creating false expectations of change. As was argued in the first two chaptcrs.

extemal definitions and proposed solutions of a community's 'problems' are onen

incapable of altering entrenched patterns of domination and risk perpetuating relations of
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dependency -- this is true ofboth native and non-native communities. It is not, however,

necessary to argue that therefore Q!l!): community-initiated grass roots projects are valid

and likely to succeed. To take this position, as Ogilvie (1983:171) points out; "ignores

both the extent to which extemal forces shape a community, and the importance of

having allies outside the c;);;:munity. It accounts neither for important l'OIes often played

by local elites, nor the myriad natural connections people have outside oftheir

community through a vast range of exchanges with a wider society." Community media

practitioners have thus had to maintain a precarious balance between aspirations,

motivations and institutions internai to the community and links to external systems of

communication and support. In the attempt to build durable local communication

structures that resist the centralizing and hierarchical forms of mass media, the strategies

used to reach this balance depend upon the priorities and resources of the community as

weil on the kind and degree of social change being sought.

3. Modcls of community and structures of accountabiIity.

ln the effort to construct local, accessible and accountable forms of public

broadcasting, community media practitioners have relied upon sometimes incomplete or

contradictory models of'community', of the relationship between media processes and

social change and of internaI organization of production. 1have explored these issues in

much greater detail elsewhere, in the contexts of community radio in Britain and feminist

programming on urban campus and community radio in Canada (Bredin 1986; 1991).

Here my intention is to expose sorne of the underlying assumptions that are made about
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community media in Canada as a general prerequisite to a more specific analysis of

community media in aboriginal communities.

Community media activists sometimes employa one-dimensional mode! of

'community' as a culturally homogeneous population \vithin an arbitrarily defined

geographical boundary. By virtue of sharing a geographical space, community members

are assumed to have other interests in common. Such a conception of geographical

community has sorne use in the case of remote or isolated communities and is perhaps

more applicable to native communities, where spatial locations and cultural identities

converge, than to many other Canadian communities. But it does not account for the

contradictions that exist \vithin even the smallest, most coherent, geographically defined

communities; "conflict, tension and competition are part of everyday reality" (Ogilvie

1983:170) in ail communities. For the purposes of developing communications

structures, models of community need to account for internai differences of status,

kinship, age, gender, division oflabour and relative wealth ifthey are to be useful.

Further, no community is entirely geographically contained. Local power dynamics,

hierarchies and interests make reference to and are reproduced by links to external

institutions (Lorimer and McNulty 1985:34) and rnodels ofcommunity need also to

account for the situation oflocal communications structures within regional, national and

global social and political formations.

A geographically-defined model of community is evel1;less appropriate in an

urban setting, where low-power FM community radio transmissIon may reach individuàls

from entirely different linguistic, cultural, social and economic backl,,'rounds. A cable
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community channel might be distributed to households across half of a densely populated

city like Montreal, where any geographically derived sense of community is largely

nominal. Conceptions of 'cultural communities' or 'communities ofinterest' are more

relevant in this case, and urban community media often appeal to self-identified social

groups who are politically, culturally or aesthetically marginalized by mainstream media

representations and practices (Salter 1981 :200). There is, however, an incomplete

equation between communities defined in this manner, the geographicallocaJe served by

a signal or channel and 'audiences'. Self-identified, organized and active programming

groups are not necessarily representative of the listeners and viewers of community

media. Thus, to speak of 'community control' enabled through such mechanisms as

elections to a volunteer board, public meet.ings, conferences or workshops, often refers in

practice to control by organized groups or 'activists' within the larger, spatially defined

community or audience (Lewis 1990:112). Urban community media cau program for a

targeted or 'ideal' audiences, made up of other producers, potential contributors, and

active 'community members' but may have a much larger 'actual audience'. For instance

certain programs may be produced by and for the 'women's community' or 'gay and

iesbian community' rather narrowly defined on the basis of political values and personal

identities, but the programs may attract a vlider audience of sympathetic but passive,

curious, indifferent or actively hostile individuals. Programmers and producers drawn

from communities of interest cannot simply assume that their audiences are members of

that particular community, nor can 'community control' be easily equated with audience

participation or democratization.
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The mode! or definition of community being usd thus has profound implications

for the kind of internaI structures ofaccountability and decision-making established.

Extensive claims have been made for the potential of commul1itv broadcasting to offer

substantial alternatives to 'top-down structures' of conventional media (Goldberg

1990:54) or to act as vehicles for critical world views and radically altered relations

between senders and receivers (Raboy 1981:10). The alternative perspective oftèred by

community media programming is alleged to counteract the tendency ofmainstream

media reponing to decontextualize events and ponray individual actors as isolated from

social and political formations and to thereby re-establish links between minority

interests and fragmented constituents of the public (Salter 1981:201; Lewis 1990: 191).

These claims for the potential of community media have nrn11ative implications for

program content, for internai structures, and for the effect of media content and structure

on social relations, but have not been practically realized for several reasons.

The relation between community media producers, audiences and social issues is

an ambiguous one and tèw practical models of its successful negotiation exis!. As Salter

(cited in Lewis 1990:132) suggests, programmers are drawn from the audience and 50

must rem8.in aware of the audience's needs and aspirations, but to succeed as community

organizers, must bring a broader and more critical analysis of local and everyday

experience to bear upon program content. The link between community media producers

and their audiences is supposed to be maintained by internaI structures of community

control that make administrative and production processes accessible to non-pmfcssional

volunteers (CRTC 1985b:6; Lewis 1990: 128). But the existence of such structures docs
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not ensure audience involvement or accountability to the community. Monopolies of

knowledge and technical expertise can occur in community media as they do in other

forms ofpublic and private broadcasting (Salter 1981:194). ln practice community media

is often made use of most by individuals and groups who already have access to a wide

range of communication skills and organizational support. Those \\<ithout such skills and

support systems -- unorganized, marginalized and disenfranchised members of every

community -- are not necessarily represented any more effectively by community media

than by public or commercial media.

Since community media operate with minimal financial, technological and

human resources, the daily demands ofprogram production and administration leave

little time and energy for reflection upon overall social contexts and planning of pro

active political and cultural strategies. This is a symptom of a larger lack of coherent

practical and policy agenda for community media. Notions such as 'democratization' and

'participation' are difficult to actualize and the means of defining and linking 'audiences'

and 'communities' with formaI procedures of accountability and control remain to be

fully worked out. Ogilivie (1013: 169) points out that the mere provision of information,

analysis :<.nd modes of explanation lacking in mass media and mainstream news coverage

cannot effect social and political change; access to and use of communications

technologies has to be considered along with other development processes. In other

words, whether mass media or community media, 'process' and 'product' ar~ located

within networks of power and over-determined by existing political economies and

relations of domination. Ogilivie (1983: 172) also suggests that community media are
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generally perceived as 'a solution,' but one that is often enacted before the 'problem' has

been clearly located and articulated. The larger question, which applies to ail models

employing the notion of meàia as a catalyst for social change is whether audiences are

most effectively 'mobilized' by media, or whether other social and political instruments

of change may, in many instances, be more appropriate (ibid :176).

ln an analysis of current community media practices, it becomes evident that the

most successful examples are those in which 'problems' or needs have been defined by a

community prior to the introduction or appropriation of media, and their use is part of

other community development efforts or is one of several cultural political strategies.

The claims that are made for community media's radical potential thus might profitably

be scaled down in an effort to identify specifie needs amongst clearly defined

communities and audiences and to create structures that locate control of media use

firmly within those communities. This requires that 'media-internaI' links are established,

at the level ofprogramming content and administrative process, between the different

needs and interests being addressed. lt also demands that 'media-external' connections be

made to other movements and institutions representing the same needs and interests. If

'problems' are to be identified in the process, they rnight 100se1y be defined as either

'communicational' or 'social' depending on whether they demand media-internai or

media-external strategies.

Community media need not be presented as a general panacea for problems that

are beyond their capability to solve. They cannot create coherent cornmunities or cultural

identities where these do not already exis•. Accessible technolob'Y and locally or
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culturally relevant programming cannot ensure widespread and equal participation by all

members ofa community or audience (Lewis 1990:172; Valaskakis 1982:24). Policyand

lobbying efforts are most effectively directed at developing community media as a fonn

of public communication which fills a niche cJearly neglected by other kinds of public

and private broadcasting. This effort needs to be co-ordinated by both media practitioners

and minority and 'special interest' groups, but an express demand for community media

from a large cross-section of the community to be served is central to its long tenn

success.

4. Community radio; from innovation to regulation.

The experimental moment in low-tech local media interventions reached its peak

during the] 970s. By the end of that decade the social configurations of new technologies

Iike portable audio and video, low-power FM and cable had become more stable,

community radio and the cable community channel had become local institutions with

more rigid sets of principles and practices. Local experimentation with technological

innovations were captured within the CRTC's regulatory framework and codified in

federal and provincial policy statements. During the same period, the technological

imperative in communications policy shifted away from a momentary concem with

small-scale recording and distributive techniques to a pre-occupation with the national

and global implications of satellite technology and new telecommunications

infrastructures. Community media were somewhat arrested in their development as no
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clear mandate for their inclusion \vithin the public sector and no decisive detinition of

their role at the community level emerged from this period.

Community radio deve10ped many common characteristics across Canada, with

variations involving the size of community served and the linguistic and cultural content

of programs. Management methods and funding sources were similar in most stations,

unti1 recent shifts toward greater re1iance on commercial revenue in sorne. In 1985, the

CRTC issued a detinition of a community radio station based primarily on the

expectation that it should be 'different' from other stations in the same 'market';

This station is characterized by its ownership, programming and the market it is
called to serve. It is owned and controlled by a non-profit organization whose
structure provides for membership, management, operation, and programming
primarily by members of the community at large. Its programming should be
based on community access and should reflect the interests and special needs of
the listeners it is licensed to serve. (CRTC 198515)

Native community radio was included within this general definition, although the

Commission published a simultaneous statement on what it considered to be an 'ethnie

station' and 'ethnie program.' At this point, the CRTC first permitted advertising on

community radio and distinguished between A and B type community radio licences.

Type A licences were for tirst service stations, in markets where no other AM or FM

radio was available, a category into which most native community radios fall. Unlike

first service stations, Type B licences involved restrictions on the amount and type of

advertising permitted, since these stations were seen as competing for advertising with

commercial stations in the same area. The distinction is a prob1ematic one for it seems to

imply that community radio is not expected to rely on commercial revenue unless no
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other private broadcaster is present -- often in communities where commercial revenues

are minimal in any case. Thus, community radio is defined in relation to the availability

of private stations, not in terms of its distinctive non-profit, non-commercial objectives.

Instead of suggesting sorne benchmark for revenues derived from advertising and

establishing a overall formula for the type and amount of advertising permitted on

community radio, the regulation allows a few of the first service stations and sorne of the

stations in large urban centres to take an 'aggressive small-business' approach to

advertising revenue (see Stiles 1988:86; case study ofDiffusion communautaire des Iles

Inc.) while others, because ofthe limits oflocal markets, the competition of other

stations, or the non-professional sound and minority appeal oftheir programs, cannot

depend on this source of income to any extent.

This is just one instance of the contradictory policy and funding environment

\vithin which community radio is now situated. From province to province and among

diffèrent linguistic and cultural groups, access to govemment funds and recognition

within social and communication policies and programs varies widely. When community

radio projects, at either the developmental or operational stage, are dependent on

govemment grants, conflicts often arise between the bureaucratie and political criteria of

the granting agency and community objectives. In Québec, community radio funds are

tied to national cultural development. While the objectives of the MCQ and a particular

community may coincide during the start-up period, if the ultimate result of community

programming is not in keeping \vith the govemment's criteria, sanctions have been used

(Ogilvie 1983: 179). In the North, funding for community media has implicitly been
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linked to economic development agendas. Community radio networks established during

interactive satellite projects, for example, \Vere secondary to the role of satellites in

government subsidized infrastructures for resource development and administrative

inteb'Tation of the region. Even campus-cornmunity radio, which is usually guaranteed an

annual grant or levy from student fees, often relies on government employment programs

to hire management staff, community liaisons and vo\unteer co-ordinators. The use of

federally and provincially-funded skills development and training funds to employ people

in community radio can require compromises of cultural and community development

objectives to the 'industrial strateb'Y' to which such grants are tied (Salter 1981 :203).

Although the bulk of community radio prob'Tamming and operation is usually perfonned

by volunteers, the need for paid staff to ensure some level of continuity and overall

direction cannot be avoided. When these staff must qualify for skills development or

'trainee' positions under various employment schemes, the creation of an experienced

core of qualified producers, organizers and animators is diflicult.

The contradictions arising l'rom the reliance on government funding follow l'rom

the fact that there are few programs dedicated specifically to the development and

support of community radio. The funding that does exist is unevenly distributed. MCQ

funding goes predominantly to non-native community radio, with core operating grants to

stations ranging from 515,000 to 550,000 in 1988, while native comnJunity radio

operating grants were between $8,500 and $11,000 (Stiles 1988:35,49). Provincial

funding in Ontario is available only to native communiiy radio and minority oflicial

language stations, although since 1993 CROr project grants have been available to
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campus stations for training and sorne pro!,'famming. These limitations and discrepancies

are exacerbated bl' the decreasing availabilitl' of emplol'ment grants to community radio

and the pressure upon stations to raise more monel' From advertising.

The CRTC initially permitted advertising on community radio in 1985 because

many stations were experiencing financial shortfalls. But the Commission, recognizing

the pOlential effecls on program content of heavy reliance on advertising, insisted that the

"Iicensees continue 10 seek fun ding for their operations From a diversity of sources,

particularly from wilhin the community, as a means 10 ensure the continued interest and

support oflhe community and to lessen the effect ofadvertising on programming"

(CRTC 1985b:8). The assumption that cornmunity organizations are able and willing to

support communitl' radio fails, however, to account for the fact that manl' of the groups

who would be most involved in communitl' radio are themselves experiencing

constrictions in public funding. As suggested in the previous discussion of market

forces, acœss to communication in a period of state withdrawal From the public sector

becomcs a function of the ability to pal' for services. In the case ofcommunitl' media, the

groups and communities who need them mosl are often those least able to support them,

either through advertising or local fund-raising.

A particularly ironie illustralivn ofthis trend is MCQ's poliel' of giving 'bonuses'

to communily radio stations Ihal inerease their percentage of'self-financing.' The

pressur0 upon Québec stations to be finaneially self-sufficienî has resulted in a marked

shift 10 reliance on advertising, which provides up 10 sixty per cent of revenues in some

cases (Sti!es 1988:77). Prom Tep (1992:42) suggests that Radio Centre-Ville's (RCV)
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application for a transmission power increase to 1300 watts had litt1e to do with meeting

its stated objectives of improving intercultural communication in ethnic neighborhoods

of central Montreal, but was directly 1l10tivated by the desire to increase advertising

income. She argues that as a result of greater transmission range; " la communication

horizontale est sérieusement atteinte dans sa mise en oeuvre, puisque la réciprocité est de

moins en moins possible, entre auditorie à la taille de la population de Montréal et

ReY." The MCQ emphasis on self-tinancing may ultimately undermine the public and

non-economic goals of the community sector and lead to its decline in cOl111l1unities that

cannot afford to support a cOl1lmunity radio station without government subsidies (Sti les

1988:56).

Community radio exists in a grey area between public and private sectors. With

non-profit structure and public interest objectives, it is meant to support programs for

groups underserved by other media, but who as 'auàiences,' may not app<:al to advcrtisers

(Wilkinson 1988:57). Without a clear affirmation of the social, cultural and public

priorities ofcommunity radio, it risks becoming an example ofa 'privatized public sector'

institution -- as Saller (1988) describes cable community channels -- constraincd by

commercial tàctors and professional control and adopting an atomizcd approach to

audience participation without ensuring any direct accountability to the community. The

pressures of compeiition in a commercial environment have a direct effcct on the ability

of stations to prolTIote non-professional programming, as emphasis on 'audience
/~ ...

maintenance' and 'production values' increases. Without proper safeguards for structures
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of access, participation and control in community radio, there is little to prevent it l'rom

becoming merely a local derivative of existing public or commercial radio.

5. The community sector; eurrent praetiee and poliey.

Native community radio and regional radio and television networks in many ways

reprcsent the most eoherently developed and distinctive element of the heterogeneous

communit)' sector. Aboriginal media is treated separately for most policy purposes, and

the other components of community broadcasting have also evolved in different

directions in response to varying configurations offederal and provincial policy and

social and cultural needs. Without wanting to diminish the importance of communit)'

media's situated lise in widely disparate environments, it can be argued that common

motivations and aspirations have been overlooked. Fragmented and contradictory polie)'

~gendas for community broadcasting in its multiple forms have inhibited the formulation

of any clear priorities for this sector and have prevented its entrenchment as a valuable

component of the national broadcasting system. A summary ofthese differences in

policy and practice will help situate aboriginal media among the diverse elements of the

commllnity sector while il 1ustrating how a more consistent approach to the overall

devdopment of community broadcasting could strengthen each unique componen!.

Community radio, as indicated above, consists of stations in Québec, in

Kitchener, Campbellford and Vancouver, campus-community stations (ofwhich some

arc more committed to participation by non-students than others), minority official

language community stations in four Francophone communities in Ontario (Hearst,
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Penetanguishene, Kapuskasing. and CornwalliAlexandria) and native community

stations. Each ofthese types of community radio dra\\" on different combinations of

public funds and commercial revenue. Québec has separate tùnding programs for nativc

(PADCMA) and non-native (PARC) community radio. The province also has a small

l'und to support programs for 'cultural communities' and provides an operating subsidy for

a community radio representative body (Association des radiodinùseurs communautaires

du Québec - ARCQ). Campus stations rely on a levy l'rom student fees or a grant l'rom

the university or college. some commercial revenue, federal and provincial grants and

local fund-raising efforts. Minority official language community radio is jointly

supported by the Secretary ofState, the province of Ontario and local fund-raising

efforts. Native community radios in Ontario (except for Akwesasnc and Ohsweken ail

existing native stations in the province are Wawatay affiliates) have access to operating

grants under the Community Radio Ontario Program (CROP). Native community radio

stations in the Territories and northern parts orthe provinces generally receillc

programming and sorne technicd support from a regional native netlVork funded undcr

the NNBAP, but since the elimination of the Native Communications Program (NCP), no

federal funds are designated specifically for community radio.

In size, transmission power and operating budget, community radio stations range

from 1 wall stations in tiny isolated native villages, with no paid stan' and minimal

operating costs supplied by local donations and radio bingo; to severa! thousand IVatt

stations in Montreal and Toronto, \Vith paid managers, producers and technicians and

revenues merged l'rom grants, advertising and on-air funding drives to underwrite salaries
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and operating costs upward of a hundred thousand dollars. What these stations have in

cornmon is that sorne or ail of the programming is done by volunteers and administrative

structures within the station -- boards, committees, general meetings -- allow volunteers

and the community or b'TOUP they represent sorne degree of influence over its operation

and development. The nature of programs -- in language, cultural context, aesthetic or

formaI properties, political perspective, or attention to local or minority needs and

aspirations -- are distinct from any other local, regional or national radio programming.

At this point. il is probably accurate to say that the differences ,,~thin community radio

practices, structures and programs are not as great as the difference between community

radio and commercial and public radio in Canada.

ln 1985, the CRTC designated ethnie broadcasting as separate category, but

rejected the possibility of licensing a single language service to any one ethnie group in a

given market (CRTC 1985a:6). 'Ethnie radio' licensees are required to provide a broadly

based service to severa! ethnie and linguistie communities within their eoverage area.

'Ethnie: 'mlilticliltural' or 'ethnocultural' broadeasting also encompasses access programs

in a third language (other than French, English or an aboriginallanguage) on commercial

stations and on the cable community channel. Aside from commercial undertàkings in

ethnie broadcasting such as CHIN-FM in Toronto and ventures into special!)' television

channels like Chinavision in Vancouver, multilingual and multicultural programming has

been incorporated into existing community broadcasting practices. While little direct

government funding exists for this kind of programming, it is well-supported through

donations and advertlslng by members of the linguistic and ethnie minorities themselves.
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Ethnocultural communities want to resist the isolation or ghettoization oftheir interests

that 'access' programs or ethnie stations might foster and seek also to address their lack

of representation, in both program content and employment opportunity, in mainstream

public and private broadcasting (TFB 1986:535; SCCC 1987-26:37). Within multiple

language community radio stations like Radio Centre-Ville, groups may remain isolated

from one another and from the larger society if no deliberate intercultural strategy is

developed (Prom Tep 1992:47). There are a nu.mber of issues central to ethnie minority

media use which are beyond the scope of this discussion, but sorne of which also arise in

the context of aboriginal media and will be considered from that perspective.

One last type of community broadcasting that needs to be considered is the

operation in most Canadian towns and cities of'community television' on cable systems.

Community cable channels also emerged from the experimental altitude of

communication policy-makers and regulators during the 1970s. ln 1971, the CRTC

'urged' cable operators to provide a channel for locally originated coverage of local

activities and promote citizen participation in program planning and production (Raboy

1990:211). The difference between community television and community radio was that

the channel itself was not owned and directed by the volunteer producers, but by the

cable company. The cable operator is responsible to the CRTC for the program content

on the community channel and to its shareholders for tuming a profil. Although cable

subscribers pay for the channel through their subscription fees, there is no direct

relationship between the cable company's profits in a community and community control

of the local channel. The prOb'Tamming on the community channel has, for the most part,
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faJlen into an pattern of conventional fonnats and uncontroversial content, produced by

cable employees for a variety of isolated interest !,'TOUPS (Goldberg 1990:30). This is not

to suggest that individual programs on the cable channel can not be critical, challenging,

or vitally important to a particular group \\~thin a community -- urban native groups, for

instance, use cable channels very effectively, especially in Western Canadian cities. lt is

necessary to recognize, however, the constraints within which the channel operates,

especially as a model of community broadcasting.

Salter (1988:246) refers to the cable community channel as an example of

'privatized public broadcasting' because, although it carries no advertising and is

primarily concerned with new and local pro!,'Tamming, it is financially supported by the

cable company, thus "the responsibility for detennining what is in the public interest falls

to a private corporation." She argues further that the interest groups that use the channel

are isolated within the general population, atomized by the assumption that they have no

overlapping interests with other groups, and are without any established means of

exprcssing collective interests to station management. As Lorimer and McNuity

(1985:35) argue, the view that cable operators have of the channel as "transparent,

without effect, a mere conduit" actually has Iittle or no effect on community

development. Like SaIter, they argue that volunteers at the community channel are

without any clear role and powerless to define one for themselves. The critique of the

community channel rests on the lack of a viable structure of community control and

absence of any national mandate for its dev,)lopment. In sum, it "represents an

impoverished model of public broadcasting" (Salter 1988:248).
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Several proposaIs have been made for restructuring community television so that

cable staff have less exclusive control over the production ofprograms and sorne fonn of

community association is responsible for managing the channel· as is the case in

Québec. Lorimer and McNulty (1985:38) suggest that the structure of such a b'TOUP could

be defined by a new category oflicence and that funding formulas drawing both l'rom

cable revenues and local fund·raising could also be established. The Task Force on

Broadcasting reiterated the need for community television's independent status, distinct

l'rom cable operators, and also proposed a new category of licence .. one that would he

available to either the cable operator or a community group, or both, where appropriate

(TFB 1986:503). The Task Forcejustified this recommendation in Iight of the fact that

cable operators are not licenced to produce programming, but only to deliver signais and

services originating elsewhere. A special licence for the community channel would

subject the cable operator or the community television association to the same criteria

applied to other community broadcasters. The licence \Vould maintain the not·for·profit

status of the channel, aflirm the rights and responsibilities of the licensee in respect to

community access and as 'repositories of the public trust granted them by the CRTC.'

(TFB 1986:502).

The reaction of cable operators to the Task Force proposai was generally

negative, based on their unwillingness to relinquish control oftechnical facilities to a

community group not responsible to the company. From the point ofview that the .l'fll/US

quo in community television is acceptable, cable operators see little need for change and

argue that under community association Iicensees, programming would Jose its 'balance
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and objectivity,' technical quality and production values would drop and community and

volunteer support would be inconsistent (Goldberg 190:54). The demand for balance,

quality and consistency are not in themselves unreasonable, but should be secondary to

the affirmation of the community channel as a public resource responsive to the needs of

community development and local expression. The creation of democratic structures of

control and development of pro-active strategies for community involvement would

return to community television sorne of the critical potential it has lost under the cable

operators' monopoly. The possibility of building a national mandate for community

te!evision and constructing a national network for the distribution of locally-originated

programs -- along the lines of Deep Dish TV in the United States -- could then be

pursued.

From the preceding discussion, pressing questions arise concerning the location

of community broadcasting within the 'single system.' Under Caplan-Sauvageau's

consideration, it seems to emerge as a 'third sector,' existing 'alongside' public and private

sectors, partaking of qualities of the voluntary sector, definitely not-for-profit although

cngaging in commercial activity, and yet different from private sector broadcasters with

public responsibilities or national not-for-profit public broadcasters (TFB 1986:491,

492). This 'difference' still remains somewhat elusive but lies in responsibility of

community media for realizing the objective of access to the system which the other two

seClOrs are unable to fulfil (ibid: 153, 491). For this reason, the Task Force recommend

the statutory reCOb'11ition of community broadcasting which is found in the 1991

Hroadcas!ing A Cl.
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This insistence on access must be carefully elaborated before it can carry any

discursive weight in policy debates or result in practical changes wilhin the community

sector. Policy-makers and community broadcasters must detemline, in general and in

particular, the political, social and cultural objectives of community media and the

means of evaluating their success or failure. If the pitfalls of'access broadcasting'

outlined by Salter are to be avoided, then notions of 'access' need 10 be complemented

with an analysis of 'control.' Community broadcasters require adequate means of

ensuring accountability to communities and audiences; recognizing their "right 10 know

and power to change" (Helier 1978:69). This must be delined not only in temlS of

'consultation,' 'participation' or 'audience response,' but in regard to the transparency and

openness of decision-making and program-planning to ail communily and audience

members. Full implementation of the principle of'access' demands that radio and

television production be made available as a means of interaction and expression to more

than just an elite few trained as technicians Of joumalists. Making the means of

communication accessible cannot be merely a passive offering of the lechnology, bul

requires active reconstruction and critical re-assessment of the organization, form and

content ofmass media for use in local spaces, peripheral publics and marginal cultures.

The next part ofthis chapter explores the appropriation of communications technology

by aboriginal groups as an illustration of the innovative potential of community media.
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PART III: ABORIGINAL MEDIA; RECONSTRlICTING TECHNOLOGIES,
CONTESTING POLlCY.

1. Marginal innovations; the appropriation and reconstruction of communication
technologies.

To speak of the appropriation of communication technologies in aboriginal

communities is to understand how and why native people across Canada, but especially

in the isolated settlements of the North and mid-North, have responded to introduced

media and methods of mass communication by making them their own. This

apprehension, deconstruction and reconstruction of the instruments and institutions of

broadcasting needs to be considered in light of the modes of domination and strategies of

resistance explored in the first two chapters and in relation to the constructions of

publ ics, markets and techniques taken up in this one. The themes developed to this point

in the dissertation converge upon the question of the relation between technological

appropriation, cultural identity/difference and the productivity of power. The phrase

'native-controlled broadcasting' is a condensation of the complex histories and discursive

constructions already traced -- it marks the intersection of configurations of aboriginal

identity, histories of cultumî contact, movements within networks of power and

transformations of technologies. 1would like briefly to restate some ofthese motifs

beginning trom aboriginal people's encounter with and appropriation of communication

tcch'lologies.

The dominant fonns ofmass media production and consumption are expressions

of the discourses ofliberal individualism and the structures ofcapitalist economies.
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Radio and television in (post)modem Western societies involve the centralized

production, rationalized distribution and privatized consumption of program

commodities for individual pleasure and enlightenment and the resulting sale of

audiences for corporate profit. This is not ta posit mass media as monolith, nor ta invoke

c10sure upon the myriad points of contradiction and rupture within these relations of

production al1d consumption, only ta suggest an underlying historical organization of a

particular technological system. The 'crisis' of public broadcasting is in part a contest

between this prior construction of mass media, and its potential deployment in the

affirmation of collective and social purpOSI"S -- whether these are perceivcd as national or

local, pol itical or cultural, the building of unit)' and consensus or the negotiation of

difference and critique. Communication technologies are immersed in and constructcd by

aiready circulating discourses about public interests, market forces, and the imperative of

technological innovation itself. Communication technologies impinge upon and are

deployed within historical relations between cultures and regions.

The question ta be considered now is not sa much; 'Why this particular

organization of technologies of communication?' although ltouched upon that in my

reading of communication policy as the politk, of the public sphere. At issue here are

two questions; 'Given this particular construction of communication technology, how is it

deployed within historical conflicts between centre and margin or appropriated in

support of discursive and practical strategies of resistance7 ' and 'What marginal

innovations and reconstructions of these technologies has taken place?' The mode of

analysis until this point has been largely diachronie -- pursuing the transformation of
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discourses of cultural difference and identity through time, reading the histories of

cultural contact, tracing the transition l'rom coercion to negotiation in aboriginal politics

and the recurring tensio:: between public and private interests in communication policy.

Nowa synchronie study is both possible and necessary.

The rest ofthis chapter is concemed withtfie'intersection ofaboriginal cultural

politics, communication policies and technologies in northern and remote communities

during the twenty year period l'rom about 1974 to the present. When southern-originated

radio and television programming was tirst introduced to the North, many of the

communities in the northem parts oftbe provinces and the Territories \Vere isolated;

without any fonn of inter-community communication except by lenl,>thy overland

journey, cost!y air travel or irregular mail service. Although isolated, residents in these

communities \Vere not entirely witho,,: exposure to external institutions and

bureaucracies and their non-native representatives. Throughout the North, Inuit, Indians

and Métis haJ pà:1icipated in colonial eC0nomies and the extraction ofresources by

v,hulers. fur traders, and prospectors. In much of the region, a1:·):iginal settlements were

estublished as a result ofintcraction \Vith dominant institutions. Native groups decided,

\Villingl)' or under coercion, to abandon nûmadiè hunting and trapping patt0ms and settle

in certuin areas to further trade relationships, to establish reserves under treaties, 10

becollle Christians or to allo\\' their children to go to schoo!. Education promoted the USe

of non-native languages and created assimilationist pressures and nonhern aboriginal

cOllllllunities began to experience varying degrees of dependency on the external

institutions of state. church and economy.
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By the mid-'seventi.::s the Berger lnquiry and the James Bay negotiations had

heightened the awareness among northern native people of impending energy

development on a much larger scale than previously and the potential of such projects to

threaten traditional land use patterns and economies. As the mechanisms of northem

resource development and their concomitant transportation and communication

infrastructures began to impinge ~lOre forcefully upon their lives and livelihoods, native.

people became sensibleto the discursive and practical modes ofmarginalization at \York

in the dominant society. Communication technologies were introduced to the North as

part of the social, political and cultural penetration of the margins by the metropolitan

cer.tre. Radio and television signaIs were extended to northern communities with the

underlying assumption that existing native cultures, societies and economies were part of

the past, that except for a few folkloric residues, they would disappear in the face of

s:.uthern expansion and settlement.

The neo-colonial narrative being created for the North was challenged by

northern aboriginal people onmany fronts. The general configurations of native identity

outlined in the tirst chapter were salient in northern communities. Ties to the land were

embedded in traditional hunting, tishing and trapping activities and the majority of

remote Northem eommunities were small, eulturally and linguistically coherent, with

strong kinship bonds and internaI social networks. Emerging expressions of cultural

identity were grounded in this strong sense of respect for and dependence upon the land

and on family and communal responsibilities. Aboriginal cultural politics in the northern

context developed in concert with the federal-Ievel strategies of the nationallndian and
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Inuit organizations, but was specifically shaped by the threats to identities and

communities posed by major resource developments and the economic and social

upheaval they would inevitably inspire. For groups like the Cree, the Inuit and the Dene,

cultural politics involved the overt challenge to northem development through the land

claims process, active engagement in mediating social change in the North through the

creation of locally contïOlIed education, health and welfare systems, initiation of projects

to sustain traditional economies and diversify economic activities, and the appropriation

of broadcast technologies for their own expressive, creative and communicative needs.

The unprecedented use of communications media in aboriginal cDmmunities and

by regional na,tive côinnlunications societies is an instance of cultural p<Tsistence which

can be examined at the micro-Ievel. Native control ofmedia can also be seen as an

illustration of the productivity of power at its margins. The effort to resist the one-way

flo\\' ofinfonnation, challenge the centralized production of radio and television, and

mediate cultural change, has transfonnative effects upon individual subjects, upon the

public articulation of cultural identity, upon policy discourses and upoi1felations

between cultures and between centre and margin. The meanings and lived experience of

cultural tradition brought to bear upon communication technologies also has a

transformative em~ct upon the social construction oftechnology itscif. Whether the most

elementary HF trail radio, packed along on hunting trips, the volunteer operation of

community radio for sending messages, telling stories or infonnally negotiating conflicts,

or a satellite uplink used to distribute a television current affairs program in Inuktitut or
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OjiCree -- these tools, p;actices, fomlal conventions are subtly and sometimes radically

reconstructed.

For the outsider or researcher encountering communications technologies in this

context there is an elusive sense offamiliarity and unfamiliarity, like and not-like,

betweeness. The following 'transportation' metaphor might be suggested; in a remote

native community an outboard motor and a boat will be used to go places and do things

in a manner quite unlike the places visited or the activities undertaken with the same boat

and motor in 'cottage country' -- the differences depend upon the identity of the user and

upon an entire network ofhistorically and geographically constituted social, cultural and

economic motivations. For a native person in a native community there are things that

cannot be said behind a microphone, images that will not be recorded with a video

camera -- ways of using these instruments that are possible, even commonplacc, in othcr

contexts. At the same time media are used, organized and developed in a manner that is

quite singular. We see and hear voices, images, languages and ideas entircly absent from

southem media. A satellite audio subcarrier frequency is used to link high school

teachers in Sioux Lookout with students in remote communities in Northwcstcrn Ontario

and video is used to record an improvisational re-enactment by community-members of

traditional modes of travelling and living on the land in 19loolik. These projects requirc

definitions of and relations between teachers and students, radio networks and education

councils, actors, producers and camera operators that are created anew or strategically re

ordered.
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It is important to situate the,,, activities in respect to colonial histories and

cultural politics without exoticizing them. On the one hand, as a non-native researcher, 1

cannot 'know' what these voices, images and ways of communicating mean to aboriginal

peopk and make no presumption to understand aboriginal media l'rom the 'native point

of view.' But having refused this will to knowledge, what Spivak (1993:30) might refer to

as a necessary 'resistance to understanding,' is not necessarily to set up an alien and

unknowable 'other.' The 'object' of the study of aboriginal media can be found in the

combinat ion of làmiliar technologies and unfamiliar applications. Its study involves an

interpretive and analytic engagement \Vith a set of identities, histories, institutions,

policies, practices and texts.

Aboriginal media is also situated at the conjuncture of cultural politics and

communications policy. This part of the chapter undertakes a reading ofnorthern and

native communications policy in order to trace the articulation of native communication

priorities throughout the period of early 'experimental' communication projeets and the

later development of local and regional communication structures. This will involve a

briefsynopsis ofpraetieal developments in northern native communications and the

summary of central poliey issues as they emerged through poliey fora and in response to

government actions. The explieit intent of such a reading is to suggest how native groups

have successfully appropriated broadcast technologies and established innovative

communications structures and practices. The implicit purpose ofthis analysis is to

contrast aboriginal community and regionalmedia strategies with non-native public and

comll1unitl' media. There is much to be learnt l'rom the ways in which communication
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technologies have been reconstructed in the conditions of geopolitical and cultural

marginality that pertain in the North, about the constraints that operate upon media in the

South. Beyond merely 'adding on' native communities to the previous analysis of

community media, this part of the chapter looks at the divergence of native community

radio and regional radio and television networks (which are 'national' in the sense that

they serve culturally and lingui~'ically defined First Nations) l'rom the southern

community media model. In this respect, aboriginal media have been considered in

relation to broader concepts of cultural autonomy and the 'right to communicate' as an

aboriginal right.

2. Territorial expansion and communication extension in the North.

Prior to 1980, northem native broadcasting consisted of mainly local ventures

into community radio, either community-owned stations or access programming on

CBC's local Low Power Relay Transmitlers (LPRT). In the early sevcnties a numbel

experimental and short term projects were undertaken in native communities including a

community television project (using tbe CBC transmitter) in LaRonge, Saskatchewan and

a mobile radio transmitter called Kenomadiwin Radio that was moved by van bctween

six road-access communities in Northwestem Ontario. These projects involved locul

volunteers and outside animators and made use of government funds available at the time

for 'community development.' Larger and more laboul' and technology intensive

communication projects included the co-operation of I3ell Northem Research, Bell

Canada, CBC, DOC, and the govemment orthe Northwest TerrilOries in sponsoring the
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Comminterphone experiment in Rankin Inlet in 1971. A four-way telephone conference

circuit was connected to a CBC AM transmitter to broadcast conversations to the

community. DOC also implemented the Northern Pilot Project in 1972. With its

emphasis on social communication needs, the project represented a departure from the

Department's usual pre-occupation \Vith technical installations and experimentation. The

creation of HF radio networks amongst communities in Northwestern Ontario and the

Keewatin established the first native-controlled means of inter-community

communication in these regions. The NPP will be discussed in greater detail as the

initial model for native participation in communications planning.

Alongside and related to these developments was the creation of native

communications societics, beginning with the Alberta Native Communications Society in

1970, (initially the communications arm of the Alberta Indian Association), and followed

by Nativ·e Communications Incorporated, based in Thompson, Manitoba. In 1973, the

Native Communications Program was established under the SecretaI)' of State, providing

funding for one native communications society in each region. The NCP also supported

native newspapers, trail radio services, HF radio networks and some aspects of

community radio. Wa-Wa-Ta Native Communications Society \Vas formed in 1973 to run

the HF radio network established as a result of participation by Cree and Ojibway

communities in Northern Pilot Projec!. Aside from the NPP, a few preliminary research

assessments and policy evalllations were condllcted at the beginning of the 1970s,

inclllding the ;\/(/11 in the North ('ommlmica/iol1 Sil/dies bv the Arctic Institute of North
~ .

Amcrica and thc Yellowknife Communications Conference. A 'Northern Broadcasting
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Plan' was prepared in 1973 by a federal interdepartmental committee and would have

provided funds for community radio and television, but never received govemment

approval. Apart from the Native Communications Program, there \Vere no forma! poliey

agendas or funding structures in place to support indigenous northem communication

development when southem radio and television were introduced to the North (Roth

1983a:43). The first coherent statement of goals for northcrn native broadcasting would

not he made for another decade.

Before 1973, SOille larger northern communities had been rebroadcasting

videotapes of southem television proh'Tams under the CBC's Frontier Coverage Package,

but \Vith the launching of the Anik satellites beginning in 1972, CBC initiated its

Accelerated Coverage Package to extend live southem television to communities \Vith

populations greater than 500. The decision to use satellite technoloh'Y to distribute radio

and television to the North \Vas inspired in part by the liberal notion that ail Canadians

should have equal access to public broadcasting, in part by the need to integratc the

North into Canadian social structures and strengthen the federal government's assertion

ofpolitical sovereignty in the Arctic and in part by the gro\\1h of non-native northern

populations engaged in resource development, transportation or federal and territorial

administration. But just as the proposed construction of pipelines or hydro-electric

projects in the North contributed to the underdevelopment of existing native economies,

the extension of southem communication networks undermined the potential

development of native media. The emphasis on expensive, technologically sophisticatcd

satellite transmission diverted attention a\Vay from the need for local, low-cost, low-tech
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HF radio networks, community radio, regional aboriginal language broadcasting and

local telephone service (Koebberling 1989:203). Where viable community broadcasting

undertakings were established, there was an official attitude that these were merely

interim measures until plans for universal coverage could be fully implemented (CRTC

1976:2). Satellite distribution networks. were created before there was a corresponding

supply of Canadian, let alone native-originated, programming to fi!! the channels,

opening domestic markets to a greater influx offoreign proh'Tams (Collins 1990:82).

Despite the govemment's rhetorical claim that Anik would serve the I)~fds of

Northerners, most northem native people knew nothing about the satellite, they were

unaware of the kind or cost or long-tenn implications of services to be delivered and

were in a poor position to define their own priorities in relation to the satellite's potential

uses (Hudson 1974a:205). Satellite technology must clearly be situated in the historical

contex! of Canadian territorial expansion; reinforcing the unilateral introduction of

earlier administrative and communicative structures and perpetuating non-native

monopolies ofknowledge and political control (Roth and Valaskakis 19I'N:222).

The ten-year period between the first Anik television coverage and the 1982

Nor/hem Hrou"cas/ in}!. i'o/icy can be characterized as one of conflict between the South

to-North extension of communication technology and cultural content under federal

initiatives and the appropriation ofthat technology by northern natives for local and

regional cultural, social and political purposes. This required the organization of

resistance to the sole use of satellites for distributing southern television to native

communities. The Northern Québec Inuit Association, for instance, intervened in the
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initial CRTC hearings on CBC's application to introduce ,elevision to northem Québec

with explicit criticisms ofthe financial priori!)' being given to satellite TV whenno

native language production service existed in the region (DOC 1983b: 19). Federal

agencies like Telesat, CBC and the CRTC had unilaterally proceeded with the planning

of northem television systems. The political and commercial interests in the development

of the satellite were concealed. The prior motivations for the technology's design were

obscured behind an c1aim to 'meeting the needs of Northerners.' Since satellite television

.,,·..as introduced without any consultation with northern native groups they were forced 10

denümd that its distribution be restructured according to their own priorities (lBC

1982:i). In doing so, they challenged the 'technological imperatives' being produced and

reproduced by federal communications policy discourses.

ln one sense, the northern native response to introduced communication

technology was reactive during this period, but it was also fundamentally creative. Media

technologies and communication practices were gradually wrested from non-native

control and incorporated into emerging strategies of self-determination. At the beginning

of this period, existing regional communications networks -- mainly Bell Canada or

government owned HF radiotelephone systems -- were operated by non-natives who did

not speak native languages, they were located in non-native homes or offices and were

accessible to native people only through non-native 'gatekeepers' (Hudson 1974a:67).

Minimal amounts of aboriginallanguage radio and television were produced almosl

exclusivelv bv the CBC Northern Service in southern studios. Native groups had little

influence over federal policy and regulatory decisions concerning northern
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communication. But over the course of the decade, more than 120 community radio

stations were established in the North, owned and operated bl' native people in native

languages (DOC 1983b:27). Native groups planned and implemented interactive satellite

projects in conjunction with federal bureaucracies. Regional native communications

societies were established and radio and television production facilities and network

links \Vere built throughout the North. This kind of activity must be viewed as more than

just resistance to imposed technologies and structures, it represents a pivotaI movement

tO\vard aboriginal cultural and political ascendancl' in the North. Further, this shift is

markcd not only by what native !,'TOUpS have been able to do \Vith media technologies -

the kinds of quantiliable changes and developments listed here -- but how this has becn

accomplished; the means bl' which the meanings ofmass media have been altered and

ho\\' communication tools and practices have been absorbed into aboriginal identities,

domains and traditions.

3. Communication projects and native participation in communications planning.

One of the firs! indications that native people were readl' and \Villing to plan and

implement northern communications structures was the success of the Northern Pilot

Project. The NPP inlluenced later satellite communication experiments and set an

important precedent for local involvement in communications planning and technical

installation (Roth 1983b: 102). NPP's participatory approach must be contrasted to the

simultaneous unilateral imposition oftelevision in the North bl' federal bureaucracies,

but this contradiction docs not negatc the Project's contribution to rcgional
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communications development and to later media projects. 1want brietly to outline some

ofthese contributions and to compare NPP to other approaches to communications

development in native communities.

NPP was designed as a 'field experiment: one which, given the complcxity of

environmental variables and the incorporation of'real needs' of local people, required

ongoing assessment and reformulation -- what Project researcher Heather Hudson

(lÇ74a:43) refers to as formative evaluation. The Project drew on basic tenets of

development communication established by Wilbur Schramm, wllich emphasized the

need for local reception and horizontal flo\V of relevant information, and the vertical

communication oflocal needs and priorities to decisions-makers. Il was also inlluenced

by the notion of communication as catalyst for community development and the

decentralization of decision-making that originated in the Challenge for Change

philosophy. The NPP resulted in the formation of HF net\Vorks and community radios in

both the participating regions, but \Vas most remarkable for its methods of ensuring thût

goals \l'ere set by the end users of communication technolob'Y, and that the means of

meeting these goals \l'ere controlled by them throughoul. Thi Project report is a wealth

of detail conceming the co ", rete operation ofthese methods and instances in which

aboriginal participants resisted external control, insisted upon establishing their own

objectives and arrived at the most effective way of implementing them, The emphasis on

attention to local priorities was criticaL The use of video for community animation in the

regions \l'as largely unsuecessful because no c1ear goals were established for either its

immediate or long-tenn use. The HF networks and community radio stations, howevcr,
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responded to clearll' articulated needs within the communities and, once established,

were quickll' integrated into everydal' activities and managed bl' local people.

One of the kel' reasons for the success of the NPP was the project staffs

awareness of whl' past communication projects had failed. The recognition that other

projects had too often been planned and implemented bl' outsiders with no reference to

local neeM or aspirations and without working through existing channels of

representation in the area, prevented the NPP l'rom making many of the same mistakes

(Hudson 1974a:34). The Project report compares RAVEN (Radio and Visual Education

Network), a BC Indian owned HF netwurk to which each native community contributed

part of the capital costs, to a similar network in Manitoba native communities desib'11ed

and installed l'rom outside. While the BC lndians participated in the planning, funding

and daill' operation of the network, most people in the Manitoba communities did not

know what the radios were for, nor how t~ operatethem.

Likewise, NPP and later communication projects modeled on its participatory

approach '':an be compared to a project in Alaska which installed and operated satellite

systems in nineteen remotc communities in 1974. The NASA Applied Technology

Satellitè (ATS) project was undertaken on the assumption that the satellite would be

use fui to the communities, onl" its most 'efficient' uses remained to be determined (Daley

1992:31). The project focussed on the installation of communications hardware on the

presumption that this would lead to education and modemization in Alaskan native

villages. Daley (1992:40), referring to Habennas, argues that a 'technocratic

consciousness' underpinned the project, deflecting attention away from the cultural and
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social contexts of communication and emphasizing the value of efticiency, technique and

speed. Despite a stated commitment to native participation in programming for the

satellite channels, the time constraints of the project prevented the one-to-one

involvement ofvillagers and relied on regional nativ'~: organizations. The production

schedule \Vas too short for any meaningful engagement even at this leve1. Although this

project took place concurrently \Vith the NPP it exhibited many of the limitations that the

NPP consciously undertook to avoid. The future success ci' native communication

projects in Canada and the extensive involvement of aboriginal people in broadcasting

can be traced in part to the use ofthis early mode!, one which, ifit did not elltircly

relinquish a. technocratic consciousness, creates greater possibilities for the

reconstruction of technologies by its participants according to their own priorities.

A series of northem communication projects followed the NPP. In 1975 the

Alberta Native Communications Society undertook project 'Ironstar' on the joint

Canadi~n ~American satellite Hennes, Taqramiut Nipingat lnc (TNI) made use of

Hennes to establish an interactive radio network in eight Northern Québec communitics

during Naalakvik 1in 1977. Wa-Wa-Ta took part in experiments using the Hermes

satellite to link several community radio stations in 1978. Cabinet approved $1.9 million

in funding that year for Anik-B Projeet Inukshuk, desij,'11ed by ITC to train Inuit film and

video producers, set up Inuit production centres and carry out interactive experiments by

satellite. Beginning in 1980, six Eastern Aretic communitics participating in Inukshuk

\Vere linked by audio and video channels \Vith an uplink in Iqualuit. TNI launched

Naalakvik II in 1979 \Vith $918,000 federal funding to participate in Anik-B experiments,
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a tclevision production centre was established in Salluit to feed signals to four other Inuit

villages in Northem Québec.

What these projects had in common was their 'experimental' mode and their

attcmpt to merge the technical and economic dictates ofsatellite designers and

governmcnt funding agencies with the social and cultural objectives of the participating

communitics. The application of the norms of'efficiency' and 'cost-effectiveness' to the

proposed social uses of the satellite are revealed in the stated goals ofProject Inukshuk:

a. To assess thc usefulness and cost of instruction and information exchange for
adults bysatell ite.
b. To test the usefulness and cost of conducting educational classes for children
via satellite.
c. To test the etliciency of decision-making and the efficacy of meetings held via
satellite to determine the cost-benefit of these services.
d. To test the economic viability of an Inuit television service. (cited in Roth
1983b: 135).

That the projects established innovative interactive uses for what had been designed as a

distributil'c technolob'Y attests to the success of native groups in appropriating the

tceiJnology dcspite the emphasis on economic criteria. Communications satellites were

not being widcly used e1sewhere for holding regional committee meetings or for

providing an interactive video link between parents and children at school in a distant

town' A project that was intended to demonstrate the efficiency of a technology actually

rel'cals how it can be transformed from a means of distributing American television to a

powcrful instrument for inter-community communication and regional politica!

development.
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To Roth's (1983a:46) preliminary definition of 'native communication project' as

any intemally or extemally initiated program designed to collect data on the use of

broadcasting technologies, to create a linguistic and cultural record using media, or to

encourage participation in community development projects, 1would want to add a

careful analysis of the interests of the project initiators, whether govemment agency or

aboriginal group; the categorization of the proposed objectives of the project according

to their emphasis on techn",logical infrastructure, cullural expression, political

development, or economic feasibility; the distinction between primary and sccondary,

explicit and implicit objectives; the possibility of conf1icting interests and objectiws

emerging during the project's development; the effect of possible conflicts on th~ success

orthe project; the potential for compromise or reformulation of objectivcs; the mcthod

used to evaluatc the project during and aftcr its comp1ction, and !inally, the contribution

the project is expected tr make to pol icy or whether the relation bctween the two is madc

c1ear. While such an analysis of even one of the key aboriginal media projects

undertaken during the formative period between the NPP and the Northern Native

Broadca,; Access Program is beyond the scope of this dissertation, a critical

examination of 'communication projects' in terms of conf1icting social interests and

technological constructions would capture the transformative and productive nature of

power at its margins. Within the bureaucratic and financial constraints of the

communications 'experiment' or 'project,' technologies may be used for sorne things and

not others. These uses are both imperfect reproductions of the original design ofthc

technolob'Y and incomplete appropriations by subjects situated within local knowledgcs
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and traditional cultures. By definition, 'experiments' may have unintended consec;uences

and uncxpected results.

Roth (1983a:45) argues that the Inuit also strategically used their involvement in

communication projects as a means of entering into policy debates and demonstrating

that Inuit-controiled broadcasting was both feasible and necessary. The relation between

communication projects and ongoing policy processes needs to be carefully established.

When the experimental moment passes, participants mayexperience renewed economic

constraints lIpon their ability to control media use and development, the:; engagement in

decision-making may be confined to existing regulatory procedures and the more

innovative uses of communications technolol,'Y "bandoned in the face of commercial

pressures. At the end of Project Inukshuk for example, the interactive uses of the satellite

wcre discontinued and while the CRTC licensed the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation to

prodllce Inuit-language programs, the available distributive channel on Anik-B was

leased to a commercial consortium (CANCOM) for re-broadcasting American and

sOllthern Canadian programming to the North. CANCOM made unfulfilled promises to

carry native-originated programs and !BC was ultimately relegated to marginal time-slots

on the CBC Northem Service television channel.

A cynical interpretation ofthis series of events might be 'business as usual,' but

they also reveal that no prior provisions were made by federal agencies for incorpOl'iting

new categories of knowledge and practice generated by Inukshuk into a northem

broadcasting policy. Il is arguable that commercial interests had a stake in satellite use

ail along. while the Inuit stake was more recent, more fragile and less amenable to
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recognition by communications policy-makers. Hence the intersection of experimental

media uses with policy discourses must also be viewed as site of contlict and negotiation.

The licensing oflBC in ]981, with interim financing From Departrnent oflndian and

Northern Affairs, created a significant rupture in communications policy discourse. ln

combination with the report of the Therrien Committee, these two events marked a

transition point in practical strategies and policy discourses as Inuit and other native

groups actively began to redefine the public interest in broadcasting in relation to their

own cultural and political priorities.

4. Emerging native community media; local appropriations of media technology.

The satellite projects were instrumental in allowing newly-organized native

broadcasters to establish a IJ,;:sence in national communications policy debates and in

defining the need for native-controlled production and di,',ribution of aboriginal language

programming to native communities. The need for distribution networks was greatest for

television. By the early ]980s, mOSt native communities received CBC television service

and CANCOM when it was available, unless community members had explicitly refused

the service (as was the case in Igloolik) or where population was less than 500 (some

Cree and Ojibway communities in Northwestern Ontario did not have national television

service until the late ]980s). In any case, neither CBC nor commercial broadcasters

offered significant amounts ofnative-originated programming. Northern native television

audiences were confronted by a novel and visually appealing medium in non-native

languages that made no refenmce to local experienee or cultural contexts. They wanted
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to see their own language, knowledge and modes of representation conveyed by

television, given its central location in their homes and communities.

The struggle for native-controlled television production and distribution was to

prove a long and difficult one l'rom the first Inuit interventi,ms in CRTC hearings,

through the participation in satellite experiments, the creation of the NNBAP and final1y,

the initiation ofTVNC in 1992. Prior to 1983, community video and television

production was not extensive in native communities, especial1y in comparison to urban

centres where cable community channels and independent video producers had begun to

emergc. Aside l'rom the somewhat abortive video project at Sandy Lake, Ontario during

the NPP, only three notable native community television projects preceded NNBAP-

funded television production.

The community teJevision project in LaRonge, Saskatchewan was established in

1971 to produce local programming for broadcast over the CBC Frontier Package station.

Animators Maureen Matthews and Charles Feaver initiated the project \Vith support l'rom

the Anglican church and Opportunities for Youth. ln the Challenge for Change pattern,

the project was concerned with engaging the Cree and Métis residents in production

rather than al10wing white community members, many ofwhom had previous experience

with VTR technology, to assume control (Green 1975:6). The project was successful in

involving several groups in the community and produced programs in both English and

Cree. The animators did not assume any causallink between community television and

the direction of social change in the region, nor did they presume any direct effect on
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local decision-making processes. But Matthews suggested Ihat the project was able 10

establish the link between communication and modes of critical thinking:

The skills required for even the simplest production involve analysis, observation
and integration of community and culture. This kind of leaming does not show
immediate results, nor does it instantly lead to a core of dedicated staff for
community television, but we feel it is one of the mosl viiluable contribulions a
project like this can make in a community where people have always been told,
not asked, what they think. (Matthews, cited in Green 1975:7).

LaRonge Community Television is a faidy isolated example ofthis approaeh 10

animation and community media in native communilies. Although it was succcssfui on

its own terl11s, it did nol fit into any overall development strategy for the regionnor was il

a response to specifie eommunication priorilies as defined and articulaled by people in

the community.

A second eommunity television project was initiated in 1974 when the NFB und

CBC undertook a Super-8 film workshop in Iqualuit (Frobisher Bay). This led 10 thc

foundation of the Nunatsiakmiut Community Television Society the following ycar.

Unlike LaRonge, this project had no direet access to the local television tranSl11iltcr but

produced Inuit language television documentaries under eontractto the CBC. Il was

funded by Local Initiatives Program, NFB, later by DIAND and NCP. Thc third

television project, Pond Inlet Community Television (PIC-TV), was initiatcd in 1977 as a

direct response to imported television content. The project had access to the local

transmitter to provide locally and culturally relevant content to balance CBC

programming. But the provision of Inuit-language programs was also designcd to

introduce unilinguallnuit to the form and content oftelevision, to clari(y distinclions
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between the different genres oftelevision news and fiction, and to heighten awareness of

television's role in promoting non-Inuit values. PIC-TV hoped to develop a 'media

consciousness' amongst Inuit, to enable critical responses to programs and give parents a

more effective means of explaining non-Inuit television to their children (Roth

1983b: 127).

Nunatsiakmiut and PIC-TV provided important experience in television

production for later Inuit communication projects. During Naalakvik Il, a television

production centre was established in Salluit to feed sil,'l1als to four other Inuit villages in

Northern Québec. The Keewatin Regional Production Centre opened in Baker Lake in

preparation for Project Inukshuk satellite experiment in 1979 and later became one of

IBC's regional production centres. These initiatives in native-controlled television were

consolidated afier 1983 as part of the mandate ofregional native communications

societies. CBC did not encourage communit)' access to television transmitters to near!y

the same extent as to radio LPRT's and te1evision production was too labour and capital

intensive for strictly local use. Without community stations to carry their programs,

regional natl\e television producers have been dependent on access to public and private

networks. This imposes further constraints on television production and distribution.

Radio, by contrast, was more easily and effectively appropriated and the bulk of

native broadcasting activity is concentrated in community radio. The development of the

funding and regulatory environment of native community radio was discussed earlier.

The most recent impacts on this sector of aboriginal broadcasting have come l'rom the

elimination of the NCP in 1991, its regulatory definition under the CRTC's 1990 Na/ive
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Broadeasting Poliey and the support of the Community Radio Ontario Program since

1992. In practice, community radio has followed a fairly unifonn pattern of growth

throug'oout native communities. Community owned stations are predominant!y vo\unleer

operated, have minimal operating costs, are often located in !ess than optimal facilities

and make use of very simple studio and transmitter technologies. Most are low power

FM (between .5 watt and 100 watts), sorne are AM and a few are distributed on cable.

Sorne communities have access agreements with the CBC and use the local LPRT for all

or part of the da)', but the CBC reserves the right to protect certain of its own programs

(Maclntyre 1983:15). The majority ofthese stations broadcast in a native language, with

exceptions main!y in BC, and many are now aftïliated with and broadcast programming

from a regional communications society. In 1991 the Nat ionu/ Ahoriginu/ C'oll1l111Jnity

Radio InventaI}' (DSOS 1992) identified 158 community radio stations, a growth of

thirty stations over a three year period. The total aboriginal audience for communily

radio is Iisted at 125,628 (DSOS 1992:np). The stations are owned and managed either by

the band, by an autonomous local community radio society or, in some cases by the

regional native communications society, and most are licensed by the CRIC.

Community radio in aboriginal communities is a creative and vital broadcasting

phenomenon. The content of station programming -- messages, announcements, local

and regional news, pop music, native perfonners and storytellers -- is in many cases

secondaT)' to the function of the community radio as an "extension of the community

itself' (Hudson 1974a:187). As a type of community media, aboriginal community radio

avoids man)' of the problems of discrepancy between 'audience' and community as the
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cultural and geOb>Taphic boundaries ofboth coincide. This is not to suggest that

individuals or local elites never assume a monopoly control of the station, only that this

deb>Tee of control is negotiated within the context ofeveryday life in the community and

subject to the same sanctions and constraints.

An excellent illustration ofthe integration ofcommunity radio into other spheres

ofpublic discussion, negotiation and decision-making in aboriginal communities is

Sackett's (1976:31) description of the use ofPovungnituk Tusautik Radio in Northern

Québec during the negotiation of the James Bay Agreement. The entire text of the

Agreement was translated over the radio and residents called the station to ask for

clarifications and explanations. Council members travelling to the South for negotiations

would cali the station in the evenings to report on their activities. The station would then

host a phone-in discussion, after which the negotiators were called back and informed of

people's responses. A Jess dramatic, but equally powerful example ofthis integrative

process is Valentine's (1992) transcription ofa broadcast by an older woman in an

Ojibway community and her use ofthe radio to resolve the conflict arising from her

grandson's and other young people's gasoline sniffing addiction. The eider lays blame

where she thinks it is due and suggests ways ofaddressing the problem of substance

abuse in the community. Roth's (1993) analysis of the position ofcommunity radios at

Kahnawake and Kahnesatake during the confrontation at Oka is a further illustration of

the symbiotic link between native community radio and its listeners. The stations were

used as information centres and contacts with the 'outside,' played a concrete role in

negotiating racial tensions between the Mohawk and local non-native residents and
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helped foster solidarity with native and non-native supporters. The failed attempt by a

group of non-native listeners to later divert the Kahnawake station's attention to an

unrelated land development issue and their seeming ignorance of the historical and

political roots of the Mohawk's land claim serves to show how a broadcasting technology

constructed within specifie cultural and social conditions is not easily redeployed to other

'causes.'

In these cases, in seemingly disparate communities and in widely different social

and political contexts, the radio station has been used in a similar way to engage listeners

in the encounter with and negotiation of major and minor changes and crises. Unlike

mainstream talk radio or most non-native community radio, native community radio is

characterized by its strategies of horizontal communication, ils inclusive, non

professional style and the transparency of the station within the community -- residents

come and go, listen regularly, phone frequently, play radio bingo and often take part in

broadcasts. In sorne remote communities, because community radio preceded or was

established at the same time as other mass media were introduced, aboriginal people may

simply regard the community station as indigenous, as something they initiated and they

control, not compromised by its association with the foreign origin and content of other

forms of public or commercial radio and television (Valentine 1990). These different

perspectives on the reconstruction of communication technologies by aboriginal people

have been referred to here because, while the case study for this dissertation was not

carried out at a community radio station but at a regiona.\ communications society,
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native community radio embodies the grassroots principles and cultural precepts upon

which other developments in aboriginal media are grounded.

ln most regions, community radio predated the organization of regional native

communications societies and these stations are now the local distributors of regional

pro/:,'J'amming. As suggested in the previous section, community radio falls into a policy,

program planning and funding vacuum. Before it was eliminated in 1991, the Native

Communications Pro/:,'J'am allotted sorne funds for community radio equipment purchase

and maintenance. These funds were directed to the regional societies who in tum co·

ordinated their distribution among affiliated stations. The regional societies fulfilled this

role without any separate provision for their own stafftime or administrative costs.

(Stiles 1988:54). Now, without the NCP budget, the regional societies are often further

stretching their own funds to help meet the needs of affiliated stations even though

NNB",P criteria do not include community radio activity. The regional societies perform

a number of services for community radio affiliates, including representation at policy

hearings, lobbying "ln their behalf, assistance in preparing funding proposaIs and licence

applications, technical assistance and supporting research activities, formaI training,

conferences and workshops. For these activities they are sometimes able to tap provincial

or federal programs intended for skills development or culture and communications.

Community radio is also self·financed, often through the operation of a regular radio

bingo. It is not necessary to take a moral position on the dependence on gambling as

Stiles (1988:56) does, to argue that in smail communities with high numbers of people on

social assistance, this sourl~e of income is limited and less than ideal. While community
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stations may be able to rely on local fundraising for day-to-day operation, it is not usually

enough to hire a full-time staff person, to upl,'I'ade elderly equipment or build new

studios.

National and regional advertisers have little incentive to bu\' time on native- -

stations given the 'demographics' ofmast communities and their economic marginality.

Wilkinson (1988:33) suggests that federal and provincial govemments should take

advantage of native community radio to reach an aboriginal audience with public

infonnation and education campaigns. Federal departments lik.: Indian and Northcrn

Affairs and Hea!th and Welfare and some provincial bureaucracies do advertise in the

native press and place public education messages in regional native telcvision progral11s

(Wawatay TV carries AlOS and anti-drug educational campaigns in Cree and OjiCrec),

but federal advertising budgets are not l,'I'owing. The non-govemment source of incol11e

for native community radio is not significant and until native communities arc l'ully selt:

goveming, with a degree of fiscal autonomy and ability to determine spending priori tics,

these stations will remain depcndent upon other govcrnmcnt resources.

There is a general consensus among native broadcasters, policy makers and

researchers that despite the ability of stations to operate on small amounts of income

from a diversity of sources, a program dedicated to the support of native community

radio would vastly enhance the overall development of native broadcasting (SCCC 1987-

46: 71; Stiles 1988: 10 1). The Wawatay Radio Network represents a very successful

model of the co-operative local and provincial financing of native community radio in

conjunction \vith the prol,'I'amming and training support of a regional production centre.
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ln 1992, the provincial govemment made operating grants available to native radio

stations under its new community radio policy. The grants are up to $25,000 each year,

availablc only to native and to Francophone stations and meant primarily to help employ

a full-time employee, but available also for administrative and programming costs

(CROP 1993:2). The program is designed to "encourage eligible community radio

stations to progress beyond their CUITent level of development" (CROP 1993:1). The

grants are notlarge, but in the case of native community radio, have successful1y been

used to hire managers in most of the Wawatay affiliated stations. These managers are

trained by Wawatay with funds from Employment and Immigration Canada, pulting in

place a sophisticated support system for tùll-time managers with the skills not only to run

each station more effectivel)' but to make regular program contributions to the network.

This means of using existing stations to strengthen local communities and to contribute

to a regional network reinforcesregional development initiatives while securing a place

for local identities and community control. 1 will retum to this case in more detail in the

final chapter, but cite it here as an example of how a srnall provincial funding program

can be combined \Vith regional initiatives to strenb'lhen the local role of community

stations and their relation to regional production centres and networks.

The relationship between regional communications societies and community

radio is not forrnally encoded in the mandate of the regional societies, but they are

closely linked to communities in each region by a number ofmeans. The regional

soc.ieties sign aftiliate agree,nents with each station to ensure local distribution of

regional programming (SCCC 1987-44: 42). Boards of directors for the regional societies
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are drawn l'rom the communities served, as are most staffmembers (TFB 1986:520).

Regional producers are committed to the development of commullity radio because they

are dependent on its existence for the distribution of programs. Community radios in tum

rely on the regional societies for the kinds of services mentioned above, but ...1.s0 for the

circulation of news about other communities and about regional and national native

issues. The support of the regional societies through the NNBAP has helped integrate and

extend isolated community radios and to concentrate resources at the regionallevel for

the production of native language radio and television. The Norlhern Broadmsling

Poficy under which the NNBAP was established consummated a decade of

communications projects, community media initiatives, and strategie policy interventions

by nativ~ groups. The following section explores the key policy issue,' that emerged

during the period immediately prior to the creation of the NNBAP until the present.

Aboriginal people used communications policy fora to negotiate the inclusion of native

controlled broadcasting within the Canadian broadcasting system as a means of securing

the use of communications techroh:.gies for local political development and cultural

expressIOn.

5. Policy interventions; contesting discursive procedures and categories.

Interventions by aboriginal people in communications policy debates in Canada

must viewed in relation to other strategies of cultural politics formulated in the last two

decades. The articulation of the need for culturally appropriate and locally-controllcd

broadcast media is related to the expression of native identities and the affirmation of
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collective rights that characterized the emergence of aboriginal politics in the post-/f7lite

Paper period. The engagement of northem native broadcasters in policy debates must

also be understood as a challenge to the hierarchical procedures and hegemonic

categories of communications policy itself. Aboriginal people resisted the exc1usivity of

policy debates by challenging the right of bureaucrats, technicians, regulators and other

experts to unilaterally implement plans for northem communication structures. They

have also contested the discursive constructions of the 'national' purpose and 'public'

interest in communication with demands for media content that sustains native languages

and cultures, access to and control of distribution systems, govemment funding for

native-controlled media and aboriginal participation in communications planning and

regulation. In this section 1will explore each ofthese issues in turn and then examine the

consolidation of aboriginal policy strategies from the hearings of the Therrien Committee

through a series of federal policy fora and statements up until the passage of the 1991

Broadcasting Acl.

a. Media content and aboriginallanguage and culture.

The intersection of communication policy and aboriginal cultural politics can he

seen most clearly in the demand for television and radio production in native languages

that addresses aboriginal perspectives and interpretations, and enables "the extension of

community achieved in shared expression" (Valaskakis 1992a:78). In the early period of

the introduction of television to the North, it was the complete absence of programming

in native languages that first motivated Inuit intervention in CRTC heanngs. Along with
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fonnal education, television viev"ing was further encouraging the use ofEnglish

especially among young people. The presence of aboriginal language media along with

language instruction in schools -- initiatives which required greater aboriginal control

over both education and communication -- would, it was hoped, inhibit the dec1ine of

native language use and decrease ·the distance between unilingual adults and bilingual

children that was becoming apparent in many remote communities. The NNBAP was

designed to alleviate the imbalance between non-native and native language

programming on northem radio and television. By the time the Task Force on

Broadcasting made its final report in 1986, native groups had made a forceful argument

for the entrenchment of aboriginallanguage rights, consistent with principles of

aboriginal rights, in new broadcasting legislation (TFB 1986:519). In their presentations

before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Communications and Culture (SCCC)

the following year, aboriginal people emphasized the need for regional native

communications societies to attract and maintain young audiences with programs tha!

would reinforce their linguistic and cultural heritage (SCCC 1987-26: 8). The efforts of

native broadcasters were in synchrony with those of aboriginal language institutes and

educators, both in producing general aboriginallanguage programs and carrying specifie

instructional programs, and developing language courses where appropriate (SCCC

1987-45: 40).

While many native communities had early access to aboriginallanguage

programming on community radio, and most community radios now broadcast

regionally-produced radio programs, not ail the regional communications societies have
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ventured into television production. Where aboriginallanguage television is successfully

produced and distributed it represents a fraction of the amount of southem-originated

television available in northern communities. Even TYNC has to compete with

commercial and public satellite television in non-native languages. Competition with

non-native media and the increasing decline in native lal"guage use over the last two

decades means that in practice, aboriginal broadcasters have had to take a flexible

approach to language of production. They have resisted the constriction of native media

production to native languages, insisting instead that a wider interpretation of the

'cultural'objectives of aboriginal broadcasting allows them to determine their own

linguistic priorities and concentrate on providing service to contemporary native

audiences that retlects both cultural traditions and transformations.

As Valaskakis (I992a:76) argues: "Narrowly defined, cultural broadcasting runs

the risk of becoming a vehicle for the continued marginalization of native people

themselves ... research indicates that aboriginal people are Iistening to and watching

native broadcasting and that aboriginallanguages are a vital but not exclusive feature of

native prob'l'ams." While production ofaboriginallanguage programming is part of the

terms ofNNBAP funding, the 1990 CRTC Native Broadcasting Policy promotes a

broader interpretation of 'native undertakings' that does not entail their restriction to

narrow definitions of linguistic and cultural content. Thus, from an initial insistence

upon the primacy of aboriginal language production, aboriginal broadcasters have shifted

to a emphasis on communications media as a means of expression of and retlection upon

contemporary native cultures in both native and non-native languages.
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A related issue that emerged as aboriginal groups began to engage more

extensively in regional radio and television production was the need for the transfer of

basic broadcasting skills in a culturally appropriate manner. While advanced technical

and administrative skills are not really necessary for the successful volunteer operation of

community radio, the need to fill a regular regional program production schedule and to

produce several hours a week ofhigh quality television and radio requires at least a

minimallevel of training. The NP? and other communication projects proved that

aboriginal people without advanced levels of formai education can acquire the necessary

skills at allieveis (Iftechnical installation, operation, production, maintenance and

management. As Hudson (1974a:206) argued, training in these skills is most effective if

carried out in the North, preferably in the immediate region, over a extended period, with

resource people to provide ongoing support where necessary. A 'second generation' of

radio and television producers are now being trained at the regional level often in their

own language by other aborigin.:.1 people who have been working in field for several

years. This avoids sorne of the tensions and mistranslations that occur when an outside

'expert' provides skills training to aboriginal broadcasters, but it also ensures that training

is designed in a way that accounts for the unique cultural and social contexts within

which aboriginal media is used.

NNBAP lacks provisions for any training at ail and there is a general absence of

comprehensive media training programs 10cated in the North and controlled by native

people (SCCC 1987·46: 70). The ability ofregional communications societies to tap into

other skills training funds such as that created under Employment and Immigration's
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Canadian Jobs Strategy dcpends on local conditions. In Labrador, OkalaKatiget

communica\;ons society found that the available funds were targeted toward specifie

short-tenn skills shortagcs, usually in the private sector, and were not adequate for the

degree of ongoing training necessary (SCCC 1987-46: 74). Wawatay however, has been

able to use CEIC funding quite successfully in its year-long community radio managers

training program. In many cases though, dependence on such programs requires some

compromise of the explicitly cultural objectives ofaboriginaI media to the 'industrial

slrategy' that informs govemment job training schemes. The need to incIude training

provisions within NNBAP or to develop separate training programs specifically for

aboriginal media remains a key polic)" issue.

h. From 'C1Ccess' to cO"lrol; distributioll ofnative programmillg.

While native broadcasters are concerned with the linguistic and cultural content

of programs and have used policy debates to articulate the need for support of production

làcilities and üaining programs, they are also critical of the structures ofprivate

ownership and bureaucratie management ofbroadcasting systems. A second set of issues

thus revolves around the questions of access to and control of communications systems

to distributc native programming. In the case ofradio, although many native

communities own and operate stations responsive to local needs and issues, for regional

native programming they remain dependent on access to satellite or terrestrial

distribution systems operated by either CANCOM, the CBC or TVOntario. Those

regional communications societies producing television are dependent not only upon
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access to these distribution systems, but prior to the creation of TVNC and in regions not

now covered by the new channel, rely upon allocation oftime in commercial or public

television schedules to reach native communities with their programs. Il should be

reiterated that as late as 1985, many small native communities in the North did not have

access to any broadcast television or radio at all and so were even not receiving NNBAP

programming (CRTC 1985c:9). Again, 'access' can be understood on many levels, frol11

simply the range of media choices available, to the ability of marginal groups to

reconstruct mass media production and distribution systems according to their own

interests and perspectives.

The issue of access to distribution systems requires assessment of the role of the

CBC as the national and regional public broadcaster. This role needs be clarified in

respect to three separate but interdependcnt areas; the ability of the CBC to produce its

own programming in aboriginal languages and on issues relevant to native people, the

effectiveness of the public broadcaster in hiring, training and supporting native staff and

finally, the priority given to the distribution ofnative-originated programming. As

suggested in the earlier discussion of access broadcasting; the distribution of aboriginal

programming may not be part of the CBC's mandate as a 'national' broadcaster. Ind<:ed

CBC management have often argued that the public broadcaster's role in the North is to

provide regional programming through its Northem Service that appeals to all

Northemers --Inuit, Indian and non-native (DOC 1983b:61). The hesitancy of the CBC

to distribute more than the minimum amount of native-originaled television

programming is compounded by the fact that the public broadcaster has never been able
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to allocate substantial funds for its own aboriginal language programming, despite a

series ofpoE,cy recommendations from Therrien (CRTC 1980:21) to the Task Force on

Broadcasting (1986:520) that it receive budget supplements for this purpose. Thus, CBC

has failed to provide adequate aboriginal programming on its own, primarily because of

conflicting interests of native and non-native audiences and the prioritization of national

service over competing regional claims (Valaskakis 1985:86). Without a clear policy or

budget to support in-house native production or substitute independent native production,

the CBC has allowed both its own aboriginal language programs and those of aboriginal

broadcasters which it distributes, to be marginalized within its schedule.

This lack of priority for native programming is reflected in the CBC's record of

employing aboriginal people. Although native reporters covering native issues are now

more frequently heard and seen on CBC radio and television, this was not true of the first

ten years of CBC's northem programming. As the !BC argued in 1982:

Native persons, when hired, assume the lowest possible positions in the
organization, and rarely rise to the managerial level in C8C's hierarchy. Most
often they leave CBC bitter and frustrated at the organization's inability to
accommodate native people. 'Native Programming' generally consists of
translation from English into Inuktitut. Thel" is little impetus or encouragement
for native-originated programming (!Be 1982:4).

CSC's inability or unwil1ingness to respond quickly and effectively to northem native

people's p,~~amming needs contributed to the pressure for the separate organization and

funding ofregional aboriginal television and radio production facilities.

After the creation ofthe NNBAP, regional native production centres were

established and some were soon producing the maximum amounts ofweekly
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programming (five hours of TV and twenty of radio) supported by the program. The

problem of distributing these programs became a source of conflict between the native

broadcasters, the CBC and the regulatory agency. Because the underlying policy

principles of the NNBAP called for "fair access" to distribution systems and due to the

unfilled promises ofCANCOM in this regard, the bulk of the responsibility for

distributing native-originated programming fell to the CBe. However, in the case of

television the CBC did not permit key network and regional programs, including foreign

programs, to be substituted with native access programming (CRTC 1985c: 13), resulting

in late-night and early moming time allocations for aboriginal prograrl1s. Where CBC

commu,nity-accJss radio is used to distribute regional aboriginallanguage programming,

the CBC sought to limit daily access time to six hours and arbitrarily decided on the time

slot available. As Wawatay diîector Gamet Angeconeb argued before the Standing

Committœ (SCCC 1987-55:142), the issue at stake was, "our right as an aboriginal

majority to have fair access to the terrestrial distribution systems in our communities in

order to maximize native-language programming choice for local residents." While most

native communications societies argued that the CBC should distribute independent

native programming as a first priority and produce its own as a second (TFB 1986:519),

and were dissatisfied \\~th the amount of air-time available, the CBC insisted that its

national and regional service came first and that other solutions to the distribution of

aboriginal programming should be pursued -- namely the greater involvement of private

broadcasters (CRTC 1985c:13).
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The CBC was the target of much criticism by native broadcasters for its

inadequate response to aboriginal programming and distribution needs, but the problems

of insufficient access and marginalization facing the regional communications societies

were attributable to a more fundamental flaw in northem communications planning and

policy. While the third policy principle of the 1982 Nor/hem Broadeasling PolieY

affirmed that "Northem Native people should have fair access to Northem broadcasting

distribution systems" (DSOS nd: 1), the policy did not elaborate criteria for establishing

'fair access' nor put in place means of ensuring that it would be provided by private and

public broadcasters (CRTC 1984:1). The NNBAP was primarily a production fund. It did

not include any provisions for building distribution systems dedicated to aboriginal

programming and so the regional societies were left to patch together agreements with

public and private broadcasters across the country. This not only led to conflicts with the

CBC, in Manitoba it resulted in the regional society having to purchase air-time from

commercial radio stations. In many cases, access agreements relegail:d native programs

to sideband frequencies and mid-night hours -- a situation that NACS representative Jeff

Bear referred to as 'broadcast reserves' that contain and marginalize native cultures just as

do land reserves (Bear 1985:65).

ln response to these criticisms the CRTC, in its 1985 public hearings and policy

statement on Northem Native Broadcasting, detailed several possible means of

determining fair access. AboriginaJ groups suggested that access be guaranteed whenever

native people make up a significant percentage of the population, for example when 200

or more native people within a public or private station's range speak the same diaJect,
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that air time should he made available according to the amounts of programming that the

regional societies can produce, and that this time should be free on private stations that

reach native communities and do not already provide aborigir ,:1 language programming

(CRTC 1985c:8). In the same hearings, the CBC proposed that three criteria should be

applied in detennining access; audience demographics, existing services and the

flexibility of the distribution system (ibid). Valaskakis (1985:55) argued that rather than

native distribution agreements being subject to the 'goodwill' of network broadcasters,

the distribution of aboriginallanguage programs that reflect the percentage of native

population in northem regions be made a condition of licence. The CRTC, preferring

'industry self-regulation' instead proposed the creation of an 'Action Committee' to deal

with disagreements betwee:l aboriginal producers and network operators as they arose

(TFB 1986:521). This Action Committee, established in 1986, was composedof

representatives from NACS, the CBC, DOC, Secretary of State and a representative of

the CRTC, with a mandate to "act as a catalyst in attempting to bring about a negotiated

settlement in an atmosphere of consultation, goodwill and fairness" (CRTC 1986: 1). At

the same time, the Task Force on Broadcasting recommended that conflicts over access

and distribution could be alleviated by the dedication of a satellite transponder to serve

northern communities and to be shared by the northern native communications societies

and the CBC Northern Service (TFB 1986:522). This the Task Force viewed as an

'interim step' toward creation of a separate satellite system to distribute aboriginal

language programming.
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The announcement in 1988 of the federal government's intention to fund such a

dedicated northern transponder went sorne way toward al1eviating the distribution

problems engendered by the increase of native-originated television and radio production

under the NNBAP. Il also represents a shift from a mode1 in which aboriginal

broadcasters struggle for 'access' to public and private networks toward implementation

of greater aboriginal control over design and management of communication systems.

The transponder was to be operated by consortium of six native communications

societies, the two territorial governments and the CBC under the name of Television

Northern Canada. TVNe received a native television network licence in 1991 to

distribute television and radio programming to native communities in the Yukon and

Northwest Territories, Arctic Québec and Labrador. Ful1 members in the TYNC

consortium inc1ude the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (!Be); the Inuvia1uit

Communications Society; Northern Native Broadcasting, Yukon; the OkalaKatiget

Society; Taqramiut Nipingat Inc.; the Native Communications Society of the Western

N.W.T.; the Government of the Northwest Territories; Yukon Col1ege; and the National

Aboriginal Communications Society (CRTC 1991:1). TVNC's main objective is the

distribution of culturally and politically relevant television programming to aboriginal

communities and in its first two years of operation has provided 100 hours a week of

programs in more than ten native languages to 94 separate transmitters. Although TYNC

represents a significant achievement on the part of northern native broadcasters, its

members represent less than half of the NNBAP regional communications societies and
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other aboriginal radio and television producers still lack substantial control over the

distribution oftheir programs.

c. Arm 's-/ength funding ofaborigina/ media; princip/es ofpubllc broadcasting and
self-determinatiolL

Many of the key policy issues in aboriginal communications can be related to the

dependence offurther development of native-controlled media upon increased levels of

government support. The pressure upon aboriginal broadcasters to pursue funding from

diverse sources and the compromises made in order to obtain those funds !las alrcady

been discussed. What is also at issue in policy debates is whether aboriginal media are

entitled to a share of the resources designated for public broadcasting in Canada and the

degree offederal responsibility for native communications as part ofits other historical

responsibilities for aboriginal people. The NNBAP was founded on the rationale that

aboriginal broadcasting should be funded as an aspect of public broadcasting. The

interim funding provided for the !BC after the end of Project lnukshuk in 1981,

Wawatay's simultaneous proposaI for a radio network and the CRTC's decision to grant a

network licence to the Council for Yukon lndians and the Dene Nation established the

presence of regional communications societies as viable broadcasting entities with

distinctive public sector goals. The Therrien Committee had already called for a single

federal body to coordinate the development and funding of native broadcasting (CRTC

1980:22) while rejecting the use of revenues or tariffs from commercial sources such as

Pay TV to support native broadcasters, on the grounds that the immediate need to extend
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services to aboriginal communities should not depend on the success or failure of a

commercial venture.

The consultations leading up to the announcement of the 1982 Nor/hern

Broadcasting Policy affirmed the eagemess of other newly-organized native

communications societies to become involved in broadcasting and the willingness of

several federal departments to consider options for their financial support. The

discussion paper from which the 1982 policy statement emerged recognized that native

communities would be unable to finance regional radio and television on their own, that

advertising revenue was not a likely source of income and that the responsibility for

supporting native broadcasting lay with federal, provincial and territorial goverrunents

through the necessary budget allocations. The resulting Nor/hern Broadcasting Po/icy

and the NNBAP responded to the policy interventions of aboriginal broadcasters and

their successful organization of viable local and regional radio and television production.

The policy was produced by an interdepartmental committee representing the

Departments of Communications, Indian and Northem Affairs and Secretary of State and

so was a composite statement of the dual responsibility of govemments for aboriginal

broadcasting as a form of public broadcasting and as part of the federal govemment's

commitment to the support and development of aboriginal communities and cultures.

The NNBAP was not however established as a 'permanent' federal program, and

although it was renewed after the initial four year commilment, ils funding levels were

frozen in 1987 and eut by sixteen percent in 1991. This unclear status creates

cOllSiderable insecurity for abC>flginal broadcasters, making it difficult for them to
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engage in long-range planning and provide secure working conditions for staff. The

revision and entrenchment ofthe NNBAP as li form of extended and stable funding

would ideally be combined with greater independence for aboriginal broadcasters within

its terms (Valaskakis 1985:56). As is the case with many self-government initiatives, the

iibility of aboriginal broadcasters to autonomously determine spending priorities is

limiled by the externally-imposed criteria of the program and the demand for regular

reporting and adherence to pre-determined budget items.

While aboriginal broadcasting in Canada could not have developed to ils current

extent without a program such as the NNBAP, now that regional native communications

societies have established themselves as effective and responsive public broadcasters and

as native-controlled institutions committed to the cultural and political autonomy of

aboriginal people, the time for new funding formulas has arrived. The Task Force on

Broadcasting recommendation that secure arm's-length funding for aboriginal language

programming be maintained until 'new administrative arrangements' are made (TFB

1986:524) hints at the possible restructuring of native broadcasting as part ofa

diversified public sector. But in fact the opposite has occurred as the Conservative

government, after underwriting TYNC, eliminated the Native Communications Program

and eut the NNBAP budget in 1991. While the Ontario provincial government infused

much needed funds into native community radio, the Québec government began reducing

its subsidies to the community radio sector. In this climate of contradictory motivations

and uncertain political whims, regional communications societies and community radios

must respond to the rapid proliferation of non-native media in their communities by
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producing more programs with fewer resources. The demonstrated ability of aboriginal

broadcasters to establish long-term practical and political strategies in the face of

mounting obstacles is perhaps the best argument for creating a comprehensive and

permanent program for national, regional and community level aboriginal

communications, a program administered by an autonomous body representative of and

accountable to aboriginal people, in the spirit ofboth public broadcasting and aboriginz!

self-determination.

d. Aborigillal participatioll ill communicatiollS planning, policy alld regula/ioll.

Beginning with their first interventions at CRTC hearings on extension of

television to the North, to formaI representation on regulatory committees and

involvement in consultation surrounding communication projects and funding programs,

aboriginal groups have played an active and strategic role in communications policy in

Canada. Despite the financial and organizational constraints and social, geographical

and cultural barriers considered at the beginning of this chapter, regional communication

societies have been able to articulate local communication priorities and to represent

isolated communities in federal policy debates. These interventions in planning, policy

and regulation ilave been largely successful although few formaI structures exist to

ensure that aboriginal interests are accounted for in major communications policy

decisions that might affect them.

As in the wider sphere of aboriginal politics, native broadcasters do not find their

concems reflected in the agendas of major political parties, nor is there much political
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mileage to be gained from support of aboriginal media -- especially at the community

level. ln the early period of aboriginal broadcasting, mainstream institutions like the

CBC and private broadcasters already had a monopoly or, resources and fairly high stakes

in northern communications policy. Newly oïganized native communications societies,

with far fewer financial and human resources had to manoeuvre for position within this

context. While there was sorne degree ofadvocacy fc, aboriginal participation within

government bureaucracies, these initiatives -- reflected in communications projects like

the NPP and Inukshuk and in programs like NNBAP and CRGP .- risked being negated

by other political, economic and technological changes such as the unilateral imposition

of southern television in northern native communities and elimination of existing native ..

and community media funding in the name of fiscal restraint.

The succe~c <)f aboriginal broadcasters in achieving policy goals must be directly

related to their powerful mandate from the communities they represent, their consistent

commitment to political development and cultural autonomy enabled by control of

communications technology and their efficient use of minimal resources. The

organization of a national representative group, the National Aboriginal Communications

Society (NACS) has helped to establish common positions on policy issues and reduce

the need for individual societies to divert their energies to participation in public

hearings and policy fora. NACS however lost its core funding with the elimination of the

NCP, the organization does not maintain a central office and its representative duties arc

sh:lTed amongst its executive members e1ected from the regional societies. These

constraints certainly diminish the organization's ability to take a pro-active and long-term
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approach to communications policy lobbying. While the national aboriginal

communications lobby is thus hindered, regional and local strategies have focussed on

specifie policies and projects with considerable success. The fruition ofplans for TYNe

is one example of a carefully developed and consistently pursued regionaJ strategy as is

Wawata/s continuing engagement in consultations toward expansion of provincial

funding for community radio.

Aboriginal people's participation in communications policy has not extended to

southem and urban native communities. When the NNBAP was in the development and

consultation phase, several of the native groups consulted questioned the arbitrary

division between northem communities who would be eligible for funding and southem

ones who would not. The NNBAP preliminary discussion paper uses the 'Hamelin line'

for the purposes of defining the North on the basis of social, infrastructural and

geOb'faphic criteria. The program was designed to apply to predominantly native

communities in remote areas which had a high level of native language use and had only

been exposed to radio and television services in the previous five years (DOC 1983b:9).

While such criteria can be c1early applied to most Inuit and Indian communities north of

sixty deb'feeS, they also apply to aboriginal communities \vithin an hour or two's drive of

Winnipeg. As representatives from Manitoba's Native Communications Inc. pointed out;

"". there is no fair way to draw a line separating northem and southern communities for

the implementation of broadcasting policy. Predominantly native communities through

Manitoba face many of the same problems in broadcasting as do northem communities"

(DOC 1983b: 129).
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\Vhereas NNBAP may make an artificial distinction between similar communilies

north and south of the Hamelin line, southern aboriginal communilies that no longer use

nati'c'e languages and urban aboriginal communilies also have unique communication and

information needs that are not sen'ed by mainstream public or private media. The

demand for culturally relevant programming and for explanation and analysis of social

and political change is just as great in these communities (SCCC 1987-51: 46). Northern

native communications societies and aboriginal organizations in southern regions have

consistently argued for some level of government support to eliminate these disparities,

to establish native-controlled media in all communities that can demonstrate the need for

il regardless ofsize and location (SCCC 1987-55: 146). The Community Radio Ontario

Program has recently moved toward addressing these discrepancies in availability of

communications funding to the province's large native population outside the NNBAP

boundaries and has launched a community radio development effort in native

communities in the southern regions of Ontario. Federal aboriginal communications

policy has to date focussed on northern communities for a variety ofreasons; the

emphasis on sustaining language use, the need for a first service in many northern

communities, the initiative of the communities themselves in appropriating

communications technolob'Y, developing intercommunity networks and pressing for

policy recognition. Southern native communities have Il'd greater difficulty in

mobilizing support for communication undertakings, in part because existing

communication infrastructures are more entrenched, frequencies more scarcc and
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because the technological experiments, which northem native groups were able to

exploit to their advantage, were characteristic ofthe unique historical, social and

geographical environment of the North. Despite these factors, southem and urban

aboriginal communication needs are gradually becoming a more significant element on

policy agendas.

Since 1980, aboriginal broadcasters have been calling for sorne formaI

recognition oftheir unique interests in communications policy and the need for

regulatory provisions to protect and promote aboriginallanguage and culture through

media access and control. Some have suggested that this might take the form of new

body within or parallel to the CRTC to regulate ail northem broadcasting (DOC

1983b:175). Others have proposed that an aboriginal person be appointed to the CRTC

and that the Co.:mmission also create a sub-committee of nati"Je broadcasters in order to

strengthen aboriginal access to distribution systems through licensing conditions (Bear

1985:86). The CRTC, in response to these suggestions accepted "the responsibility of

facilitating communications and ensuring the active participation ofnorthem native

broadcasters in policy development" (CRTC 1985c:16) and along with the Action

Committee created in 1986 to deal with access and distribution problems, li permanent

~

liaison was created \vithin the Commission for this purpose.

ln its 1990 policy statement on native broadcasting, the CRTC advocated a

'flexible regulatory framework' that would allow native broadcasters themselves to

determine and meet the needs oftheir audiences (CRTC 1990:5). This is in keeping with

the Commission's more recent emphasis on self-regulation and yet also recognizes that
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aboriginal media must be allowed to diversify beyond its initial concems with promoting

aboriginallanguage use and producing documents oftraditional activities and ways of

life. This statement affinns the autonomy of aboriginal broadcasters to define culturally

appropriate content and also to make use of commercial revenue where possible and

necessary. The 1990 CRTC policy, while adding little that is new to [he policy principles

upon which aboriginal j-,-oadcasting has been organized since 1983, achieves a fonn of

regulatory capture of the experimental and developmental phase of native media use. By

categorizing a 'native undertaking' as distinct kind ofbroadcasting, the policy recognizes

the existence of an autonomous aboriginal communication sector that shares the social

and cultural objectives ohhe public sector. This has the overall eftèct of entrenching

aboriginal broadcasters within the discourses and practices of Canadian communications

policy. In combination "vith the reference to the 'special place of aboriginal people' in the

preamble to the 1991 Broadcasring Acr, the CRTC policy represents the re-inscription of

public interests in broadcasting and the re-structuring of the public sector to include

aboriginal media. This re-inscription has come about because aboriginal people have

been able to contest the dominant discursive categories and procedures of

communications policy, but also because they have successfully reconstructed

communications technologies. Aboriginal broadcasting is not a derivative of natio:!al

public broadcasting, nor is il entirely a species of community broadcasting. ft is a unique

set of communication structures, practices and processes whose development has

significantly altered the character of Canadian broadcasting.
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6. Communications policy and practice, from 'northern extension' to 'native
undertaking.'

The contestation of dominant policy categories and communication practices

during this period might best be summarized through a reading ofkey policy 'events' as

indicators of a cumulative shift from the South-to-North imposition of communications

media and content, to the strategic appropriation and reconstruction of communications

technologies by native northcmers. Beginning in 1980 with the hearings of the Therrien

Commitlee until the passage of the 1991 Broadcasting ACI, the main policy statements

affecting northern native broadcasting can be viewed as sites of intersecting policy

discourses, communication practices and political strategies. Examining these statements

in chronological order reveals how the issues and interests discussed above gradually

moved from a marginal position in relatlOlI to the technological and economic

imperatives informing northern communications policy and planning to the centre of

cultural and social blueprints for native-controlled media in the North.

Chaired by Réal Therrien and including Inuk member John Amagoalik, the

CRTC Committee on Extension of Service to Northem and Remote Communities was

the lirst communications policy forum to hold northern hearings (in Baker Lake,

Whitehorse, Geraldton, Ontario and Goose Bay-Happy Valley, Labrador). The hearings

coincided with the two major Inuit communications projects and submissions were made

to the comminee by !TC, and representatives from TNI and Project Inukshuk. The

Comminee's report represented the lirst official st.atement of aboriginal interests in

northem communications which recognized the federal govemment's responsibility to
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support native broadcasting without making any specifie suggestions for funding.

Coming several years after t.~e unilateral introduction of CBC radio and television to

northern communities, the Committee's recommendation that; "Any predominantly

native community should have the right to decide on the channels delivered locally; to

eliminate complete channels; and, on any particular channel, to eliminate a program or

substitute one of its own choice" was somewhat belated. But it did address the tension

between the CBC and aboriginal groups over access to local transmitters and paved the

way for more generous formaI access agreements. The Commitlee's recommendation that

the CRTC encourage applications from native organizations to promote the development

of aboriginallanguage programming was in direct response to an already consistent and

nearly unanimous demand for locallycontrolled aboriginal media to balance the influx of

mass-audience programming to the North.

Finally, Therrien made the first unequivocal recommendation in support of native

broadcasting rights; a measure of the impact of a decade of aboriginal cultural poli tics

after which the significance of native identities and collective rights could no longer be

ignored by policy-makers. The conditions of possibility for the declaration that; "Canada

must fulfil its obligation to provide opportunity for its native peoples to preserve the use

oftheir languages and foster the maintenance and development oftheir own particular

cultures through broadcasting and other communications" did not exist ten years earlier.

The Therrien hearings and report thus characterize the initial phase of northern native

communications development as a period of active resistance by aboriginal people to the

extensions of resource development and communications infrastructures from
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metropolitan centres. It was a response to the articulation of northem native identities

and the demand for linguistically and culturally relevant media content. The report's

recommendations also open the way for a fonnal regulatory and bureaucratie recognition

of the appropriation of communications technology and the organization of the tirst

aboriginal broadcasting endeavour.

The next major policy statement was of course the 1982 Northern Broadcasling

Policy which set out live policy principles as follows;

J. Northem residents should be offered access to a range of programming choices
through the exploitation of technological opportunities;
2. Northem Native people should have the opportunity to participate actively in
the detennination by the CRTC ofthe character, quantity and priority of
programming broadcast in predominantly native communities;
3. Northem Native people should have fair access to Northem broadcasting
distribution systems to maintain and develop their cultures and languages;
4. Programming relevant to Native concems, inc1uding content originated by
Native people, should be produced for distribution wherever Native people fonn
a signiticant proportion of the population in the service area; and,
5. Northem Native representatives should be consulted regularly by govemment
agencies engaged in establishing broadcasting policies which would affect their
cultures.

The Nurthem /3roadcasling Poli'}' was prepared after extensive consultation with

aboriginal groups across the country. The preliminary discussion paper includes a

summary list of the priorities ofthese organizations, most ofwhich are directly reflected

in the ensuing policy principles (OOCI983b:29). The fourth principle affinns the

imp0rtance of native-originated programming, and the discussion paper outlines several

possible means of supporting this programming. ln reviewing earlier commu,jcation

projects and existing broadcasting undertakings the paper proposes that "the most cost
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effective means of developing native program production is through sponsorship of

native production centres" (ibid:63). The 'cost-benefit' analysis is extended further in the

design ofthe NNBAP as strictly a production l'und, so that no investment in new

distribution infrastructure was necessary. Such a decision would at first glance seem in

keeping v.~th the need for greater support of Canadian programming and the over

development of distribution technologies at the expense of productive capacity. Bat

effectively the NNBAP's exclusive emphasis on production marginalized native

broadcasters Mthin existing systems, because the regulatory mechanisms for ensuring

their adequate access to private or public networks did not exist. In fact, since eligibility

for NNBAP funding required that native communications societies obtain prior

distribution agreements with existing northern broadcasters, most were not in a position

to dispute unsuitable program schedules (CRTC 1985c:5).

Nonetheless, the Northern Native Broadcast Access Program established a

publicly-mandated first service in aboriginal languages for aboriginal people, not

previously available l'rom existing public or private broadcasters (CRTC 1990:3). The

mandate of the thirteen native communications societies supported by the program is "to

contribute to the protection and enhancement of Native languag~s (lnd cultures in the

North and to facilitate northern Native participation in activities and developments

related to the North" (DSOS nd:I). The program ailowed the construction of radio and

television production centres throughout the North, the creation of dedicated radio

networks linking communities in several regions, the accumulation of production skills

and the development ofprogram repertoires that served an increasingly diverse
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aboriginal audience. From bilingual pre-school age children to monolingual eIders,

regular NNBAP audience surveys show that aboriginal people watch and Iisten to

regional native communications societies productions and that many want more regular

programs, especia!ly on television. The regional societies in tum have responded to

specific needs at the community level with everything from animated syllabic Iiteracy

television programs for young children to recordings oftraditional stories told by eIders

to political commentary and analysis. The use oftelevision and radio to "maintain and

develop a positive sense oflinguistic and cultural identities," a secondary objective of

NNBAP, engenders a b'J'eater consciousness ofthe historical and social origins ofthose

identities, but also enables the dynamic negotiation of identities through the new means

of communicating sounds and images, ideas and values. The NNBAP broadcasters are

... l ...., .' \
engaged in .the'contemporary'production of-culture and in the development of

communication practices shaped both by traditional values and by future-oriented

strategies.

The emergence of native broadcasting as a culturally viable and relatively

autonomous sector was affirmed by the Task Force on Broadcasting hearings and final

report in 1986. The Task Force, in its comprehensive review ofCanadian

communications policy as preparation for the introduction ofnew broadcasting

legislation, surveyed the recent development of aboriginal media and made several far-

reaching recommendations for the entrenchment of aboriginal·Ianguage broadcasting

rights in the new Act, a renewed mandate for a CBC aboriginai-language service, the

dedication of a satellite transponder to northem native-language programming, the
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identification of urban and southern aboriginal communication needs and the assurance

of continued arm's length funding for native broadcasters. The Task Force hearings

coincided with a CRTC cali for comments on northern native broadcasting in 1985 and

the referral of the Task Force's final report to the House of Commons Standing

Committee on Communications and Culture in 1986 generated a further round of

hearings in which aboriginal broadcasters took part. This series ofpolicy debates within

a two year period honed the policy priorities and strategies of aboriginal broad~asters

who asserted their own agendas, although within the constraints of prepared briefs or

formaI presentations. But with several years of regional broadcasting experience and a

thorough knowledge of the needs of aboriginal communities and audiences, NACS and

regional representatives were able to make several specifie recommendations for the

development of aboriginal broadcasting that were later incorporated directly into policy

statements (SCCC 1987-26: 17). Aboriginal interests were no longer marginal to the

production of communication policy and the participation of aboriginal broadcasters in

this round of parliamentary and regulatory hearings was paralleled by the concurrent

constitutional conferences un aboriginal rights and the Penner Commitlee hearings on

self-government. Federal politicians and bureaucrats in every field were confronted with

challenges to the e)(c!usive and hierarchical procedures of policy-making, as aboriginal

people put the key principles of self-deterrnination into practice.

The passage of new broadcasting legislation suffered several delays as the

comml.mications portfolio changed hands and an election was called. But before its re

introduction in 1990, a series of crises erupted in relations between aboriginal people and
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the federal govemment that had sorne implications for communication policy. Elijah

Harper's participation in defeating the Meech Lake Accord and the confrontation at Oka

followed the 1990 federal budget cuts to several key native organizations in rapid

succession. The 1990-91 budget cuts to Secretary ofState programs did notjust affect

aboriginal broadcasters. Aide (1991 :8) argues that they were Il strategie effort on the part

of the federal government to curtail the general expression ofnative opposition. The

details of the cuts are significant in their application to sorne of the most vocal aboriginal

organizations:

The 1990/1991 budget strategically undermines the political voice of Native
peoples in Canada. Reduction of Native programmes is more easily accomplished
as a result. In addition to eliminating Native newspapers and reducing funds for
Native broadcasting networks, the budget strangles the Native political voice
through measures such as:
1) the elimination of core funding for the Assembly of First Nations, as well as
for 27 regional tribal councils;
2) a 15 percent eut in core funding for seven other First Nations organizations, as
well as the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada;
3) a reduction of$I.2 million in the budget for Native friendship centres; and,
4) a five percent cap on spending increases for the next two years on programmes
covering self-government and Native languages.
The most vocal organizations -- the Assembly of First Nations, James Bay Cree,
Nisga'a, Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en -lost 100 percent oftheir core funding.... If the
("jnservatives can weaken these Native political voices, they can eut back on
other areas of Native spending in the near future with greater assurance that
effective Native political opposition will not ensue (Aide 1991 :8).

Aboriginal people could only have interpretcd such cuts as a cynical effort to force them

back onto the political and social margins. And yet the two major aboriginal protests of

that sunimer; one by an elected repr,~sentative in a provinciallegislature, and the other by

a group ofland rights protesters, were very much at the centre of Canadian public
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attention. These protests signified the dwindling patience of aboriginal people, aner two

decades of negotiating new relationships \Vith the Canadian state in good tàith, concrete

constitutional changes and territorial settlements were slow to materialize. The

implications for aboriginal media \Vere also disheartening. The positive contributions of

native broadcasters to policy debates and the careful construction of regional production

and distribution systems ail suddenly appeared expendable. If the budget cuts were

indeed an attempt to silence native voices, the irony \Vas that regional communications

societies had been deliberately established at arm's length from aboriginal political

organizations and the native media \Vere by no means uncritical of national and regional

aboriginal leaders.

ln the first hall' of the 1990's aboriginal broadcasters have been under pressure to

regroup and formulate Jong-term strategies for survival. Despitc the elimination of the

NCP and end offederal subsidies to native newspapers and conllllunity radio, only two

native papers have been forced to stop publishing (Demay 1993:30), although

commercial pressures have had some effect on the content of others (DO\vnes and

Carriere 1992), and the community radio sector is still b'Towing. Aboriginal mcdia have

been granted regulatory status as 'native undertakings' by the CRTC and the

Commission's research shows the regional societies are providing aboriginal audiences

\Vith an average of 315 and 11 hours a week of radio and television of which more than

halfis in one ofthirty aboriginallanguages (CRTC 1989:2; 1990:2). Given the suceessful

fulfi1ment oftheir mandate and the 'eost-eftieieney' oftheir operations, the elimination of

federal funding in the name of defïcit reduction seems partieularly misguided.
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The CRTC's definition of a 'native undertaking' on the basis of ownership,

language of production, and audience criteria entrenches the public and non-profit

imperatives of aboriginal broadcasting, but is flexible in regard to actual program

content;

Native undertakinll' This undertaking is characterized by its ownership,
programming and target audience, Il is owned and controlled by a non-profit
organization w1-,ase structure provides for board membership by the native
population of the region served, Ils programming can be in any native Canadian
language or in either or both ofthe two official languages, but should be
specifically oriented to the native population and reflect the interests and needs
specific to the native audience it is licensed to serve (CRTC 1990:3),

The Commission rejected arguments from private sector broadcasters that publicly-

funded aboriginal broadcasters not be permitted to compete for advertising in northem

markets, but did introduce a requirement that native broadcasters submit a promise of

performance, This requirement applies only to Type B community radio stations (not

first service stations in small communities) and to regional radio and television networks,

The Promise of Performance is not a condition of licence renewal and is intended

primarily to outline prol,'Tam schedules and programming policies, demonstrate a

commitment to the development and airplay of native talent, describe how programming

reflects the needs oftarget audiences, and outline the specifie measures taken to ensure

the enhancement ofaboriginallanguages and culture (CRTC 1990:6). The Promise of

Performance reqùirement was designed to strike a balance between the public and

cultural objectives of aboriginal media, the commercial pressures that many of the larger

radio stations and regional networks were experiencing due to funding cuts, and the

desire 10 avoid creating quotas for native language-use and ghettoes for 'native content.'
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Aboriginal broadcasters had argued before the Commission that many native northeners

spoke English and enjoyed popular music, and that in order to respond to the needs of

their audiences they should not be restricted to a narrow definitions oflinguistic and

cultural programming (CRTC 1989:5). The CRTC, taking a broad view of the integration

of aboriginal media into Canadian broadcasting policy, indicated in its 1990 statement

that its goal was the greater participation of aboriginal people in ail aspects of media

production and distribution, not their containment within marginal programming and

language categories.

By means ofthis capture within formaI regulatory rrameworks, aboriginal mcdia

were afforded a permanent place within Canadian communications policy and practice -

but a place still subject to the uncertainties of federal and provincial funding programs

and the increasing pressure to compete for commercial revenues. The relatively weak

statement in the new Broadcasting Act that the Canadian broadcasting system should~

"through ilS programming and the employment opportunities arising out of its operations,

serve the needs and interests and reflect the circumstances and aspirations, of Canadian

men, women and children, including equal rights, the linguistic duality and multicultural

and multiracial nature of Canadian society and the special place of aboriginal peoples

within that society" (Canada 1991 :31) does not secure a publicly-funded and mandated

aboriginal broadcasting system. However this declaration is an inscription of the

aboriginal 'right to communicate' which, like the reference to 'existing aboriginal rights'

in the Constitution, is subject to political processes of interpretation and negotiation.
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The key policy texts considered here can best be understood as the product of

aboriginal cultural politics conducted in two spheres. As instruments of the 'politics of

the public sphere,' public hearings and official statements on communications policy are

also the textual traces of a critical communication practice. While engaged in the

immediate and practical appropriation and reconstruction of communication

technologies, aboriginal people have also contested and restructured policy procedures

and categories. But by their incorporation within policy discourses, native

communicative and political strategies have been transformed. Aboriginal resistance to

metropolitan territorial and cultu,al extension has produced marginal innovations; a

'native undertaking' is a new regulatory category that refers to an inventive use ofmass

media, and both discursive category and communication practice are illustrations of the

productivity of power. Put another way, northem native broadcasting has emerged from

relations between cultures, from the conjuncture of modes of domination and strategies

of resistance. It involves the construction and negotiation of aboriginal identities, the

appropriation and reconfiguration of introduced technol0ioies and the reinscription of

policy discourses; manipulations of the gaps and fissures in networks of power with

transformative effects. The conditions of possibility of truths about aboriginal cultures

and knowledge of communication technologies and processes have been irrevocably

altered.
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7. Culture and communication; the specificity of aboriginal media.

Throughout this section, 1have been arguing that aboriginal media is uniquely

constituted by the intersection of cultural identities, colonial relations and histories and

communication technologies. ln conclusion, 1want to suggest how aboriginal media are

culturally and historically specifie; how communications technologies have been

transformed in the context of aboriginal cultures and how abOt iginal cultures have been

transformed by the use of communications media. Control of communication production

processes and technological infrastructures contributes to aboriginal people's cultural

autonomy, reinforces their right to communicate and affirms their expressions of

collective identity.

1 have already provided several examples of how communications technologies

have been appropriated r.,d reconstructed for use in aboriginal communities. While the

audio equipment in a community radio control room or a satellite receiving dish are

obviously not designed, built or even installed by aboriginal people, their everyday uses

as means of communication are active!y constructed by them. From this perspective, the

concept of 'technology transfer' as the 'value-free' process of providing instruments for

social development or modemization has less explanatory value in understanding

aborigina! media use than perspectives which emphasize the cultural and social

conditions of production and technological appropriation (Koebberling 1989:202J. As

argued at the beginning of the chapter, any given communications medium, technolob'Y

or hardware is discursiwly and socially constructed. The potential applications of media

in the cultural, social and historical moment in which they are desib'lled multiply and
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mutate in other situations. Communications technologies are perhaps more prone than

other technologies to this process of transformation 5ince they are at the centre of social

interactions. Because communications media are used by at least two or more parties in

interpretive and interactive processes ofproducing meaning, uses ofa particular medium

depend on pre-existing modes of interaction. Thus, satellites which are designed as a

unidirectional distributive means of communication cau in sorne contexts be transformed

into multi-party interactive media.

The 'constructedness' of communications technologies implies that media are

'transferred' with sorne of the values or biases that informed their initiaI design, and that

these biases may not be entirely overcome in a new cultural or social context. This is the

origin of the sense of 'betweeness' that 1earlier suggested characterized aboriginal media

use. 1used the example of community radio as a kind oftechnological extension of

aboriginal communities, one in which the previous biases of radio technology as a

centralized distributive medium are transformed by the decentralized, transparent and

interactive nature of community life. 1also suggested that television has not been so

easily appropriated, that the design of television technology and the cost of its

infrastructure are less amenable to decentralized local uses. Aboriginal uses of video

technolo!,'Y may have reproduced many of the values and conventions ofsouthem

television because video has not been as thoroughly subject to local control. Native

television productions have had to compete with southem programming and have been

inserted directly into regional and national public and commercial schedules. There has

been little opportunity for aboriginal producers to experiment with the medium and no
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consistent use of it as a means of purely local communication. MaIjorie Beaucage

(1992:3) argues that ifTVNC is to be more than a native-controlled reproduction of

southern television fonnats like Much Music, then new fonns of image-making need to

be developed. Inuit video-maker and fonner IDC producer, Zacharias Kur.uk, has

explicitly undertaken to use video as a means of cultural expression and self

representation. What is distinctive about Kunuk's approach is not only the kind of images

he produces oftraditional Inuit lives, but his production style; the improvisation of ail

dialogues and details of action after reaching consensual agreement amongst the actors

and producers and consulting with eiders in the community (NFB 1992:5). His resistancc

to the individual authority of 'producer' and reliance on collective decision-making

challenges the hierarchical modes of non-native television production.

Collective identities, communal nonns and sanctions, and traditional values

impinge upon the internai structures of aboriginal media production in a subtle but

powerful way. In non-native society broadcast media are situated within professional

ideologies that produce norms of 'balance' and 'objectivity,' especially in news and public

affairs programming. Aboriginal broadcasters have recognized and in sorne instances

refused these nonns in the pursuit of social, political and cultural development strategies.

While regional native communications societies are fonnally organized at 'ann's length'

from aboriginal governrnents and political organizations, the objectives of aboriginal

media and a general commitment to self-detennination overlap in rnany instances.

Native reporters and journalists working in both aboriginal and non-aboriginal media

may view the tactics of native 'politicians' with a certain degree ofhealthy scepticism, but
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for the most part share their dedication to the principles of aboriginal rights. Professional

ideologies ofjournalistic 'balance' are consciously or unconsciously subsumed \\~thin the

strategies of cultural politics. Aboriginal voices, values, and interpretations of political

events are obviously more likely to be reflected in native-controlled media in

compensation for their absence from non-native sources. In these ways and as part of a

broader social movement for cultural autonomy and political rights, aboriginal media

differ significantly from other forms of community media and public broadcasting in

Canada.

Native control of media has a significant impact upon their internai structures of

organization. InternaI 'relations of production' must be understood as overdetermined by

economic factors (the extent of native ownership and control of the means of production

and distribution), technological biases (the deb'fee to which a particular technolob'Y has

been appropriated and reconstructed) and sociocultural contexts. By the latter 1am

referring to the possibility that processes of mediated communication are determined by

the same cultural norms and communal sanctions as is face-to-face communication in

aboriginal communities. 1 suggested this in reference to community radio and in the

discussion of Zach Kunuk's approach to video production. 1am not referring only to the

textualtraces of cultural precepts, which are the preoccupation of visual anthropologists

seeking to locate a culturally specifie visual language or formaI aesthetic, although thesc

may weil exist. From the perspective of 'relations of production' 1am more interested in

the cultural determinants of who speaks or represents, under which conditions and within

which constraints. The case study which follows takes up many ofthese questions.
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An example ofthis mode ofanalysis is Valentine's (1990:54) extensive discussion

of 'telephone etiquette' in Kingfisher Lake. She suggests that as with face-to-face

interactions, older and middle-aged people speak most on the telephone, that teenagers

are considered too shy to talk to adults and even to their peers, and that the caller plays a

more active role in communicating a message or sharing information than does the

recipient. In general, caBs are brief, with very truncated greetings and closings which

Valentine suggests mirrors every-day community life, where verbal greetings and leave

takings are almost non-existent. The exchange of information through radio and

television may be subject to many of the same kind of cultural constraints. For instance

eiders are accorded substantial respect and deference in many aboriginal communities,

and their role in relation to introduced media reflects this. As Peter Inukpuk points out in

his contribution to 1'aqramiUl, the report ofNQIA's Project Task Force on

Communications, in Inuit life "it is still enormously insulting for a younger person to

presume to give information to an older person" (NQIA 1974: 111). This implies not only

that change and development must engage the full participation and approval of eIders

but that introduced media must communicate older people's interpretations, reflect their

values and be subject to their sanction in order to be fully integrated into community Iife.

Sorne regional communications societies have advisory committees made up of eIders, or

designate places on the board of directors for eiders. They may not participate directly in

programming or administrative decisions, but make a consistent cultural contribution to

the operation of the society. These two examples, one involving the fairly minimal

mediation oftelephone conversation, the other a more complex set of formaI
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consultation procedures in radio and television production, illustrate how aboriginal

media use is embedded \vithin and structured by pre-existing social and cultural patterns.

Native control of media thus implies that program production is subject to certain

constraints that may not apply to non-native coverage of the same topic. Métis filmmaker

Wil Campbell argued that his own ability to film a sweat lodge ceremony was limited by

the criticism and ostracism he would face ifhe did so without ensuring the full

agreement of a1l participants and their control over the final images, whereas non-native

filmmakers could shoot the same foNage with impunity. Madden, in her (1990: 14)

discussion of!BC CUITent affairs progi'am Qagik provides several examples of how

program production standards reflect Inuit cultural values, such as requesting pennission

before including an individual in a news story, avoiding coverage oftraumatic events or

direct confrontations, using actors rather than real people in treatrnents of sensitive issues

like drug and alcohol abuse and the general emphasis on conciliation rather than

confrontation in coverage ofpolitical issues. These culturally appropriate modes of

production come into conflict with mainstream journalistic notions of 'the right to know'

and hence aboriginal broadcasters are open to accusations of censorship. But if

aboriginal media are to be accountable to aboriginal people and subject to community

control then they must be able to exercise the right to determine how and under what

conditions communication and exchange of information \viII take place.

Aboriginal appropriation of media has transformed and continues to transform

aboriginal cultures, The original motivation to engage in broadcasting was to counteract

the flow oftelevision and radio from South to North with programs that reflected
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aboriginal language and culture. The desire to produce CUITent documents of aboriginal

lives and to promote aboriginal languages as contemporary languages of mass

communication is part of struggle for cultural autonomy -- control over one of the most

dominant modem forrns of cultural production -- and for what Eric Michaels (1989)

would cali a Cultural Future. Radio and television are perceived as a means of sustaining

and developing traditions and languages, but also a means of enabling aboriginal people

to mediate and direct social change in their communities. The cultural, social and

political implications of media use are inseparable, aboriginal media are a part of the

quest for self-deterrnination and are Iinked to the creation of aboriginal governments and

autonomous institutions across Canada. This process of simultaneous communicational

and political enfranchisement lies at the core of concepts of public and community

broadcasting, and aboriginal media serve as a dynamic model for other sectors of

Canadian broadcasting in this respect. The elimination of the Secretary of State progmms

for aboriginal communication and cultural development are more appalling in this light,

for it indicates a disregard for the achievements of aboriginal broadcasters and their

contribution to the diversity and richness of Canadian culture (Aide 1991 :24).

Aboriginal cultures have also been transforrned by the daily exposure to non

native media. Popular music and prime time television genres have been incorporated

into native programming because this is what aboriginal audiences now expect from and

enjoy about radio and television (SCCC 1987-26:16). This does not negate the need for

the new kinds ofimage-making that Beaucage calls for, but neither is it safe to assume

that bOITowed forrns and conventions are void of aboriginal content and meaning for
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aborigina! audiences. Final1y, native cultures and identities are changed by the

engagement in the political and economic manoeuvring required to develop aboriginal

media and by the creation of new roles and status associated with broadcasting. Regional

communications societies employ relatively young people, often with higher levels of

fonnal education and more exposure to non-native institutions than the general native

population. Their participation in radio and television production gives them a degree of

status and income level that is also atypical. Unlike Riggins (1992a: 17) 1 would not

characterize this as a tendency toward greater assimilation or integration of aborigina!

people through media use, for in the Canadian case most aboriginal broadcasters are

fluent speakers of an aboriginallanguage and they maintain close links with the

communities they serve in each region. Their commitment to the cultural objectives of

broadcasting speaks rather of an affinnation of collective identity, not its 'Ioss.' To be

native and to be a television or radio producer must require sorne active negotiation of

traditional roles and identities, but this is as much a creative and productive process as is

the use of media itself.

ln reviewing what 1think are the most salient features of a unique form of

cultural production and communication practice, 1 have tried to avoid essentializing and

exoticizing native cultures. The emphasis in this chapter has been on the politics of

aboriginal broadcasting and this is underpinned by the assumption that cultures change,

that aboriginal culture is a contemporary culture and the appropriation of communication

technologies is a strategie attempt to control and direct change. The unique

characteristics of aboriginal media are due to cultural differences in combination with
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other factors such as geographical remoteness, social minority status or Jack of exposure

to media. While 1 have traced the historicai and social constitution of aboriginai

subjectivities, the assumption of cultural difference amounts to "the unavoidable

usefulness of something that is dangerous" (Spivak 1993:5). The possibility that

aboriginal cultural politics and the conjuncture of collective irlentities and

communication practices emerge from a form of strategie essentialism will be further

developed in the next chapter.

ln undertaking the critical analysis of aboriginal media 1experience a personal

crisis of representation; "in locating a site to speak from, to 'speak about' work produced

by a culture that is not my ovm" (Banning 1991 :26), and Iike Banning find the site from

which 1speak is one of academic privilege, of narrative authority and epistemological

monopoly. My account of aboriginal media is an attempt to document an instance of the

politics of culture in Canada from this position of centrality. Il is grounded in the belief

that cultural differences and marginal resistances dislocate centres ofknowledge and

power, and that change is not only something that happens to 'others.' ln the postmodem

moment the cultural and class positions from which critique and theory have traditionally

been produced are themselves rapidly being eroded.

CONCLUSION:

While the first two chapters traced the histories of colonial domination and the

evolution of discourses of difference and identity, this chapter has been concemed with

capturing the contemporary conditions of cultural politics. Canadian politicians,
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bureaucrats and academics have consistently been preoccupied with national identity and

cultural sovereignty and 1have tried to show how these concems impinge upon

communications policy. The shifting discursive formations ofpublic interests, market

forces and technological imperatives that shape Canadian communications policy reveal

the degree to which the meanings of 'nation,' 'culture,' 'identity' and 'sovereignty' are

contested. In particular, the crisis of public broadcasting and the creation of community

and aboriginal media arose out ofthe contradiction between the state's promotion ofa

homogeneous national identity and culture, and the cultural and regional differences that

characterize Canadian society. The ten-year period roughly between 1970 and 1980

represents an 'experimental moment' in the federal govemment's attempt to further both

technological advances and cultural deveIopment through communications and cultural

policy and projects Iike Challenge for Change, the Northem Pilot Project, and satellite

experiments. These initiatives, brought forward under the rubric of participatory

democracy and community development, had the unintended consequences of

politicizing culture and communication and heightening rather than suppressing regional

and cultural differences.

In the aftermath of the experiments of the 'seventies, the economic constraints of

the following decade and the concomitant conservative tendencies of politics and policy

have resulted in the fragmentation and underdeveJopment of public, community and

aboriginal broadcasting. There is no c1ear agenda for the restructuring and diversification

of public sector broadcasting, despite strong recommendations ofrecent policy reviews

to this effect. Aboriginal broadcasters have been caught in the conflicting priorities of the
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state in regard to both communication policy and aboriginal affairs. While they have

successfully challenged their exclusion from the political processes that affect their daily

lives and have strategically implemented principles of self-government when possible,

they are aware of the gap between symbolic inscriptions of aboriginal rights and the

practical political commitment to and exercise ofthese rights.

1have argued here that aboriginal media represent a highly effective working

model of the principles of public and community broadcasting. The situation of native

controlled broadcasting within the wider movement toward political and cultural

autonomy establishes a vitallink between communication and citizenship, between

media-internai and media-external development strategies. Aboriginal media are

representative of the shift from coercion to negotiation in the relation between cultures

and indicate the conditi<)Ds of possibility for an aboriginal 'cultural future.' In the next

chapter, 1will t:lkc up these same concerns from the perspective ofresearch and theor)'.

Having surveyed the emergence and development of aboriginal broadcasting in the

Canadian context, 1will proceed to a critical reading of existing research on aboriginal

communications in Canada and suggest other potentially useful theoretical vantage

points.
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CHAPTER FülJR
Approaches to Aboriginal Media; Research, Theory and !\Iethod

INTRODl7CTION:

ln this chapter 1will evaluate existing research on aboriginal media in Canada as

a means ofsituating my own case study ofWawatay Native Communications Society.

CUITent research on native broadcasting in Canada derives from a number of disciplinary

and theoretical fields. 1will consider social historical approaches influenced by Innis,

sociologicalmodels of'deveiopment communication', media 'impact' studies that use

anthropological concepts of culture and ethnographie methods, television 'elTects'

surveys drawing lIpon social psychological notions of identity and assimilation, and,

finally, textual analyses using methods of content analysis and concepts in mm theory .

Published studies of aboriginal media in Canada are overwhelmingly dominated by those

of Inuit broadcasting. Most of the approaches listed here have been applied to the Inuit

case. This survey of the field will conclude with a portrait of Inuit broadcasting that

stands as a comparative point for the study undertaken for this dissertation.

The second part of the chapter preo.ents an outline ofmy own particular

theoretical and methodological approach, drawing on some of the models employed ill

existing research, but also diverging from them in important ways. ln this section 1will

elaborate the notion of cultural politics, developed in the first two chapters in referencc

to the historical emergence of discourses of difference and identity and in the third

chapter in reference to communications policy discourse and aboriginal interventions.
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Without covering this ground again, 1will re-examine the three elements of cultural

politics that 1 introduced in the second chapter -- identities, ideologies and strategies -

in relation to the interpretation of one particular instance of aboriginal media practice

and the local knowledges in which this practice is embedded. In other words, 1 will use

this section to clarify the concepts and hypotheses upon which documentary analysis,

interviews and observation N Wawatay were based. Research and interview questions

directing the study were designed to juxtapose my prior understanding ofthese three

elements of cultural politics with analysis of the fonnal statements of organizational

principles and objectives, infonnal accounts ofpersonal and cultural values and

experience from interviews, and the empirieal evidence of the historical development

and present organizational structure at Wawatay. Before presenting the case study, this

chapter will nesh out the three categories from which this materia! was initially

approached. The case study was interpreted as a conjuncture of subjectivity or agency

expressed through collective and individual identities; cultural knowledge or discourse

mediated by organizational ideologies and prob'Tam content; and technologies of power

or strategies evident in the planning, development and management ofregional

communication practices and structures. In establishing and elaborating upon these

categories, 1will assess the usefulness of ideas drawn from post-structuralism, critical or

'postmodem' ethnOb'Taphy and postcolonialtheory for an understanding of power, culture

and identity.
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PART 1: RESEARCH APPROACHES; 1\I0DELS Of COMI\IlINICATIO:\ Al'iD
ABORIGIl'\AL CULTURE.

Research on aboriginal media has been conducted l'rom a number of different

perspectives and positions. Researchers \Vith a back!,'Tound in social history, sociology or

social them'y tend to view the conj uncture of aboriginal cultures and introduced

communication technologies as part of macro-processes of contact and change. Gail

Valaskakis' research on historical shifts in communications patterns in the Eastern Arctie

is thus influenced by the social historicalmethods of Harold lnnis in its concern with the

relation between communication and control and between non-aboriginalmonopolies of

knowledge and other modes of domination. A similar perspective is taken by Heather

Hudson in her study of communication and political development in Northwestern

Ontario. Hudson employs models l'rom the sociology of development and applies them 10

media use by aboriginalleaders in the region. Her analysis is less historical, and is

concerned with the microprocesses of awareness and action derived in part l'rom Paulo

Freire's notion of'conscientization.' Hudson and Valaskakis share a similar concern \Vith

communication as part of the conditions of social interaction between groups and as part

ofhistorical relations of dependency and control between centre and margin. Both arc

interested in the links between native controlled media and self-determination. 1will

return to Valaskakis' research on Inuit communications shortly, Hudson's research fonTIS

part of the background for the case study presented in Chapter Five and will be analyzed

in more detail there.
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From within the fields of cultural anthropolob'Y and social psycholob'Y',

rcscarchers have examined the 'effects' and 'impacts' of introduced media on individual

and group behaviour, expressed values, perceptions and sense ofidentity, A similar

point of view is employed by researchers who locate themselves within communication

studies and attempt ta measure media effects on individuals and groups, seeking to

establish links belween con5umption of certain kinds ofprogramming and changes in

norms and behaviour. Studies on the effects oftelevision violence, pornography,

advertising and programming directed at children l'ail into this category. These

approaches are often ahistorical and pa)' inadeguate attention to the social and eultural

contexts within which media consumption take place. Nonetheless they are important for

their emphasis on subjective and collective locations ofidentity and culture. 'Effects'

research carried out in Inuit communities immediately after the introduction oftelevision

ta the North indicates some of the tensions that were created by extensive exposure to

non-Inuit programming in the absence of Inuktitut programs refleeting Inuit cultural

knowJedge. However. this researcb also reveals that the consumption of southern

tcievision is not a simply a unilateral process of passive assimilation but an active

transformation of introduced images and ideas in the contexts of Inuit nonns and values.

Further, an unintended eiTect of introduced television, at least in Inuit communities, has

been ta triggcr the demand for indigenous production.

Cultural anthropologists have also conducted research on the impact of

introduced media on aboriginal cultures, \Vith Jess of an emphasis on measuring

individual responses and behavioral ehanges and more concern \Vith the negotiation of
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meaning of ekctronic texts and the situation of the new medium within existing patterns

of social organization and communication. This approach is useful for illuminating both

processes of consumption of 'externally' produced media and the more recent

appropriation of media technologies for 'internally' generated production. ln either case

the emphasis is on cultural diftèrences in the interpretation and creation oftexts. In this

chapter [ will examine sorne examples of anthropological research on Inuit consumption

and pmduction of media, but the mos! thorough studies in this area have been carried out

elsewhere and include Gary Granzberg and Jack Steinbring's 1980 study of the

introduction oftelevision to three Manitoba Cree communities: Sol Worth and John

Adair's studv of film production with the Navajo in 1970: and Eric Michaels' 1986. .

participatory video project with the Warlpiri in Central Australia. Elsewhere (Bredin

1993) 1have critically examined the anthropological notions of culture employed in thcse

three studies and evaluated the relative ability ofeach to account for aboriginal cultures

as dynamic or emergent and to recognize ethnographic knowledg. as 'co-produced' by

both anthropologist and informant. [n tenns of the framework being suggested here,

Granzberg and Steinbring's study is primarily concerned with the eff"ects of southern

television over a period of several years and employs standard social psychological

survey instruments and questionnaires, 'focus group' viewing and discussion, and

participant observation. [n contrast, Worth and Adair sought out a native group with

minimal exposure to media in the intention of studying the processes by which lilm as a

means ofvisual comlllunication was incorporated into existing cultural codes, narrative

structures and patterns of social interaction. They examine the impact of the media as a
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means of cultural production. Michaels' study, in many ways the most comprehensive of

the three, considers both patterns of consumption of video and television and documents

a video production project in an aboriginal community. His analysis in 7he Aboriginal

fl1l'cl1l/ol1 ofTclcl'isiol1 treats the cultural contexts of media impacts and uses, but

siîuatcs these within the history of colonial domination and cultural genocide that

grounds contemporary Warlpiri experience.

The other research approach to be considered here is concemed with the

productive output of aboriginal media. Aboriginal radio and television programs can be

treated as a corpus oftexts, interpreted using the methods of discourse analysis and film

criticism. The search for a visuallanguage derived from cultural codes and distinct

fonnal properties or narrative structures is however a problematic one. Worth and Adair

and Michaels provide sorne evidence that aboriginal film and video texts diverge in

significant ways from the norm of Anglo-American or European visual communication.

But these 'differences' can be located in a variety of places; in the interpretations of the

anthropologist/spectatQf who has a vested interest in seeing them in the text, in the

social organization of radio or video production and the effects of collective decision

making. communal ethics or cultural taboos as traces in the text, or in the simple Jack of

làmiliarity with dominant conventions ofmass media and 'commercial' or 'artistic'

production codes and values. 1will examine a discursive analysis ofOjiCree community

radio and two interpretations of Inuit video - Kass Banning's readings of independent

produccr Zach Kunuk's video Ql1ggiq and Kate Madden's discussion of the production
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codes of Inuit Broadcasting Corporation CUITent affairs programming -- as illustrations of

sorne ofthe strengths and limitations of this appro"-ch.

This part of the chapter will conclude with a brief description of the development

of the Inuit Broadeasting Corporation in order to establish a comparative perspective on

regional native communications societies in Canada. Il will summarize the CUITent status

of Inuit broadeasting as a means of situ,,;ing the case study of Wawatay, outlining sorne

of the key similarities and differences between the two societies in terrns oftheir

respective regional communications environment and their organizational structure and

mandate.

1. Social histories of communication and cultural change.

From her initial research on communication patterns in an Inuit community in the

Baffin Region of the Northwest Territories, Valaskakis (1982:21) argues that ,ht "critical

nexus of northern social history arises in the interface of Inuit and un-native cultures.

Northern development has been dominated by resource exploitation since the early

contact period." Beginning with the earliest Inuit contacts with European whalers and

tracing the patterns of communication and exchange through the turn of the century up

until the Second World War, she argues that these early relations between cultures

established the context within which electronic media were introàucd to the Arctic. In

identifying the central 'change agencies' in the Arctic -- missionaries, trade.:s and police -

Valaskakis shows how non-Inuit in,titutions established mechanisms of control in Inuit

communities creating a monopoly ofknowledge through the exclusive use of English, the
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designation of individuallnuit as 'contact agents' and the selective transfer of authority,

technolob'Y and infonnation to these go-betweens (1992a:64; 1979:308). In the post-War

period, with the establishment of settlements and introduction offonnal education, this

pallern was sustained as younger bilinguallnuit provided the infonnation necessary for

decision- making by older uni lingual members of settlement councils (Valaskakis

1979:306). Thus the direction of change was located outside Inuit communities in

southern centres and non-Inuit controlled the flow of infonnation between these centres

and local agencies as weil as from local agencies to individual contact agents in the

community.

The extension ofmechanisms ofpoliticaIjurisdiction over space is one of the

centralthemes in lnnis' treatise on communication and empire and Valaskakis has

supplied a dctailed historical illustration ofthis process in the Eastern Arctic. As was

argued earlier in the case of satellite communications policy, the extensions of

bureaucratie control were reinforced by the introduction of electronic media to the North,

The tclecommunications structure was designed primarily for South to North information

no\\', reinforcing "the authority of non-native institutions, ... restricting native access to

information in their communities" (Valaskakis 1992a:70) and inhibiting the possibility of

locally initiated change or development. Viewing the introduction ofmass media to the

North in thir historical context allows Valaskakis (and Hudson) to reject the 'dominant

paradigm' in ùcvelopment communications established by Schramm, Lemer and others

who viewed mass communication as a necessary component of'modemization,'

economic gro\\1h and social development. A careful reading oflnnis' political economy
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and communications history shows instead that centralized control ofmass media leads

to the underdevelopment of marginal economies and cultures (Valaskakis 1982:20).

Following in the social histof)' of contact and change come mode1s of cultural

dependency and 'electronic colonialism . Coldevin (1979: 116) argues, for instance, that

importation of southem television pro6'Tamming in Inuit communities, intentionally or

otherwise, "is designed to align native cognitions and cultural values toward mainstream

Canada. Within this rubric 'cultural replacement' is then employed as a measure of the

effects of electronic colonialism or the degree of substitution of traditional Eskimo

cognitive and affective orientations by Euro-Canadian structures." From this perspective,

the 'effects' oftelevision can be seen as part ofa broader colonial relationship whieh

alongside the introduction of English schools, govemment institutions and wage labour,

contributed to the disruption of traditional Inuit cultural knowledge and social

organization (Grabum 1982:12). These relations ofdependency were discussed in the

first chapter, and without attributing a monolithic character to colonial repression, the

Inuit case illustrates how such modes of domination were extended weil into the present

centuf)'. The personal and collective experience of directed change and assimilation

policies has fostered a general sense ofhelplessness among Inuit, "a perceived lack of

control over their lives" (Valaskakis 1988:127) which corresponds to the historical

evidence that the location of political authority has indeed been outside these

communities.

ln a reversaI ofthe notion that means cfmass communication from centre to

margin would promote development, these social hislorical analyses of communication
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and cultural contact made it possible to argue that only local control of media and

promotion of inter-community communication would end the underdevelopment of

aboriginal communities in the North. This was recol,'11ized by Inuit very early in the

introduction of satellite television to their communities. Peter Inukpuk, a contributor to

the 1974 NQIA briefto the CBC and the CRTC (Taqramiut) elaborates upon the links

between non-Inuit monopolies ofknowledge, political control and economic

underdevelopment;

We need infonnation about how the white man's culture functions. We need to
have that information spread throughout our communities and not held by the
same three or four who always attend meetings outside our home communities....
Ifthings keep on drifting along as they are, then we will ail live in a kind of
Northern ghetto. The pace of northern development is speeding up and we are not
part of it If we lose control of our selves and our culture, we will be no more fit
to live in our own country than the white man... This is why Inuttituut radio is so
important lt solves the problem of infonnation exchange. By radio the
information cornes impersonally and can be Iistened to or not Iistened to at will.
Because it will be controlled by the Inuit, they will identify with it (NQIA
1974:112).

The creation of 'horizontal communication' networks in the Arctic, such as those

undertaken in the Anik interactive experiments, was viewed as a means of challenging

non-Inuit monopolies of knowledge and establishing a 'new information order'

(Valaskakis and Charron 1982:4). While such an undertaking falls into the category of a

'marginal innovation' such as !nnis argues undermines central structures of control, it

cannot be viewed in isolation l'rom other modes of economic exploitation and political

domination.
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ln Empire and Communiculions, Innis suggests that resistance arises on the

cultural and political margins of dominant centralized social structures and contains the

possibility of agency and change. The conditions of cultural resistance emerge from the

fissures and discrepancies of power relations. For Innis, the tendency of a cultural

monopoly to rigidify leads to astate of'disequilibrium', an inability of centralized

political and communicational structures to control or contain marginal innovation~ of an

institutional or technological kind. He consistently argues that cultural or technological

changes occur in outlying areas or among marginal groups where common custom, the

'vernacular', or the oral tradition have escaped the central control of organized power.

These changes often result in the erosion of central power. ln every institutionalized use

of organized force or medium of communication, points of rupture and resistance can be

found. The relation between political change and communication technologies is neither

directly causal nor linear, but the two exist in astate ofmutual determination. ln the

North, marginal innovations in communication inc1uding satellite experiments and the

use of community media coincide with political resistance in the form of land c1aims

and the creation ofnew political instruments. The tendency of the federal government to

extend centralized mechanisms of administrative and political control was challenged by

the Inuit, both through appropriation of communications technolob'Y and through the

creation ofpolitical institutions like the Inuit Tapirisat and the design of unique forms of

responsible government like the !TC proposaIs for Nunavut. Land c1aims and proposaIs

for devolution ofpowers encompassed a range of self-government initiatives modelled

on existing federal-provincial relations, but departing l'rom them in key areas of land-use
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management and economic and social development (Dacks 1981:103). The development

of Inuit communications proceeded along a paralleI course, allowing for the more

complete circulation of infomlation which Inuit needed to make political decisions, and

acting alongside other catalysts for political and social change.

As Valaskakis (1982:27) points out, interactive technology and intra-regional

information sharing cannot alone change the realties of non-Inuit resouree extraction, the

centralization ofbureaucratic functions in the South or the continued importation of

English language television. But the correlation between control of communication and

the emergence of autonomous aboriginal political institutions through land daims and

self-government negotiations could be more thoroughly explored than is possible here.

Hudson's analysis of the eftècts of the NPP in Northwestern Ontario examines this

correlation in the initial stages of native political organization in the region and her

approach to political development and communication wiII be taken up in the next

chapter. The concurrent development ofpolitical institutions Iike ITC or Nishnawbe

Aski Nation (NAN) and communication organizations like !BC or Wawatay can be

viewed as marginal innovations in an Innisian sense; as forms ofresistance to centralized

political power and monopolies of knowledge.

2. Media effects and impacts on culture and identity.

Although this dissertation is primarily concerned with the aboriginal production

of radio and television, sorne understanding of the consumption of and response to

externally produced media texts and technologies is necessary to establish the context
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from which indigenous production emerged and within which aboriginal audiences

interpret and evaluate the proh'fams produced by native communications societies.

Research that attempts to trace the 'impact' of a new medium of communication such as

television on members of a h'fOUP defined in tenns of cultural diflèrence generally begins

with a holistic anthropological notion of 'culture' 1 as encompassing perceptual processes,

interpretive abilities, linguistic or discursive structures, spiritual or cosmological beliels

and patterns of social, political and economic organization. The underlying assumption

of 'cultural impact' studies is that sorne or all ofthese components of culture will be

altered by a new medium of communication.

The weaknesses inherent to such an approach, as illuminated by recent critiques

of ethnography, is its tendency to view 'culture,' especially the culture of non-Western

'Others,' as a set of fixed perceptions, norms, discourses or behaviours to which an

objective measure of 'change' can be applied. The connotations of 'change' in this case are

often those of'loss' -- new media are associated \Vith a degradation of the integrity and

coherence of cultural knowledge. Without minimizing the possible effects of imported

television in remote aboriginal communities, especially in such arcas as declinc of native

language use, anthropological models of culture constructed in the static 'ethnographie

lAn understanding of culture derivcd from functional anthropoloh'Y and underpinning
ethnoh'faphic practice is 'holistic' in the sense that il attributes the qualities of a closed
system to the different elements of cultures. Rosaldo (1989:28) locates the origins and
development of this conception of culture as a 'unique and self-contained' pattern in the
work of Franz Boas and his student Ruth Benedict. Boon (1982:32) makes a comparison
between the anthropological notion of culture and the post-structuralist concept of
'episteme' as discontinuous and mutually contrastivc 'conditions of possibility of
knowledge.'
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present' can be criticized for their failure to account for the historical processes of

contact and change which aboriginal groups have previously negotiated; from intertribal

contact, migration and cultural diffusion, to engagement in the trade with Europeans,

adoption ofChristianity and syllabic literacy and the transition to permanent settlements

and exposure to formai education. At the same time the impact oftelevision on

aboriginal culture and social organization is often considered to be qualitatively different

from the impact of, for instance, computer communications and information

technologies on mainstream North American culture and social organization although

there may be important similarities between the two cases.

With these limitations in mind however, it can be said that anthropological

models of culture do provide considerable insight into the shifts in everyday habits and

patterns of social interaction precipitated by the introduction of a medium like television

and in the processes by which meanings are generated from its programs. Granzberg, for

instance, argues that in the period of initial exposure Manitoba Cree communities

incorporated television into existing conceptions of communication. Understood in

relation to the traditional significance given to dreams and visions, television and radio

were referred to by the same tenn as for the shamanic 'shaking tent' ceremony

( 1977: 154). As Eric Michaels suggests in 7he Aboriginallnvcnlion ofTelevision in

regard to the Warlpiri, Granzberg also points out that the Cree did not make absolute

distinctions between 'reality' and 'tiction' in television content. Such distinctions are not

necessarily absent from the cultural codes of aboriginal viewers, but these authors imply

that they were not initially applied to television texts. Finally, Granzberg (1977: J56)
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indicates that the Cree in his study \Vere especially \Vary oftelevision's potential 'evil'

influence on young children, associating it \Vith traditional conjuring practices and \Vith

the '\Vandering of the sou!' that was thought to take place during dreams and visions. The

central thesis ofhis research is that \Vhile the formaI and technological structures of

television are imported into Manitoba Cree communities, the social functions of its use

and meanings of its texts are produced according to indigenous cultural codes and

interpretive frames. The cultural impact oftelevision then requires that these codes and

frames be revised to include new means of communication. Lisa Philips Valentine, in her

analysis of Severn Ojib\Vay discourse and the use ofnew communications media like

community radio and Wa\Vatay network radio and television illustrates how this revision

takes place in linguistic and discursive practices and social interactions in the community

of Kingfisher Lake. She is primarily interested in the multiplication of discursive

strategies occasioned by the emergence ofindigenous media, but the model ol'culture

and the understanding of negotiated cultural change which she employs converges with

Granzberg's.

A corresponding conception of culture and approach to the impact of new media

is also applied by Graburn to his research into the Inuit reception oftelevision. Graburn

is sensitive to the historical changes already wrought within Inuit social and economic

organization and recognizes television as one in a "series of cultural and institutional

changes since 'traditiona!' times" (1982:8). His situation of 'traditional times' in the

distant past seems on the one hand to be a recognition of the contemporary and coeval

aspects of Inuit culture, but on the other hand implies that 'tradition' is no longer a
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significant influence in Inuit lives. From this ambivalent position on culture and change

Graburn considers the impact of the introduction oftelevision as requiring not only a

revision of interpretive modes or discursive practices but a reorganization of everyday

social and economic patterns -- the alteration of habits ofcommunity visiting, movie

going and even work hours and hunting or trapping activities. He suggests that Inuktitut

programming on radio initially triggered a self-imposed awareness of'clock-time' such

that; "Inuit in their houses and settlements would plan to listen, and would have to be

aware orthe time that, say, Annie Padlo used to come on the air, even though it \Vas dark

at sorne times of the year and sunlight at others. TV has exacerbated this trend

enonnously" (1982: 11). He goes on to point out that because television was not portable

like radio, younger Inuit planned hunting and fishing trips to fit between regular returns

to the settlement for their fàvourite programs. For Graburn (1982: 15), the 'fact of having

a TV' altered the organization of time and social Iife in Inuit communities in the same

way that earlier involvement in trade and the cash economy did and this had as much or

more of a 'cultural' impact than the content of the programs themselves.

These approaches to the impact of new media on aboriginal cultures demonstrate

sorne of the complexities of the engagement of individuals and communities with its

technological desi~,'ll and foreign content. Perhaps two further points should be made here

about the location of television and radio within aboriginal communities. They are

substantially unlik( other encounters with introduced technologies because oftheir

function in distributing primarily American cultural products, exclusive!y in non

aboriginal languages. They also vary from other types of exposure to non-aboriginal
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culture and language through missionization or fonna! education because oftheir

presence in the home: the centra! site of transmission oflanguage and cultural values

bet\Veen generations (DOC 1983b:43). The compound effect ofthese t\Vo characteristics

must be recognized as challenging the ability of aboriginal communities to appropriate

and negotiate media technologies and cultural content, especially since the introduction

of media has been accompanied by increasing pressures of resource development and

extensions ofsouthern bureaucratie control. The conjuncture of the introduction of

television \\~th broader social and historica! forces of change \Vas instrumental in

triggering the intervention of Inuit and other aboriginal groups in communications polie)'

discourses and the organization of aboriginal-controlled media in the North.

The impact offoreign television programming, rather than having the simple

'hypodennic' or 'bullet' effect of injecting non-aboriginallanguages, norms and

behaviours ir.to aboriginal communities is instead detennined by multiple factors with

contradictory results. lntroduced media may have the unir1!'~nded consequences of

heightening awareness of cultural differences and inspiring a collective movement to

appropriate communications technology as a means of promoting aboriginallanguages

and cultures (Roth and Valaskakis 1989:230). This seems very likely to be the case for

the Inuit, where the introduction oftelevision coincided with the James Bay court

hearings, the Berger Inquiry and the launching of the Nunavut land claim in the Eastern

Arctic. Inuit participation in interactive satellite experiments strengthened regional

politica] development as weil as culminating in the creation of the Inuit Broadcasting

Corporation. The synergistic effects of responses to introduced media and motivations
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for political organization can also be seen in Nishnawbe-Aski. These parallel strategies

do not need to be viewed in a one-dimensional perspective as 'cause and effect,' but can

be understood as part of a multiply located movement toward politieal and cultural self

determination, fraught with eontradictions and illustrative ofpower's productive potential

as new discourses, practices and institutions emerge in the process.

The research discussed above deals mainly \Vith collective or social responses to

introduced media and sketches patterns of social "r,d political change. Another related

area ofstudy explores the effects oftelevision on individuals and relies upon

psychological models of identity and assimilation. As Graburn suggests, the eftèct of

telcvision on Inuit identity may be most substantial in its promotion of English use in the

home, especially among pre-school children, and the creation of a 'generational

subculture' amollg Inuit children and youth who model imaginary playon televisioll

characters and situations and force their parents to speak Ellglish to them by refusing to

respond to Inuktitut (Graburn 1982: 11-12). While older mono!inguallnuit are not

directiy alTeeted by the content of English-Ianguage programs, their ability to pass on

cultural knowledge to the younger generation is severely eonstrained by the context of

television viewing and declining native language use. The early period of exposure to

southern television in Inuit communities was thus marked by children's absorption of a

viel' of life almost enti"ely devoid oflnuit content (Grabum 1982:13). Caroll's 1979

e::perimental study showed that Inuit children previously ullexposed to teJevision, whose

prior knowledge of non-Inuit cultures \Vas derived primarily l'rom weekly movies and

school texts and lessons, rapidly became '!iterate' television viewers. Through watching
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video-taped programs ::lver a period of several days the childn:n were able to lùlly

comprehend the information provided and make comparative assessments oftheir o\\'n

cultural knowledge and practices against those portrayed in the vidcos.

The effects oftelevision viewing on an individual's sense of group be!onging or

psychic formations ofpersonal identity are difficult to quantilY. A number ofrescarchcrs

have nonetheless tried to measure the variables around which perceptions of self and

community are organized and altered by media. The methodological means ofmaking

these measurements usually involves a set of close-ended questions to which responses

are collected l'rom various age groups and communities (the 'sample') over a period of

time before and after the introduction oftelevision or in different communities with and

without television. These responses are then coded and counted, extrapolated to the

population as a who!e and taken to be represent"tive of changcs in nonns, values and

attitudes. The limitations of such a research design in illuminating the complex processes

·ofnegotiation and revision ofpersonal and collective self-knowledge are apparent. The

construction of the instrument, the selection of areas of inquiry and designation of

particular questions are too often a narrow and externally-determined selection of what is

relevant to aboriginal viewers. In general, media effects research relies upon responsl's 10

questionnaires "which are themselves individual acts of verbal behaviour from which wc

hope to reconstruct collective phenomena, of;en with an inextricable mixture of

cognitive and affectual elements" (McQuail 1983:179).

The interpretation of data compiled l'rom questionnaires provides a static and

somewhat incomp1cte represl"D!ation of dynamic social and cultural processes. But the
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validity of effects research depends also upon the notion that different responses to

questions are directly attributable to differences in exposure to television, vâthout

recognizing that other factors influencing responses can neither be easily detennined nor

'controlled.' While variables within the sample like age, ::;ender, educationallevel and

language comprehension are generally factored out, periods before/after or communities

with/without television may in fact be marked by other social, political and historical

changes or differences that cO!.lld influence responses apart from or in conjunction with

television exposure.

Without simply dismissing quantitative approaches to television's effects, the

constraints upon their interpretation and predictive capacity must be recognized. As

McQuail (1983: 175) suggests, media effects studies cannot easily locate a 'cause' for

given responses to media content from amongst other social and historical patterns of

thought, culture and behavionr, nor predict how or when such/ts'ponse might occur

elsewhere. Despite these limitations, snch surveys do give sorne sense of the general

parameters within which media exposure and individual and group awareness and

aspirations intersect. Coldevin and O'Connell's study in Frobisher Bay (now lqaluit), for

instance, compared responses to a set of interviews conducted before, and one and a half

years after, the introduction of Anik television service in 1973. The questions were

designed to measure variables such as knowledge of facts about Canada, perception of

attitudes toward international issues, dominant national and international infonnation

sources, occupational and travel aspirations, types of leisure activities and comparison of

Inuit und southern Iifestyle (Coldevin 1977: 145). Other observations made during the
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period of the study included increase in use and comprehension of English, very high

exposure (6.7 to 7.4 hours per day) to television, decline in radio listening except in the

category 'Eskimo news' and the closure of the local cinema in Frobisher. In Fort Chimo,

the non-television community, people fished and hunted more, bought fewer store goods

and did more visiting (O'Connell 1977: 142). The results of the questionnaires were cross

tabulated for adulls and adolescents and for both age categories in the two communitics.

While radio remained important as a source ofregional news about Inuit in Inuktitut, and

for national and international news, television was popular primarily as source of

entertainment (Coldevin 1977:150). The study concluded that while the 'cognitive effects'

oftelevision would not disrupt an Inuit adult's interpretation of"his own li l'estyIes and

related orientations" these effects would be felt by children and adolescents who were

using English and identifying with the non-Inuit norms and role models put forth by

television programming (Coldevin 1977: 153).

11 is the discrepant effect oftelevision on children that Coldevin refers to as

"cultural replacement," implying that television-viewing discourages childrer. l'rom

identifying with life on the land and the traditional roles and practices that informed their

parents everyday existence while providing them with images and ideas irrelevanl to lire

in the North. 11 is difficult to verify what part orthe challenge to traditional formations of

identity cornes from television, since schooling, settlement life and economic and

political change must also contribute to tensions between generations. Caron, Coldevin

and O'Connell's research indicated the need to include Inuit cultural knowledge and

representations oftraditional values and roles in the television universe ifchildren were
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to more easily synthesize coherent self-images. There is, howec'er, evidence that

aboriginal youth appropriate American prime time television charaelers and integrate

them with existing cultural values and roles models, arriving at a kind of symbolic

mediation of old and new. Discussing the popularity of'the Fonz' (from the sit corn

Happ)' f)a)'s) with teenage male Inuit, Valaskakis (1988: 131) suggests that this

contemporary image of the 'super masculine' is Iocated alongside the symbol of the 'real

ITluk' -- a ski lied hunter who is self:sufticient on the land -- in a seamless integration of

cultural codes of masculinity. Thi, suggests that the effects oftelevision may be less

those of cultural 'replacement' and more properly those of cultural synthesis, a strate!,')' of

seizing and displacing dominant codes, reworking them in reference to marginal

contexts and meanings.

ln summary then, cultural impact and media effects studies in aboriginal

communities are somewhat contradictory. They suggest that te1evision in particular

contributes ta a rupture in the processes by which children are integrated into social

formations and educated in the cultural knowledge oftheir parents. Television also

requires a certain reorganization oftime and a shift away from other fonTIS of social

interaction and entertainmenl. But the measurement of the nature, degree, intensity and

significance ofthese effects on a sense of communal and personal identity is fraught \Vith

uncertainty and risks. Television cannot be isolated as the sole or even primary cause of

cognitive. affective or behavioral changes among aboriginal people, and preoccupation

\Vith the cultural impact ofmedia alone often deflects attention away from the longer
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tenn and more endemic impact ofracist mentalities, colonial political institutions,

territorial dispossession and economic exploitation.

The media effects research considered here provides little concrete evidence thal

television watching brings aboriginal viewers to reject traditional values and cultural

codes outright, only that these become subject to revision and negotiation. At the samc

time, as an unintended consequence of sudden immersion in the television tïctions and

political communication of the dominant society aboriginal audiences may develop a

critical assessment of 'the mainstream' and a stronger apprecialioll for the unique

characleristics oftheir own culture and society. The intïltration ofsouthern television by

aboriginal productions, however constrained that intervention may be, begins to oftèr

viewers more visible means ofmaking cultural syntheses. The next section considers

how native productions oftelevision texts have been analyzed by critics and researchers

who, in one sense, are looking for the 'effects' of cultural difference on television.

3. Cross-cultural textual analyses.

Diverging from cultural impact studies, but employing a similarly comprehensive

notion of culture, studies of aboriginal media production have often begun with the

analysis and interpretation of native radio and television texts. Approaches to these texts

are primarily qualitative and interpretive. Researchers have examined the fonn and

content ofnative-produced programs in order to deterrnine if and how they differ from

non-native productions. ln this case, cultural precepts are assumed to influence the

creative process, leaving traces in the completed tex!. Analysts look for cultural
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differences in the type and organization ofvisual images, in Iillguistic and narrative

codes, in the voices and positions represented, as weil as those omitted. This kind of

analysis has b~en developed outside communication studies in the field ofvisual

anthropolol,'Y- Following upon the work of Worth and Adair, anthropologists have

considered how visual texts produced by their sllbjects could be analyzed semiotically or

in terms of the structure of images and the cognitive processes or mIes used in making

those images (Debrigard 1975:31)2 Outside the Canadian context, well-known examples

of anthropological analysis of'indigenous media' include Eric Michael's and Faye

Ginsburg's studies of Australian aboriginal media and Vincent Carelli's ana1ysis of video

produced by Amazonian tribes in Brazil.

This particular anthropological approach to textual analysis is less cornmon in

studies ofCanadian aboriginaJ media. Here, textual analyses are more likely to be

undertaken by communication scholars and range l'rom content analyses of the native

press (Riggins J992b; Demay 1993; Carriere and Downes 1992) to the analyses of

cOITImunity radio discussed in the previous chapter and the application ofmethods of

film criticism to be examined here. Another anthropological approach to analysis of

verbal, rather than visual texts that has been applied to aboriginal media is Valentine's

2 The analysis ofvisual communication such as that undertaken by Worth and Adair and
their followers should not be confused \\~th the use of 'ethnographie film' or
'observational cinema' in which the anthropologist attempts to use film as an alternate
means of recording and interpreting cultural forms. As a method of data collection or
representation, the analysis of ethnographie film and video raises a quite separate set of
questions and issues l'rom those considered here. See Cohen (1989) for a thorough
discussion of the relation between and divergence of ethnographie film and Îi1~jgenous

media.
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research on OjiCree community radio. Undertaking what she refers to as the 'collection

ofnaturally occurring discourses' -- radio and other public speech events as instances of

'native to native' communication, she argues that since this method does not require

elicitation by the researcher it avoids sorne of the problems associated with

anthropological representation and objectification of aboriginal cultures. While 1think

this approach is limited in several ways, which 1will address in the following chapter,

Valentine's documentation of community radio monologues and dialogues in Kingtisher

Lake involves a meticulous reading of aboriginal media texts in the native language,

recorded transcribed, translated and interpreted. Valentine's project is to show how

existing cultural codes and social relations are reproduced through new communications

media. Using methods of discourse analysis associated with the ethnography of speech,

she ilIustrates how power is negotiated and social change is mediated in the community

through these forms of public communication.

Other treatments of aboriginal media texts have sought to locate culturally

specifie visual codes or narrative traditions in television and radio programs. A few have

argued that the characteristics of aboriginal cultures as oral cultures detennines the type

oftexts they produce (Madden 1990:5; Stenbaek 1988:332). The oral/literate di,:mction

between cultures is influenced by the McLuhanesque notion that a predominantly oral or

literate means of communication profoundly affects an individual's perceptual

capabilities and therefore everything from social organization to religious belief. The

distinction is problematic in this instance because many northem aboriginal people have

been literate in syllabic versions of their spoken languages for several generations, and
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most are now at least functionally Iiterate in English or French. While oral and narrative

traditions undeniably play a central role in communication processes in aboriginal

cornmunities, written texts are not without important strategie uses, especially as part of

contemporary aboriginal cultural politics. 'Orality' may have effects upon the programs

that aboriginal groups produce. but these are difficult to fact0r out from the textual traces

of other social, historical and cultural differences.

Efforts to locate and interpret differences in aboriginally produced film and video

texts have employed the tools of film theory and criticism. Formai analyses of individual

programs produced by regional societies or independently produced videos have

examined divergences from mainstream production values and filming, editing and

presentation techniques. Kass Banning's reading of Zach Kunuk's video Qaggiq

examines the formai, narrative and aesthetic qualities of the tape in reference to similar

types of documentaI)' produced by non-Inuit outsiders. Kunuk, a former IL': producer,

began produeing videos independent1y because he wanted to experiment more freely with

the medium. Banning (1991 :28) suggests that the resulting product evades ail the existing

southern categories of classi fieation. Neither video art, eonventional television

doeumentary nor ethnographie video, Kunuk's video uses a hybrid mixture of dramatic

and documentaI}' modes whieh she refers to as a 'lTIixc~ eeonomy.' While the tape resists

a southern typolo&')', Banning also points out that it refuses the 'diseourse oftragedy'

which construets a narrative of 'helpless vietim' or 'Ioss of tradition' for aboriginal

people. ln reference to observed differences in construction of the video, she points to the
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use orthe group shot as evidence of the extent to which visual representations are

embedded in community Iife and cultural values:

The preference for the group shot points to an overarching logic of the
communal. The camera often pans back and forth, sometimes picking up a
speaking actor, sometimes not, then moving on to constitute a group shot.
Characters tum to one another for commentaI)' or validation (even tuming their
backs to the camera), privileging their communal interaction over the individual.
Qaggiq's total disregard for individual identification is exemplitied by the fact
that the 'characters' are never called by their proper names.

Banning suggests that the video also challenges the norms of individualistic production

and anonymous consumption that characterize mass media. Qagglq does not require a

rigid distinction between producer and consumer, as in both production and reception the

tape is a collective project. Referring to local knowledge, histories and cultural

traditions, the text generates specific meanings for viewers in Igloolik who are also

actors in the video. Sne concludes that when Inuit use video to represent themsclves the

text is not only 'different' but ultimately more 'successful' (Banning 1991:30). In this

instance, it is difficult to detemline how Banning's criteria for 'success' compare with

those of Kunuk and his audience. This issue arises in any textual interpretation, but is

complicated in the case of cross-cultural textual analysis.

Kate Madden's reading of Inuit Broadcasting Corporation programs proceeds

along a similar course. She discllsses a series ofprOl,'Tams documenting travel on the

land and hunting and fishing activities. The programs emphasize elements of the journey

itself and record the skinning and butchering of animaIs in careful visual detail. These

features, Madden argues, along with the distinctive visual 'storytelling style' of the
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programs mark this series offfrom southem documentaries on the same subjects. The

style of the series does not involve much dialogue or narration, but uses synchronous

natural sound and sequential shots of the trip and related activities to tell the story

(Madden 1990:19). Unlike Banning, Madden perceives no special emphasis on the group

shot, but does remark that individuals appearing in programs are seldom shot in close up,

are often shot from bcsi de or behind, and are constructed as 'part of the environment' no

more or less important that images of animaIs or features of the landscape. Moreover,

she suggests that "a video may follow severa~ different people doing the same activity

and present them as essentially a composite character" (Madden ]990:2 1).

Going on to discuss mc current affairs programming, Madden cites Bill Nichols

in arguing that Inuit programming does not permit the passive and non-reflexive

positioning of the viewer and abandons the construction of reporters and anchors as

expert al,"': omniscient authorities enabled by dominant codes of news production

(1990: 12). Madden !,roposes that the rejection of these conventions is linked to Inuit

cultural vaiues which emphasize individual autonomy, patience and non-interference as

key elements of interpersonal rel~· ·onships, decentralized leadership and consensual

decision-making, and a belief in interconnectedness and cooperation which demand non

confrontatiollal behaviour and emotional con·:~1 (ibid). She locat,,; formaI and

substantive expressions ofeach ofthese values in mc programs. further, she suggests

that \BC producers are weil aware of dominant production values and in sorne cases,

when programs deal primarily with non-Inuit subjects and southem news they are shot

and edited in a làshion more closely resembling the norms of mainstream television,
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indicating what Madden calls 'video bilingualism' (1990:24). In her overall assessment

of !Be programming, Madden (1990:9) argues that as an expression of cultural and

political autonomy, Inuit controlled media need to promote reflexivity among Inuit

audiences -- 'filmic' or media reflexivity that calls atteniion to the conventi(l"'" of

television and its 'manipulation ofreality,' cultural reflexiv!lY that situates Inuit cultural

knowledge in relation to dominant norms and values and politi,:al retlexivity that uses

media as means of challenging the propagation of dominant ideologies in southern

programming.

The textual analyses cited here depend large!y on the interpretive positions and

skills of the (non-aboriginal) critic. When comparing the three cases discussed above, it

is apparent that aboriginal media texts do reveal important differences in linguistic,

discursive, narrative and visual structures. But whether the differences which Banning

and Madden have located in Inuit video are observable by other viewers, and to what

exten! those differences are the result of the cultural contexts of producers and intended

audiences remains unclear. As an interpretive undertaking, textual analyses of aboriginal

media are no more or less val id than the same kinds of analyses undertaken by film

~ritics of any text -- whether mainstream, independent, alternative, ethnic, postcolonial,

or however categorized. In this case, the analyses remain limited by the lack of any

account ofwhat critical judgements Inuit producers and audiences themselves make of

the programs they produce and consume. 1would find these interpretations by 'outsiders'

more convincing ifthey were supported by Inuit understandings oftheir own cultural

values and how these relate to program production. The potential for incorporating
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modcls of 'audience cthnography' or seeking out critical voices from amongst aboriginal

producers to complement textual analyses could be fruitfully explored. As method,

textual analysis alone has a limited ability to providc insight into cultural identities and

differences. The 'differences' located at the level of the verbal and visual text are traces

of cognitive, social and historical differences also apparent in the practical organization

of production, in the relation between producer and audience and in the cultural codes

and values which inform cveryday life. Textual analyses have minimal significance apart

Jrom an understanding ofthese practical contexts. The case study ofWawatay Native

Communications Society which follows attempts to explore both texts and contexts of

aboriginalmedia.

4. Inuit Broadcasting Corporation; the comparative development of native
communications societies.

Before deflning the theoretical and methodological parameters of the Wawatay

case study, a brief comparative portrait of the development of aboriginal media in the

Eastern Arctic can be drawn l'rom a sllrvey of research on Inuit responses to introduced

media. In the conlext established by Valaskakis' research on the historical entrenchment

of non-native monopolies ofknowledge in Inuit communities, the introduction of

southern radio and television must primarily be viewed as extensions of centralized

pvIitical and bureaucratie control. The eftècts of southem television programs in

contributing to 'cultural replacement' in Inuit communities may have triggered a

heightened awareness ofthese monopolies ofknowledge. The introduction ofsouthern
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media, in conjunction \Vith other political, economic and social changes in the Arctic,

made Inuit more sensitive to the need for horizontal communication net\Vorks as a means

of ensuring self-determination. Thro'lgh the period of participation in interactive satellite

experiments and other media projects, the Inuit \Vere able to build a television production

infrastructure, but also developed strategies of intervention in policy debates in arder to

press for publically-funded Inuktitut programming and access to northern distribution

systems.

At the hearings of the Therrien Committee in Baker Lake in 1980, the Inuit

Tapirisat presented a full-fledged proposaI for an Inuit broadcasting system involving

the creation of a special programming fund, the distribution of lnuit programming, acccss

to an uplink in an Inuit community, local access to TV transmitters, extension of service

to aIl Inuit communities \Vith community control over additional channels (Roth

1983a:53). In 1982, with two years of interim funding secured from the Oepartment of

Indian and Northern Affairs at the end of Project Inukshuk, the Inuit Broadcasting

Corporation was established and began distributing television programming that year. In

its initial position paper on northern broadcasting, IBC signalled its demand for

recognition and participation in communications production and policy:

We urge the Federal government to recognize Inuit communications as more than
an experiment. Our continued social existence depends on the effectiveness of
our communications system, and that system can only function if the government
a..:cepts the Inuit as self-sufficient communicators.... IBC needs to be an active
participant in the development of Northern Communications policy. This position
paper outlines our present activities, how we hope to grow, and what we feel are
the greatest communications needs in the North. We feel our position and goals
are realistic and achievable, and that agreement can be reached on aIl points in
this document by discussion with the federal Government (lBC 1982:iv).
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!BC committed itselfto an 'arm's length relationship' with Inuit political organizations in

order to ensure its neutrality as a broadcaster, and at the same time made an explicit

statement affirming its role as a public broadcaster (IBC 1982:11). The initial

programming priorities of the Corporation, as it interpreted the needs of its audiences,

were to produce news and information on northern issues and to create programs that

would document traditional Inuit culture (IBC 1982: 13).

ln April 1983, IBC funding was taken over by the NNBAP under the Secretary of

State. An audience survey in 1984 showed that over 85 percent of Inuit watched one to

threc hours of IBe programming each week, and that although it was most popular with

older monolingual Inuit, it was "reinforcing the use of Inuktitut among the young; and its

cmphasis on traditional knowledge, regional news and practical information is showing

signs of 'spin off related to CBe programming" (Valaskakis ]988:135). At present, IBe

produces 5.5 hours oftelevision weekly now distributed by TYNe to 94 communities

throughout the North. Programming includes news, CUITent affairs, cultural, educational

and cntertainment programming including an original educational children's television

program in Inuktitut. Production centres have been established in ]qaluit, Baker Lake,

Rankin Inlet, Igloolik and Taloyoak (Spence Bay). IBC does no regional radio

programmmg.

!Be is similar in many respects to Wawatay, including its dependence on NNBAP

lùnding, its emphasis on native-language programming and its commitment to

estal;.:'-'-;n~ o~ aboriginal presence both in production and in the control of
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communications. The two societies vary primarily in the history oftheir development

and in the nature of the regional communications environment into which each emerged
~ ~ .

Although the Inuit community of Baker Lake was part of the NPP, the etTect orthe 1974

prqject as a catalyst for communications develop.nent was much greater in Northwestern

Ontario than in the Keewatin. Wawatay was established to administer the HF radio-

telephone network created in the context of the project, from that beginning the society

actively promoted the creiltion of community radio stations throughout the region. By

1978 Wawatay was involved in an community radio network experiment using the

Hennes satellite, well prior to the introduction of southem radio and television 10 the

reglOn.

From its inception, Wawatay sponsored the strategie use of new media

technologies in remote communities in Nishnawbe-Aski, creating the opportunity l'or

establishing structures of community control and giving rise to expectations that radio

and television would play a key role in supporting aboriginallanguages and cultures.

Many of the communities in the region served by Wawatay were not exposed to

television (TV Ontario) until immediately prior to or after the initiation of Wawatay's

OW11 television programming in 1987. Because the majority ofthese villages are smallcr

than five hundred people they fell outside of the Accelerated Coverage Plan and have

only recently been entitled to subsidies for local reception ofCBe radio and tclevision

under a provincial television extension program. The small size and economic

characteristics ormost orthe communities in Nishnawbe-Aski have also inhibited the

development of commercial satellite or cable television. ln general the pressures of
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resource development in this region have been slight, the non-aboriginal population is

insignificant in most communities and the majority have no road and rail access and even

year-round airstrips are a recent phenomena.

Although !BC emerged out of the involvement oflnuit communities in interactive

satellite use beginning in 1980, many of the participating communities (except Igloolik)

had already been exposed to southem broadcasting for several years and had had little

initial control over its introduction. In comparison to Wawatay, it might be speculated

that IBC was situated in a position ofreaction to existing communication infrastructures

and had to struggle for a foothold in distribution systems that were already in place. The

communications agenda for the Eastern Arctic had already been established and !BC had

to compete with public and commercial radio and television services in Inuit

communities in a way that Wawatay did not. The early and continuing emphasis on

tclevision production at !BC may be a result ofthis situation. At the same time, !BC

lacked acccss to a network of community stations that Wawatay was able to integrate

into the distribution of regional radio news and infonnation programming. Wawatay

Radio Network has since developed a mutually beneficial and co-operative relf;tionship

with more than thirty community affiliates. This element of community control and

accountability might conceivably be less well-developed in those communities receiving

!Be 'elevision. Because television production is relatively costly and more technology

and labour intensive. !BC can support fewer total hours of programming that must

compete within an extensive range of media choices in Inuit communities. While !BC is

building a network ofregional production centres and has now secured a more
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autonomous distribution system through TVNC, the complexity of the communications

environment and rapidity of political change in the Eastern Arctic has led it to locus

almost exclusively on television program production and delivery. Wawatay, while it has

an impressive record in expanding its program production capacity on shrinking funds,

has also had a long term commitment to communications as an element of regional and

community development and supports new ventures into distance education, training of

community radio managers aGd partnerships with provincial bureaucracies and

bro~. kasters in promoting greater iocal access to and control ofmedia.

This is a thumbnail sketch ofsome of the apparent similarities and differcnces

b<:tween two regional native communications societies. Fundamental differences

amongst the thirteen societies funded by NNBAP must be expected in light of the unique

linguistic and cultural heritages of aboriginal people and the various histories of cultural

contac!' colonial and bureaucratie control, resource exploitation, treaty and land clai:T.

status, self·govemment initiatives, and communications developmen! in each region.

There is however a lack ofintegrated research on the social, political, historical and

cultural contexts of native communications societies in Canada l'rom which to make

substantive comparisons and assessments. In relation to the research surveyed here, the

study of Wawatay to be presented is influenced by the social historical approaches takcn

by Valaskakis and others, and draws upon the cultural impact models developed by

anthropological analyses of introduced media and aboriginal cultures. The next part of

this chapter and the case study that follows in Chapter Five builds on the rescarch

surveyed above, but represents a contribution to the cxisting theoretical and
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methodologica! models in this field by developing and applying a specifie set of critical

concepts and research questions for analysis of aborigina! media institutions and

practices. These concepts and questions arise from the historical and political contexts

of discourses of cultural difference and aboriginal communication strategies taken up in

the first three chapters. The idea of 'cultural politics' introduced there will be further

elaborated in reference to concepts emerging from social theory and critical ethnography

and used as a interpretive tool for approaching the case study.
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PART II: CULTUR-\L POLITICS AND COMl\HiNICATION PR.\.CTICES:
CRITICAL CONCEPTS FOR RESEARCH.

The movement of aboriginal institutions into the production of radio and

television was discussed in the previous chapter from the perspective of policy

il~terventions and organizational strategies. An analysis of policy debates and regulatory

criteria, while giving a sense of the national development of native communications

societies within the cor.~e;.(t of experimental projects and funding programs, provides less

insight into the daily management decisions, the negotiation of production values, the

relationship between aboriginal communicators and their audiences, and the aesthetic

and formaI properties of complued programs that give unique definition to aboriginal

media in Canada. Much of the research conducted on aboriginal media has been

commissioned by various federal agencies, including DOC, Secretary of State and the

CRTC and could in this respect be considered 'administrative' rather than 'critical'

communications research. The regular evaluations of communications society audiences

required under the NNBAP or the historical reviews and background papers on

community radio undertaken in order to aid provincial and federal policy development,

while certainly valuable studies within these contexts, are primarily designed to help an

existing policy and organizational infrastructure function more efficiently; ensuring that

public funds are used effectively and that aboriginal audiences are adequately served by

aboriginal and ether public broadcasters.

A critical research paradit,'lTl might instead attempt to assess the constraints and

contradictions that are generated by the 'regulatory capture' of aboriginal media and the
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productive effects of power at the locallevel, as communications societies struggle to

mediate between their mandate under the NNBAP and the needs of the communities to

whom they are accountable. From a critical perspective, programs such as NNBAP and

CROP can be viewed in the context of aboriginal cultural politics. They would probably

not exist if aboriginal groups had not lobbied for their right to publicJy-funded media to

support native languages and culture. At the same time, their existence constrains the

ways in which local languages and cultures can be developed through media. The

dialectic nature ofthis tension suggests that the tendency ofbureaucracies to extend

mechanisllls of regulation and control is met by strategies of revision and marginal

innovations, these in turn require new regulatory and policy responses. In this instance

the convergence bet\Veen Innis' understanding of the relation between communications

and centralized authority and Foucault's notion of the productivity ofnetworks of power

becomes apparent. Policy as it intersects \Vith communication practice is necessarily

revised and reorganized. Communication practices as they respond to policy directives

are institutionalized and regulated according to extemal norms.

One of the central theses of this study is that regional native communications

societies are key sites from which subjugated cultural knowledges, strategies of

resistance, marginal innovations and the construction and reconstruction of technologies

of power become apparent. Here are nationally mandated and funded communications

agencies effectively accountable to the most culturally and geopolitically marginalized

populations in the country. This accountability is maintained by a number offormal and

infonnal means, and the transaction between national policies and mandates and
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community communication needs and local cultural knowledge is perfonned at the

regionallevel. The existence of national native broadcasting policy, regional

communications societies and community-based aboriginal p".edia can also be seen as

expressions of the discourses of difference and identity that have infonned rdations

between aboriginal people and Euro-Canadians from the period of early contact The

various histories of contact, legislative containment, colonial repression, bureaucratie

intervention, local resistances and national aboriginal politics form the conditions of

possibility of self-representation and self-determination within which ahoriginalmedia

take shape. Native communication societies thus present a fruitful opportunity for

critical research into aboriginal media as sites of cultural politics and intersections of

power, culture, and identity. There is a notable absence of independent research and

analysis that considers the historical conditions of cultural politics as acting upon

everyday communications strategies. The research undertaken for this dissertation

focusses on one regional communications society in order to considcr the rdevance of

this notion of cultural politics to an understanding of observed practices and structures

and articulated identities and values.

1have chosen to develop the concept of cultural politics throughout this

':,ssertation as the most useful means of undeïstanding historical processes of contact

and change, discursive constructions of difference and identity and strategie uses of

media. The notion of cultural politics seems more adequate than the related concepts of

'resistance' or 'empowennent' because it is more sensitive to these discursive shifts and

practical strategies. 'Resistance' has connotations of a one-way struggle against sorne
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monolithic force or discourse and 'empowerment' suggests that power is a su!Jstance that

has previously been denied those who now seek or have attained il. 'Politics,' however, is

broad enough to encompass the productive nature of power, its multiple locations and its

constitution as a shifting field of forces rather than as a discrete quality or substance.

'Cultural' politics adds a discursive dimension to the understanding of power. It permits

an analysis of powern,nowledge as the strategie situation of both knowledge about

culture and everyday cultural knowledge and practice. The three component elements of

cultural poli tics that were elaborated in the first two chapters can be revised and

expanded for our purposes in this chapter. While aboriginal identities, ideologies of

difference and practical political strategies can be traced through nationally organized

social and historical macro-processes, for the purposes of the case study, 1wanted to look

for these elements at the local and regionallevel in a synchronie. analysis of micro

processes, expressions ofbeliefs and values, individual and institutional choices

grounded inthese, and collective strategies ofpractical organization, planning and

decision-making. The case study was embarked upon with a prefonned concept of

cultural poli tics as the co:njuncture of power, culture and idemity, evidence 6fwhich 1

hoped to find by examining communication practices, \~Titten and recorded texts and

personal or collective expressions of self-definition. From the above :!i"t:'.lssion it should

be dear thatl am employing a post-structuralist account of power and discourse.

Throughout the analysis 1have also used a model of culture dra\~ l'rom critical

ethnography. My understanding of identity as both subject-effect and agency is informed

explicitly by postcolonial critiques and particularly by Gayatri Spivak's (1990, 1993)
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suggestion of the possibilities of subaltern speech, strategic essentialism, negotiable

marginality and postcoloniality as agency. 1will explore each ofthese theoretical 'tool

kits' in turn in order to build a more complete model of cultural politics.

1. Power/knowledge; pra\:tice, discoufse and strategy.

Throughout this dissertation 1have used the concept of'discourse' as the

substantive aspect of'knowledge' or the measurable traces of epistemological structures

and economies oftruth, Thus 'discourse', following Reiss, might bc defined as "the

visible and describable praxis ofwhat is called 'thinking'. For thinking is nothing but the

organization of signs as an ongoing process." (1982:9). Foucault in his carly works

limited his analysis of discourse to the organization of signs and of rational processes,

but later tied it specitically to his 'analy1ic of power' and to the practices, strategies and

technologies Of power. Earlier 1examined communication policv as discourse, showing

ho\\' it is embedded in the relations and circulation of power in s'lciety. Mass media

texts themselves intersect with a number of discourses circulating with a given society or

historical moment. The strength of Foucault's formulation of discourse is ils multiple and

polyvalent character:

There is not on the one side, a discourse of power, and opposite it another
discourse that runs counter to it. Discourses are tactical elements or blocks
operating in the field of force relations; there can exist different and even
contradictory discourses within the same strateb'Y; they can, on the contrary,
circulate without changing their form from one strateb'Y to another opposing
strateb'Y (1980a: 10 1).
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From this description of discourse as a 'tactical clement' we can see how components of

colonial discourses of cultural difference which underpin modes of domination such as

legislative definitions of aboriginality also circulate in oppositional discourses of identity

and inform strategies of constitutional entrenchment of aboriginal rights.

A notion of cultural politics as elaborated in the tirst three chapters, presupposes

modes of domination and modes of resistance -- both 'strategies' of power -- as these are

organized around perceived and expressed (ie. discursively constructed) cultural

differences and identity. From this perspective, 'resistance' has a larger meaning beyond

the narrow sense of transgression oflaws, 'retum of the repressed', or requiring a 'whole

new economy in the mechanisms of power' (Foucault 1980a:5).lnstead, Foucault

(1980a:96) argues, points of resistance are present everywhere in relations of power; "the

points. knots or focuses of resistance are spread over time and space at varying densities,

at times mobilizing groups or individuals in a detinitive way, inflaming certain points of

the body, certain moments in Iife, certain types ofbehaviour." So while there is no

fundamental binaI)' opposition between power and resistance, the loci of resistance,

defined specifically in time and space, can be deterrnined. The metaphor of power as a

net, developed in the earlier discussion of extensions of colonial repression to aboriginal

communities, also plays on this sense of the multiple and shifting locations of

domination and resistance. As an element of cultural politics, resistance can be seen in

the way~' that 'groups and individuals' are 'mobilized' around the lived experience of

tradition as both 'types of behaviour' and constellations of values. Cultural identity as a

'locus ofresistance' for aboriginal groups encompasses the various elements outlined in
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the first chapter: biological markers of race, a sense of place and relations to the land,

communal ethics, religious practices and the bodily experience of violence and abuse,

among others. Each of these e1ements can be located in time and space and are subject to

sometimes contradictory expression in discourse as the markers of self-definition.

A post-structuralist account of power thus allows for the possibility that certain

der.sities or strategies of resistance, multiply formed and located within relations of

power, but in no way 'universal' in character, can be articulated and organised around

oppositional discourses. But Foucault was hesitant to link these strategies to the

purposive acts of a particular group or collectivity, other than in the limited sense of

'mobilization.' ln the same way he refuses to link modes of domination to a particular

class except by reciprocal relation (198üb:2ü3). Emphasizing the conditions and

constraints of power over the intentions and instruments of a ruling elass, Foucault omits

any consideration of'intercst' or agency as such. His subjectless history, while it

disentangles the layers of discourse and practice around specific instances of power's

penetration to the margins of society, carefully skirts the question ofhistorical and social

agency and of a collective interest in certain strategies of resistance or domination.

Spivak, Said and other postcolonial thinkers add a dimension of'interest' and 'agency' to

this account of power that avoids the problem of constructing a 'universal' or

'autonomous' subject ofhistory or discourse by entertaining the possibility ofstrategic

and knowledgeable occupations of language and discourse by 'intending subjects.' This

possibility will be more l'ully explored in a moment.
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One other element of a post-structuralist analysis of power that is useful to an

understanding of cultural politics, especially as il imersects with communication

strategies, is Foucault's notion of 'technologies of power.' ln coding 'technologies' as the

systems and instruments with which power becomes practice, this notion permits an

understanding of technologies of communication, as Finlay argues, as themselves

unmotivated but available for investment by shifting forces and strategies of power. 1

have already suggested that this is compatible with Innis' model of the relations between

communications media and ,he extensions and implosions of empire. Cultural politics

can thcn be understood as involving the construction and reconstruction, imposition and

innovation of communication technologies discussed in the previous chapter.

Knowledges and practices indigenous to marginal groups or cultures, for which Innis

employs the metaphor of the 'vernacular' and Foucault speaks of as 'subjugated

knowledges,' enable the strategic redeployment of technologies of power, in our case,

technologies of communication. This redeployment or reconstruction is of course

constrained by prior and co-existing investments of power within the same system or

technology.

Here, Foucault's insistence on the multiple forms of discourse and practice and of

multiple points of domination and resistance points to the contradictory nature ofboth

technological and economic constraints. They can work in several directions or be

incorporated into diftèrent strategies :lt the same time. Cuitural politics, to be organized

inta a 'global strateg)", needs to critically engage in both systems of economic practice

and technalogical farm. For analysis of aboriginal communication strategies, this
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requires attention to the constraints represented by sources of lùnding. internaI economic

and administrative practice ('management') and technological means of production and

distribution on the cultural content of media and its local uses. ln examini'lg aboriginal

communications practices as instances of the productivity of power. however. the

tendency to 'naturalize' power as a fixed substance or relation must be resisted (Spivak

1993:30). The case study was treated as a means of comprehending the 'local loci' of

power/knowledge.

2. Culture; occluded discourse, subjugated knowledge and marginality.

ln what Said (1993:16) describes as the postmodern and post-structuralist

disappointment in "the great legitimizing narratives of emancipation and enlightenment"

Foucault, and later the postmodernists, gave voice to a wider 'crisis of representation' in

the human sciences and interpretive disciplines. Said, Spivak and others would view this

crisis as in part brought on by a fragmentation of points ofreference and multiplication

of voices within the dominant European and Anglo-American theoretical traditions.

Foucault's deconstruction of the autonomous and universal subject of the Enlightenment

coincided "!ith the growing refusaI of the authority of the 'West' to speak for the 'rest.'

The post-structuralist project both marked and motivated a heightened concem with

conjunctures ofknowledge and power in a number of disciplines, including literary

criticism, cultural studies and cultural anthropolob'Y- ln thesl' fields Foucault's method of

tracing the historical trajectory of relations between episteme, discourse or knowledge

,~nd networks of power within Europe, so carefully established in the I-lis!oryof'
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Sexuu!Ily, was adapted to tracing the ~tial trajectory of relations between episteme,

discourse and knowledge and networks of power beyond European centres.

This concern with the spatial orderings ofknowledge and power was signalled by

the attention of critics to the exchanges between Europe and its 'others' embodied in

colonialism, imperialism and ~he global division oflabour. The concem ofpostcolonial

critiques with cultural politics and marginal discourses was grounded in the assumption

that technologies of power operative in European colonies and empires were coextensive

with economies oftruth. Empires, as spatial extensions of power, required the

subjugation of non-European knowledges and cultures, or at least their containment

within disciplinaI)' and Iiterary norms such as ethnography or the novel form. The

'writing of culture,' as Said argues in Imperia!Ism and Cul/ure and as critical

ethnographers and historians like Fabian, Clifford, Marcus and Fischer suggest in a

number of works, required the occlusion, subjugation, objectification or distancing of

non-European epistemes as 'other' and thus subject to a degree ofrepresentational/

discursive and political/strategic control. Whether fictional or ethnographie, Eurocentric

discourses about non-European cultures are caught up in these regimes of truth and

technologies of power.

Critical ethnographers, sensitive to the ways in which ethnography was

implicated in colonial histories and n:matives came through their own crisis of

representation with a clearer understanding of the politics within which interpretations of

culture were embedded. From this followed the critical re-reading of ethnographie texts

and the search for modes of representation and means of speaking about 'culture' that, if
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they could not be extricated l'rom technologies of power, at !east made the practical co

pçnëiïati'ln of power and knowledge apparent. One response was the emergence of

'world system' ethnographies which attempt to situate analyses of culture \\~thin an

understanding of global political economy and the international division oflabour. Local

cultural knowledges, symbolic codes and social processes were understood as means of

mediating macro-processes otïmperialism, colonialism, economic exploitation and

political change. The methodological merging ofpolitical economy and ethnography

was meant to counteract the universalizing tendencies ofpoliticai economy by examining

localized experiences of global capitalism, and to overcome the ethnographie

representation oflocal cultures as 'spatio-temporal isolates' by introducing the analysis of

global economic and political forces (Marc~s 1986:178). This view of the impingement

of colonial and capitalist structures upon local cultural practice reveals that the

'articulation' of global and local sociocultural systems is clearly unequal (Comaroff

1985:154). Yet from the perspective oflllarginai knowledge and practice, the 'culture' of

Anglo-Alllerican and European illlperialism is never reproduced in its entirety, its codes

are transformed by local frameworks ofllleaning. The flrst two chapters ofthis

dissertation explored the articulation offcrces of economic exploitation and political

change at the nationallevel with local strategies ofresistance in aboriginal communities

and attempted to show how networks of power transform and are transformed by

marginal knowledges.

An understanding of local cultures as intersecting with global networks of power

has the beneflt ofbeing applicable to groups within the borders of the fonner colonial
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powers, 50 that ethnOb'Taphy becomes a tool for understanding ail kinds of micro

processes of power, including those organizing the experience of class, race and gender.

The spatial and temporal distancing of the cultural 'other' is further inhibited by the

global movement of fonnerly isolated and segregated populations from margins to

centres, along with the increasing centrality of postcolonial and anti-imperial struggles to

the internatior,ui politieal agenda. The 'will to knowledge' with whieh ethnographers had

previously located, contained and controlled representations of cultural 'others' has

undergone a series of discursive shifts. so that in:erpretations and explanations of culture

must now account for the multiple and contradictory voices and practices from which

they are compiled. This discursive shi ft corresponds to pract!cal changes in the way

knowledge about cultures is produced. According to Fabian, ethnographic fieldwork as

the dialogue between 'interpreter' and 'informant' (who is also interpreting), creates an

intersubjective space between cultures. A set ofmeanings is produced which properly

bclongs to neither of the two cultures. Fabian (1983:161) proposes an ethnographic

praxis that affirrns this co-production of cultural explanations through dialogue and

communication (cf. Tedlock 1983:300). The methodological implications of Fabian's

position remain somewhat unclear. For the purposes of the case study carried out for this

dissertation, the 'co-production' of cultural explanations involved the juxtaposition of the

ideas about power, discourse, culture and identity elaborated here, with observed

practices, el icited interpretations and documentary expressions eolleeted at Wawatay. A

more complete discussion of method follows at the end of the chapter.
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If 'cultures' are to be understood as the variety of coeval and contemporary

organizations of knowledge, practices, and identities that characterize the postmodern

world, then new models are required that account for their relational and conjunctural

aspects. James Clifford puts forward the notion of'emergent' cultures and seeks to

rehabilitate the cultun: concept for the conditions of postmodern existence. He rejects thc

Eurocentric assumptions upon which narratives of vanishing cultures and subsuming

homogeneity are advanced. Arguing that these narratives place the cultures of the non

Western world in a context of'present-becoming-past,' Clifford (] 988: 15) suggests

instead that indigenous and post-colonial cultural politics are premised on the belief in

the futurity of marginal cultures. Clifford characterizes the synthesis of colonial and

pre-colonial elements, oftraditional heritage and modem life, as 'emergent' culture. This

notion is resistant to the binary opposition of'authenticity' or 'acculturation' often applied

to non-Western cultures in the process of change and captures a sense of the strategie

ways in which tradition is transformed in contemporary practices. 1 find conceptions of

culture as 'emergent' or as 'processual' (RosaIdo 1989) compelling because they suggest

the dynamic movement of cultural knowledge and practice within networks of power,

they designate culture as the point where transactions between the past and future take

place and finally, they allow for the possibility that individuals and groups make strategie

choices within cultures and about culture -- that intending subjects are engaged in the

knowledgeable occupation and appropriation of unmotivated or abstract systems of

language and meaning (Spivak 1993). From these strategie choices arise articulations of
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subjectivity, the parameters of self-definition and the possibility of cultural identity as

agency.

3. Identity; subaltern speech, strategie essentialism and posteolonial ageney.

For the most part, the post-structuralist obliteration of the Western subject fails to

deal in an adequate way with the historical origin ofthat subject in the silence and

suppression of its others. In a critical reading of Foucault, Spivak suggests, for example,

that the analysis ofIndian history as a shift from the disco'lrses offeudalism to those of

imperialism, motivates the search for an effaced or emergent peasant or subaltern

consciousness (1988a:202). According to post-structuralist views of consciousness and

subjectivity as constituted by discourse, an emerging subaltem consciousness would have

to be seen as a 'subject-effect'. Yet Spivak argues that the identity ofthe subaltern resides

in its deviation from dominant Western subjectivity, it is defined only in terms ofits

ditTerence. The critical Western reader of colonial histories thus must either grant the

contemporary subaltern the expressive subjectivity denied to the subject of Western

discourse, or to admit its unreplesentability - because the subaltern subject remains

unconstituted, obliterated by the ideological, scientific and legal discourses of

imperialism (Spivak 1988b:280).

The occlusion of the discourses and effacement of the knowledge through which

a subaltem subject might be constituted confronts post-structuralists with the 'impossible'

subject, of whom there are no traces in colonial history, only positions of diffel;nce. In

North America, aboriginaJ people are those impossible subjects -- effaced from colonial
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narratives, situated as other to and outside history. The ethnographie construction of

indigenous cultures as distant in time and space also reflects the definition of subaltem

consciousness in tenns of difference -- and further confirms its 'unrepresentability.' As

Michael Sutherland, a Cree television producer at Wawatay told me; "lfyou look in your

own books about our history you're not going to see us.... Ifs not written, you're only

going to see what your father's or your mother's parents have written there for you. For

you, thafs all."

This is the central problem of subaltern identity and expressive subjectivity, for

clearly the accounts thllt my ancestors may have produced of Cree history are not the

accounts that the Cree themselves may have produced and so in 'my' accounts, the Cree

are both invisible and silent -- eftàced. Cree today do not find 'themselves' in these

accounts, and yet as subjects are historically constituted, and produce and reproduce

discourses in which they can locate and through which they can represent themselves.

Spivak suggests that the current fragmentation of the Western subject and its

universalizing discourses allows the possibility of an 'expressive subjectivity' for 'others.'

lt is this possibility of self-representation by postcolonial peoples that informs the

cultural politics of aborigina! media use.

'Difference' becomes 'identity' when people who do not find themselves in

colonial histories put forward competing narratives of the historical and social

definitions of self and group. The possibility that discourses mobilize subjects, must be

met with the equally possible 'ikelihood that subjects mobilize discourse.
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Cultural identity organized within these competing narratives n:'lY 00, 8.S Said

(1993:xxiv) suggests, "contrapuntal and nomadic" resistant to the mhlolithic

constructions of 'us' and 'them' and underrnining the 'police action' with whi';h larger

national identities are enforced (1993:15). Said also refers to the notion ofrecovery or

reinscription in suggesting that 'resistance cultures' must work to recover forrns already

infiltrated by the 'culture of empire' and strategically re-occupy the imaginative terrain

common to both native and colonizer (1993:210,121). While identities may be

'negotiated' and traditions 'invented' they are not negotiated out of nowhere and invented

from nothing. Il is the recovery of these 'Iost traces' along with cJaims to sovereignty,

self-determination and nationhood which Spivak (1993:63) points to as the 'agency of

postcoloniality:'

As 1have been arguing, current postcolonial cJaims to the names that are the
legacy oftnçEuropean enlightenment (sovereignty, constitutionality, self
deterrnination, nationhood, citizenship, even culluralism) are catachrestical
cJaims, their strateh'Y a displacing and seizing of a previous coding of value. Il can
show us the negotiable agenda of a cultural commitment to marginality, whereas
ethnicist academic agendas make a fetish of identity. The project as always, is the
recoding ofvalue as the differential possibility of exchange and the channelling
of surplus. Postcoloniality as agency can make visible that the basis of ail serious
ontological commitment is catachrestical, because negotiable through the
information that identity is, in the larger sense, a tex!. Il can show that the
alternative to Europe's long story -- generally translated as 'great narratives' -- is
not only short tales (petits récits) but tampering with the authority of storylines.

Spivak (1993:4) develops this possibility ofidentity as 'authority' as the knowledgeable

occupation of language in the inscription of self-definition; "ldentity is a very different

word from essence. We 'write' a running biography with life-Ianguage rather than only

word-Ianguage in order to 'be.' Cali this identity!" While identity in the 'Iarger sense' is a
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text, it is also the productive act of writing and speaking and the strategie act of

tampering with colonial authority.

But as Spivak warns, a strategy is not a theory, and the strategie use of

essentialism as a means of mobilization risks tuming into the academic 'fetishizat.ion of

identity' (1993:4, 63). Here she argues that in the centre's need to name the margin,

academic disciplines are "now invo1ved in the construction of a new object of

investigation -- 'the third world,' 'the mar!,>inal' -- for institutional validation and

certification." She insists that this process of academic 'value-coding,' appropriation and

identification through separation must be resisted and so cultural commitments are

necessarily negotiable. The desire to locate and fix the margins is strategically reversed

and displaced such that "'postcoloniality', far l'rom being marginal can show the

irreducible margin in the centre" (Spivak 1993: 63). The implications fortheory and

method ofSpivak's understanding ofidentity as strate!,')' are challen~;ijg. Arguing that

theory is the "practice of its production" she calls for a critical rather than dogmalic

philosophy in which academic and 'revolutionary' practice are brought into productive

crisis (1993: 15,55). For Spivak, a critical philosophy of action recognizes the 'limits to

knowing' and employs a 'resistance to understanding' that moves between the general and

the narrow senses ofwords like 'power' and 'identity' without collapsing the two in the

search for solutions and alternatives (1993:25, 44). From this 1would suggest that the

case study provides insight into the 'narrow sense' in which terrns like 'power,' 'culture'

and 'identity' can be understood. 'Method' then must be a means of moving between the

general sense ofthese ideas to an interpretation oflocal texts, practices and identities
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while avoiding the kind offetishization and academic value-coding ofmarginality that

Spivak suggests are operative.

4. Case study method

The case study of Wawatay Native Communications Society was not intended to

be a comprehensive ethnography of an aboriginal media undertaking. The constraints of

time and money limited the 'fieldwork' to a set of observations, interviews and

conversations carried ont over a period oftwo weeks in May and June of 1993 at

Wawatay's Sioux Lookout production centre. 1 sat in on one evening ofWRN broadcasts

and viewed several hours of video at the television studios. The information acquired

from this visit was complemented by the almost unlimited access to internaI files and

documents provided me by Wawatay staff. Beyond Wawatay 1 had telephone and in

person discussions with staff at the Broadcasting Office of the Ontario Ministry of

Ewnomic Development and Trade which administers the Community Radio Ontario

Program from Toronto, and with the Regional Co-ordinator at the Northern Native

Broadcast Access Program offices in Ottawa. 1collected a number of other documents

related to Wawatay's national and provincial funding from these sources including the

complete set of audience surveys commissioned by Wawatay and the Secretary of State

between 1985 and 1992. The case study was complemented by my reading oftwo other

doctoral dissertations that were produced from research on communication development

and aboriginal culture in the region (Hudson 1974b and Valentine 1990). These provided
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an element of community stuùy, !inguistic knowledge and historical context that framed

my own research.

l approached fonnal interviews :.nd the analysis of documents with a set of

research questions intended to 'operationalize' the concept of cultural politics developed

above. From critical ethnography and from Spivak', argument for the need for critical

rather than dOl,'I11atic philosophies, 1viewed the case study as a;1 "pportunity to juxtapose

my own notions of communication and cultural politics against responses elicited from

Wawatay producers and managers and expressed in fonnal statements and documents,

With this in mind 1developed a set of research questions organized within four

categories: J, Identities, 2. Practices, Organizational Strategies, 3. Texts, Programs,

Content, 4. External Pressures and Conflicts. l have included these questions as

Appendix A. In the case of interviews, 1 uSl,d these questions as a general outline but did

not address ail ofthem in each instance.

The 'case study' as a means of grounding and validating the concepts outlined

above is primarily an interpretive undertaking, 1do feel that the interpretation of spoken,

writter. :.où electronic texts that follows is 'cü-produced.' People responded to my

questions in surpnsing ways and told stories whose relevance only later became apparent.

l left Sioux Lookout with the overwhelming sense ofhaving learned a lot, the encounler

between theory and practice was indeed a productive one. My reading ofWawatay's

present policies, past development and future plans as documented in a variety of written

texts has been meshed with personal accounts and expressions of what it means to be

native, to be Anishnawbe and to be a communicator. These accounts were provided to
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me as an 'outsider' and their significance lies somewhere between my own engagement in

the praclice of the production oftheory and the communication practices of Cree and

OjiCree communities in Nishnawbe-Aski. This is the position From which the following

study is presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Wawatay Native Communications Society;

A Case Study

INTRODUCTION

The choice ofWawatay as the location of a case study was motivated by a

number of factors. Among the native communications societies, Wawatay is one of the

oldest, established only four years after the first -- Alberta Native Communications

Society -- was created in 1970. In its association with the Northem Pilot Project,

Wawatay was located at the centre of the early period of native communications policy

development. Established in the same year as the Native Communications Program was

initiated at the Secretary ofState, Wawatay's development was influenced by the

interaction of aboriginal communicators, communications technology and federal and

provincial communications policy, that characterized the 'experimental moment' of

native and community media development in Canada. From the beginning the Society

published a bilingual newspaper for the region and provided syllabic translation of

govemment information and other texts. Wawatay was instrumental in organizing the

intercommunity HF network that preceded the introduction ofreliable and affordable

telephone service in the region, and also supported the uses of portable 'trail radios' to

maintain communication between hunters and trappers in the bush and their home

communities. When Bell satellite telephone service was extended to the region,

Wawatay provided native language operators for monolingual native speakers making
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hng distance calls or doing business with Bell. The society supported the development

of community radio and was involved in early interactive satellite experiments linking

community stations. Wawatay ventured into radio and television network production in

the 1980s, actively pursuing creative distribution and funding agreements with federal

and provincial bureaucracies and public and private broadcasters. This organization has

been involved in almost evey area of extension of communications technology to native

people in the region. In the cases where it has not actively directed the introduction,

development and native control of media, il has acted as an advocate for the interest of

the ccmmunities in the planning and policies of mainstream communications institutions.

In this respect Wawatay can be seen as representative of aboriginal communication

strategies in Canada and is a valuable source of data for research in the field.

The social characteristics of the communities of Nishnawbe-Aski and the history

of cultural contact in the region are also in many ways indicative of the historical

patterns of relations between natives and non-natives discussed in the first two chapters.

The aboriginal people in this area were engageJ in the fur trade at its height, they signed

Treaty Nine after the turn of the century, converted to Christianity in the same period but

most permanent settlements were forrned only in the last forly or fifty years, when

federal schools were established. The aboriginal political organization in the region,

Nishnawbe-Aski Nation " has been pursuing land claims for six bands that were never

'Throughout this chapter 1have used the terrn 'Nishnawbe-Aski' ('the people's land') to
designate the Treaty Nine region in particular and Northwestern Ontario in general. 1
have used 'Nishnawbe-Aski Nation' (NAN) to refer to the representative polilical body by
that name made up of the band Chiefs of the Treaty Nine region.
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granted reserves and negotiating self-government agreements with federal and provincial

govemments. ln the northern eommunities that Wawatav serves, the use of abori~inal. -
languages is almost universal. Most people speak Ojibway, OjiCree or Cree as their lirst

language and these are among the most widely spoken or 'representative' aboriginal

languages in Canada. Yet younger adults and children have been educated in English and

recent exposure to television may have some impact on thc vitality of native languages.

From a broad perspective, Wawatay serves communities that have experienced some of

the historical and cultural changes characteristic ofmore southerly aboriginal

populations, but are also in many ways similar to the most remote groups of Inuit or

Dene in the Northwest Territories. Wawatay, along with other aboriginal-controllcd

institutions in Nishnawbe-Aski, has been at the centre of mediating both internai and

external politieal, economic, social and cultural processes of change which havc rel~ntly

been converging in the region. As the site of a case-study, Wawatay provides a model of

the evolving relation between communication and aboriginal self~deterl11ination.

The history of social and political organization in Nishnawbe-Aski situates

Wawatay, at the regionallevel, between federal and provincial communications

progra;ns and policies and community communication needs and politics. The region's

aborigina! communities are small but independent and are now developing clear agendas

for local development in health, education, communication and other areas of

community infrastructure. Thirty-two community radio stations receive and re-broadcast

Wawatay Radio Network, and each band or First Nation in NAN is a member of

Wawatay Native Communications Society and appoints a delegate to e!ect the Board of
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Directors of the Society. From the discussion of the historical and political contexts of

aboriginal media developed in the last four chapters, Wawatay can be located at the

centre of national, regional and local configurations of communications technologies and

policies, political institutions and stratel,>ies, and discursive or ideological fields (Figure

1). These different forces impinge upon Wawatay's own history, present organization and

future d~velopment. As these forces shift over time and at different levels, Wawatay

must respond by adapting its own communication strategies.

The complex political and communication context within which Wawatay

functions is not always immediately apparent in the everyday functioning of the Society.

But national events such as the 1990 elimination of the Native Communications Program

and cuts to the NNBAP have serious longterm ramifications for Wawatay, resulting in

the end of the Trail Radio rentaI and maintenance program while creating a greater need

for advertising revenue to support the Wawalay News and WRN. Wawatay's partnership

with the Northem Nishnawbe Education Council in delivering Wahsa distance education

programs to the region alters Wawatay's technological and financial infrastructure while

contributing to community control over education and acting as a catalyst for the creation

of other types of adult education and training using the same methods. These are just two

examples of how the Society must be seen as embedded within a larger social, political

and historical context, responding to decisions made by the federal Cabinet, informed by

deeply entrenched colonial attitudes, and to decisions made by parents and students

about their educational future grounded in the desire for a culturally appropriate and

community-controlled education system.
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T:le case study to be presented in this chapter begins with an analysis of two other

research studies that explore aboriginal communication in the region and also frame the

development ofWawatay (1974 -1990) prior to my own research. Hudson (1974a:

1974b) emphasizes the processes ofpopular planning for communications and regional

development but is less concemed with communication as an aspect of cultural po\itics.

Valentine (1990) provides a community perspective with careful focus on local

discourses and cultural contexts, but \ittle attention to macro- processes and external

forces of national policy, çoionial histories or regional devclopment. My analysis draws

upon elements l'rom both these previous studies, supporting Hudson's proposition that

communication strategies play a central role in political organization and Valentinc's

thesis that new means of communication are incorporated into existing cultural codes

and social relations in aboriginal communities. The case study developed here will

follow in the path ofthis previous research in showing both how communication is an

important aspect of self-detennination in Nishnawbe-Aski and how communication

practices are transformed by traditional values, social relations and ways of knowing in

aboriginal communities. In addition, this study contributes an analysis of the relation of

media us,~ to the expression of national and regional and local aboriginal identities.

have tried to see how Wawatay mediates between the net'ds and constraints of

communities, local cultures and languages while engaging in regional initiatives toward

selt~government and participating in national and provinci<11 aboriginal communications

policies and programs. While this case study outlines these various external forces

acting upon Wawatay, it concentrates on the int(;mal mandate, principlcs and formai
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rGHtic..~1 In&iitution Communications Discursive Frame
Context

Federal am! National or provincial NNBAP, CRIC, IV Bureaucratie norms,
Provincial Level policies and Ontario, CROP colonial residues and

bureaucracies aboriginal politics.

Aboriginal agencies Wawatay Native Regional and treaty
Regional Level and policies in NAN Communications organization and self-

Society govemment.

Community Leve! Band councils, local Grassroots control
policies and initiatives Community radio and community

development.

Figure 1
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organization ofthe Society, the views of the people who work there and the various

strategies developed in response to the sometimes contradictory and conflic'; lIg demands

it faces. Wawatay will thus be viewed as a site of cultural politics; an instituti0" where

local languages and cultures and individual and collective identities intersect with larger

networks of power.

The chapter will begin by briefly tracing the cultural, social and political history

of the people of Nishnawbe-Aski after initial contact with whites, from the period of

early relations with traders and missionaries to the signing of Treaty Nine. The role of

tradiüonal chiefs and of band council govemments will be discussed as will the

emergence of Grand Council Treaty Nine, later Nishnawbe-Aski Nation. Tribal councils

and autonomous aboriginal institutions in the areas of health, education and child welfare

are now forming the foundations of self-government in the region. The languages and

dialects in the communities that Wawatay serves will be mapped out and the extent of

English use and literacy in English and syl!abics will be described. Before moving into a

discussion ofWawatay itself, 1 will take up the two other research studies mentioned

above in order to show how my own research draws upon and diverges from them

theoretically and methodologically. The bulk of the chapter is then devoted to a portrayal

ofWawatay, beginning with its historical development and the emergence of specifie

communication strategies in each of the several media that the Society uses -- HF and

trail radio, telephone, print, community radio, and satellite radio and television networks.

The community radio managers training program will be examined in depth as an

example ofWawatay's strategie negotiation ofcommunity needs, regional program
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production demands and provincial funding opportunities.

Having sketched the Society's developmental history, the case study proceeds to

contrast Wawatay's formaI structures and principles as expressed in various documents

with informaI structures and processes as suggested in accounts of personal values, codes

of conduct, management practices and modes of decision-making. Fol1owing this,

program production practices are analyzed in comparison to mainstream media practices,

but also in reference to the unique demands of communicating to aboriginal audiences

and communities. The case study will then take up the question of identity from several

different perspectives. Il suggests that Wawatay has been part of a general trend toward a

consolidated regional identity ,n Nishnawbe-Aski. It also advances the possibility that

Wawatay staff: as communicators, see themselves in the role oftranslating between the

old and new and between internaI and external definitions of identity. This section will

consider the question of audience; Wawatay's relation to its listeners and viewers and

audience response and demand to Wawatay programs. For this discussion, 1 have made

use of some of the quantitative measures compiled in Wawatay's audience surveys, but

also suggest other means of thinking about audience as community.

The final section examines Wawatay as an institution in transition and takes

account of some of the most apparent external forces acting upon the Society's ability to

tùlfil its mandate to NAN members and to respond to pressures of change in the region.

Here a historical perspective on the relation between communication and political

development in Nishnawbe-Aski is most useful. After twenty years, Wawatay's relation

to po!itical organizations in the region has definitely evolved, but it remains committed
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to self-detennination in the region, within its O\\TI sphere of activity. Changes in the

economic conditions of aboriginal broadcasting and to the communications environment

within which Wawatay functions have triggered internaI changes, as Wawatay examines

means of increasing commercial and other revenues and turns its attention to the need for

extended training and professional development for its staff. The case studv concludes bv- -

taking a step back l'rom the regional situation of Wawatay and its responses 10 local and

national pressures, to consider the changing role ofregional native communications

societies in general. It considers their function as public broadcasters, their role in cross

cultural education and their ambiguous relation to national aboriginal politics and

communication strategies. Finally, the study concludes by suggesting some broad

interpretations of the signitkance of ,:.e case study in contributing to the understanding

of identity, culture and power outlined in the previous chapter and raises questions which

remain unanswered while suggesting further direction:, for research.

1. Historical contexts of communication in Nishnawbe-Aski

Nishnawbe-Aski is an area of 400,000 square kilometres in which there are forty-

five communities of Cree and Ojibway people whose forbears signed Trealy Nine. Thesc

villages are scattered across the most northerly part of present day Ontario, along the

coasts of Hudson and James Bay, l'rom Manitoba to the Québec border and south to the

CN Railline between Toronto and Winnipeg. Although there were Hudson Bay

Company trading posts throughout the region l'rom the nineteenth .-:entury, the aboriginal

occupants of the Arctic watershed and boreal forest in this part of Canada maintained a
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nomadic life weil into the present century, spending the winter in family hunting and

trapping areas and converging in larger groups at fishing spots during the warmer

months. Prior to 1900, except for occasional contact with HEC traders and Anglican

missionaries, the people ofthis region did not make major changes in their way oflife

that lndians to the west and to the south had made as a result of the influx of white

senlers, farmers or prospectors. The federal and provincial governrnents only saw the

need to negotiate a treaty in the region when a new railway (the National

Transcontinental, later CN) was planned with a route north of Lake Nipissing and as

seulement began to extend north of the limits of the Robinson Treaty made \Vith Ojibway

along the shores of Lake Superior in 1850 (Zaslow 1981 :226). The lands to be ceded

were partIy in Ontario, but the territory north of the Albany River was in the Keewatin

District of the Northwest Territories until 1912. In 1905 provincial and federal

representatives on the Treaty Commission met with the Cree along the James Bay Coast

and the Ojibway along both sides of the Albany River, in 1906 the bands most easily

reached north of the CP line along the Superior shore were approach"d. By the end of

that season, 130,000 square miles had been ceded, 2,962 Indians had signed the treaty

and received annuity payments offour dollars each (ibid). Those bands that were most

exposed to white incursions on the southem edge and along the James Bay coast quickly

took up reserves. At Chapleau and Long Lac in the southeastem part of the region, many

Indians began to work on the CP, on construction of the CN and as packers and guides

for the HBC and Revillon Freres fur traders (Zaslow 1981 :234). But the bands in the

interior continued their mi!:,'ratory way of life, and several who had not been party to the
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original 1905 Treaty did not come under federal jurisdiction until adhesions made in

1910 and 1929.

The Hudson Bay Company had been trading along the coast of Hudson Bay and

James Bay since the mid-eighteenth century and had established several permanent or

summer posts inland. Rifles and steel traps were traded to the Indians for beaver pelts

and these tools were accepted as a means ofmaking life easier and more productive

(Valentine 1990:33). While missionaries settled in coastal Cree communities weil before

the tum of the century, the Ojibway living in the interior regions did not convert to

Christianity until after 1900. As Valentine (1990: 190) points out, the northem Ojibway

were first introduced to Christianity not by white missionaries, but by a Cree preacher

William Dick, who settled in Big Truut Lake around 1900 and travelled among the

northem bands training catechists using the Cree bible in syllabics. Unlike the southern

Ojibway, the northern groups did not practice the complex healing rituals associated with

the Midewiwin and Valentine suggests that their practice ofChristianity was

comprehensive although not an exact replica of Euro-Canadian Christianity.

As sorne bands began to take up reserves after 1905 and create settlements near

trading posts and in other places where they had always hunted and camped, they came

under the jurisdiction of the Indian Act. For the bands that were still living in semi

permanent camps and travelling to hunting territories for the winter months, the final

impetus to build permanent settlements came in the early 1960s with universal education

legislation and mandatory attendance at federal schools (Valentine 1990:30). Because

communities in Nishnawbe-Aski came under the jurisdiction of the federal govemment
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after sorne of the more repressive praetices oflndian administration in Canada had

diminished, they may have maintained more political autonomy than many southern

aboriginal groups. Also, in comparison to federal intervention in the Arctic, wnere Inuit

wcre relocated to large pre-built selliements often unrelated to their traditional kin

groupings, the Cree and Ojibway ofthis area sellied where they wanted to, built their

own houses and maintained traditional family networks and pallerns of social and

politica! organization. Hudson (1974a:50) suggests that the Indian Act band councils in

the region worked through the previous system ofhereditary leadership and so the impact

of government intervention on the decision-making structures in communities was less

intrusive than it might have been.

ln most selliements the HEC played a central role, running the only store, buying

furs from local trappers, dispensing welfare payments and often operating postal and

telephone services where they existed (Hudson 1974a:56). As the band governments

became more autonomous, administrative control in the communities was assumed by

the band office. By 1974, Hudson noted the presence of strong chiefs and councils in

communities which had successfully organized local fishing co-operatives, operated fish

camps, and owned airplanes. She points out that the band councils were the sole

representative political institutions in the northern communities and chief and councillors

were usually drawn from among older and respected men with traditionalleadership

qualities (Hudson 1974a:132). ln the 1970s, these leaders were beginning to act as

collective ,pokesmen to governments on behalf of the people in region, but; "Their

aspirations may in many ways be traditional in that they want to improve life in the
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villages but not change it substantially" (Hudson 1974b:52). The emergence of

identifiable regional interests was in part an effect of the government's treatment of the

communities as a single entity and of the recognition in politically active communities

like Sandy Lake, Big Trout Lake, and Fort Hope that some shared understanding and

common approach would be necessary if negotiations with various levels of governmefit

were to come to any positive results. The formation of Grand Council Treaty Nine in

1973 with offices in Timmins and Sioux Lookout was a result of this growing awareness.

ln the next two decades, the number of political organizations at the regional and

locallevel multiplied rapidly. Grand Council Treaty Nine became Nishnawbe-Aski

Nation and as the main representative body in the region signed a 'Memorandum of

Agreement' with the federal and provincial governments in 1984. This agreement

allowed NAN to begin negotiations for reserve lands for six bands that had not taken up

reserves under the treaty and establish the basis for self-government in the areas of lands

and resources, social services, policing, education, housing, legal services and justice. On

the question oflands and resources an 'Interim Agreement' was recently reached in order

to address specifie land use issues until a final settlement of aboriginalland rights in the

region could be reached. Under this agreement resource companies cannot begin any

development on Crown Lands in Northern Ontario without first consulting NAN and the

band within whose area the deveIopment would take place and securing their agreement

before timber or mining licences will be granted (Peters cited in WNCS 199 Jb:72).

Self-governed institutions now exist in several of the areas covered under the

Memorandum of Agreement, including Tikinagan, a family and child welfare agency that
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serves NAN First Nations, various education autt.ürities and councils including the

Northem Nishnawbe Education Council that controls education in twelve ofthe northem

NAN communities which receive Wahsa distance education programming, and the Sioux

Lookout First Nations Health Authority which is beginning to take over sorne health care

services at the community and regionallevel. In the area of economic development,

NAN is involved in the Nishnawbe-Aski Development Fund providing start-up loans for

aboriginai business ventures while Canadian Employment a:ld Immigration Centres

throughout the region each have Aboriginal Management Boards which control the

allocation ofjob training funds through federal programs to local communities. Many of

these aboriginal agencies have taken over responsibility for programs from the federal or

provincial governments and have developed new ones to suit the needs of the remote

communities. Services are often provided on the basis of formaI agreements made with

each First Nation.

ln the last decade, severa! tribal councils have been formed in the region, sharing

jurisdiction with other agencies in sorne areas, but making their own agreements with

provincial and federal bureaucracies in others. The councils are organized on the basis of

geographic proximity, linguistic bonds or other cornmon interests. The Mushkegowuk

Council, for instance, acts on behalf of the coastal Cree communities ofPeawunuck,

Attawapiskat, Kashechewan, Fort Albany and Moose Factory. Shibogama First Nations

represents a group of interior OjiCree communities including Kingfisher Lake,

Wunnumin, Wapekeka, and Wawakapewin. Windigo Tribal Council represents a more

westerly group of OjiCiee communities and the Independent First Nations Alliance
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includes Big Trout and three other communities. Sorne of the larger communities like

Sandy Lake are not members of tribal councils. One cornmunity, Kasabonika Lake,'

entered into lndian and Northern Affairs Canada's "Community-based Self Government

Negotiations" in Apri11993. The INAC program involves fifteen abo.,inal

communities and is intended to produce models of band-specifie self-govermnent

legislation in each case.

From the above description, the complexity ofpoiiticai development in

Nishnawbe-Aski becomes apparent. NAN has a c1ear agenda for future self-government

negotiations encompassing 1.) the creation of autonomous lndian institutions Iike the

Health Authority: 2.) the review of all relevant provincial and federallegislation relating

to Indians such as Ontario's Chi/d a/1(/ /Cami/y Service Ac! under which Tikinagan is

recognized as a 'customary care' agency or the Broadcas!ing Ac! which affirms the righl

to native broadcasting, 3.) the amendment oflegislation to include lndian specifie

legislation; 4.) the creation ofparallel federal and provinciallegislation to enable

Nishnawbe-Aski self-government similar to the .lames Buy (.·ree-Nusku/,i Ac! (Morris

cited in WNCS 1991 b:73). Unlike the contexts in which the Cree-Nuskapi Ac! emerged,

however, legal codes, autonomous institutions and regional political structures are being

built slow!y and carefully in Nishnawbe-Aski. The region is under no immediate threat of

major enerh'y or resource development and so NAN and its member communities have

time to develop the possibility that, as regional representative to the Chiers orOntario

Gordon Peters put it; "our own styles ofbeing able to make decisions are things that

we're comfortable with within those [lndian] governments so that we're able to have
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some peace within our communities as those decisions are being taken ... and people are

directly involved in the decision-making process" (WNCS 1991 b: 10). ln the meantime.

the NDP govemment in Ontario created a twenty million dollar capital works prog"Jm

for building basic infrastructure on reserves including sanitation, sewer and water

systems, electrification, roads and housing projects. But as Peters (WNCS 1991 b: 12)

suggests, this initiative is long overdue and should not be seen as a substitute for dealing

with the substantive issues of self-government, treaty rights, land rights and new

relationships with governments.

Wawatay serves a region that has experienced extensive political change and one

that is linguistically div~rse. The languages and dialects of the region arc classified by

anthropologists as 'Algonquian' a category which includes Cree and Ojibway as weil as

eastern aboriginallanguage groups like Micmac, Montagnais and 1nnu. Cree speaking

communities can be found from the foothills of the Rockies across the three prairie

provinces, east to include the Mistassini Cree in northern Québec. The Cree communities

in this region are mainly concentrated at the mouths of major rivers flowing into James

Bay and Hudson's Bay, and speak the Swampy Cre'.: dialect, one that is closely related to

Ojibway (Valentine 1990:36). Wawatay's Cree-language programming originatr:s l'rom

Moose Factory, the most southeasterly of the five coastal communities. Ojibway groups

are also located to the west, east and south of Nishnawbe-Aski and have been designated

as Saulteaux, Chippewa, OtLwa, Alonquin, Nippissing, Mississauga, OjiCree and even

Cree by anthropologists and by the groups themselves. Valentine diseusses the variety of

dialects of Ojibway within Nishnawbe-Aski and l'rom among at leastten dialects in ail,
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she identifies Severn Ojibway in the most northerly part of the region, Berens Ojibway to

the south and west of Severn, and Northwestern and North Superior dialectics in the

central and southern parts respectively (See Figure 2). ::>evern Ojibway contains two sub

dialectics, Western and Eastern or Winisk. Valentine remarks that while in 1981, many

Severn Ojibway speakers identified their language as 'Cree' in English, now the more

common designation is 'OjiCree.' Speakers recognize that while their language shares

sorne linguistic features with Cree, through exposure to other Cjil.'".'Iay dialects carried on

Wawatay broadcasts they may be "shifting their linguistic identity more towards Ojibwe

than Cree" (Valentine 1990:27). Because Severn Ojibway or 'OjiCree' is quite distinctive,

it seems to be quite commQn to refer to it as a separate language. Of almost 20,000

people who identified Ojibway as their first language in a survey in 1985,8,000 of-hose

speak OjiCree and live in the NAN region (Valentine 1990:24).

A few comments on the use of English in Nishnawbe-Aski and the extent of

English and native literacy in the region wiII further establish the context in which

Wawatay emerged and developed. In the community of Kingfisher Lake where Valentine

did the bulk ofher research in 1987, most women over the age ofthirty-five were

monolingual native speakers, while only men who had worked outside the community

used Er,glish at aIl. The age b'l"OUP betweel; iifteen and thirty-five were functionally

bilingual as a result of education in English, but most had no reason to use English aside

from thase in a few band office, store or church positions which required regular contact

\\~th non-natives. Valentine (1990:100) suggests that, "This strategie use ofbilinguals in

band council and store positions insulates the rest of the community from having to learn
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English." In Kingfisher Lake, OjiCree is the language of the home. Aithough school is

taught in English from the first grade, children do not normally speak English beyond the

level ofisolated words and phrases, even in the classroom (Valentine, 1990:93). There is

sorne evidence however that Kingfisher may be an exception, or that patterns of language

use may be changing, as a study conducted fûr Wawatay in 1988 by A-Nee-Kish

Communications showed that in families where the parents were under thirty, only half

ofthese spoke the native language exclusively at home. The authors of the survey suggest

that while the spoken and written native languages are sirong among the older people,

and the spoken language is still commonly used among the middle-aged group, the

youngest members of the five communities surveyed used English and the native

languages equall:; (ANK 1988:np). Valentine (1990:129) refers however, to the stigma

attached to speaking English as a second language, placing those who speak with an

accent or with non-standard usage at a disadvantage. This, combined with the fact that

children who did leave the community to attend boarding schools in the 1960s and '70s

were often prevented from using their native languages at ail, results in a situation whcrc

many will not volunteer knowledge of English when outsiders visit the community, an

instance in which OjiCree is used as a means of'noncommunication' (Valentine

1990:95).

From formai education in English, many native speakers in the region can read

English even ifthey do not speak it often, and so will buy English reading material

(Valentine 1990:129). Wawatay Nev.." articles which are printed in English and syllabics

are usually written in English and then translated, so those who can often read the
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English versions. Besides the newspaper, Wawatay publishes a number of documents in

syllabics, but the heaviest use of the written versions of native languages is for religious

texts. Phonetic symbol systems for oral aboriginallanguages were first invented by an

Anglican missionary in Norway House, Manitoba, and by the end of the nineteenth

century the Bible and prayer books had been translated into several different syllabic

versions. Valaskakis' (l992a:67) argument in regard to syllabic use in the Inuit context

may also hold for the wri!ten versions of Cree and OjiCree. She suggests that: "Inuit

culture became associated with the communication medium over which Inuit maintained

control: syllabic writing. Because this technique for writing the Inuit language was

limited largely to Christian communication, secuIar documents ofInuit culture and

society did not appear in the post-contact period. Inuit wrote no historical documents, no

community policies, no precedents in law, and no educational material." While sorne of

the types of documents that Valaskakis mentions here are now produced in Cree and

Ojibway syllabics, the association of syllabics with religious texts in conjunction with the

declining native literacy rates among the younger generation may make it more difficult

to adapt the written language to contemporary non-religious uses. Many younger native

leaders are nuent speakers oftheir native language, communicate competently in written

English, but are often not able to read or write syllabics. Written English texts are also

the means by which information flows between aboriginal institutions and olher

govemments. But because elders play a significant role in many new institutions and in

community initiatives and because most speak or read little English, the key documents

necessary for decision making are usually translated. Wawatay's Board of Directors for
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instance produces minutes of its meetings in syllabics first, which are only later

translated into English if necessary. Reversing the trend in declining syllabic use may

lequire a concerted effort to use the written forms of aboriginallanguages as the working

language of govemment, and educational and social institutions. This would be a major

challenge to aboriginal institutions in Nishnawbe-Aski at present, especially when human

and financial resources are already often stretched to the limit.

ln this section, 1 have very briefly sketched sorne of the predominant historical,

social and cultural features ofNishnawbe-Aski. As an outsider's account, it traces the

main points of contact between the indigenous populations of the region and newcomers.

This reflects the main emphasis ofthis dissertation on communication in the context of

cultural contact and change, but it also reflects the fact that most of the written historical

accounts ofNishnawbe-Aski have been produced by non-natives. First Nations are now

beginning to produce permanent audio and video records of the oral histones and

traditions of their communities and as these are circulated within aboriginal çommunities

and beyond them, the conditions within which and the means by which aborigin", people

are represented are changing. The rest ofthis chapter is concemed with how and in what

directions these 'conditions of possibility' of representation are being altered.

2. Communication in Nishnawbe-Ask.i; existing research.

The perspective developed in this case study ofWawatay departs from two earlier

approaches to communication and culture in Nishnawbe-Aski. ln this section 1will

highlight the main assumptions ofthese approa,.:hcs in order to contrast them with the
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concems of the present study. Heather Hudson's (1974a) evaluation of the Northem Pilot

Project (NPP) was discussed in Chapter Three as it related to the development of

national aboriginal communications policy. 1would like to briefly reconsider this

research now in an assessment of the model of communication, political development

and culture that it employs.

Hudson uses development educator Paulo Freire's analysis of political

organization among marginal and subjugated !,'TOUPS as an illustration of the 'awareness-

action' process '. She suggests that the NPP was based on the assumption that; "People

need access to information to become aware oftheir collective condition, oftheir status

in the larger society and of means they can use to change their condition" (Hudson

1974b:37). Thus 'awareness' did precede 'action' in the Treal)' Nine region, as the HF

network was used to circulate information necessary to initiate the processes of political

change. In this sense the radio system was part of a 'development program' for the region,

as the first board ofWawatay made c1ear in their briefto Minister of Communications

Gerald Pelletier requcsting operating funds for the newly-formed Society (Hudson

1974a:236). ln viewing the NPP as a development communication project, Hudson

argues that it was a viable model for participatory communications planning beginning

from locally defined needs applicable to ail communities, notjust native communities.

2 ln l'edagogy ot'the Oppressed Freire is primarily engaged in the desi!,'11 ofliteracy and
education programs for liberation. He insists that members of oppressed groups, in
becoming fully and critically conscious of the elements oftheir oppression, are able to
'intervene in reality.' His notion of'conscientintion' thus describes the simultaneous
process of deepening awareness through dialogic education and the initiation of change
through 'cultural ~ction' (Freire 1970: 100-1 0 1).
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According to this perspective, culture is a 'variable' which influences communication

needs, but "the underlying cornmon denominator is communication rather than culture"

(1974b:18).

While 1agree that the NPP would have made a viable model for community

media planning in other Canadian communities, the reasons why the Project had such an

influential effect on the development of aboriginal media projects and yet had linle

application outside aboriginal communities need to be tOxplored. There are a number of

possible explanations for this, but one might be that the NPP's participatory approach to

communication development and planning is more effective in native communities due

to social and cultural differences, including a consensual style of decision-making and a

high degree of accountability of leaders to their communities. 1 would extend Hudson's

suggestion that culture is an important variable in defining communication needs to

argue that culture is an important variable in how communication needs are defined. The

processes by which priorities are determined and met may be unique to native

communities. These differences are a function of community size, history, social

organization and cultural values and codes of conduct. Hudson places more emphasis on

the participatory nature of the Pilot Project than she does on the structures of

participation and accountability at würk i!'l native communities. It may be the interaction

between the internaI and external structures that produced the ultimate effects of the

Project.

NPP fieldworkers were sensitive to the need for placing communications

planning 'in the hands of the people'. They established a partnership with the Sioux
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Lookout Friendship and Communications Centre which had direct links to the northem

communities and the priorities of the SLFCC then supplanted those ofDOC in planning

for communications in the region (Hudson 1974a:72). Once the inih"~assurance had

been made that aspirations oflocaI residents would be recognized and they would be

involved in planning the HF system, selecting sites, installing, maintaining and operating

equipment the project was successful not only in transferring skills to community

members but creating the conditions in which future communications initiatives could be

launched by them.

The most pressing communications need expressed by the chiefs at the outset of

the Project in 1972, was for improved inter-community communication under their

control and for local dissemination of information through low-power FM radio stations.

The chiefs were involved with the Rotarians of Sioux Lookout in planning a Native

Friendship Centre for the town, and they wanted it to inc1ude a communications centre

with direct links to the remote northem communities (Hudson 1974a:57). Where public

Bell radio-telephone existed in communities, it was not generally accessible to native

residents for several reasons; the location of the radios in administrative buildings and

operation by non-natives, the cost of long distance calis, and the routing of calls through

operators in Kenora who did not speak native languages. Other HF links between

communities were privately operated by govemment agencies, and so not available for

everyday use. The NPP HF network provided a dedicated channel for intercommunity

use. With base stations located in band offices or native homes the radios were a quick

and economical means of carrying out administrative tasks, sharing information, making
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emergency contact and visiting with distant friends and famil)'.

Hudson's research shows that the HF network was used for ail of these things, was

also an effective source of political communication as community leaders used il to

make plans, communicate between main reserves and smaller 'satellite communities,'

discuss decisions and events and prepare a unified position prior to meetings with

government officiais or contact with MPPs and MPs (1974a: 14,85). Hudson compares

this strategic political use of the system with the primarily social use of a similar system

which had been set up in Keewatin Inuit commWlities. She further suggests that use of

the HF network in Nishnawbe-Aski contributed to a collective movement l'rom kil' and

community-based identilies to a wider regionaI and treaty-based self-definition. Without

attributing this movement solely to the increased flow of information generated by the

radio network, Hudson points out that a regional identity was reinforced by the

government tendency to treat the disparate communities as belonging to a single blTOUP

and by political dcvelopments like the creation of Grand Council Treaty Nine (1974b:46;

1974a:96). While regional identity may in part be 'inscribed l'rom without' as an effect of

the historical pattern of contact, treaty-making and central administration it is also an

identity thatthe people ofNishnawbe-Aski have self-consciously recognized and

affirmed. The awareness of shared problems and interests, the expanded horizons that

emerged from increased contact and information exchange between communities and the

national articulation of aboriginal rights and rejection of the White Pape,.'.\" liberal

agenda may ail have contributed to new formations of identity in the region. As Hudson

(1 974b:46) argues, this collective perspective was indicated in the rei'erence by leaders to
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'their people,' by which; "they no longer mean people as the members oftheir respective

bands, but 'the people of the North,' meaning Northern Ontario." From this case study of

Wawatay, it will become apparent that regional native identity is a central aspect of

communications and political development in Nishnawbe-Aski, but has by no means

replaced kin, community, linguistic or cultural identities, nor does it preclude national

and international identification as aboriginal people. These multiple locations of identity

come into play and are redefined as people in the region determine who they are, both in

relation to the outside world and VJ one another.

Hudson extends Freire's awareness-actiOi, :nodel and develops an analysis of

leadership attributes in the region in order to establish the link between communication

and politics. Assuming that "access to information is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for the action process" (1974b:39) she goes on to suggest other conditions that

underpinned political organization in the region. One is the expression of a collective

regional identity discussed above, a second is the articulation of common objectives,

another is the formation of a repreoentative political body and the one in which Hudson is

most interested is the emergence of motivated leaders. She develops a typology of

leadership qualities in order to explain how isolated and scattered groups are able to

unite around common goals, challenge existing paternalistic or repressive structures of

authority and practices of marginalization and initiate substantive political and social

change. Again comparing Northwestern Ontario to the Keewatin, Hudson argues that

Nishnawbe-Aski communities were at a 'u..ke-offpoint.' They had begun to achieve a

degree of common purpose, but had little awareness of the external forces acting upon
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them: "At this point the leader recognizes that he represents a constituency with shared

needs and will use communication to seek solutions. However, his contacts will be

limited generally to his peers and he will interact only minimally with the extemal

environment" (Hudson 1974b:43 ). This Hudson refers to as purposive or strategie media

use.

ln her research, Hudson is primarily concemed with the political use of

communications media, and less with its cultural uses and impacts. She dismisses c1aims

that the introduction of new technologies will 'annihilate cultures and lifestyles,' arguing

that as long as technologies are adequately controlled by native people, they become a

means to an end, and that end may in fact be the maintenance oftraditional activities and

communal values along with positive changes that people want (Hud~on 1974b: 163).

From my own findings, 1would suggest that the appropriation oftechnolùgies is not

always so straightforward as Hudson indicates, that communications technologies have

been designed for quite different ends than the kind that aboriginal communities are

seeking and that there is always a dialectical tension between technolof,'Y and tradition in

which both are transfonned.

While 1agree with Hudson that early media use and development in Nishnawbe

Aski was motivated by the need for political change, 1 have argued that with the

emergence of an increasingly diverse and complex political environment, Wawatay as a

communications institution has had to maintain a certain distance from political

strategies. At the same time, Hudson's approach cannot entirely account for tht' early and

ongoing engagement ofWawatuy in the development of native language, oral traditions
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and cultural values and practices. Il can be argued that the people ofNishnawbe-Aski see

Wawatay primarily as a cultural institution, and that its function in enabling political

communication is part ofthis broader mandate.

Valentine takes up the cultural aspects of media use in one community and

focusses on communications media and language use. The larger subject ofher research

concems various forms of public communication in Kingfisher Lake as 'natural'

discourse. 1 want to comment in part on Valentine's method and in part on her findings in

assessing the contribution she makes to an understanding of communication strategies in

aboriginal communities. Valentine's method is based on the 'collection ofnaturally

occurring discourses,' by which she means speech events, dialogues or monologues,

occurring in public contexts such as church services, radio programs, or meetings. She

refers to these as 'naturally-occurring' because they are not examples of language (or the

social practice oflanguage which is discourse) that have been prompted or elicited by an

anthropologist's questioning. In this way she hopes to more accurately represent native

language use and to avoid the problem of the anthropological interview in which

informants tend to respond to the 'perceived interests' of the interviewer by providing

what they think are the 'right' answers (Valentine 1992:116; 1990:216,218). Valentine

suggests that the imposition of an extemal framework of interpretation or analysis on the

discourses collected is both unethical and disrespectful. She introduces her research by

saying "... in recognition ofmyrole as cultural outsider, 1 have often chosen description

over generalization or symbolic analysis. 1consider this an ethical decision which has

arisen out of my deep respect for the Native peoples" (Valentine 1990: 15). Valentine's
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concerns are valid, but 1 have questioned the means by which she has chosen to address

them.

Clearly, her problem is finding a position from which to speak about aboriginal

culture, and a desire to avoid misrepresentation and objectification. But the method of

selecting, transcribing and translating discourses does not necessarily bring her any

closerto "the essence of the Ojibwe language" (1990:218) because of the external

criteria with which the significance ofthese discourses has been determined and their

insertion into the disciplinary norms of anthropolob'Y- The 'collection' of discourse is nol

so very different from the 'collection' of artifacts, and even the mere description ofthese

'discourse-objects' occurs from a point ofview that is clearly not the native point ofview.

Aside from this, Valentine engages in extensive analysis and interpretation of the

discourses she has collected without acknowledging il. Non-native readers of the

dialogues and monologues transcribed are provided with a considerable amount of

contextual information concerning the relations between speakers; between people of

different generations and genders, between leaders and their constituents, between

preachers and congregation, between Cree speakers and OjiCree speakers. This

information is not found in the transcribed discourses which by them3elves can be quile

'cryptic' (Valentine 1990:74). Interpretations are provided for a non-native audience

based on Valentine's observations of community life. In this respect, the observational

and representational modes of conventional ethnography remain unchallenged. The

people of Kingfisher Lake may or may not share Valentine's interpretations of social

relations and social change derived from this analysis of their forms of public
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communication, but since she speaks for them to her non-native audience on this

subject, we cannot know whether this is so.

On the question of method then, J would suggest that it is neither disrespectful

nor unethical to engage in the analysis of native discourse or the interpretation of native

culture, as long as the analystlinterpreter/researcher foregrounds the process and politics

of interpretation. The elicitation of cultural knowledge through interviews, conversations

or dialogues is methodologically valid if the resulting representations of culture are not

objectified bul understood as a provisional and collaborative production. While this case

study also involves the collection offonns ofnative-to-native public communication, it

d0P.S not pretend that there is sorne disengaged point ofview from which these can be

'described' nor that they can somehow be transparently represented outside the practices

of academic discourse. Rather J assume that the juxtaposition of 'abstract' notions of

culture, power and identity with ideas presented in interviews and written and recorded

documents is an interpretive and critical process (in the sense that Spivak intends

'crilica1' as 'practice brinb>ing theory into productive crisis'). The ethical questions may be

addressed by making one's mterpretive position as 'outsider' explicit, by taking

responsibility for one's interpretations and ensuring as much as possible that they are not

complicit with the fonns of objectification and misrepresentation that characterized

earlier forms of anthropological discourse.

Establishing a relationship in which aboriginal people are willing to share cultural

knowledge with an outsider "{equires that the conditions ofresearch and tenns of the

dialogue be made (;;;;\l'. One Wawatay staff member, in response to my admission that J
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didn't understand what he was saying about traditional models of communication,

expressed the risks and responsibilities of the relationship this way; "WeIl of course not,

that's what we have to find between you and 1 .... And where's the limitations to that?

How much do 1tell you before 1screw up? Or if! tell you something, are you going to

help me or 1am r.elping you? What's the agreement there or the understanding, where are

we going?" (Sutherland 1993).' These are questions that are not easily answered without

invoking the clichés of aboriginal ~uspicion and white liberal guilt. Suspicions are

historically justified and my own sense of complicity in colonial histories of cultural

genocide is obviously a subtext to this project. But moving through and beyond these

positions is the challenge, 50 1 have to assume that we are helping each other in order to

go forward.

Respect for native people and for native culture demands that they be accorded

,he same creative, expressive and productive possibilities as any people or culture and

are therefore subject to critical analysis and interpretation, by both outsiders and insiders.

The motivation for a research such as this is the conviction that 1and my non-native

readers have much to learn from the engagement with and interpretation of aboriginal

history and culture. To arrive al a postcolonial and critical theoretical practice means

attending carefully to the accounts that aboriginal people give of who they are and hûw

they use media and using such accounts oflocally and cu!turally situated communication

strategies to develop critiques oftheory. Resisting the urge to appropriate or further

3 ln most cases, 1 have attributed comments and responses to the speaker by name, unless
1 feel that doing so would cause unnecessary embarrassment or tension.
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marginalize these accounts requires that the 'limits to knowing' which Spivak suggests

are inherent 10 a critical philosophy be affirmed. So this study moves between the

general and narrow sense of cultural politics v.~thout proposing specific answers or

solutions.

Criticisms ofmethodological sleight-of-hand aside, Valentine's analysis of

discourse as the site of negotiations of power and social change in Kingfisher Lake and

of new media as situated within existing social relations benefits from her lengthy stay in

the community, her knowledge of the language and her effort to represent Severn Ojibwe

as a contemporary culture and a dynamic speech community. Employing models from

ethno!,'faphy of speech, Valentine argues that discourse, as the social use oflanguage,

reveals evidence of change in a society. Traces of Cree intonation in OjiCree, for

example, are often found in sermons and other religious contexts in Kingfifher, evidence

of extensive contacts with Cree society and ofthe historieal context of conversion to

Anglicanism (1991:104). In the case of 'radiophonie discourse' Valentine (1991:107)

gives one example of how the community radio station was used as a means of

contesting the structures of authority in the community and challenging existing relations

between community members. She argues that use of introduced media reproduce

existing discursive procedures which determine who may speak and in what situations,

but that it also oftèrs new opportunities, especially for young adults and leaders to

develop narrative skills and to participate in the dissemination of information and forms

of communicRtion forrnerly limited to eIders. New media do not replace the authority of

eiders, they extend the audience for their acknowledged areas of expertise and for
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traditional tales that would once have been told only i.n the family tent or cabin

(Valentine 1990:84). Valentine aq,>ues that communication networks in Kingfisher Lake

are also social networks: "By studying communication networks in Kingfisher Lake, one

discovers social networks in action, particularly in the areas of economics, politics,

religion and kinship. Information is viewed as commodity to be sharedjudiciously: he

who knows most has the most power in a situation. Even the position of eiders in the

community is tied into information as with age cornes knowledge and hence, power and

respect" (1990:45).

The discursive and communicative strategies that Valentine documents at the

community level can also be located at the regionallevel. Combining her careful

attention to the cultural codes which influence media use and her emphasis on the

'indigenization' of communications technology with Hudson's emphasis on the relation

between communication and political development helps situate the study of Wawatay as

an institution that synthesizes existing cultural knowledge, new communications

technology and development strategies. Hudson's and Valentine's research indicates that

networks of communication are coterminous with networks of power in Nishnawbe-Aski

and knowledge as 'information' circulates among communities, between communities

and regional centres like Sioux Lookout and Moose Factory, and between regional

centres and provincial and national bureaucracies and institutions. Now 1will turn to an

account of how native-controlled communication networks were designed and

implemented and how Wawatay has interpreted its responsibility to the people of NAN

within the economic, technological and bureaucratic constraints that act upon il.
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3. Wawatay Native Communications Society; emerging communication strategies in
Nishnawbe-Aski.

a. The HF radio 1letwork and the creatio1l of U'awatay.

Wawatay had its origins in the creation of the HF network under the NPP which

by the end of 1973 had funded the installation 0[24 radios. ln July ofthat year, the Sioux

Lookout Friendship and Communications Centre hired Frank Beardy as a

communications worker with the objective of establishing a communications

organization to coordinate the operation of the network. ln September a meeting of

representatives from ail the communities was held in Sioux Lookout. This b'fOUP had

first hand knowledge of the installation and operation of the radios, they elected a Board

of Directors, chose the name Wawatay which meant 'northem lights' and drew up the first

year's budget (Hudson 1974a:78). In October 1973, also under the auspices of the NPP,

the first community radio station in the region was established at Big Trout Lake and

operated by a community group Ayamowin Communications Society. The following year

the Society took over the SLFCC newsletter Keesis and renamed it the Wawalay News. ln

a two-year period the communities in the region had gone from a situation where

virtually all communications media had been monopo1ized by non-natives to a position in

which native institutions controlled a viable inter-community radio-telephone network, a

regionaJ newspaper and the first of many community radio stations.

b. TIle Wawatay News

While this case study is concerned primarily with broadcasting undertakings, the
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Wawalay News must be mentioned as among the oldest and most successful

representatives of the native press in Canada. From it~ humble beginnings in 1972, it is

nowa semi-monthly tabloid style paper distributed on aH NAN reserves, carrying

national and regional native news and community reports in English and syHabics. The

News has the most widespread audience of aH Wawatay's media and prior to the

development ofnetwork radio and television, was one of the few regular sources of

regional news in the northern communities as weil as for those outside Nishnawbe-Aski

wanting to keep abreast of developments in the region. Until 1990 the paper was

supported by a combination ofNCP funding, advertising revenue and coyer priee.

As a result of the elimination of the NCP, the paper lost $600,000 and was forced

to eliminate a reporter's position in Timmins covering the coastal Cree communities

(Koebberling 1992:69). Wawatay subsidizes the paper's rent and translation services, but

the paper is in a precarious financial position. In 1991 retail advertising in the paper

declined while revenue from institutional ads increased, but feH again in 1992

(Koebberling 1992:69; Demay 1993:92). These fluctuations point to the difficulty of

establishing a secure advertising revenue base for the paper. This was exacerbated in

1992 by the existence of two other papers in Sioux Lookout supported entirely by local

advertising and distributed free. In response, the News also eliminated the coyer priee

and is distributed without charge in Sioux Lookout and on the reserves (Demay 1993:92).

Lawrence Martin suggested that the paper's advertising revenue might be increased by

developing its readership outside the NAN reserves, but also by promoting the paper to

merchants in regional centres like Dryden and Thunder Bayas the best means of
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attracting the business of northern residents. People from the communities onen make

major purchases in these centres, and the newspaper is one of the best ways ofreaching

them. A quick glance through the News shows that certain businesses have recognized

the potential markets that exist in the communities, especia1ly in areas like building

supplies, tools and machiner)!, recreational goods and office supplies. The paper also

carries a separate section of 'native o\Vned and operated' business ads. The News is still

an important source of infonnation to people in the northern communities, and the 1992

audience survey found that 85% of respondents read it regularly, although these figures

were lower in the Cree communities, since coverage oflocal stories has declined. The

future of the vVawalay News, Iike other native papers affected by the NCP cuts, is

uncertain. Its ability to coyer a1l the communities in the region ha, already been

somewhat diminished, but it continues to be a vital element in the native-controlled

communications infrastructure in Nishnawbe-Aski.

C. Trait radio alld TrallslatapllOlle

The other two non-broadcast media that Wawatay has been involved in are trail

radio and telephone service. The portable trail radios operate on an HF channel and \Vere

purchased by Wawatay and leased to individuals or to communities for use by hunters

and trappers leaving their home communities for longjourneys into the bush. ln 1974,

the chiefs saw the need for such a system to encourage people to continue traditional

activities that often required long periods of isolation from family and entailed potcntial

risks and hardships (Minore 1987:2). The base radio \Vas monitored at specifie timcs and
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days while people were out on the land and in case of emergency, search or rescue

parties could be dispatched. Valentine (1990:54) provides evidence that the trail radios

were used for a number of other kinds of communication. Since individuals could rent or

buy the radios, they were sometimes used as an alternative to telephones for visiting,

storytelling and exchanging news. This did not preclude their use as a means of

emergency contact, but certainly indicates that they had multiple functions that creatively

extended their original design and purpose. The trail radio prol,,'Tam was another casualty

of the elimination of the NCP. Without the necessary funds, Wawatay could no longer

afford to rent or maintain the units, so ownership of existing radios was turned over to

individuals or to the communities (WNCS 1991 b:27).

Beginning in 1973, communities that had previously relied on the HF radios for

two-way communication were gradually provided with satellite telephone service. The

systems installed were costly and somewhat limited. By the end of 1974, about half a

dozen 'thin-route' telephone ground stations had been installed in remote communities at

a cost of $150,000 each, providing only two private line voice circuits per community for

long distance calls (Hudson 1974b: 17). The number of outside lines were gradually

expanded as services improved, but people would still often have to wait for an available

circuit. Non-English speakers who needed assistance placing outside calls or contact the

telephone company for service had the option of dialling the operator and upon saying

the wNd 'wawatay' were transferred to a native-language speaking 'Translataphone'

operator in Sioux Lookout who would translate and assist the caller. Valentine (1990:54)

points out that monolingual residents of Kingfisher also often asked for the assistance of
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a bilingual friend or family member in making a calI. She sugg-::sts that long distance

calls were a welcome and frequently used means of ensuring an element of interpersonal

contact in conducting business at the band office or community store. Long distance

charges sometimes become overwhelming for families because telephone use by

neighbours or the acceptance of collect calls is not usually rest,icted, and confrontations

over the bills are generally avoided (Valentine 1990:57; Howard 1993). Like trail radios,

telephones are easily incorporated into existing social networks and used as a means of

maintaining these networks over considerable northern distances. Wawatay's provision of

the Translataphone service and the translation of the Bell directory for northern

communities into syllabics made the integration of telephone use into everyday activities

much simpler, especial1y for older people.

li. Communil)' radio; local practices.

The development of community radio in Nishnawbe-Aski followed closely on the

heels of the HF network. After the first station was established at Big Trout Lake, Fort

Hope started a station in 1975 and Sandy Lake in 1976. By 1977, Wawatay had

developed a community radio package for northern communities, consisting of simple

studio equipment and a one-watt transmitter for a cost of about $3,000. Several stations

were then established in rapid succession in Osnaburgh and Muskrat Dam in 1977, in

Sachigo Lake, Kingfisher Lake, Kasabonika, Bearskin Lake, Weagamow, and

Wunnumin in 1978 and in Long Lac and Fort Severn in 1979 bringing the total number of

stations to thirteen by the time Wawatay had undertaken its first radio network
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experiment on the Hermes satellite. The local organization of community radio varied

depending on the persons involved, the structures of community control in place, the role

of the manager, ifthere was one, and other factors (Hudson 1974b:139). In ,orne cases

the manager assumed most of the responsibility for decision-making and programming,

in other cas::s there was an large group of volunteer programmeis in the community who

shared the weekly schedule. In sorne communities the station was incorporated

separately with its own directors, in others community radio was the responsibility of the

band council and ils manager an employee of the band. The latter situation led to

occasiona! conflicts between the manager's ability to report on the band council's

activities and the control exerted by the chief and councillors over the operation of the

station. In at least one instance this conflict resulted in the closure of the station (Martin

1993). Informai systems of community control are clearly at work in a case such as this

and the formai separation between the mtdia and political institutions that is the norm in

non-native communities does not necessarily have the same meaning in a small isolated

aboriginal community, where the counci! is often the only representative body (Hudson

1974b: 139). Wawatay's organization of a radio managers training program and outside

funding through CROP has been instrumental in establishing more consistent patterns of

elected boards and management standards that will ensure the stations' regular operation

and access to diverse views while formalizing existing processes of community control.

Local programming formats are also varied. The most complete account ofthe

operation ofa local station is Valentine's (1990:71-78) description ofcommunity radio in

Kingtisher Lake, sorne aspects ofwhich may be generalizeable to the rest of the region,
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others r.~t. In Kingtisher Lake in 1987, the station was operatcd locally l'rom tirst thing in

the moming to mid-evening, except for the hours that Wawatay's regional programming

was broadcast at noon and again at tive in the aftemoon. The daily schedule was

prepared the evening before by the station manager, announced throughout the evening

and posted. The next day's scheduled volunteers either heard their names announced or

were informed by someone else who had. Each hour was usually hosted by two people -

either peers of the same sex or married couples. Occasionally a respected eIder was

scheduled for an hour alone, a sign of considerable authority and honour. The ratio of

speech to music during a scheduled hour depended on the age and gender of the

volunteers. Young people said very little and played recorded music, while older people

used the hour to talk about local events or issues, travels outside the community, share a

humorous story or a joke or tell traditional winter time tales.

One other aspect of Valentine's account of community radio programming in

Kingtisher Lake lit"t is striking is the contrast between a monologic style, where each

programmer would speak into the microphone and aùdress the audience direct!y, and a

dialogic style in which two programmers converse with each other, with asides to the

audience. The evolution ofthis style, one that is familiar to Iisteners ofmainstream talk

radio but may not have been part ofthis community's repertoire of modes ofpublic

communication, came about by accident. 1have provided the following lengthy excerpt

as an illustration of Valentine's argument that new media permit the production and

reproduction of discursive procedures:
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Men and V/omen over the age of forty-five will give an hour's monologue if they
find themselves alone at (he radio station. This format was the original one which
started with the opening of the radio station, and was adhered to even when two
people sat together. Ali speakers at the station talked directly to the audience on
the other side of the microphone. The now comm0n conversational format came
about sometime after the radio station had been in use when t\vo men, one then in
his twenties and the Olher about ten years older came to the station in the midst of
moving the younger one intù a new house. The relaxed camaraderie of the joint
effort carried through the broadcast when, breaking ail precedent, they began
talking to each other sitting there in front of the live mikes. The joking interaction
became a popular format, one adopted by many of those paired up for a show, and
even by the audience as many people Iistening to their friends will call in during
with retorts, jokes, and stories which may be repea!ed or summarized for the
benefit of the general audience ... While the conversational fonnat is highly
valued, the more traditional monologue is still viewed as an important means of
imparting knowledge from eIders to younger members of the community. EIders
are scheduled for several hours each moming with the expressed intent that
through the elder's monologues, the younger people will have the opportunity to
hear and learn from stories of the old days (Valentine 1990:76).

Providing severa! instances of the use of the community radio station for the open

discussion of political issues as well as the more subtle negotiation of conflicts and

changes within the community, Valentine amply illustrates how discourse is itself a fonn

of social action (199:2: 115).

e. COnlmuni(l' radio and Wawatay Radio Network; regional programming.

From the initial development of a simple and affordable communi!y radio

package to its present involvement in training community radio managers, Wawatay has

actively promoted the development of community radio in the region. In a 1980 brief to

the Therrien Committee (CRTC 1980:25), Wawatay argued that radio was the most

relevant medium in remote communities, providing an inexpensive, simple and effective

means ofproviding communities with regular regional and national native news and
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native-language programming. At that point Wa\Vatay had taken part in the 'Ironstar'

radio network experiment, using the Hennes satellite to link Sioux LookoUI \Vith lhree

other stations, Sandy Lake, Big Trout and Fort Hope, for three months in the summer of

1978. Minore (1985:2) describes this as "the \Vorld's first interactive radio network." But

as suggested in the earlier discussion of aboriginalmedia experiments, the 'Ironstar'

project did not result in any immediate changes to satellite policy and the network

experiment could not be continued because the costs of satellite access were beyond

Wawatay's reach. In the meantime, the Society lobbied the CRTC for a national

community radio policy, for reasonable audio signal carriage rates \Vhether microwave or

satellite and for future access to television transmitters with assured provision for native

language programming (CRTC 1980:25). In the interim, before radio network

distribution was finally assured using the TVOntario audio sub-carrier, Wawatay began

distributing regional programming to the community radio stations on cassette.

Prior to the creation ofNNBAP in 1983, most ofthis regional activity was carried

on \Vith NCP funds. While local stations benefitted from the NCP Technical

Maintenance Program administered by Wawatay, they otherwise relied primarily on

community fundraising for operating funds although seventy-five per cent of initial start

up costs and equipment purchase for new stations was covered by the Ontario Ministry of

Northem Development and Mines (WNCS 1989b:np). As part of its ongoing

commitment to community radio, Wawatay organized its first conference of community

radio managers and volunteers in 1979, conducted a LEAP training project for t\Velve

community radio managers in 1982 and coordinated a Job Corps training program for 13
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community radio staff and sponsored regular community radio managers conferences

throughout the 1980s.

After some negotiation Wawatay reached an agreement with TV Ontario in 1982

to distribute regional radio netlVork pro!,'Tamming using an audio subcarrier on the

provincial broadcaster's Anik C tr~nsponder. The Society began to seek federal funding

for annual production costs. This became available in 1983 under the Northem Native

Broadcast Access Program (NNBAP) administered through Secretary of State. NNBAP

began with annuai resources of $4 million and grew at its peak b~tween 1986 and 1989

to $ )3.4 million a year, subsidizing broadcasting by thirteen regional native

communications societies. The creation ofNNBAP was partIy a response to the situation

of the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation, which was producing regional television on short

term funding from INAC, but a number of native communications societies and other

aboriginal groups, including Wawatay had been consistently lobbying for public funding

for regional production facilities. ln 1984 the distribution system for Wawatay Radio

Network (WRN) began to tàll into place. In arder for community radio stations to rective

and rebroadcast WRN, they had to have a TV Ontario downlink and a demodulator for

the audio signal. The Ontario Minist!), ofNorthem Affairs (later Northem Development

and Mines) established subsidies for the installation of satellite dishes for TV Ontario

reception in the communities and Wawatay supplied the necessary demodulators for

radio. In September of that year, Wawatay Radio Network began broadcasting ten hours

per wcek of live radio production in OjiCree and Cree from Sioux Lookout to twenty-two

cOllllllunity radio affiliates. For the majority ofthese communities, WRN was a 'first
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service,' the sole source of regional and national news. But even in larger commllnities

lü:e Big Trout Lak~ and Fort Hope where other radio choices were available, WRN

attracted sllbstantial audiences for its coverage ofregional news in native languages

(Minore 1985:17). The network occupied a niche between national public radio service

and local programming.

f. Television; training and progralll developlllellt.

Wawatay began planning for television in 1986 and applied to the Ontario

Legislative Assembly for use of the OLA channel to distribute Cree and OjiCree

programming on weekends when the Assembly was not sitting and the channel was not

in use. The Standing Committee on the Legislative Assembly approved this and ail

further Wawatay applications for use of the channel for special events broadcasting

(meetings. hockey toumaments, special live broadcasts etc.) ln order that this

programming be available in communities that did not receive the OLA channel a relllote

switching system was devised so that the TV Ontario transmitter in each cOlllmunity

could be used to broadcast the Wawatay programs off the OLA channel and then retllm

to regular programming afterwards. The substitution was feasible because TVO normally

broadcast French programming to Northem Ontario on weekends and this was deemed

less relevant to native communities were few people understood French. The switching

device meant that there was no need to install a new transmitter for the OLA channel, but

it since it sometimes malfllnctioned communities were laler eneouraged to apply for the

OLA channel under the Television Extension in Northem Ontario (TENO) program
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operated by the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture.

ln 1986 Wawatay began a nine month training program for radio and television

producers with the objective of establishing a Cree radio production centre in Moose

Factory to serve the coastal Cree communities, and initiating OjiCree television

production at new studios in Sioux Lookout. Television programming was planned and

produced during the training process and was meant to include "something for

everybody," documenting traditional activities and skills, as weil as covering CUITent

affairs (Howard 1993). In January 1987, Wawatay Television aired its first half-hour

weekly show called Keellawill/, a hosted magazine-style program. In March, a second

one-year training program for Cree and OjiCree television producers was undertaken

with the goal of adding Cree-language television programming from Moose Factory. This

began in March 195\8 with contributions of a half hour per month of CUITent affairs

prob'Tamming. Other major television programming developments include the

intrcduction in September 1989 of Video Awashishak a half-hoUT bi-weekly youth

oriented program, altemating between Cree and OjiCree and a children's series called

IVachee-ay IVachee-ay co-produced in 1990 by Wawatay and the Cree-Oj ibway Cultural

Centre in Timmins.

The decision to develop programming for specifie age groups such as children

and teens was in part an intuitive response by Wawatay staffto needs expressed at the

community level (Howard 1993). Children's television was felt to be especially important

in developing native language ski Ils, although the most challenging to produce (McNulty

1993). Television is relatively new to the communities, 50 that viewers had no fixed
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expectations ofwhat Wawatay television should be and producers have had a degree of

flexibility in planning and developing programming. Without rigid program categories or

fixed formulas, Wawatay television has benditted l'rom a period of experimentation with

content and form in which sorne of the original approaches anà styles have been

abandoned and others added. Audience surveys conducted in 1985 and 1987 also gave

sorne fonnal measure of what radio and television shows people enjoyed or not and

collected suggestions for future programming.

ln the recent past, Wawatay television has felt the effects of the 1990 reduction to

NNBAP funding and the next year's programming included frequent repeats, rellecting

smaller budgets. An third audience survey in late 1991 showed that Wawatay was now

competing with more television choices in the communities and that its 'share' had

declined in sorne cases, due to inappropriate sch~duling, repeats, and a lack ofregular

community participation in program production (WNCS 1992c:np). ln September 1992

television programming was completely revised and three new prol,'Tams were introducê~

and promoted in Wawatay's other media (see Appendix B for program descriptions and

schedules). At the same time, the Society was implementing a five-year planning process

that involved a re-assessment of directions and priorities and television staff took part in

this by evaluating and redirecting resources in relation to stated goals. Wawatay's 1992

report to the Secretary ofState noted the effect of sorne ofthese changes; "more direct

participation among ail audience age groups is starting to appear in programming; live

to-satellite broadcast hours are up, and viewers are starting to reconnect" (WNCS 1992c).

In the seven year period that Wawatay has been producing television, the
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communications environment in the region has changed considerably. In 1987, less than

half of the communities in the NAN region were receiving CBC television (SCCC 1987

55: 141), now only a few of the smallest do not have a range of available television

channels. Most people want more choice of southern television, not only for its

entertainment value, but as an important source of national and international news and

information about global events that affect even the most isolated communities (ANK

1988; SCCC 1987-55: 141). By 1989, communities were able to apply to TENO to coyer

the capital equipment and installation costs for reception of the three Ontario-funded

channels (TVO English, TVO French and OLA). As a fourth option a small installation

fee covered the costs of a separate dish to receive the CBC feed which then required

local affiliation and a CRTC licence to be rebroadcast. Sorne of the communitiesalso

receive and transmit other satellite packages, and individuals have purchased dishes and

decoders for their own use. VCR ownership also increased and local video outlets are

common (Koebberling 1992:36).

This recent exposure to a range of commercial and public television may alter the

expectations which Wawatay viewers bring to native-language programming, especially

in regard to production values and technical quality, but there is still a loyal audience for

Wawatay programs. The two most recent audience surveys show that Wawatay's viewers

want expanded schedules and value existing programs most for their ability to address

local issues in native languages, to enable community participation in production and

promote inter-community communication. While the availability of non-native media has

multiplied and the conditions of aboriginal media use in Nishnawbe-Aski have altered
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radically in two decades, Wawatay's role as the voice of aboriginal people in the region

remains strong.

g. Strengthening regional networks with community panicipati01I; CROP and
community radio managers training.

From the above outline ofWawatay's various engageme' ts with new media and

its role in assuring native access to and control of communications it becomes apparent

that the Society builds upon what the communities have in cornmon and assumes a

del,'fee of regional unity and shared interests. This assumption of a regional aboriginal

identity is further sustained by the nature ofWawatay's mandate from the chiefs of

Nishnawbe-Aski Nation, empowering the Society to act on behalfof the communities in

developing communications technologies to promote native languages and culture.

Kenina Kakekayash, Director of Radio suggt'sted that WRN plays a 'national' role in

Nishnawbe-Aski, comparable to that of the CBC or TVa in providing comprehensive

cultural, religious and CUITent affairs programming for its audience. Wawatay also

continues to play a significant role in development communication, providing the

communities \Vith explanations of regional political, social and educational issues that

affect them (WNCS 1992c). Ranging from live television or radio broadcasts of the

regional chiefs meetings to interviews with local native healthcaKworkers, Wawatay

provides people with the information they need to make decisions. Wawatay, as a native-

controlled parallel institution, meets the needs of aboriginal people that areincompletely

addressed by 'mainstream' institutions but is in competition '",ith these institutions for
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public resources. Wawatay fulfils a function that the national or provincial public

broadcasters do not and in assuming this parallel role, Wawatay is accountable to the

needs of its constituent communities in a way that CBC or TVO are not.

The tension between regional or 'national' aboriginal identity and unity and the

demands of each community for a degree ofIocal control and participation infonns

Wawatay's communication strategies in a number of ways, but most clearly in the

development of WRN and its affiliated community stations. The interdependence of

WRN and its community affiliates has strengthened both components ofthis unique

regional system. Community stations broadcast regional programming of course, but also

rely on Wawatay for technical assistance, training, regular workshops and conferences

and help meeting licensing and funding requirements. WRN draws upon a pool of skilled

community managers and volunteers to fill its regional radio production and

management positions and has more recently put in place.a training program that will

significantly increase the amount of community news on the network, produced by local

managers. This enhances the element of inter-community communication in Nishnawbe

Aski and provides each community with a means of direct participation in regional

programming. The development ofWRN and the emphasis on strengthening the

community sector in Nishnawbe-Aski recognizes the relevance of radio in aboriginal

communities as a highly cost-effeltive, technologically accessible and participatory

medium.

Wawatay has coordinated the campaign for a coherent community radio policy

and funding program in Ontario since 1980 (WNCS 1991b:128). Through its
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presentation to the Therrien Committee that year and a series of resolutions passed by

community radio managers conferences and letters to provincial and federal politicians

over the next decade, the Society directed the attention of policy-makers to the

importance of community radio in Northern Ontario, the commitment of aboriginal

communities to supporting their own stations with volunteer labour and the need for

sorne level of public funding. These petitions often went unanswered or were passed

from department to department, as no one program met the specifie needs of native

community broadcasters (McNulty 1993). ln 1987, the Ontario Ministry ofCitizenship

and Culture commissioned research studies on community radio in Ontario and Québec,

with the intention ofestablishing a provincial policy, in response to Secretary ofState

initiatives in Minority Official Language Community Radio and the expressed needs of

native community radio stations. After Kealy Wilkinson presented the findings of her

study on community radio in Ontario to the Eighth Community Radio Station Managers

Conference at Wawatay in 1989, the community stations were able to help maintain

momentum in the policy development process by adding their resolutions in support of

her recommendations (WNCS 1989b). MCC had authored a document to form the basis

of consultation with other ministries before going to the provincial cabinet for approval,

at which point added support from the radio station managers and Wawatay helped

precipitate its successful adoption as provincial policy.

Jean McNulty, a senior policy advisor in the Technology and Communications

Division of the Ontario Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, (rr(lw

responsible for administering the Community Radio Ontario Program) emphasizedthe
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extent to which the community radio policy was a response to the lobbying efforts of

native community broadcasters. The policy was also in keeping with the Ontario New

Democratie government's commitment to aboriginal affairs. The Communications and

Technoloh'Y Division was primarily a policy development branch, but took on

responsibility for community radio funding because of the obvious need for resources,

especially in native communities, and the lack of any other provincial or federal

programs for community radio. The provincial ministry was also aware of the impact

that the 1990 budget cuts had had on Wawatay, but was unwilling to fund the regional

Society directly because; "as long as the federal government was the primary funder, the

province would not provide funding to the same organization, not for the same general

purpose, because they saw that as an open invitation for the federal government to

remove itself' (McNulty 1993). The CROP program, introduced along with the

community radio policy statement would indirectly benefit Wawatay while at the same

time permitting the development of native community radio as a more effective resource

for the communities themselves.

The cOl11l11unity radio operating grants program was announced in the fall of 1991

al a community radio managers conference funded by MCC and organized by Wawatay.

The program was in the planning stages and station managers were asked to provide

comments and suggestions on its final design and implementation and on the

development of an application form and guidelines. An Advisory Committee of

managers was formed to encourage the communities to provide the n~cessary

information to CROP during the final planning period. Since CROP funding was to be
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dependent on the stations holding CUITent CRTC licences, further groundwork had to be

done in renewing and applying for licences. Kenina Kakekayash acted as the Aboriginal

Liaison between CROP, Wawatay and the community stations and due primarily to her

efforts, thirty-two community stations were successfully licensed and by April 1992, their

applications for CROP funding completed and approved (WNCS 1992c:2). The funding

enabled each of the stations to hire a full-time manager, in many cases it was the first

time a paid position had been available.

The impact of the CROP program on the community stations and upon Wawatay

was indeed a productive one. From the point ofview ofCROP staff, the program is

designed to support the social and cultural objectives of community radio as weil as

building effective formai structures of community control through a local board of

directors. The program staff want to play an active role in ensuring that the stations

receive adequate support without directly interfering in their operation. As Jean

McNulty said:

It's a complicated process. As far as we can see, the boards have had very little
authority, because they've had little contlOl over anything that's happened.
They've had a volunteer manager, they have had to depend on volunteers, now
they have an employee and tor most of the people on the boards they're not sure
how to proceed. So this year and next year we expect to spend a lot of time with
them going over how you prepare a budget, how you account for the money. How
you envisage changing how you spent it last year, to encompass new priorities
this year. And also to ensure that the employee has the proper support....We're
dealing with over thirty stations ail different from each other. So it has been a lot
ofwork, not so much to do with cash, but to encourage them to see the station as
an entity in itself, not as the property of the band chief, not the property of any
one person, but as a community resource.... The other side ofthis, this is
something we've been conscious of, is we don't want to be in the position of
saying through the grant program, this is the kind of board we think you should
have, this how the board should interact with the manager, this is how the
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manager ought to do his job, this is the kind of programming you should be doing.
We try not to put too many restrictions on that kind ofthing, although we do
believe there ought be an active board, the board ought to interact with the
manager, the manager ought to involve volunteers from the community. We
certainly don't have any views on what kind of programming they should be
doing. But we are aware that just by issuing grants, by having criteria for a grant
program, by developing application forms, we are influencing what happens.

Seeing the 'station as an entity in itself may be a new approach in communities where it

has been incorporated in an informaI way into existing networks of power, either as an

extension of the band council or as a locus of everyday interaction between eIders and

youth, men and women, members of different families or factions on the reserve. The

investment offormal authority in a board of directors may not substantially alterthose

mechanisms of cornmunity control, but relocate them or make their workings more

visible. While the CROP program will affect the format organization and operation of

community radio in Nishnawbe-Aski, the new positions and structures it creates will no

doubt be incorporated into and transformed by existing social relations as CROP itself is

designed and redesigned to meet the needs of aboriginal broadcasters throughout

Ontario.

Wawatay has been able to make strategie use of the CROP funding to develop a

comprehensive training program for managers, thus achieving sorne of its own goals for

stren!,'lhening the Wawatay Radio Network and ensuring that WRN receives regular

contributions at the community level (Kakekayash 1993). Because CROP created full-

time employment for the community radio managers, they became eligible for CElC

'workplace-based training' programs. Wawatay took the initiative, with the support of

managers and band councils, to propose a one-year managers training program to three of
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the CEIC Aboriginal Management Boards in the region. Funding was approved for

twenty-five of the thirty-two managers, the seven without approved training funds in the

Thunder Bay area participated in sorne aspects of the training but not aIl. The broadcast

training and written materials were available to ail managers and the 'Managing First

Nations Community Radio Stations' (MFNCRS) program officially began in November

1992, after two months of planning and development by Kenina Kakekayash and

Training Coordinators Wylie Simmonds and Jerry Sawanas.

1 would like to discuss the MFNCRS program in detail because 1think it

illustrates sorne of the most creative and productive aspects of community and regional

native broadcasting in Canada and because it focusses local, regional, provincial and

national programs and policies and builds on the CUITent centrality of native community

radio in a way that ensures its future survival. CROP funding resulted in the regulation

and formalization of community radio structures, the managers hired under the program

were facing an increasingly complex community and community radio environment.

Although new community stations have been established and added to Wawatay's

network in the past five years, the majority have existed for at least ten years during

which significant changes have taken place in the communities. The jurisdiction of First

Nations govemments has expanded, especially in the areas of education and economic

development and regional agencies and institutions also have a local presence. As

political, economic and social changes affect the community, community radio plays an

increased role in keeping audiences inforrned and involved in decision-making. The

managers now have responsibilities to their board, to funding agencies and regulators, to
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Wawatay as weil as to their audience (WNCS 1992c:7).

In this changing environment, the 'professionalization' of the manager's role and

of the operation of the station in general seems unavoidabIe. The objectives of the

MFNCRS training proposai state that;

It is essential for community radio station managers to be trained to execute their
duties, so that each local station may function to provide the full potential
benefits ofa radio station to the people of the community.... Dramatic increases
in outside media signais, compIex technoIogy, sophisticated regulatory and
funding relations, evolving new political realities, and the fundamental mandate
of reflecting and serving the community place performance expectations on
community radio managers which can only be achieved with appropriate and
effective preparedness" (WNCS 1992c).

But an effective community radio manager also needs to have complete knowledge of

cultural traditions, values and codes of conduct, and must in most cases be a fluent

speaker of the local dialect. So while the position requires professional skills, it cannot

be assumed that these skills replicate those required by a CBC reporter or a campus-

community station manager.

The training program included four sectors; Management, Technical,

Prob'Tamming and Production and introduced th" managers to basic skills in these areas.

The format of the training consisted of an innovative blend of on-air lessons, modeled on

Wawatay's involvement in distance education, large and small group workshops in Sioux

Lookout and in selected northem communities, and one-on-one training provided by

Wawatay for each manager in his or her own community. The on-air training covered

basic principles, while workshops went into more specifie detail and brought in outside

resource people. The one-on-one training provided the manager with on-site assistance in
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organizing daily functions, motivating volunteers, meeting \Vith the local board and

'c1arifYing effective board-management relations,' meeting with local Chief and

councillors and other community leaders to develop working relations between the radio

station and community structures (WNCS 1992c).

What is striking about the training being provided to managers is how much of it

actually involves other members of the community, both through the medium of radio

and the on·air training and the location ofmuch of the training in the community itself.

The extent to which modes of 'professional development' and 'workplace-based training'

have become meshed with 'community development' is remarkable in this case and

difficult to envision in other contexts. Jerry Sawanas pointed out that one of the effects

of the training program was the 'demystification' of the technical, operational and

organizational aspects of regional and community radio. New structures and processes,

boards, budgets, and regulations are made transparent because anyone can Iisten to the

managers training programs, broadcast on WRN three nights each week and repeated the

following day. Because the philosophy of the Wawatay training is that 'community radio

belongs to t:verybody' this knowledge is made available to the entire community.

The training broadcast that 1sat in on in June 1993, half-way through the

program, provided an immediate sense of how that philosophy was put into practice. The

topic, 'Community Journalism' from the 'Production' sector of the training modules, was

being reviewed from an earlier broadcast in December. \Vhile there was only about

fifteen minutes worth of material in total, it took an hour to coyer it in a tri lingual

version. The material was presented in English by Wylie Simmonds and in OjiCree by
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Jerry Sawanas, both in the Sioux Lookout studio, and in Cree by Jerry Spence patched in

by telephone from Moose Factory. The program was produced by Adam Fiddler, the

technical operator in Sioux Lookout. The trilingual aspect of the broadcast highlighted

the local cultural, linguistic and social contexts of the individual Cree and OjiCree

managers and listeners scattered throughout the different communities from Hudson Bay

to Lake Superior and across the breadth ofOntario. The instructors made reference to

managers by name anà provided feedback for those who had phoned in their weekly

contributions to WRN news programs earlier that day, making commendations, apologies.

and humorous reproaches for missing stories. While covering the joumalism topic,

names and communities were mentioned and both Wylie and Jerry used examples for the

lesson from their own experience. Hypothetical possibilities for the 'community

journalist' were suggested, including reporting on regional chiefs meetings or Northern

Nishnawbe Education Council meetings, telephone interviews with members of the

Royal Commission on Aboriginal People or local coverage of Council meetings,

community feasts or interviews with visiting officiaIs. The managers were also given the

opportunity to answer WTitten questions related to the topic during a musical break.

The training broadcasts were complemented twice weekly by a one-hour

'Community Radio Forum' in which managers used a 1-800 telephone number to cali into

the Sioux Lookout 51 Jdio and discuss questions and concerns with each other ahà the

instructors over the air. From the comprehensiveness of the exarnple 1 listened to and

judging from the rest of the training modules, it is probably safe to suggest that the

people ofNishnawbe-Aski are experts on community radio. The training program was
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not without problems, mainly arising from the administrative challenge oftrying to

produce the training material, co-ordinate broadcasts, fora, workshops, community

training sessions and ongoing evaluation, with a training staff of four people for thirty

two trainees (Simmonds and Sawanas 1993). MFNCRS was highly innovative and

ambitious and most of the written material was produced specifically for the training

program, so initial difficulties were to be expected.

J was at first sceptical that setting up 'CBC journalism standards' for the

managers was necessarily the most appropriate model for First Nations community radio

but then began to understand that the scope and design of the program incorporated a

number of other indigenous models of community development, accountability and

decision-making on the basis of which mainstream modes of 'management' and

'joumalism' were being reconstructed. The specifie skills being taught -- the opemtion of

a control room console, organization of a comm,mity 'beats' or drawing up of ~n annual

budget -- may indeed have been imported almost directly from non-aboriginal

commercial and public broadcast norms, but the social, cultural and linguistic contexts

within which those ski Ils are trans!èrred and the fact that community control requires

their public dissemination, means that those skills are ultimate!y transformed by the

purposes to which they are put. The training program exemplifies Wawatay's twenty

years of experience in maintaining a careful, but never precarious, balance between

community priorities, regional strategies and provincial and national programs and

policies. Like the appropriation oftechnolob'Y, training as a form ofskills transfcr

involves a complex process of negotiation between pre-existing cultural values and
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traditional roles and introduced skills and organizational structures.

4. Wawatay's formai structures and principles, informai organization and values.

In this section, 1will tum from the discussion of the historical emergence of

specifie communication practices, to consider Wawatay's internaI institutional qualities,

the articulation of its mandate and the ways in which that mandate intersects wüh

everyday activities and individual expressions of values. As with any organization, small

or large, public or private, native or non-native, Wawatay has a set of formai principles

arrived at by means of public debate and a set of organizational structures derived from

those principles. These formai principles and structures may correspond with individual

values, ideologies and codes of conducts and with informaI means of making decisions

and carrying them out, or formaI and informai structures may diverge in significant ways.

Part ofmy purpose in trying to locate and compare the salient features ofWawatay as an

media organization was to understand in what ways Wawatay is different from other

national or provincial public broadcasters.

As a multi-media organizations with social cultural and linguistic objectives

supported by govemment funds native communications societies most obviously faH into

the public sector of broadcasting in Canada. But in Wawatay's case there are aspects of

its relationship to the communities it is mandated to serve that make it quite distinct from

other public broadcasting undertakings, especiallyin the element of community

membership in the Society. At the same time, Wawatay staff have a relationship to their

community audiences situated within kin and tribal networks that is qualitatively
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different from relations between mainstream radio and television producers and

consumers and this shapes individual and institutional activities accordingly. 1will tirst

examine Wawatay's CUITent organizational status and its formaI statements of principle.

Then, as a means of grounding formai philosophies, 1 will outIine sorne of the personal

and cultural values which individuals expressed in respect to their work at Wawatay.

a. Technological infrastructure and program distribution;

Wawatay in 1993 was a multi-media society, with radio and television production

centres in Sioux Lookout and Moose Factory and newspaper offices in Siou.x Lookout. lt

serves an audience of20,000 native people in the Treaty Nine and Treaty Three regions

in an area ofmore than 400,000 square kilometres (see Figure 3). It produces two hours

per week oftelevision for distribution in thirty communities, fifty hoUTs per week of

radio distributed to tifty communities, 60 hoUls per week ofWahsa distance education

radio programs distributed to twelve communities under special agreement with the

province of Ontario and the bi-monthly Wawalay News which has a circulation of2,400.

It employed forty-three people in 1992-93 and relied primarily on funds from NNBAP

totalling $1,344,000 that year. As described in the previous section, Wawatay programs

are distributed by TV Ontario, now on the east beam of Anik E2. WRN and Wahsa each

use audio sub-carriers on the TVO transponder. Cree language radio production from

Moose Factory is uplinked separately to the satellite, received in Sioux Lookout and

added to the Sioux Lookout OjiCree production for distribution. NACS wraparound

programming from the Canadian Aboriginal Radio Netwoi"k cornes via satellite from Lac
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LaBiche, Alberta. It is also received in Sioux Lookout to be used when no Cree or

OjiCree programming is available on WRN (a minimum of four hours daily). Wahsa

educational broadcasts are made directly from the Wawatay SiOlLX Lookout studios. The

dual channel audio uplink (WRN and Wahsa) goes from Sioux Lookout to TVO in

Toronto where it is added to the TVO signal for broadcast to the communities with TVO

receiver dishes. Sioux Lookout Television production is uplinked directly by satellite to

the Ontario Legislative Assembly channel at TVOntario in Toronto. Television

production from Moose Factory is sent on cassette by mail to OLA. The OLA channel

uses a separate transponder to broadcast directly to communities with receivers.

In NAN communities with TVO service, the FM signaIs are demodulated using

Wawatay equipment. The WRN signal (6.525 MHz - 90.1 FM) is broadcast from the

community radio station transmitter, ifno other signal is coming from the station. The

Wahsa signal (6.435 MHz - 91.9 FM) is broadcast from a Wahsa transmiHer and received

by students at the community Learning Centre or in their homes. Communities with only

TVO transmitters are switched from regular TVO programs on weekends to V,'_watay

programming on the OLA channel, by means of a remote tone activated switch. The

Wawatay television programming is then is broadcast over the local TVO transmitter.

Communities with a separate OLA transmitter simply broadcast Wawatay weekend

television programming directly off the satellite. This technologically complex and costly

distribution system has evolved from Wawatay's initial agreements with TVO and the

OLA and has been successfully adapted to the various uses that Wawatay has designed

for radio and television in Nishnawbe-Aski. lt has certain ~:.:i]t in constraints, especially
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for television which is generally restricted to weekend distribution because the OLA

channel is not available at other times, even though this may not be the most suitable

schedule for Wawatay's audiences. But Wawatay's partnership with TVO and OLA has

spared the Society the limitations on access experienced by other northern native

broadcasters who relied on CBC distribution prior to TYNC and those in the western

provinces who still do. Wawatay's technological infrastructure seems to function

smoothly, although there are sometimes difficulties in the community with equipment

failures or poor reception, sorne ofwhich may be overcome with the current radio

manager's training. When the Society plans new uses for media, such as Wahsa

programming, they have been able to draw on resources at TVO and elsewhere enabling

them to devise new modes ofprogram distribution and reception that meet their needs.

b. 'Illstitutiona/ ide%gies;' Wawatay's mandate, princip/es andphilosophies.

Wawatay's design and implementation ofthis distribution network is still pirected

by the Society's 1974 mandate from the chiefs ofNishnawbe-Aski Nation empowering

the Soc;·.ty to assume control over communications and ensure that this control would

remain v,ith the Cree and Ojibway people of the region. ln 1989, in its revised

constitution and bylaws, Wawatay published the following statement of objectives

reflecting that mandate and guiding the operations of the Society;

(i) To establish a Regional organization of communications for the purpose of
reflecting the common needs and concerns ofNative people.
(ii) To develop and promote Native media through services that may include but
not be Iimited to the following:
(a) to facilitate the exchange of information and programs in electronic and print
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media among the Native people of northern Ontario;
(b) to establish a Regional Native Communications service in print, radio.
television, and two-way radio, and other mediums of expression that reflect the
Native people of northern Ontario;
(c) to facilitate the marketing of native produced print, audio and visual mediums
for the primary benefit of its members....

(iii) To be a non-partisan Society; which is to say that at no time in Wawatay
operations will there be blatant support, influence or control by any political
institution;
(iv) To preserve, promote and enhance the development and growth of northern
Ontario Native languages and culture (WNCS 1989a)

The Society's original Board of Directors had fifteen members, four elected annually and

eleven appointed by the Chiefs for n\lo and one-year terms. The original Board was to

meet four times annually, and take 'advice from the Chiefs' or their delegates at annual

general meetings. This large and somewhat unwieldy Board with frequent turnover of

members was replaced in the 1989 Constitution with a smaller Board appointed for

longer terms and clear lines of delegation between the communities, the Board and

Wawatay management. The new bylaws provided for 'membership' in the Society of the

democratically elected representative body of NAN communities of one hundred or

more, for a five hundred dollar fee per annum and the right to appoint a delegate for a

four-year term to vote at Wawatay's AGM. The Board ofDirectors shrank to seven

members, four elect'èd every fourth year at the AGM and three eiders appointed by the

outgoing Board for a term offour years. To qualifY as a director the person must be 'a

member of the Native community.' The Board was empowered to employ an executive

director, who reports to the Board but has sole responsibility for human and technical

resources and control of programming and editorial content.
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Concurrent with the approval ofthe new constitution and by-Iaws, the 1989

General Meeting was also presented with a statement of the Society's philosophies and

principles, related to its constitulional objectives but much broader in scope and intent.

The representation of the communities, through their delegates, in the election of

Wawatay's Board is reinforced in the stated principles of community accountability and

the emphasis on community development (WNCS 1989a). In keeping with the

philosophy that the Society should be "directed by the constituents at the community

level" is the insistence that Wawatay should "seek advice from the eiders when setting

plans and goals" -- a principle that is likewise formalized through the appointment of

eiders to the Board. Many ofWawatay's staffmembers come from the northern

communities and return regularly, but the Board members live in the communities, are

often political and religious leaders and are attuned to the everyday contexts in which

Wawatay programming is received. Their activities as Board members are shaped by

their understanding of community needs and aspirations, but they also act in an informai

way as a channel through which audience feedback reaches the staff -. from corrections

of an announcer's language use to criticisms or complaints about a particular program

(WNCS 1991 b: 127). The 'community component' is central to Wawatay's technological

organization, staff composition, formaI direction and program content. The daily

activities of the Society and the attitudes of its employees can only be understood in the

context ofWawatay's foundation upon and accountability to the northern communities.

A second principle !hat underpins much ofWawatay's planning and policies is the

commitment to developing, using and otherwise promoting aboriginallanguages and
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cultures of the region. This is part of the NNBAP funding criteria, but it has been the

ground upon which much of the Society's activities were based weil before 1983.

Wawatay is directed to test new communications technologies and introduce and explain

them to the people, with the provision that new technologies "must be used for the

preservation and enrichment of the languages, lifestyles and cultures of the Cree and

Ojibway people" (WNCS 1989a). In these statements, 'lifestyle and culture' are nowhere

objectified or linked to specifie activities, artifacts or beliefs -- rather they are seen in a

very general way as flowing from the eiders and being rooted in cornmunity life. It must

also be remarked that references to 'cultural identity' are entirely absent from any of the

Society's written statements of principle. 1 will return to this question later, but for now

will suggest that notions of native culture and identity are not explicitly articulated or

self-consciously mapped out at Wawatay. The terro 'culture' seems to refer to a loose

configuration of spoken and written language use, community life and the values,

traditions and codes of conduct handed down by the eiders.

Because the documents being examined are produced by native people primarily

for a native audience, written in English for those who do not read syllabics, there seems

little need to define or question 'culture' or 'identity' because these are things that are

'common sense.' Culture is located in everyday practice, partIy captured in the transaction

between past and present, and between eiders and youth, but grounded in meeting

immediate needs in communities. The practical nature of culture is reflected by the

following suggestions from a community radio managers' conference for developing

cultural policies for WRN; "WRN cultural policies include exclusive use of native
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language on radio, more staff time in each community, emphasis on legends and stories,

translating new terminoloh'Y, especially health-related, produce community profiles,

establish a tape library of records of traditional activities, strengthen eIders participation

and children's programming" (WNCS 1989b). The principle ofusing media for the

promotion of native culture is intertwined with that of community accountabiIity and

development and 'culture' is not treated as a distinct category from this perspective.

A third principle underlying Wawatay's activities is its 'non-partisan' position,

expressed in its constitution and also in a formaI agreement between the Chiefs of NAN

and the Society (Martin 1993). Wawatay has a mandate from the Chiefs of NAN to

establish native control of communications for the communities, but is not the

'communications arm' of NAN. The ability ofWawatay to function autonomously from

the major regional native representative organization ensures its credibility and integrity

at the community level (WNCS 1989b:6). BuUhis autonomy has sometimes been

precarious and the Society and its Board have, on more than one occasion, had to assert

the right of reporters to present a point of view that may not correspond with that of

political leaders. In one case in 1988, a group of patients went on a hunger strike at the

Sioux Lookout Zone Hospital to demand more adequate health services for aboriginal

people and Wawatay reporters were accused ofbeing unsupportive of the siÏike and its

objectives. The Board published an open letter affirming joumalistic principles of "fair,

balanced, impartial and accurate" reporting, although within a context that "will

strengthen and unit)' the people of the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation" (Riggins 1992b:120).

The following year Wawatay instituted a comprehensive editorial policy that further
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established the Society's arrn's-length relation to political bodies. The development of a

firm statement on "acceptable joumalistic practices" is Iinked to the changing contexts of

aboriginal self-government and the need for people to have access to analysis of the

options facing their communities that includes conflicting points ofview (WNCS

1989b:5). The balance between a general commitment to community development,

regional unity and political autonomy for aboriginal people and the refusai to promote a

specifie political agenda or uncritically support a particular group is one that must be

carefully negotiated at Wawatay.

c. Personal commitments and cultural values.

The principles which are fom1ally articulated in various texts and contexts, which

might be referred to as institutional ideologies, correspond to a set ofless explicit

personal and cultural values helà by individual staff members and informai means of

'getting things done.' Drawing mainly upon interviews and conversations 1will comment

upon several of these.

Individuals express their personal commitment to Wawatay's philosophies in the

beliefthat they are 'working for the people,' and that is the reason not only for the

existence of Wawatay, but for their own work within the organization (Martin 1993).

This sense of commitment cornes into play not only once people are employed, but is

often the basis of their recruitment. Il means that finding the person who is 'right for the

job' is based on more than their technical skills or formai education. In the case of radio,

Wawatay needs people who are fluent speakers of the native languages. This is not
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simp!y a matter of'bringing someone in off the slreet' but offinding a fluent speaker with

the potential ;,0 contribute to Wawatay and then developing their broadcasting sJriIls

(Kakekayash ! 993). Jerry Sawanas and Wylie Simmonds described this process in the

context of the community radio managers training program. The managers were chosen

in each community by means of an intuiti'ie process of selection. There was an initial

shift of people involved when the position became a salaried one under CROP funding,

there was a further shift when training b~gan and the level of commitment necessary

became apparent. Jerry thought the process of'choosing the right person' was very

thorough, ifnot necessarily highly visible, in each community since the community

eIders and council take radio very seriously and respected Wawatay's involvement and

expertise. Al Howard suggested that hiring decisions are based both on the philosophies

ofWawatay and the aspirations of the individual, notjust their technical qualifications,

through what he referred to as the "social process by which selection is made". For

R'.hard Moskotaywenene commitment to his work at Wawatay is inspired by the desire

to help people, especially childrcn and youth, and wanting to eam the respect of others

even though this often ~:ltails personal sacrifices, The level of ·:ommi';meîlt expressed by

Wawatay staffis supported by the non-pw;'Ît and community- oriented objectives of the

Society. Through the informaI articulation ofthese principles il ie "îlparent that Wawatay

staff do not think ofthemselves primarily as technicians, broadcasters or even

'producers,' but as communicators, counsellors and facilitators,

Daily interactions at Wawatay are circwnscribed by a set of unspoken values and

codes of conduct that 1think are best understood as 'cultural values' although the people 1
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spoke to did not always describe them that way. Attitudes of respt:ct, mcdels of

leadership and modes of decision-making are three areas in which these values were

most apparent from interviews. 'Respect' as a condition of social relations \virhin and

beyond Wawatay must be seen both as an general attitude toward others and a quality.

which accrues io those who have most eamed il. As an attitude towards others, respect

entails an avoidance of overt criticism or censure, patient attention to other people's

needs \vithout actively interfering in their personal decisions, anl\ an expectation that

people will best leam how to conduct themselves from listenmg and watching, not from

any imposed regulations.

The importance ofmutual respect as an attitude which informs everyday

interaction is most often apparent when it is lacking. Because Wawatay employs a

number of non-native staffthere is often a period where a newcomer must be 'educated'

in appropriate behaviour. A "self-editing process" exists through which people whose

actions or conduct are inappropriate are sometimes subject to forms of ostracism or

'tuning-out,' until they change their behaviour. One example given was the newly-hired

employee from the 'corporate world' who on joining Wawatay "started storming and

banging his fist and yelling at people. And that was his way ofhow he handled his life in

that world, which they cali the real world, which sometimes 1doubt..." Through a process

of persuasion and the suggestion that he watch how other people interact and still

manage to get their work done, this person developed a less confrontational and more

supportive style. The process of 'educating' non-natiVf;s in more co-operative and

respectful conduct has sorne potential fôr extending beyond Wawatay and other
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aboriginal organizations in the non-native towns in which they are J:),"'lted, as cross

cultural contact has increased considerably in administrative centres like Sioux Lookout.

But native staff living outside their own communities are often confronted with racist

attitudes and a general ib'llorance of aboriginal culture, and this creates a sense of

alienation for many ofthem (Martin 1993). Bringing non-native staffinto Wawatay can

generate many of the same tensions

Respect, as a quality that one eams, ties into styles ofleadership within aboriginal

communities and at Wawatay. The ability to determine priorities and take effective

action depends o., the confidence of individuals in speaking for the people they

represei"!:, a confidence that is also earned. For Wawatay's board members or managers to

tal.e strategic action in developing new media they need the full consent of the people in

~ommunities who are to benefit from these developments. Likewise, for managers at

Wawatay to implement internai decisions requires that the staff affected have

participated in reaching those decisions. Al Howard contrasted the 'collective' process of

decision-making at Wawatay to 'corporate' modes of decision making in mainstream

media institutions: "the responsibilities and powers that are invested within individuals in

the mainstream sector, don'( apply in the same format here. Consensus, approval,

acceptance, and adoption of any a';tion can only take place if in the decision-making

process people have adopted it in principle. Il's very difficult to have action taken on a

decisi0n unless people have been involved in that decision." Lawrence Martin also

suggested that structures of delegated authority at Wawatay are organized in a way that is

more egalitarian than hierarchical and that a non-directive style of 'management by
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objectives' workë best. The Board has laid out directions and plans for Wawatay's media

and within those general objectives, such as required hours of programming or type of

content, individual managers and staff decide how those goals can best be met. This

allows for a certain degree offlexibility and creativity in day to day working c.onditions,

without the unnecessary imposition of 'rules and regulations' in achieving objectives

(Martin 1993).

The collective modes of decision-making and allowance for individual freedom

in meeting objectives described above suggest that while 'ends' are decided upon by

consensual agreement, the 'means' are subject to individual abilities and preferences. Yet

because Wawatay must meet a number of externally-established criteria and interact with

funding agencies and various other clients and partners in providing diverse services

through a complex technological infrastructure, there is a growing need for specialization

and delegation within the organization. The Society is faced with the challenge of

adapting a non-hierarchical and flexible internaI structure to a more competitive media

environment and meeting the pressing need for more native-language programming and

other services on increasingly insecure government funds. As Wawatay seeks to achieve

sorne measure of economic self-sufficiency it also remains thoroughly accountable to the

communities it serves and is shaped by the consensual models of leadership and

decision-making that emerge from those communities.

Individual and collective commitments to 'working for the people' are negotiated

alongside economic, social and technological changes which bring the communities of

Nishnawbe-Aski into more frequent contact with non-native norms and practices. A
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number of conflicts are generated at the 'interface' between traditional values and

communal ethics and a dominant morality which by comparison, is more individualistic

and materialistic (Howard 1993). Individuals and the institution itself are required to

arrive at compromises, to make strategie choices about how discursive and practical

elements drawn from a native cultural and social milieu can be preserved and adapted in

the use and future development ofmedia. This is where most people 1spoke to at

Wawatay located their references to 'identity' -- in the confrontation between 'inside' and

'oulside,' between internaI definitions and locations of what il means to be Anishnawbe

or to say 'who we are' and the extemal conditions within which such a statement can be

made or understood.

5. Practical organization of program production

a. Shared responsibility and generalized skill

Before tuming to the question ofidentity, consideration must be given to the

organization ofprogram production at Wawatay and how organizational strategies and

conceptuaI models of communication affect programming. In this case, 1am not referring

to the content of specifie television or radio texts, but to the 'relations' oftheir

production. 1am concemed with how programs are producecI, onder what conditions and

by whom, rather than with the final product. The implicit cultural values and attitudes

discussed above, combined with the small size ofWawatay's production staff, affect both

processes ofprogram development and production methods. In Sioux Lookout for

instance, the television productIOn ,,::am consists of six people with various levels of
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professiünal skill who are responsible for an hour or more of üjiCree programming each

week. This demands a more generalized distribution of responsibility than would similar

types of programs produced by national or provincial public television or even

community cable. Richard Moskotaywenene compared his three years of experience as

an editor at a commercial television station in Saskatchewan with the demands made

upon staff at Wawatay. The ~pecialized function of an editor is shared by a number of

people at Wawatay as are other tasks, from writing, scripting, hosting and presenting

programs to camera operation and editing. At the same time, no one person assumed ail

the responsibilities normally associated with a 'producer.' Al Howard suggested that the

divisions ofresponsibi!ity, accountability and ofactuallabour in televisic!1 production

were related to W&watay's smaller size and to less 'accessibility to specifie ski Ils,' in

contrast with southem television. Making a direct comparison between fi half-hour

weekly magaLine-style program like Keenawint and a similar CBC proh'Tam like Wayne

Rostad's On the Road, Howard pointed out that the CBC program has a production unit

of21 people while the Wawatay program is produced by a team ofsix. Differences in the

completed product are not just located in the language used or content, but in the manner

by which responsibility is distributed within a small group of people and the way that

decisions are made and acted upon.

b. Traditional models ofvisual and narrative communication.

The degree of collective responsibility and generalized skill that characterize

modes of program production can also be linked to the relative lack of familiarity of
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Wawatay staffwith 'professional ideologies' ofjoumalism or docurnentary production

and absence of extemally imposed models ofhow Wawatay prC'ductions should look or

sound. While a few staffmembers have worked in mainstream media, most came to

Wawatay from their own communities without prior training and acquired their

knowledge of media use in this native-controlled context. Understandings of radio and

television are, as Valentine argues, grounded in the experience of community life and in

traditional models of narrative and visual communication. Michael Sutherland suggested

that the venture into telev:sion was influenced by listening to people outside Wawatay,

people in the communities who "don't know television." Because of this unfamiliarity

with the medium, television could be used more freely by people at Wawatay to

"identifJ ourselves." As an outsider watching CBC television Sutherland was struck by

the discrepancy between what he saw there and what he knows of mainstream society

and remarked that Wawatay, in comparison, is "not a propaganda organization." This

critique of public broadcasting is made from 'outside' in the sense that aboriginal people

are largely excluded from CBC's representation ofreality as they have been from

'mainstream' society. But this criticism also cornes from 'inside' the medium; as someone

who makes television programs, Sutherbnd implies that the CBC and Wawatay are

engaged in qualitatively different modes of representation.

Sutherland suggested that while there are traditional ideas ofvisual

communication these are not easy to comprehend. People working in television at

Wawatay do not really have time to develop those models within the constraints of

regular production schedules and a technological bias that limits them to fairly
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superficial choices like 'blue or red,' 'round boxes or square.' When 1asked ifhe thought

there was a 'visual language' equivalent to the spoken aboriginal language, he mentioned

trying to capture simple everyday activities -- picking berries, gathering roots, or praying

-- in a purely visuaI form and in particular exploring the temporal, rhythmic and cyclical

qualities ofthose activities. He referred to the elder's vision of the northem lights (wa

wa-ta in Cree) as way ofunderstanding the power ofvisual communication and sees

Wawatay television as a means ofrealizing that vision. In a similar vein, Lawrence

Martin suggested that traditions of communication went back to the use of the sweat

lodge and the shaking tent ceremony as "the way the people would have communicated

with each other, with the spirits, with everything around them," so that in the 1970s

media technology was accepted as a means of retrieving and re-establishing this tradition

of communication. It is also apparent that regional and community radio is a unique

medium for storytelling in Nishnawbe-Aski communities and that stories contain

important information about traditional values and codes of conduct. In each ofthese

instances the ways ofthinking about broadcast media and using them do not derive

primarily from mainstream models ofhow these technologies should be used but build

upon indigenous forms of communication and extend these through new media.

c. A communal communication ethic; earning the right to speak.

As Valentine argues in regard to community radio in Kingfisher Lake, and

Madden proposes in her discussion ofinuit current affairs programming, there are social

and ethical standards which apply to communication in aboriginal communities that may
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not coincide with the standard journalistic insistence on the 'public's right to know.'

Valentine (1992:1 14) points out that the use of the cornrnunity radio station to air

personal conflicts or to accuse people publicly of sorne misdoing was generally

unacceptable. Naming narnes and pointing fingers is the kind ofconfrontational

behaviour that is avoidcd by many people in Cree and Ojibway communities and this is

reflected in the way that Wawatay reporters conduct themselves. On the subject of

reporting and journalistic ethics, Richard Moskotaywenene remarked that having the

right to report on a subject such as sexual assault charges or accusations depends upon

one's own position of'honour.' Certainjudgements can be made only by those who

themselves have the honour, respect and wisdom to pass judgemenl. He suggested that

such events are not just 'news' or 'facts,' but that the right to speak must be earned. The

right to speak and access to sorne kinds ofknowledge is clearly a function of age.

Because Wawatay staff are relatively young, they are often in a difficult position, they

may 'see' something but this does not mean they 'understand' it, nor have the right to

comment publicly upon it (Sutherland 1993).

Learning to understand the boundaries and limitations inherent to the role of a

communicator and not violating those is crucial, because the continued acceptance and

credibility of Wawatay staff \vithin their communities depends upon il. As an illustration

ofhow these boundaries are enforced, one staffmember gave me an account ofhow

someone who, in a Wawatay program, had taken a strong position against wife assault

was later beaten up himself as part of a reaction to the program in his community. This is

an instance of 'community control' at its most coercive which outsiders have difficulty
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accepting, and il is hard to know whether this is an isolated occurrence or not. 1might

interpret this as a case of someone taking a 'progressive' and courageous position against

violence against women and facing a conservative and hostile reaction, while recognizing

that this situation is quite common in my own society. The reporter himself has to come

to terms with having taken an dangerous position, having transgressed the boundaries of

acceptable public corlment, at least in the ey«:s of sorne members ofhis community, and

decide how to deal with the resuiting violence, hostility or ostracism. By going 'over the

boundaries' in this case, the individual finds that he is 'on his own' and held accountable

for his vi~ws, a position that may be socially and emotionally untenable for him. Since

the 'rigilt to speak' has been challenged, compromises are required and limits must be

recognized if the reporter is to continue to function as a member ofhis community.

Conflict:; within communities may not always be most successfully resolved through

media use and this may be one instance in which other avenues to change might be more

appropriate.

d. Local knowledge and 'sensitive issues. '

From the above discussion, it is c1ear that there are 'sensitive issues' and

controversial topics in Nishnawbe-Aski communities which Wawatay must decide how

to approach (Minore 1987:65). Topics like drug and alcohol abuse, birth control and sex

education, religious differences, violence, sexual abuse, incest and youth suicide are

especially volatile in small communities where the boundaries between private lives and

public knowledge are permeable. There are a number of points of view from which the
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role of media in relation to the desire for change and the need to address and resolve

sorne of the social problems in communities in a constructive way may be considered.

On the one hand, people are weil aware of how the mainstream media reports on these

kinds of issues in their communities. Communities Iike Davis Inlet, Pukatawagan or

Pikangikum only merit CBC national news coverage when there are local health crises,

suicides, eruptions ofviolence or substance abuse. The resulting three minute story does

!ittle to explain the complex historical and social causes for these situations and often

succeeds in relocating the figure of the 'helpless native victim' within racist and colonial

discourses. ft is not surprising then that people want their own media to refute these

narratives and provide a 'positive' account of the strengths, successes and possibilities of

theiT communities and their way oflife.

On the other hand, there is definite\y support for the use ofWawatay's media as a

means of aftering patterns of family violence and abuse. As James Morris, Deputy Grand

Chief of NAN told the Wawatay Forum (1991 b:76) concerning the coverage of'difficult

issues' in the communities; "This is hard news, it's not news that anybody likes. But ... it's

that provocation at the public level which causes change and until recently for things like

suicide crisis and child sexual abuse, 1 think native people have always had a tendency to

keep those things in the closet ... in the long run it is faT better to publicize these things

because it mirrors people's lives back to them. And that is what causes change, if we

want change." The means by which this change might be achieved through Wawatay or

community media use must fiTSt be worked out at the community level. Corrine Nabigon

told the Wawatay Forum (199Ib:240) that meaningful solutions to family violence
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depend on band governments taking "ownership and responsibility for the problem."

Media might then be used to document instances in which communities have

successfully established treatment centres or implemented other healing processer and

circulating these video or audio records among other communities trying to initiate

changes (WNCS 199Ib:235). In the meantime, Wawatay and community radio managers

need to negotiate the possibility ofpromoting change, where people want to change,

without generating further destructive conflict. Jerry Sawanas identified two ofthe most

sensitive areas for public discussion in the communities as church and religious conflicts

and abuse and violence. He suggested that the problem was one of needing to avoid

accusations and 'finger-pointing.' The consensus emerging from the first managers'

training workshop in Sioux Lookout was that the communities had sorne healing to do

around these issues and insensitive reporting doesn't help, "it just makes everyone feeI

bad." Wawatay will no doubt be part of the healing process as individuals and

communities struggle to decide what kind of future they want and how that is to be

achieved and what role media will continue to play in il.

In this section 1 have tried to sketch sorne of the conditions and constraints that

act upon commuT\ication practices and the organization of program production at

Wawatay. 1have loc. ted these conditions and constraints in a numbef ofplaces; in the

relation between Wawatay and the communities it serves, in unspoken cultural values,

interpersonal attitudes and codes of conduct, in the size of production units, the debrree of

generalized skill and shared responsibility, in a communal communication ethic and

structures of authority related to age and earning the right to speak, and in the complexity
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and sensitivity of 'issues' that emerge in the public discussion of community life. These

factors combine to determine modes of program production, relations amongst

producers, and between producers and audiences that in sorne ways replicate mainstream

modes of media production such as might be found in other forms of community media

or public broadcasting but that are, in important ways, culturally, socially and historically

specifie. The engagement between culture and technology is not a one-dimensional

process in which people use existing technologies as a channel for communication 'about'

their culture. In appropriating communication technologies for cultural purposes,

Wawatay has participated in the transformation of the technology and how it is used,

organized and situated in Nishnawbe-Aski communities. At the same time the

communities, the region and Wawatay itself are organized around and transformed by

communication technologies.

6. Identities; producers, audienct:s, communities.

1 have already suggested that Wawatay's development ofcommunications is one

among several factors contributing to a sense m- regional identity in Nishnawbe-Aski, but

would now like to appro'lch the question of communication and cultural identity from

within the institution itself.. 1 began with the questions 'who speaks?' and 'to whom do

they speak?' in an effort f,> understand both the personal sense of self and a collective

sense of society upon which Wawatay is founded. 1set out to try and describe the relation

between producers and audiences and between individuals and communities as a means

of locating cultural identity. 1 have already touched on several elements that shape that
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relationship in the previous description of conditions and constraints upon

communication practices at Wawatay. The individual's experience and negotiation of

these conditions is part of what it means to be Cree or Ojibway and to be a member of a

society that shares these communicative condition~ or discursive possibilities. In this

section 1 will elaborate upon sorne ofthesl: conditions and possibilities as they afe

mobilized by speaking subjects. 1will suggest tha! cultural identity is expressed in terros

ofboth persistence and change, in terros of'belonging to' and 'difference from' and can be

located internally and externally. 1will also present a composite picture of Wawatay's

Iisteners and viewers, drawn largely from audience surveys. This is a limited means of

getting a sense of the people to whom Wawatay communicates, but reflects the emphasis

of the case study on production rather than reception.

This section arrives at a provisional interpretation of cultural identity as it is

articulated at Wawatay. In describi:,g the conditions of production and reception within

which communication occurs 1attempt to show how individuals understand their OWll

role as communicators. 1 have concluded that while WawatHY is primarily a cultural

institution, engaged in the expression of and reflection upon past and present Cree and

Ojibwayexperience, this does not require an extensive pre-occupation with self:

definition. 'Identity' as a sense ofbelonging to a community, a regionally. historically,

linguistically and cu!turally defined group, is only minimally contested at Wawatay. This

is not to suggest that strategie choices and negotiations are not necessary nor that

conflicts are absent, only that the linguistic, cultural and geographic boundaries drawn

around aboriginal societies in Nishnawbe-Aski are quite distinct. Wawatay's media are
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important as a means of circulati71g knowledge within those societies, and as one source,

among others, of information from beyond their boundaries, but are not as yet primarily

used for representing Cree and Ojibway communities to outsiders. This marks an

important difference in the discursive strategies which Wawatay empioys, compared to

thos'" of national aboriginal organizations. This is a question of audience -- because

Wawatay provides the means of communicating to aboriginal people in aboriginal

languages, the construction and expression of cultural differences upon which the

arguments for aboriginal rights are based is not phrased in the same manner. National

and provincial aboriginal poliücal organizations more often engage in cross-cultural

cor:lmunication; educating non-native 'audiences' (politicians, bureaucrats, journalists as

weil as a wider public) about the foundation of political rights in historical and cultural

differences. Discursive strategies are adapted to different contexts, but as forms of

cultural politics, the ends are the same -- both are concerned with ensuring the futurity of

aboriginal cultures. 1 will return to these questions at the end of the chapter.

a. Challge, persistellce alld redefillitiolls ofidelltity.

Cultural identity in Nishnawbc-Aski is formed around experience of change and

ofpersistcnce. Many of the people in this region live in communities that have existed

for only one generation. Adults who grew up on traplines and in the bush and lived a

. nomadic life now raise their children and grandchildren in communities with schools,

churches, stores and radio stations. It is c1ear however, that in an important way, the

things that do not change are not physical (Sutherland 1993). The discussion of cultural
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identity and change in these communities must give sorne consideration to tpe role of

religious expression and Christian churches. Every person that 1 spoke to at Wawatay

made sorne reference to the place of religious belief in their own life or in that of the

communities and several referred to the conflict between practicing Christians and those

who professed traditional beliefs.

Valentine's interpretation of the role ofChristianity, especially Anglicanism, in

Kingfisher Lake provides sorne historical context for understanding present conflicts.

Rejecting previous anthropological approaches that have presented the northern Ojibway

conversion to Christianity as a superficial or syncretic one, Valentine (1990: 10) argues

that the people of Kingfisher define themselves as Anglican, that pre-existing spiritual

conceptions have been fully absorbed into a Christian framework and that they perceive

no conflict between being native and being Christian. She points out that the strength of

the Anglican church in Kingfisher is a source of prestige and power for the community

throughout the entire region (Valentine 1990:10). She then goes on to argue that the

rejection of Christianity, especially by younger native people, is inspired by contact with

more southerly native groups who, she implies, define 'nativeness' in terrns ofthat which

is 'not-White,' and since Christianity is 'white' it cannot be native. This process she refers

to as the 'folklorization of ethnicity,' suggesting that as people lose their aboriginal

languages and are in greater contact with non-natives, the need to redefine Native

identity in tenns of religious difference from Anglo-Canadians becomes greater. Finally,

she argues that 'outward definitions of identity' have come to replace internai definitions,

and that religious practices such as drumming, sweetgrass and pipe ceremonies are
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dismissed outright as symbols of nativeness by Christians natives who 'are in least need'

of extemal definitions (Valentine 1990:87).

It seems clear that Valentine has, like the ethnographers she criticizes, located the

'authentic,' 'intemally-defined,' 'real' native identity and spirituality among Anglicans at

Kingfisher Lake. 1would be wary of assuming the role of'identity police' in this case. For

most or ail of the residents ofKingfisher, there may indeed be no conflict between being

native and being Christian, but Valentine provides no evidence that contemporary

religious choices are not made on exactly the sante tenns as was the original conversion

to Christianity. The decision to adopt practices and beliefs defined as 'traditional' may be

more relevant and meaningful in contemporary social and political contexts. Valentine's

assumption that northern native identities are defined intemally while southern native

identities are extemally defined is problematic. Collective identities are fonned in

relation to both internai nonns and external forces, even isolated communities define

themselves partly in opposition or relation to 'others' whether these are nearby

communities, members of other kin groups, Cree evangelists or white traders and

educators. Language use, isolation from non-natives and life in the bush are also

'external definitions of identity' and these can not be made to signify 'nativeness' any

more than can Christian or traditional religious practice unless aboriginal people agree

that these are significant markers of identity.

The contemporary decision of sorne native people to adopt traditional religious

symbols and practices, in this case ones that probably originated with the Plains Cree,

can be viewed as the same kind of autonomous cultural adaptation that motivated an
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earlier decision to convert to Anglicanism. There is no reason to interpret this choice as

solely a response to an externat threat rather than as a positive affirmation of identity.

The rejection of Christianity may also stem from a genuinely tèlt sense of religious

alienation, from a recognition of the historical implication of the church in colonialism

and cultural genocide, or a personally damaging experience of religious education in

residential schools. If sorne aboriginal people do feel a contradiction in being native and

being Christian under these conditions, to dismiss it as 'folklorization' is wilfully naive.

There are no simple explanations for the religious conflicts that cUITently affect

northern Cree and Ojibway communities. The relation benveen spirituality and power

has complex cultural connotations and the association ofrevitalized native religious

traditions with the pursuit ofpolitical autonomy may be a compelling one. The link

between return to pre-contact expressions of native spirituality and the struggle for self-

government suggests that traditional religious practices play a role in generating

solidarity for and giving meaning to political change. This is illustrated by the following

story recounted by a Wawatay ~taffmember:

This one Indian leader, he told me, "We're not going to get self-government until
we become lndians again." 1said, "What do you mean?" Weil he said, "Youtake .
a look at these First Ministers Conferences that have been taking place in Ottawa
over the years. You have ail these native people sitting around asking for self
govemment, but they're nothing but a bunch ofCatholics and Anglicans, they
don't know who they are within themselves, they don't practice what their
traditional beliefs are." He said, "When you start seeing native leaders opening
meetings with sweet h'Tass, and they are praying in the traditional sense, and they
are using the drum, and creating role models for other people, then you'lI start
seeing progress." And that always stuck to me ail those years, and 1kept thinking
about il, and 1 stan. to see, our Grand Chief for instance, is now starting to talk
that way, our Assembly of First Nations Chief Ovide Mercredi now is doing that.
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And ail of a sudden there is a real feeling among the Imliim people, we're part of
that, this is who we are. So that leadership means a lot.

ln this story, the speaker associates traditional spirituality with knowing who one is

within oneself, knowing 'who we are' and providing role models. These references

suggest an internai process of persona! and collective œdefinition taking place nationally

and regionally as weil as within individuals and communities. Becoming 'Indian again' is

part of reclaiming an earlier spiritual heritage as weil as c1aiming political rights. 1 will

not comment any further on this, except to say that religious belief and practice are

clearly a contested aspect of identity in Nishnawbe-Aski communities and that this may

be correlated to politisaI and social transformation. The historical conversion to

Christianity was also part of a process of political and social change and recent changes,

Iike earlier ones, involve strategic choices (always constrained) about which aspects of

social and cultural organization will be adopted, abandoned, reclaimed or transformed.

As indicated earlie.., explicit definitions of or references to personal or collective

'identity' are absent from formaI statements ofWawatay's philosophy, principles and

mandates. 1would suggest however that a sense of collective identity can be traced to a

configuration of three key elements -- language, cultural tradition, and community or

region defined in both social and geographic terms. Contestations within this threefold

configuration revolve around religious traditions, which Wawatay addresses with Sunday

church programming sponsored by various religious groups. Wawatay must also mediate

minor tensions between languages and dialects in balancing the use of Cree and OjiCree

dialects. The Society must also address the sometimes conflicting needs of age groups,
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especially those of children and youth compared to those of eiders. As a non-partisan

Society Wawatay must provià<: a balanced view ofpolitical diftèrences between national

native leadership and regional leaders and between regional strategies and cornmunity

initiatives.

b. Communication as translation; cross-cultural locations ofidelltif}',

While Wawatay, through its programming, negotiates these various internai

tensions in the expression of collective identity, it also provides infonnation from

'outside' the communities and translates it -- in more than a narrow Iinguistic sense -- for

its audience. For Wawatay staff, reporting on ideas, issues and events originating outsidc

their communities requires interpretive skills, it demands a thorough knowledge of

internaI and external contexts within which knowledge is produced and communicated.

Michael Sutherland compared his work at Wawatay to the process of translation, one that

is grounded in inner lind outer locations ofidentity. His understanding ofhis own

language, culture and society has to be used to situate and communicate his

understanding of the outside world. He suggested that this task r~quires both a sense of

balance, a certain!)' offooting on a daily basis and a recognitioll of the limitations of

language and culture _. translations are never perfect.

Al Howard made a r~lated point about the effects oflanguage and cultural

precepts in suggesting that sorne concepts simply do not translate. Given that English and

Algonquian languages do not share even remotely similar grammatical or syntactic

structures, translation and interpretation between the two is a slow, tentative, often
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unpredictable process. In many aspects ofWawatay's day-ta-day non-programming

activity, the working language is English; because oftechnological terms that do not

translate easily, because of the need for regular contact with non-native speakers within

Wawatay and outside the society, and because English acts as a linguafranca between

speakers of Cree and Ojibway and different dialects ofOjibway. But Howard points out

that the possibility of mistranslations ù.:curring between an English working environment

and completed Cree and OjiCree programs is prevented by the continuaI reference to

aboriginal linguistic and cultural codes. The example he gavf was the cievelopment of a

current affairs program provisionally titled in English as 'Looks at Famous People in the

Past.' The notion of'famousness,' as celebrity or stardom, and the connotations offame as

might be associated with a statue or a memorial are not relevant or translatable from

English to the aboriginal languages. The emphasis in the program would, in the

appropriate cultural context, be one of 'remembrance' of someone's activities or

uccomplishments and remembrance of the person themselves.

As an institution Wawatay is a site where people perfec! these forms of cross

cultural communication and develop a certain bicultural identity -- that balance of

fOOt;;1g that allows them to move between languages and cultural codes. This applies to

non-native staff at Wawatay as weil, because they are acculturated to native values and

codes of conduct in the working environment and are exposed to the processes of

translation as weil as to formaI language training (Martin 1993). One non-native staff

person told a story that stands as a meta-narrative about the nature of 'bridges' and

'boundaries' and about cultural contact and change. He described a documentary that he
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had seen on PBS about a 'pre-Colombian tribe' who lived in the remote, mountainous

jungle in SGùth America. Their tribal territory was separated from any outside access by

a deep gorge, over which there was only one long narrow bridge. The tribe remained

'untouched' on the other side of the bridge, refusing aIl contact and denying anyone

passage over the gorge (including the documentary filmmakers.) The speaker expressed a

desire to somehow cross the bridge and join that remote society, never to retum. This

story is partly about the desire to discover and possess 'pre-contact' aboriginal knowledgc.

But the main figure in the story is a bridge, passage over which is strictly controIled by

the indigenous tribe. For the speaker, this seems an ideal situation, the boundaries

between native and non-native cultures are not only distinct, but impenetrable. The

implication of such an ideal is that in the 'rea!' and messy non-television world, cultural

borders are indistinct, sometimes disputed, crossings frequent and unregulated.

l did not have the sense that an aboriginal person at Wawatay would have told

this story this way or even have told it at ail. The distinction between cultures, between

inside and outside, is clearly demarcated by linguistic, social, historical and geographical

differences in Nishnawbe-Aski. Boundaries exist and access by outsiders is careful\y

regulated. Ifmany ofthese communities are 'closed societies' in one respect, this does not

prevent people from joumeying out to the larger society, finding what is useful or

necessary there and adapting it for local use. But 'identity' is articulated only in making

the transaction between inside and outside. This is not to argue, as does Valentine, that

identity is 'extemally-defined' nor that those who are not required to make this

transaction, or translation, in the same way because they live in remote, culturaIly
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contained communities are not therefore self-consciously aware ofboundaries and

differences. Even where the movement between margin and centre or native and non

native society is less frequent, people are nonetheless engaged in the knowledgeable

occupation of language and culture in the process of self-definition. 1think that this is

what Michael Sutherland meant when he said that through Wawatay, television could be

used 'to identify ourselves.' His purposeful use ofthe verb form 'to identifY' captures the

sense of identification as an active, expressive and communicative practice.

c. Wawatay's community audiences

Wawatay's audience consists primari!y of the 20,000 Cree and Ojibway people in

the communities throughout Nishnawbe-Aski. For WRN the audience is limited to

communities with radio stations that are WRN affiliates, but in the case oftelevision

Wawatay's programs are carried on the OLA channel on weekends and can be viewed

throughout Ontario. Wawatay has had responses from viewers as far away as Ottawa,

Toronto and Oshawa (Martin 1993). Secretary of State funding criteria require Wawatay

to commission periodic audience surveys in the communities that receive regional

communication society programs. Three such surveys have been commissioned in 1985,

1987 and 1991. Wawatay organized its own media services survey in 1988 which also

examined non-broadcast services (trail radio, Translataphone and press) and developed

specific questions r,n language use. The NNBAP audience evaluations are designed to

determine whether or not the objectives of the program are being met and are structured

around the following questions:
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1. Do NNBAP funded programs contribute to the protection and enhancement of
native languages and cultures in the North?
2. Do these programs facilitate the participation of northem natives in activities
and developments related to the North?
3. Do NNBAP programs contribute to the development and active use of native
language in the North and their transmission to native children and youth?
4. Do NNBAP programs contribute to native knowledge and appreciation oftheir
linguistic and cultural heritage?
5. Do NNBAP programs contribute to the development and maintenance of a
positive self-image of the linguistic and cultural identities ofnorthem Natives?
(Minore 1985:iv).

The first two NNBAP surveys were carried out in only three communities each time, but

sampled thirteen and fourteen percent of the selected population. The following two

surveys included a larger number of communitü~s,but used smaller sampIes that were

unrepresentative in sorne cases. The communities surveyed were selected on the basis of

size, language spoken anG previous survey results. The surveys provide Wawatay with

information about the number and demographic characteristics of their listeners and

viewers and allows the Society to assess the response to various types of programs, as

well as to make decisions about scheduling if it appears that a particular program

encounters competition with other media or activities. The surveys rely soiely upon

statistical measurement of the audience, and the ability of the researcher to design a

useful questionnaire and to interpret the results has varied considerably in each case. The

questionnaires are usually administered in the communities by local people and so the

surveys are subject to sorne variations in administration at this level. The NNBAP

evaluations provide a composite portrait of Wawatay's audience in the communities, but

do not really provide much information about how people situate Wawatay in relation to
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other media, nor about their ul1derstanding ofWawatay as a means ofmediating cultural

tradition and political change in their communities. This would require a quite separate

study from the one undertaken here.

Wawatay's 'share' of the radio and television audience for its programs varies

from community to community according to the availability of other choices and to the

technical quality ofWawatay's signal. Competition with CBC or other channels or poor

reception have often been located as the cause for lower audience figures in sorne

communities. Audience share does not seem to vary according to age, sex, occupation,

schooling or other demographic measures in any predictable way, unless a program is

targeted at a specifie age group, and even in this case the variation is not as great as

might be the case with, for instance youth-oriented programming on CBe. The first

survey, carried out in 1985 aft;;r Cil:: Yé"T of network radio but prior to TV, considered

WRN's audience in three communities and found that over the whole sample, 72.4%

were regular Iisteners and 25.6% occasional (Minore 1985). By 1991, these figures had

risen, across the eight communities sampled they ranged from audiences of93.4% for the

WRN OjiCrec noon show to 84.6% for the Cree noon show (Koebberling 1992:16).

Wawatay's television audiences have been smaller, but still represent a substantial share

of the available audience. In 1987, after the first year oftelevision, across the whole

sample 37.9% watched Keenawin! every week, 18.3 % often, 20.1 % once in a while

(Minore 1987: 16). In 1991, the audience for Keenawllli and !nninew Tippachimowin in

the entire sample was between 38.9% and 50.3% depending on the day ofbroadcast. For

Video Awashishak, these figures were between 42.4% and 45.7% (Kvebberling 1992:39).
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Beginning in 1989 with Video Awashishak, and in 1990-91 ""ith children's television,

Wawatay has targeted programs to specific age groups. This has been a successful

strategy, the younger audience for Video Awashishak has been as high as 80 to 100% in

Eastern Time Zone communities, but was as low as 10% in Central Time Zone area,

partly because the program was in competition ,vith CBC news (Koebberling 1992:48).

From the numbers cited above, despite differences in sampling methods and sample

sizes, it is apparent that network radio has consistently reached a majority of Cree and

OjiCree radio listeners over nearly a ten year period, while Wawatay te1evision has a

maintained a sizeable share of the audience in an increasingly competitive television

context.

Wawatay seems to have been able effectively assess and address its audience's

programming wants and needs. As soon as network radio began, listeners responded

with demands for an expanded schedule (Minore 1985) and in both 1985 and 1987,

Wawatay's audience were emph&tic about the importance and desirability of native

language programming. Again in 1991, audiences wanted extended programming hours

for both radio and television (Koebberling 1992:35,57). It is absolutely clear from the

audience surveys, that Wawatay listeners and viewers turn to Wawatay for regional news,

news from other communities and news about national native issues. In the area of

community news, the most frequent complaint concerns the imbalance in coverage, with

the perception that some communities were over-represented (Minore 1985:56;

Koebberling 1992:57). Along with CUITent affairs and contemporary issues the other kind

of programming in consistent demand has been that presenting traditional activities,
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stories and legends. Listeners want to hear the eIders' personal accounts ofthe past, as

weil as familiar legends and traditional tales. Programs about hunting, fishing and

trapping and preparing and cooking game are popular, especially those that tap the

knowledge of eIders in these areas (Koebberling 1992:57). A more recent interest seems

to have emerged in programs that teach life skills in areas such as health and child care

and provide information about social services in these fields. The interests and concems

which are or have been addressed by Wawatay's programming refle(:t the ability of

audiences in these communities to use media as a means of sustaining and developing

traditional cultural knowledge as weil as a source of information about CUITent and future

social and political possibilities.

Wawatay has responded to the linguistic differences within its audience by

establishing separate production facilities in Moose Factory for Cree-language television

and radio. Prior to the creation of radio studios in Moose Factory, WRN news programs

from Sioux Lookout inc!uded altemating Cree and OjiCree segments. Now, although the

programming originates from the separate locations, because of the time zone difference

between East and Central, both sets ofprograms are heard in communities in either zone,

and people often listen to programming other than in their own language even though

their comprehension mûY be limited. The most southerly dialects ofOjibway are least

represented on WRN and in communities like Fort Hope and Webequie people listen to

and understand programming in OjiCree although they don't speak it but would prefer

more programming in their own dialect (Minore 1985:61; 1987:25). The degree of

mutual intelligibility between OjiCree and Ojibway or OjiCree and Cree seems to have
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been established through longstanding contact in the region (Valentine 1990:36).

Wawatay has built upon this through its effort to communicate in ail the various

languages and dialects of the region and has increased people's ability to understand and

willingness to listen to programs that are not in their own language (Martin 1993;

Valentine 1990:79). English may be the language that most people have in common

acrûss the region (Minore 1985:26), but the exposure to Algonquian languages and

dialectics through Wawatay broadcasts creates the potentia1 for adynamie multi-lingua1

environment in Nishnawbe-Aski. Another aspect ofWawatay's language-use is the

evidence it provides that aboriginallanguages are developing and changing. New terms

are translated by Wawatay announcers and 'neologisms' must be created to describe ideas

and ~ractices introduced to previously isolated communities. This can be a source of

tension because the desire to preserve the grammatical structures and vocabulary of a

spoken language often inhibits its everyday use in altered social and technological

contexts (Howard 1993; McNulty 1993). The evolution of the Cree and Ojibway

languages requires a process of collective negotiation as new usage~; are adopted and

older ones revised or absndoned.

The audience surveys cited here only suggest the barest framework of the

relationship between Wawatay and its audience. Al Howard points out that people

involved in production at Wawatay respond most immediately to comments received on

a face-to-face, person-to person basis in a way that is intimate and intuitive. The

audience surveys, because they are conducted and interpreted by outside researchers, do

not have the same kind of immediate impact on producers. In the spring of 1993,
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Wawatay television staff conducted their oWll telephone 'sweep.' Members of the

production unit themselves made calls to a randomly selected list ofpeople to find out

who was watching and what they thought about recent programs. Howard feh that the

personal contact gave the TV staff a much greater sense ofwhere programming strengths

and weaknesses lay and how to build on these. Besides direct personal responses and

phone surveys, Wawatay also makes extensive use ofa 'radio forum' format to elicit

suggestions and criticisms from its Iisteners. The 1991 audience survey was accompanied

by two such fora, where liste'lers were invited to cali in with questions, concerns and

comments. In 1991 Wawatay also organized a similar kind of public forum on a much

larger scale. Called the Wawatay Forum, this involved a three-day video conference held

in Thunder Bay with links to Ottawa and Toronto, to which regional and national

aboriginal leaders, aboriginal social service workers, provincial politicians and

bureaucrats, educators and aboriginal cultural organizations were aIl invited to

contribute. Wawatay's Board members and staff had prepared questions in advance and

the respondents addressed these in the context of planning the Society's future directions.

The electronic format provided for the participation and interaction ofthe Board and a

number of individuals and institutions who could not otherwise have been brought

together without great expense and inconvenience. The model is one with which

Wawatay and the communities are quite familiar and it is an effective means of

collecting the necessary information for strategie planning and direction.

Wawatay's audience is, in many senses of the word, a community; consisting of

20,000 people with shared linguistic, cultural, social, geographic and historical
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parameters and common political and economic interests. Within these general

parameters and interests there are conflicts and tensions such as those outlined above.

around which media use must be organized. Wawatay's staff are members ofthis

community or have been drawn into it and are accountable to it by virtue of the mandate,

philosophies and structure of the institution and as a function offamily and social

networks. Wawatay builds mechanisms of community and audience participation into its

programming and operations in a variety offonnal ways, by community membership in

and direction of the Society, through on·air training of community radio managers,

community contributions to radio and television programming and through audience

surveys, sweeps and public fora. The relationship between audience and producer is

maintained in infonnal ways as well, through the cultural values and communication

ethiG that 1 suggested are the conditions ofprogram production at Wawatay.

As a public broadcaster, Wawatay's relationship to its audience is a model of the

means by which the public interest in communication can be successfully located,

expressed and addressed. But it is diffieult to imagine how such a model might be

applied to existing structures of public and community broadcasting outside of aboriginal

communities. The integration of the community sector with the regional network, and

structures of community control at both levels are features that are unique to the

development of communications in the region and derived entirely from aboriginal

participation in and control ofthat development. The conjuncture ofparticipatory

communications planning, modes of cultural expression and the principles of self

detennination have produced a fonn of public broadcasting and a cultural institution that
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is without parallel in Canada.

7. Wawatay in transitiou; new conditions and new directions.

ln the 1990s Wawatay is taking stock, assessing the changing conditions of its

operation and detennining new directions for the future. The Wawatay Forwn was part of

a larger process of strategie planning, in which the Society sought to c1arifY how recent

economic and political changes would affect communications in the region, how the

concems of existing stakeholders in Wawatay's development could be better addressed,

and whether new partnerships could be forged in meeting new challenges. The planning

ixocess necessarily involved the reconsideration ofWawatay's original mandate in order

to ensure that any changes being pursued would "be purposefully and firmly grounded in

meeting those ileeds of the people which it is presently and potentially most capable of

serving" (WNCS 1991b:i). The transcripts ofthe Wawatay Forum are like and unlike the

transcripts of a CRTC hearing; intervenors, stakeholders and interest groups are all

represented there, but a subtle reversaI of positions and subversion of discursive authority

is apparent. Wawatay's Board ofDirectors had established the agenda, determined the

tenns ofreference and invited the participants, the proceedings were translated from and

into OjiCree and bureaucrats and politicians nonnally in the position of consulting

aboriginal groups found themselves being consulted by an aboriginal institution.

The Forum provided a thorough overview of national, provincial and regional

contexts of self-government negotiations, cultural and communications policy relating to

aboriginal people, and initiatives in education and social services. The Board and
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management had enough material upon which to base a strategic planning document for

the '90s, but many of the possibilities and directions raised by the Forum remain

undeveloped as time, energy and resources for the pursuit of potential partnerships and

new ventures are difficult to come by. The Wawatay Forum and the Strategic Planning

Session that followed during 1992 were triggered by changes in the Society's economic

environment and media context -- the Secretary of State budget cuts which afTected

Wawatay and the influx of outside media signaIs to the northern communities. These

two external pressures were seen to demand internaI changes at Wawatay in order 10

ensure its lonf,>tenn survival and continuing ability to attract audiences by meeting Ihe

need for culturally relevant programI1ling.

The Strategic Planning Session resulted in a document thal outlined eighl key

directions for internaI changes at Wawatay to be implemented over a five year period.

These are characterized by an el1lphasis on increasing economic self~sufficiency and

intemal operalional efficiency. The eight strategies are targeled to the following areas of

concern: 1. Mandate; to extend Wawatay's geographic mandale 10 reach NAN people in

urban areas outside the coml1lunities and to revise ils mandate to include the produclion

and delivery of educational programming. 2. Leadership; to strengthen delegalion,

management and business skills, by providing effective and appropriate managerial

training to ail management staff in areas such as human resource development, fiscal

planning and budget, production cycles, planning and co-ordination, information

organization and retrieval, volunteer development and the place oftraditional values in

cultural indust!)·. 3. Human resource development; to address the need for highly-skilled
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native-language speaking broadcasters, \vriters and technicians, in order to provide client

and public satisfaction by actively promoting professional training for existing staff as

weil as promoting communications-related training for al! native people through a high

school vocational curriculum, a national institute for native communications and

broadcast training, and the development of an active volunteer program. 4. Structural and

organizational adjustment; to address the need for less generalized means of decision

making and more emphasis on delegated authority; managers need to state, plan and

achieve goals, jobs need to be redefined and labour redistributed. 5. Delivery systems; to

respond to emerging needs for data, text and graphies netwcrks and media delivery with

dedicated northern native systems by developing new partnerships or negotiating new

relations with existing partners ego TYNC, TVa, NNEC/Wahsa, Department of

Education, James Bay Cree Communications, cable operators, NAN, INAC, etc.

6. Cultural, artistic and social environment; to develop means of nourishing artistic and

musical aspirations of NAN people, create a position for an artistic director to promote

opportunities for native artists and musicians within Wawatay. Explore existing federal

and provincial programs to support artists, host an 'artists forum' to inspire links between

artists, Wawatay and potential sponsors. 7. Marketing and Client Services; to provide

improved service and long term financial stability. 8. Review, Follow-up and Reporting;

to devise means of ensuring tha! objectives are met, tracking accomplishments, and

creating dialogue between staff and Board.

These strategies represent a comprehensive agenda of change for the Society,

sorne of which involve internaI restructuring, others involve more productive
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partnerships with other aboriginal and non-aboriginal organizations and agencies in

meeting Wawatay's objectives. The implications of such changes for the conditions of

prograrn production at Waw~ !y, the relationship between producers and audiences and

the role ofWawatay staffas communicators and translators is difficult to foresee. The

Society hopes to expand its mandate, but not significantly alter the basic commitment to

developing communications in the interests of the people ofNishnawbe-Aski and so

whatever changes take place will occur within the constraints;,nposed by that mandate.

Wawatay has recently been involved in the delivery of distance education

programs to the communities under the jurisdiction of the Northern Nishnawbe

Education Council (NNEC). This is another instance in which an aboriginal-controlled

institution has established services and structures that are parallel to those of a provincial

bureaucracy with the intention of meeting local needs in a more effective and appropriate

manner. Distance education services were offered to the northern communities during a

pilot project, through the Ontario Ministry ofEducation's program 'Contact North,' but

the Ontario govemment was unwilling to subsidize telephone costs between teachers and

students, so Wawatay suggested the use ofWRN as an alternative delivery system

(Beaton 1993). In 1990 through a Special Initiatives Project ofiNAC, surveys were done

in the communities and approval acquired over the summer to set up a distance education

network offering high school credits. This involved visits to the communitie<, drafting a

proposaI and gathering Band Council Resolutions in its support and then Sib'11ed

agreements in the participating communities between the Band Council and Wahsa. In

1991, the WRN signal was split, so that Wahsa was able to use a separate frequency.
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Leaming Centres were established in several communities where students could come to

1isten to radio courses and use a telephone convenor to interact with teachers in Sioux

LOOKOUt. Brian Beaton characterized the Wahsa and Wawatay partncrship as a 'Ioose

relationship' arising from a series of meetings to clarifY the needs expressed by the

communities, chiefs and Northem Nishnawbe Education Council and to offer the

communities an alternative to sending children out to distant towns and cities to continue

school after Grade 8. Wahsa is partIy an offshoot ofWawatay, but also a partnership

bctween Wawatay, native agencies and governmcnts. The Society's decision to extend its

mandate into the area of distance education indicates its ongoing commitment to

developing media in the interests of its constituent communities.

Wawatay feels the pressure of government cutbacks most painfully because it is

in the midst oftrying to expand its services to the communities and because the need for

effective native-language media increases as other signaIs proliferate in the North. In

order to diversifY its funding sources, Wawatay has sought out new sources of revenue by

offering a variety of services to a number of clients through its media links to the

communities and in other areas of native-language development, such as translation and

publishing or production of educational materials. The Society is also trying to develop

an advertising income for the Wawatay News and for WRN. An advertising policy is in

place at WRN (WNCS l 993) and the indication from audience surveys is that advertising

on th, radio network is well accepted (ANK 1988). The use of Wawatay media by

govemment and commercial clients implies the need for a "more professional public

image and corporate development mechanisms" and this has further implications in
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increasing the demand for professional skills and attitudes amongst staff (WNCS 1992c).

The need for advanced training for present staffhas been recognized and the initiation of

a professional dev("]ooment policy is designed to increase the opportunity for people to

take short courses or intemships outside Wawatay as weil as to take extended training

leave for longer periods as a way offorestalling staffbumout (WNCS 1992c). Despite

the emphasis on corporate development and commercial imperatives in the 1992

Strategie Plan, Wawatay is committed to its non-profit objectives. The efforts at

marketing, increasing advertising revenue or provision of services to outside clients are

ail intended to augment the Society's ability to extend its schedules and prol,'Tamming

capiicity. The desire to generate more income is directly linked tu the need to hire more

staff, provide more services and ensure longterm survival.

Serving a small and isolated audience, which dors not constitute a 'market' in

conventional terms, the Society's ability·to support its activities by ~dvertising is Iimited

at present. Commercial activities at Wawatay are viewed as a means of supplementing

NNBAP funding, but also as way of achieving sorne measure of independenc.e from

govemmen' support. This position is understandable. given the insecurity of current

federal funding arrangements for aboriginal media and the constraints which come with

such arrangements. But with ils emphasis on programming and its cultural mandate,

Wawatay falls into the public sector ofbroadcasting and so has a right to a share of

public resources for broadcasting. Regional native communications societies are in

competition with national and provincial public broadcasters for these resources and arc

challenging the monopoly control of institutions like the CBC and TVO. In presentations
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to the Wawatay Forum, aboriginalleaders and communications policy-makers

emphasized the need for aboriginal broadcasters to intervene in the existing distribution

of resources for public broadcasting and to argue for the creation of an autonomously

administered fund for native media (Blondin in WNCS 199Ib:3; Fontaine in WNCS

1991 b:90). Florence Woolner, a former Wawatay staffmember and former Chiefof

Native Communications and Broadcast Programs at the Secretary of State, argued that

despite cutbacks, aboriginal people had a right to continuing government subsidies for

media and should continue to demand them as an expression of pride in their language

and culture (WNCS 1991 b: 130). She added that financial support might also be

structured as part of a land claims agreement and suggested that Wawatay's Board could

play a role in having communications included as a part ofNAN's self-government

negotiations. Whether support for aboriginal media cornes from federal and provincial

governments or First Nations governments, Wawatay has proved itself an effective and

fully accountable public institution in fulfiHing its social, cultural and linguistic mandate.

As a synthesis offorms ofpublic broadcasting and aboriginal-controlled institutions,

native communications societies occupy a unique position in Canadian public and

culturallife.

The role of native communications societies is changing as national aboriginal

issues and initiatives toward self-government become a key element of Canadian politics.

On the one hand, there is a growing need for a native perspective in the national media

coverage of these issues and initiatives and this could come from native broadcasters at

the regional level in the form of co-productions or other partnerships, or from najve
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broadcasters trained at the community or regional level moving into the mainstream

media. On the other hand, national and regional aboriginal leaders could use the regional

societies to more effectively communicate with their aboriginal constituency at the

community level. National aboriginal organizations have made skilful use of mainstream

media to make the case for aboriginal rights and self-determination to a non-native

audience. However, this can be problematic for leaders, Ovide Mercredi and the

Assembly of First Nations successfully used the mainstream media to campaign for the

yes vote in the referendum on Meech Lake, but as Lawrence Martin pointed out, they

made no specifie effort to use the regional societies to expJain their position. As a result,

many aboriginal people on reserves didrù understand the Accord or AFN's position.

Martin feels it would have made a difference if Mercredi himself had addressed the

people directly through Wawatay.

This problem of addressing a dual audience with national level aboriginal

politicai strategies is s.lso related to the Jack of a 'national' aboriginal media or means of

exchanging information between regional societies in order to help generate a degree of

shared information and a unified position on national issues. TYNC goes sorne way

toward addressing this Jack, but as a deJivery system, TVNC has not yet fulfilled the

potential of a national native network in aboriginal languages or in English and French

versions for non-native audiences, or native audiences who speak languages other than

those ofTYNC's members (WNCS J99Jb:J18). The creation ofa national aboriginal

media organization or network has not been a priority for national native leadership. The

relationship between NACS and the national politicai organizations like AFN or !TC
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remains unfocussed, and the potential for reaching an agreement on how the goals of

national organizations and regional communications societies might coincide is just

beginning to be explored (Martin 1993). Wawatay maintains its formaI independence

from NAN and from other aboriginal political organizations, but is involved in

communicating and interpreting regional self-govemment initiatives to the communities

and generating discussion and debate so that people will be in a position to make

informed decisions and federal and provincial governments cannot employ the kinds of

divisive tactics that so often depend upon misinformation and hinder political

development (WNCS 199Ib:92, \3). The same kind of relation between nationallevel

pol itical objectives and regional or national aboriginal media could be a profitable one,

but remains to be worked out.

CONCLUSION

This case study has been presented as an interpretive approach to the

understanding of aboriginal media in Canada. 1 have employed the methods of social

history and ethnography in a representation of culture and communication practices

while recognizing that research itself is a form of social communication requiring the

intersubjective production ofmeaning through language (Fabian 1983:162). As much as

possible 1 have tried to include accounts of communication strategies and cultural

identities in the voices of people at Wawatay themselves. In interpreting these accounts, 1

havc looked to their critical potential and considered the implications of what people say

about who they are and what they do, for theoretical models of cultural identity,
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communication and politics. A case study such as this has as much to say about the

normative discourses and practices of non-native community and public broadcasting and

communications and cultural policy as it does about aboriginal media. Throughout 1have

tried to suggest how Wawatay represents an implicit critique of'mainstream' media by

providing a comparative perspective on the Society's internaI principles, organization of

program production, expressions of cultural values and collective identities and

conceptions of audience and community. Because they at once reproduce and reconstruct

dominant modes of mass communication, an understanding of the use of communication

technologies and organization of communication practices at Wawatay requires attention

to the \vider social, historical and cultural conditions of media and communication

strategies. These 'conditions of possibility' of aboriginal media use were explored in the

earlier chapters of the dissertation, and throughout the case study 1have tried to locale

the points at which these broader discursive and practical forces intersect with local

knowledge and everyday activities at Wawatay.

What does it mean to say that Wawatay is a site of cultural politics? Simply that

expressions of cultural identity, institutional ideologies and philosophies and everyday

organization of program production, as weil as the program texts themselves, are ail

premised on the futurity of Cree and Ojibway cultures in Nishnawbe-Aski and derived

from their historicity. Communication strategies at Wawatay are a function of cultural

knowledge produced in the transaction between past and present and of dominant

discourses and practices which intersect with local cultures and languages. Identity is the

act ofmoving between and among and mobilizing these two coterminous networks of
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power and discourse. Throughout the interpretation undertaken above, key notions of

power, culture and identity, drawn from social theory, ethnography and postcolonial

cultural studies have been juxtaposed with subjective and documentary sources at

Wawatay. The objective ofthis method was not to prove or disprove the validity of such

notions, but rather to assess their usefulness as interpretive and analytic tools. In moving

from the larger sense in which the terms were elaborated in the preceding chapter to the

narrow sense in which they have been located in this case study, 1am not proposing a

universal formula for the analysis of aborigi!"!~1 cultural politics, but a more limited claim

that these tools are useful in this instance ar:d may be in other similar cases.

Following from the position that power can be understood as practice rather than

substance, and further that power is productive rather than only repressive, 1have tried to

locate the local foci of power and resistance at Wawatay. The practice of power can thus

be located in the structures of community control and \vithin the cultural codes and

values that operate on program production and producers. Wawatay is also situated

\\~thin the networks of power which organize communications policy and practice in

Canada and those which have historical1y constituted relations between aboriginal and

non-aboriginal people and are now shaping the strategies of self-government. These

networks are coterminous in the sense that Wawatay as an institution or a site is located

\VÏthin each of them. Thus, the 'external' forces which act upon Wawatay's internaI

structures and processes can be located at the community and regional level, as well as

within provincial and f~deral bureaucracies.

From the critical ethnographers, 1 have drawn an understanding of aboriginal
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culture as emergent and dynamic, not situated in sorne distant time and space, but coeval

and contemporary. 1 have suggested that Cree and Ojibway cultures in Nishnawbe-Aski

are in the process of transfonnation, that traditional values infonn the use of new

technologies but that traditions, cultural precepts, even languages are reconstituted in the

encounter with communications technologies and 'technologies of power.' A view of

culture as 'processuaJ' provides further insight into the productive and strategie choices

that are made by groups and individuals as they negotiate the persistence, transfonnation

or rejection of existing social patterns, religious beliefs, linguistic structures, and

technological or cconomic infrastructures.

Finally, derived from postcolonial critiques, 1 have applied a conception of

identity as agency or authority; the possibility of strategic and knowledgeable

occupations oflanguage and rliscourse by 'intending subjects' that does not assume a

universal subject of history. 1 remarked especially on the articulation of identity at

Wawatay in the transaction between inside and outside, between internaI self-definitions

and locations within the 'larger society.' Identity as an object/text/expressiofl is produced

in the act ofidentiJYing. 'Identifying' has two senses which are relevant here; the act of

locating, naming, positioning, or revealing one's self or society in relation (0 the outside

or external society and the sense of recognizing, belonging to, aspiring to, or

sympathizing with an individual or group as internally defined. In this sense the Cree and

Ojibway people are historically constituted, and as individuals produce and reproducc

discourses in which they can locate and through which they can represent themselves.

This is another way of viewing the cultural politics of aboriginal media use .
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation began by tracing two co-existing discourses of difference.

European and colonial discursive categories produce dominant definitions of

aboriginality as 'Other,' different from and outside the norm, thus subject to modes of

domination and exclusion. Residues of the ideas and instruments of scientific racism and

colonialism still remain in contemporary relations between aboriginal and non-aboriginal

groups. A set of opposing discursive categories, persisting from pre-contact aboriginal

cultures and reproduced in the experience of contact and change, are strategically

mobilized as a means of subversion and resistance. These inform a definition of

diftèrence linked to culturally and historically constituted expressions of aboriginal

identity. ln the first chapter, this correlation between lived identities, oppositional

. discourses and modes ofresistance was posited as characteristic of cultural politics. This

use of the term depends upon an understanding of power as productive and resistance as

transfonnative. Where colonial histories have effaced the possibility of an aboriginal

subject, except in its occupation of a position of difference, contemporary native

historians are engaged in the strategie re-inscription of history from a position of

essential or universal Amerindian identity. It is this act ofre-inscription and the

assumption of narrative authority that Spivak suggests indicates the possibility of

'subaltem speech' and the irreducibility of the margin in the centre.

The second chapter u"del ::>ok a genealogy of the discourses of difference and

identity delineated in the firs!. Specifie (~vents were treated as moments of discursive

articulation and rupture. Treaties and land claims agreements; the Royal Proclamaiion,
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the White Paper and the Constitution Act were each considered as textual and social

expressions ofthese discourses. Various discursive categories l'rom both fields are

deployed as 'tactical elements' in the process of aboriginal self-definition and the

designation of rights and responsibilities adhering to First Nations and to the dominant

society. Since the mid-1960s aboriginal people, identifying themselves on the basis of

cultural and historical differences, have articulated clemands for political rights inherent

to that identity/difference. Aboriginal rights, treaty rights and the right to self

government are grounded in the pre-contact use and occupation of the land. The

recognition ofthese rights eniails a moral responsibility upon non-aboriginaJ people. The

second chapter followed the relation between aboriginal people and the Canadian state

through the transition l'rom coercion to negotiation, but suggested that residual colonial

attitudes and practices along with recent modes ofmarginalization and appropriation

establish the c"..'ext for contemporary aboriginal cultural politics.

The exploration of the discursive and practical components of cultural politics

moved l'rom a diachronic analysis of 'macro' political and economic systems to a

synchronic analysis of the micro-politics ofCanadian culture and communications policy

in the third chapter. This chapter considered how discourses of difference and identity

intersect with the key discursive categories of communications policy. In its brief history

communications policy can be seen to revolve around three central terms -- 'public

interests,' 'market forces,' and 'technological imperatives.' The specific content and

relative significance ofthese categories in the motivation ofpolicy decisions is currently

contested. The political and financial crisis of public broadcasting, the deregulation of
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cultural industries, the proliferation ofnew technologies and the fragmentation of

'national' identity are evidence of the shifting discursive positions being occupied by

politicians, bureaucrats, public and commercial broadcasters, cultural minorities and

other policy actors. The initial intervention of aboriginal people in communications

policy processes marked a conjuncture of the articulation and recognition of aboriginal

rii~hls with an 'experimental moment' in federal communications and cultural policy and

development oftechnological infrastructures. Prob'TamS like Challenge for Change, the

Northern Pilot Project and interactive satellite experiments emerged under the agenda of

'participatory democracy' but coincided with a politicization of culture and contributed to

a greater awareness of regional and cultural differences. Community broadcasting took

shape during this period, but lacked any coherent fonnula for its development at the

nationallevel resulting in a multiplicity offonns with often contradictory objectives at

the local level.

Aboriginal people were able to identify their own communication needs and

organize their own interests at this conjuncture and subvert policy processes toward their

own ends. At the same, community radio was becoming a local cultural institution in

many native communities, before or concurrent with the extension of southem

broadcasting to remote areas. By 1983, northern native groups had participated in a

number of sophisticated media projects and had begun to construct regional broadcasting

networks. The recognition of aboriginal medi:l through fonnal govemment policy and

native-language program production funds marked the convergence of discourses of

aborigina! rights \Vith those of public broadcasting. In both spheres aboriginal people
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were challenging discursive categories and procedures while reconstructing politica!

instruments and communications technologies for culturally relevant purposes. The third

chapter helped locate the emergênce of native-controlled broadcasting within the broadcr

struggle for political and cultural autonomy thus illuminating the tensions between

discourse and practice and establishing a correlation between communication strategies

and political development.

Having used the concept of cultural politics as a key to reading histories and

analyzing policy discourses, the fourth chapter reviewed the models of culture and

communication employed in other approaches to aboriginal media use. Although several

of these existing studies employ related concept" none make explicit analyses of

aboriginal media use as an expression of cultural politics. This chapter therefore included

a survey of areas of theory and critique outside communication studies in order to

broaden the concept and make il more readily applicable to the case study. The threc

elements of cultural politics identified in the second chapter as identities, ideologies and

strategies were revised and fleshed out with the intention of'operationalizing' them and

generating specific research questions. A model of identity as expressive agency was

drawn l'rom postcolonial theory. An understanding of culture as the conjunctural and

relational organization of knowledge or discourse was borrowed l'rom postmodem

ethnography. An analytic of power encompassing its strategie, productive and practical

character was drawn l'rom post-structuralism.

The case study ofWawatay used this definition of cultural politics in the 'Iarger

sense' as an interpretive tool for reflection upon material collected through interviews,
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observations and documentaI)' analysis. The discussion ofhistorical and cultural

contexts of communication in Nishnawbe-Aski established the parameters within which

Wawatay operates. The analysis of the Soeiety's development, its formaI structures and

principles, practical organization of production and the ways in which it mediates both

individual and collective expressions of identity juxtaposed the definition of cultural

politics produced earlier in the dissertation against local interpretations of cultural

tradition and values, political and community development and the role of media.

Without rigidly imposing the concept upon the material discussed, a number of points of

convergence \Vere noted. The reconstruction of various media technologies for local uses

was seen to be highly strategic. Whether trail radio, telephone, community radio or

network television, each medium is integrated into existing community structures,

adapted to locall'mguages and knowledges and designed as means of sustaining

traditions while informing and preparing Cree and Ojibway people for social and

political change. Wawatay was described as a 'site' of cultural politics because it is a

point at which the transaction between past and present, bet\Veen tradition and

technological change, is most apparent. The Society also acts as intennediary between

the discourses and politics of federal and provincial communications policy and

programs and local c0111munication needs and practices. At Wawatay, expressions of

cultural identity, institutional ideologies and philosophies and the organization, form and

content ofprogramming reflect these tensions between past and present and centre and

margin. As an interpretive device, the notion of cultural politics enables an understanding

ofthese micro-Ievel aspects of culture, power and identity in tenns oftheir historical
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constitution and in relation to macro-Ievel forces .

The dissertation has avoided the prescription of any universal formula for the

analysis of abonginal media, but elaborated and applied the concept of cultural politics

on several different levels and in several different instances. From a preliminary

detinition as the relation between culturally-defined groups to a thoroughly detailed

understanding of its component elements, the examination of cultural politics provided a

number of eftèctive ·,;a'ltage points on the emergence of aboriginal media in Canada.

Throughout the dissertation, 1suggested areas heyond its immediate scope which mighl

benefit l'rom further research mOlivated by the application ofthis mode!. The role of

mainstream media in rroducing and reproducing discourses of difference and identity

and the stralegic use of aboriginal media in opposing and subverting dominant discursive

categories is one such area that could combine an understanding of cultural politics with

the tools oftextual analysis. The field would also be strenl,>thened by the comparative

study of native community radio or regional societies simply to illustrate how diffèrent

groups have intervened in policy processes, mediated between govermnent policy and

local needs, and reconstructed communication technologies for specifie cultural or

political purposes. Such comparative detai! would give more substance 10 Ihe aspecls of

cultural polilics outlined here as weil as suggesting other potenlial thematics and points

of convergence between culture, power and identity in each case.

One area touched upon by the case study presented here but worthy of more

thorough analysis is study of individual and collective engagements with

communications technologies themselves and the cultural precepts which shape the ways
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in which they are understood and put to use. This might involve more extensive

interviews with native television and radio producers, discussion oftheir choice of

aesthetic, visual and narrative codes, production and editing methods and their own

assessment of the formaI properties of completed programs and interpretations ofthese

texts. Finally, the related question of the charact~,istics and expectations of the audience

for aboriginal radio and television would also bear serious consideration l'rom the

perspective of cultural politics. Although sorne statistical data on the audiences for

regional native networks exist, further research might ah~mpt to discover whether

aboriginal audiences bring specifie interpretive codes to the products of aboriginal media

and/or mainstream media and how these relate to traditional values, linguistic differences

or culturally-derived narrative and visual forms. The modeIs of 'audience ethnography'

bein!! developed within communic'!!ion studies might be useful in this case. The nature

orthe relationship between native broadcasters and their community audiences with

respect to shared cultural values and communal communication ethics couId also be

explored l'rom this perspective.

These suggestions reveal the potential for further research in this area. They are

premised on the beliefthat such research would bring new critical insights to the field of

communication studies as weil as providi'1g new models for the direction of

communications polie)' and the diversification of public and cornmunity broadcasting in

Canada. Aboriginal media use represents a unique organization of communication

technologies and strategies for specifie cultural and political purposes. The history of

relations between aboriginal peoples and the state converged \Vith a particular moment in
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communications polir:y and practice to create the conditions ofpossibility for native

controlled broadcastii1g -- conditions which are not completely duplicated in any other

country with minoriy indigenous populations. The development of regional and national

native-language broadcast production centres and distribution networks such as Wawatay

and TYNC are unparalleled outside Canada. Aboriginal communicators and

communications researchers are thus able to exploit a number of rich opportunities to

explore and establish models in this field. This dissertation represents one such

opportunity and in tracing the emergence of a unique set of communication strategies has

sought to relate these to an emerging critical paradigm. Aboriginal cultural poli tics th us

impinges not only upon Canadian political development, and communications policy and

practice, but upon acad\~mic discourses as weIl.
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APPENDIXA

Research Questions for Case Study

1. Identities:
1. Who do you see as your audience? What is your relation to this group or communityry
ie. What is the connection between collective needs and realities and personal experience
and commitments?
2. ls there a regional or national (Nishnawbe-Aski Nation) identity? On what basis is a
common identity in the NAN region defined? Language, history, cultural traditions?
What conflicts exist within this region? Among communities, linguistic groups? Between
remote communitieslbands and regional centres and organizations? Between generations,
eIders and youth? Between sexes?
3. How does everyday activity at Wawatay reflect experiences of cultural identity? How
is the organization different from other types of radio, television or newspaper
production? ln terms of i) issues covered, ii) people interviewed, approaches to stories or
programs, iii) language, style or form.
4. How can Wawatay address conflicts within NAN communities and still work towards
supporting a collective identity? eg. suicide forlim; showing both painful conflicts and a
cornmon desire for healing in the communities.

II. Practices, Organizational Strategies:
1. What were sorne of the main forces behind Wawatay's historical development? Over
the past twenty years, what kind of communication needs were defined? Who defined
them? Who took action on these needs? How did these objectives contribute to policies
and to the formation of organizational structures?
2. Presently Wawatay has a well-developed set of objectives, policies and internai
structures, how are these different from or similar to other non-aboriginal media
organizations? How are these different from or similar to those of other First Nations
organizations (not media, eg, Tikinagan, NNEC, Wahsa)?
3. Whal role do traditional practices and beliefs play in everyday organizational tasks?
4. What is the relationship between Wawatay and broader political goals of First Nations
people in Canada? Between Wawatay and organizations like NAN and AFN? How does
Wawatay fit into debates about constitutional rights or self-government? Are
communications societies part of a political process or do they just provide reflectioil or
commentary upon political aspirations? Do cultural objectives and po1itical objectives
always coincide? Would you use words Iike 'empowerment' or 'resistance' to describe
Wawatay's goals and strategies?

III. Texts, Programs, Content.
1. Are your goals or intentions as producers always immediately appao.·?nt to your
audience? Are there instances of incomplete communication or miscommunication?
2. How have instruments like audiencè surveys, personal responses and general reception
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in communities influenced program development or specifie content?
3. How is 'cultural identity' reflected in programs? What references are there in programs
and stories to shared cultural contexts? How do language, traditional practices and
values, contemporary struggles, community and family relations influence program
priorities? Are there things an 'outsider' might not be aware of or sensitive to in program
development and content?

IV. External pressures and conflicts.
1. To what extent are identities, texts/programs, and every day practices influences by
external factors? Eg. experiences of racism, colonial mentalities, bureaucratie norms
(INAC, NNBAP and other granting agencies), commercial pressures, technological
constraints.
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APPENDIX B

Chronology of key events in the development of
Wawatay Native Communications Society

1971 (June) Kenomadiwin Incorporated mobile community radio station begins
broadcasting in six communities in Northern Ontario (Lake Helen, Macdiarmid, Gull
Bay, Longlac, Aroland, Pays Plat.) continues into 1973.

1972 Creation of Keesis newsletter published by the Sioux Lookout Friendship Centre,
taken over by Wawatay in 1974 and renamed Wawatay News.

1972 Northern Pilot Project (Department of Communications) begins involving
community radio and HF radio in NW Ontario and Keewatin District, NWT. By August,
first six HF stations are on the air in NW Ontario.

1973 (September) Initial approval of Native Communications Program funding through
Secretary of State, providing only for one communications society per region. Supported
newspapers, trai! radio services, HF radio networks and sorne community radio by funds
to 13 native communications societies. Extended north of60 in 1975, renewed in 1980
and 1981. Declared a permanent federal policy in 1987. Eliminated in 1990.

1973 (September) formation ofWa-Wa-Ta Native Communications Society to run HF
radio network resulting from Sioux Lookout Friendship and Communications Centre
involvement in Northern Pilot Project.

1973 (October) Ayamowin Communications Society begins broadcasting over 63 watt
station in Big Trout Lake, NW Ontario, under auspices ofNPP.

1976 Coml1lunity radio station established in Moosonee, Ont.

1977 Wa-Wa-Ta develops a community radio package for northern communities,
consisting of studio equipment and a one-watt transmitter.

1978 (Summer) Wa-Wa-Ta takes part in experiments using the DOC Hermes
communications satellite linking three commurnty radio stations with the regional
production centre in Sioux Lookout to create Canada's first interactive radio network.

1979 First conference of community radio managers and volunteers organized by Wa
Wa-Ta.

1979 Initiation of Translataphone service in agreement with Bell Canada, Cree and
OjiCree operators are able to assist non-English speakers in NAN communities in
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making long-distance calls and getting other service from Bell. The directory for
northem communities is also translated into syllabics.

1980 Wa-Wa-Ta hires a technician to travel to communities and transfer technical and
maintenance skills.

1981 First introduction of TV in Northwestem Ontario native communities, TVO and
CBC in the larger ones.

1982 Wa-Wa-Ta reaches al,>Teement with TV Ontario to distribute regional radio network
programming via Anik C and seeks federal funding for annual production costs.

1982 Wa-Wa-Ta organizes a LEAP training project fortwelve community radio
managers.

1983 Wa-Wa-Ta coordinates a Job Corps training program for 13 community radio staff.

1983 Beginning ofNorthern Native Broadcast Access Prob>Tam (NNBAP) administered
through SecretaI")' of State. 13.4 million a year to subsidize broadcasting by 13 regional
native communications societies .

1984 Wa-wa-ta becomes Wawatay.

1984 Ontario Ministry ofNorthern Affairs (Iater Northern Development and Mines)
begins subsidizing installation of necessary satellite television equipment for TV Ontario
in northern and remote communities.

1984 (September) Creation ofWawatay Radio Network, beginning ten hours per week of
live radio production from Sioux Lookout distributed on the TVO satellite transponder to
22 community radio affiliates.

1985 (February - MaTch) Wawatay's first audience survey conducted using a sample of
250 people from three communities; Big Trout Lake, Fort Hope and Winisk.

1986 Wawatay applies to the Ontario Legislative Assembly for use of the OtA
transponder to distribute television prOb>Tamming on weekends. Standing Committee on
the Legislative Assembly approved this and ail further Wawatay applications for use of
the channel for special events broadcasting (meetings, hockey toumaments, special live
broadcasts etc. )

1986 Nine month training program for Radio and Television producers, toward origin of
Cree Radio Production in Moose Factol")' and OjiCree Television in Sioux Lookout.
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1987 (January) Wawatay Television airs first programs, half-hour weekly current affairs
program Keenawint (hosted magazine style program) Went to one hour weekly in 1988.

1987 (March) Beginning of 1 year training program for Cree and OjiCree television
producers with the goals of adding Cree language television programming from Moose
Factory.

1987 (September) Wawatay's second Audience Survey ofa sampIe size of225 from
Kashechewan, Webeque and Wunnummin Lake.

1988 (March) Cree television begins production in Moose Factory with contributions of
hal f hour per month

1988 (September) Addition of a new television program Animochikunun Current Affairs
(interviews, news reports). Half-hour bi-weekly until Dec 1990.

1989 Ministry of Communications and Culture begins Television Extension in Northern
Ontario (TENO) Program

1989 Wawatay AnnuaI General Meeting passes changes to the Society's Constitution,
Objectives, By-Iaws and Board of Directors. Board cut from fifteen to seven, by-laws
amended to c1arify relations between board and staff etc.,

1989 (September) Keenawinl reduced to halfhour weekly cultural program until Sept
1990, reduced to half-hour biweekly, cancelled in Sept. 1992.

1989 (September) Video Awashishak youth television programming begins, half-hour bi
weekly.

1990 (January) Children's television pro&'l'am Wachee-ay Wachee-ay co-produced with
Cree-Ojibway Cultural Centre in Timmins, half-hour bi-weekly.

1990 (September) WRN begins broadcasting Wahsa distance education courses on the
radio network.

1991 (Spring) Wawatay applies to OLA for use of a second audio sub-carrier to broadcast
Wahsa programs.

1991 (May) Prodüction of the Wawatay Forum; a live video conference with links from
Thunder Bay to Ottawa and Toronto; between Wawatay board and staff, representatives

. ofvarious aboriginal agencies and governments and provincial and federal governments
and institutions, in order to get a sense of new diœctions for the society and explore
potential partnerships and flmding strategies.
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1992 WRN begins broadcasting the NACS wraparound service, the Canadian Aboriginal
Radio Network (CARN) during the hours it is not on the air, giving community atTiliates
continuous feed.

1992 (Summer) Production ofWawatay's Five Year Strategie Plan -- formulation oflong
term development objectives.

1992 (September) Fully revised te1evision pro!,'Tamming -- introduction ofseveral new
programs, (see following program descriptions.)

1992 (October) Beginning of one-year Managing First Nations Radio Stations training
pro!,'Tam for thirty-three map.agers ofWRN affiliated stations.
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Wawatay Television Programming - May 1993

Bagosendamowill (OjiCree) halfhour bi-weekly, emphasis on family, children, women
and health issues.

Video Awaslrislrak (Cree and OjiCree) to halfhour weekly from both production centres.

Keeslray/lOw (Cree and OjiCree) halfhour weekly, focussing on a different Cree or
OjiCree eider ofTering traditional perspective on contemporary issues.

Itlllillew Tippaclrimowill (Cree) halfhour bi-weekly, CUITent affairs, focussing on James
Bay coastal communities.

Patawaskamic (Cree) halfhour bi-Weekly, focussing on environment, nature and
resource development.

Taslrelljikewill (OjiCree) halfhour monthly, understanding emotional healing from
persona1, family and social illness, studio dialogue, 'streeters,' advocacy messages, and
advice

Booclrigo (OjiCree) halfhour monthly, coping with conflicting social values,
documentary segments on politics, justice, health, education, family and community
Issues.

Keeokewill (OjiCree) one hour monthly, live direct-to-satellite entertaimnent, music,
dialogue, story -telling and festive events.
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S d M h 28

Saturdav March 27

un av, arc

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00 Video Awashaslzik

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30 Inninew
Tippachemowin

7:00 8:00

,
Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00 pm 6:00

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00 KeeshuyllOl:'

6:30 7:30 Pakwutuskamic

7:00 8:00
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S t d A '13a ur av, ri

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern . Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00

5:30 6:30 .

6:00 7:00 Keeshayhow

1l'dO 7:30 . Patwataskamic

7:00 8:00

un av, l~ ri

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory .

5:00pm 6:00

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00 Video Awashishak

6:30 7:30 lnninew
Tippachemowin

7:00 8:00
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St d A "110

un av, 'DrI

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

Maydawaywin 5:00pm 6:00

Tashinjige\ol'ùl 5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00

a ur av, ri

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00

5:30 6:30

Video Au'ashishak 6:00 7:00

Bagosendal71awin 6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00
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S

"un av, lOri

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00
.

Video Awashishak

5:30 6:30 lnninew
Tippachemowin

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00

atur ay, Apri

Sioux Lo()kout Central Eastern MooseFactory

5:00pm 6:00 .

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00 Keeshayshow

6:30 7:30 Pakwataskamic

7:00 8:00
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S t d A °124

un av, 'pn 5

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

Keeokewin 5:00pm 6:00

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00

a ur av, pn

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

Video Awashishak 5:00pm 6:00

5:30 6:30

6:00 7:00

Rag.l'endolllawin 6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00
.
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Sundav Mav 2

Saturdav Mav t

,
Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00 Video Awashislwk

5:30 6:30 !nninew
Tippachemowil1

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30

7:00 8:00

,

Sioux Lookout Central Eastern Moose Factory

5:00pm 6:00 Pakwatiskamic

5:30 6:30 Keeshayholl'

6:00 7:00

6:30 7:30 ,

7:00 8:00
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Radio Programming - May 1993

Cree language, from Moose Factory
17 hours original broadcasts per week (plus repeats)

Wab-Bam-Min-Nic-Kun (Tea and Cream) 10:00am - 12:00pm EST Mon - Thurs;
Morning show, community stories, phone-ins, news, weather, sports.

Noon show 12:00 - 1:OOpm EST Mon - Thurs; Local, regional, national, and international
news. Features on local issues, politics, health, education etc.

Evening show 5:00 - 6:00 pm EST Mon - Weds; Cultural issues, legends, phone-in line.
Thursday; religious prol,'Tamming, bible readings, gospel music

Youth program 7:00 -8:00 pm EST Thursday.

Variety program 9:00 - 10:30 am EST Friday; Music, news, weather, sports.

Dedication program 10:30 am - 1:00 pm EST Friday.

OjiCree language, from Sioux Lookout
22 hours original programming per week (plus repeats).

Morning programme 7:00 - 8:00 am CST Mon; Traditionallifestyles, Tues; Native
community and leadership. Weds; Spiritual teachings. Thurs; Youth issues. Fri; Boo
Shoo.

Noon l'rogramme 12:00 am - 1:00 pm CST News (international, national, regional and
local) northern community reports, music, PSAs, weather, birthdays, etc.

Evening Programme 5:00 - 6:00 pm CST Mon; Traditional and cultural programming.
Tues; Current affairs (NAN, federal and provinical governments). Weds; religion and
community profiles. Thurs; Childrens programming, 20 mins each targeted to 3-7 years,
8 - II years. 12-16 years.

Women's programme 8:00 - 9:00 pm CST. Weds.

Music Dedieation prol,'Tamme 4:00 - 6:00 pm Fri.
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WRN Programming - Monday to Thursda)' - Ma)' 1993

Sioux Lookout eST EST Moose Factory

üjiCree Moming 7:00am 8:00am
Show .

üjiCree Moming 8:00 9:00
Show (Rpt) . .

9:00 10:00 Cree Moming Show

10:00 11:00 Cree Moming Show
(cont.)

1J:00 12:00pm Cree Noon Show

üjiCree Noon Show 12:00pm 1:00

Managers Training 1:00 2:00
Broadcasts (Rpts. on
Wed, Thu, Fri.)

CARN 2:00 3:00 .. CARN

Community Radio 3:00 4:00 CARN
Managers Forum
(Wed, Fri)

4:00 5:00 Cree Evening Show

üjiCree Evening 5:00 6:00
Programme

6:00 7:00 Cree Youth Prol,>Tam
(Thurs.)

Managers Training 7:00 8:00
Broadcasts (Tue
Wed Thu)

üjiCree Women's 8:00 9:00
Program (Wed)

CARN 9:00 10:00
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WRN Programming - Friday - May 1993

Sioux Lookout CST EST MOOlle Factory

OjiCree Morning 7:00am 8:00am
.. . .

Show (Boo-shoo)
.

8:00 9:00 Cree VarietyIMusic
Show

9:00 10:00 Cree Dedication
Show (10:30am)

10:00 11:00 Cree Dedication
Show 'Nah Kah Mo
Nah' (conl.)

11 :00 12:00pm 'Nah Kah Mo Nah'
(cont.)

OjiCree Noon Show 12:00pm 1:00

Managers Training 1:00 2:00
Broadcasts (Rpts. on
Wed, Thu, Fri.)

CBC-CBQ Thunder 2:00 3:00 CBC-CBQ Thunder
Bay 'Indian Faces' Bay 'Indian Faces'

Community Radio 3:00 4:00
Managers Forum
(Wed, Fri)

OjiCree Dedication 4:00 5:00
Show 'Kenagamon'

'Kenagamon' 5:00 6:00 ••

Radio Bingo - 2nd 6:00 7:00
. ..

Friday of the month . .. .

CARN 7:00 8:00 .. . ..

. ... . .....
CARN 8:00 9:00

CARN 9:00 10:00 .
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